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Abstract 
 
 
 
Idioms are one of the most challenging phenomena for theories of language. This dis-
sertation aims at analyzing the conceptual motivation of a specific set of English idi-
oms and their Hungarian equivalents. This set includes the most frequently used Eng-
lish idioms that contain human body part words such as hand, head, or heart, and 
their Hungarian equivalents. The focus of the investigation is on the conceptual meta-
phors and conceptual metonymies that motivate the given idioms and their equiva-
lents in these unrelated languages. The idioms and their equivalents are analyzed fol-
lowing the cognitive linguistic method of analysis as proposed by, for instance, La-
koff & Johnson (1980), Lakoff (1987), and Kövecses (2002).  

The aim of the research is to examine the similarities and the differences in the 
metaphorical and metonymical conceptualization especially of the human body and 
related domains in English and Hungarian, which can lead to differences in the idio-
matic language. It is argued that English body part idioms can be analyzed together 
according to the specific body part areas they belong to since body parts in the same 
areas usually share several target domains. The analysis of body part idioms in Eng-
lish shows that there are five major body part areas, which appear to be the most im-
portant areas based on frequency data. These include (1) the head and its parts, (2) the 
trunk area, (3) the arm and its parts, (4) the leg and its parts, and (5) the inside of the 
human body. These different areas help understand separate target domains, while 
their constituent body parts usually help conceptualize similar targets. These areas co-
incide with a natural grouping of body parts, and they are thus consistent with our 
conventional way of thinking of separate areas of the human body.  

On the basis of a detailed analysis of the conceptual metaphors and metonymies 
motivating the given set of English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents, the gen-
eral tendencies of universality and variation are examined. There are both similarities 
and differences between English and Hungarian as far as the analyzed set of equiva-
lents is concerned. The systematic comparison shows that most often similarity be-
tween idioms and their equivalents exists on a generic level, and differences are pre-
sent on a specific level, or result from cultural priorities. The premises of the em-
bodiment hypothesis are shown to be valid in the case of human body idioms and 
their equivalents in the two unrelated languages. In general, universality allows for al-
ternativity, and each of the alternative means of conceptualization is well motivated. 

There are several similarities between English and Hungarian. The analysis of the 
idiom database shows that embodied experience has an enormous role in the similari-
ties between English and Hungarian. Thus, several of the conceptual metaphors and 
metonymies, and much of the conventional/cultural knowledge about concepts are 
shared by the two languages. Since the majority of the most frequent generic-level 
metaphors and metonymies are common to English and Hungarian, it is argued that 
the choices are constrained because of the universal nature of embodiment, and the 
common experiential bases employed.  

There are several major differences between English and Hungarian. The present 
analysis suggests that cross-cultural variation can be manifested in various ways in the 
two languages. Cross-linguistic differences can occur in literal meanings and concep-
tual mechanisms, as well as in the expression of the same or different conceptual 
metaphors and metonymies. On the basis of the idiom database, the most common 
case for the expression of the same figurative meaning is using different word forms, 
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similar literal meanings, and similar conceptual mechanisms in English and in Hun-
garian. Idiom–equivalent pairs in which more differences occur with respect to literal 
meanings and conceptual mechanisms rank lower as they occur less frequently.  

Universality and variation are complex and challenging issues in the cognitive lin-
guistic study of conceptual motivation. The results of this cognitive linguistic study 
are useful for further studies on alternative ways of conceptualization and cognitive 
semantics in general. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Topic 
 
The speaker’s ability to conceptualize situations in a variety of ways is the foundation 
of cognitive semantics. Although the conceptualization of the same situation in differ-
ent languages, or even within one language, may be similar or different (i.e. similar or 
different structures can be used to express similar meanings), each and every one of 
these ways can have independent motivation in the conceptual systems of speakers. 
Thus, the ways in which, for instance, different languages express concepts1 are all 
well motivated. Cognitive linguistics is a linguistic theory that proves helpful in ac-
counting for these similarities and differences, since, among other things, it claims 
that language itself is a manifestation of how people conceive of the world, and the 
entities, and their relationships in it. 

Conceptual mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphor and metonymy, used in the 
conceptualization of situations do not only motivate but also constrain the possibilities 
of conceptualization. Alternative conceptualization reflected by language is therefore 
constrained to a certain extent. This means that languages cannot simply choose one 
construal randomly, independently of everything. In addition, since most often the 
same conceptual operations work in language as well as in other cognitive domains, 
the processes that language reflects exist independently of language itself.  

The present dissertation centers round the embodiment hypothesis of linguistic 
meaning, according to which people’s ordinary, kinesthetic experiences are important 
in understanding the relations between the mind and the body. Thus, the primary 
source of conceptualization is the human body and its interaction with the world and 
the environment since the human organism plays an extremely important role in our 
understanding the world and in our conceptual system. 

The present study is relevant with respect to the issues of universality and alterna-
tive conceptualization since it examines the conceptual motivation of idioms and their 
equivalents in two unrelated languages. With the help of a detailed analysis of a spe-
cific source domain, the human body, in English idioms, and the alternative source 
domains in the Hungarian equivalents employed for the conceptualization of the same 
target domains, the present dissertation concentrates on the issue of universality and 
culture-specificity in conceptualization.  
 

1.2 Aim 
 
The present research focuses on the similarities and the differences in conceptualiza-
tion in English and Hungarian idiomatic language. There are similarities as well as 
differences between English and Hungarian concerning the way idiomatic structures 
on the lexical level, and the underlying conceptual mechanisms such as metaphors 
and metonymies, on the conceptual level are used. The main aim of the research is to 
examine the similarities and the differences in the mostly metaphorical and/or meto-
nymical conceptualization that lead to different lexical–idiomatic language in English 
and Hungarian. The goal of the research is therefore to investigate the conceptual 
mechanisms necessary for a coherent structure of the meanings of English body part 
idioms and their Hungarian equivalents. 
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The objectives of the study include the following:  
 

1) analyzing the conceptual motivation of a specific set of idioms, 
namely that of the most frequently used English idioms that contain 
human body part words such as hand, head or heart, and their Hun-
garian equivalents;  

2) comparing the conceptual motivation of the English idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents in the database; 

3) on the basis of similarities in conceptual structure, categorizing idi-
oms into naturally emerging groups of human body part areas, 
such as  
a) the head and its parts,  
b) the trunk area,  
c) the arm and its parts,  
d) the leg and its parts, and  
e) the inside of the human body;  

4) exploring the universal, as well as the culture-specific, nature of the 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies discovered, from a theoreti-
cal point of view, as well; 

5) comparing the possible patterns of similarities and differences in a 
systematic way. 

 
The reason for choosing English human body idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
as the focus of the study is that the specific source domain of the human body proves 
to be an extremely frequent and important domain in everyday communication. So 
far, sufficient research on the phenomenon of alternative conceptualization with re-
spect to the motivation of the most frequent English human body idioms and the com-
parison with their Hungarian equivalents has not yet been done. The thorough analy-
sis of the motivations of these expressions is expected to contribute to the cognitive 
theory of universality and culture-specificity in conceptualization. The present study 
is also considered to be relevant to cognitive linguistic research because it compares 
two unrelated languages. Since the evidences for the embodiment hypothesis and the 
examples quoted usually come primarily from English, the analysis and the compari-
son of English and Hungarian is useful for widening the scope of studies in the field. 
The dissertation aims at finding an answer to the naturally emerging question 
whether, and to what extent, the conceptual mechanisms available to English are 
available in unrelated languages such as Hungarian. In addition, the study is regarded 
to be important since the similarities and differences between specific subsets of the 
English and Hungarian languages are examined in a systematic way. The present 
study can thus supplement other studies with a similar scope which focus on lan-
guages other than Hungarian.  

 
1.3 Research questions 

 
The research concentrates on how the two typologically different languages can ex-
press similar meanings. Further issues are whether, and why, they make use of similar 
or different conceptual metaphors and metonymies to do so. Furthermore, the issues 
of which aspects of conceptual metaphors and metonymies are shared, and which 
ones differ, and why, are also addressed. In order to provide potential answers to these 
questions, the motivations of the most frequent English idioms related to the human 
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body and their Hungarian equivalents are examined closely. More specifically, the re-
search questions are the following:  
 

1) What are the conceptual motivations of the most frequent English 
human body idioms?  

2) What are the conceptual motivations of the Hungarian equivalents? 
Are all the Hungarian equivalents figurative – i.e., are they all moti-
vated by conceptual metaphors, metonymies, and/or conven-
tional/cultural knowledge? 

3) Do the Hungarian equivalents use the human body as the source 
domain to conceptualize abstract concepts, as well?  

4) What kind of systematicity lies behind the English human body idi-
oms and their Hungarian equivalents, which can be the basis of 
grouping these expressions logically?  

5) What kind of similarities and differences are there in terms of con-
ceptual metaphors, metonymies, and conventional/cultural knowl-
edge between English and Hungarian?  

6) How can the possible patterns of similarities and differences be or-
ganized in a systematic way? 

7) In what ways do the similarities and differences relate to the issues 
of universality and alternative conceptualization? 

8) What reasons are there that can account for the similarities and the 
differences? 

 
1.4 Hypotheses 

 
The figurative meanings of English body part idioms and the majority of their Hun-
garian equivalents are shown to be motivated primarily by conceptual metaphors, 
conceptual metonymies, and/or conventional/cultural knowledge about the human 
body and the world and their interactions. Thus, the figurative meanings of the ex-
pressions are not arbitrary in nature. In addition, the conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies motivating the expressions have been found to work in other expressions 
and areas of language and conceptualization. They are thus not invented for the sake 
of the idioms in the database.  

Although the figurative meanings of the Hungarian equivalents are the same as 
those of the English idioms, the literal meanings of the Hungarian equivalents can be 
either similar or different from those of the English idioms. Altogether, in almost 60% 
of all cases, Hungarian uses body part terms in the equivalents. Thus, Hungarian fa-
vors non-body-part idioms as equivalents in more than 40% of the cases.  

English body part idioms can be analyzed together according to the specific body 
part areas they belong to since body parts in the same areas typically share several tar-
get domains. The analysis of English body part idioms demonstrates that there are five 
major body part areas, which seem to be the most significant areas on the basis of fre-
quency data. These are (1) the head and its parts, (2) the trunk area, (3) the arm and its 
parts, (4) the leg and its parts, and (5) the inside of the human body. The different ar-
eas facilitate the understanding of distinct target domains, while their constituent body 
parts commonly help conceptualize similar targets. These areas correspond to a natu-
ral way of classifying body parts, which is thus coherent with the conventional way of 
separating the human body into different areas. 
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The cross-linguistic comparison of English body-part idioms and their Hungarian 
equivalents reveals both similarities and differences in their conceptual motivation in 
the two typologically different languages. On the one hand, cross-linguistic similarity 
suggests that (near-)universal conceptual metaphors and metonymies are shared 
across even unrelated languages. On the other hand, cross-linguistic variation, or al-
ternative conceptualization, shows differences mostly in the linguistic realizations of 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies.  

Similarities between English and Hungarian are manifold. Several conceptual 
metaphors, metonymies, and a lot of conventional/cultural knowledge are shared by 
the two languages. The analysis of the database illustrates that embodiment and the 
common experiential bases employed are important sources of similarities in English 
and Hungarian. It is found that similarity most often exists on the generic level, 
whereas differences tend to exist on the specific level. 

The present study shows that alternative conceptualization can be observed in sev-
eral ways in English and Hungarian. Cross-linguistic differences can concern the lit-
eral meanings of expressions, the choice of specific conceptual mechanisms, as well 
as the expression of the same or the different conceptual metaphors and metonymies.  

As the analysis of the idiom database shows, the most common case for the expres-
sion of the same figurative meaning is the use of different word forms, similar literal 
meanings, and similar conceptual mechanisms in English and in Hungarian. Thus, the 
comparison of the idiom motivations shows that the majority of idioms have similar 
motivations in English and Hungarian. Idiom–equivalent pairs with different word 
forms, different literal meanings, and similar conceptual mechanisms belong to the 
second most frequent case. The third most frequent possibility is having different 
word forms, different literal meanings, and different conceptual mechanisms in Eng-
lish and Hungarian. In some cases, Hungarian equivalents can be literal, and they can 
thus express similar meanings without conceptual metaphors and metonymies. In a 
small number of cases, it is possible to have only conceptual metonymies and no con-
ceptual metaphors as motivational forces.  

The evidence from the analysis presented below supports the basic claim of em-
bodiment according to which our bodily experience is dominant in human meaning 
and understanding. Meaning is thus largely bodily in origin, and as such, it is often 
grounded in immediate bodily experience. As a result, abstract target domains, such 
as events, actions, activities, states, causation, structure and organization, intensity, 
people, emotions, behavior, characteristics and values, power relations, knowledge, 
ideas, and attention, are often understood via human body parts in English, and human 
body parts as well as other concrete domains2 in Hungarian. These further source do-
mains in Hungarian include animals, living organisms, buildings, physical pain, ac-
tions, economic transactions, (sports) games, plays, magnetic and physical forces, and 
spatial distance. Source domains in Hungarian are therefore quite wide-ranging. Cul-
tural motivation, such as those provided by myths, legends, and historical events, can 
also provide motivation in the case of specific idioms. Nonetheless, these cultural fac-
tors are already metaphorical and/or metonymical in themselves.  

Causes of similarities and variation are manifold. The similarities in English and 
Hungarian are hypothesized to be the result of a universal motivation provided pri-
marily by embodiment that motivates the emergence of similar metaphors. In addition 
to embodiment, mechanisms such as image schemas, primary metaphors, general me-
tonymies, correlations in experience as well as the similarities in conceptualized 
physiology can cause similarities in English and Hungarian. The differences between 
English and Hungarian, on the other hand, result mainly from differences in the cul-
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tural context, differences in social/personal concerns, differences in cognitive pre-
ferences/style, and differences in coherence. 

In general, the study supports the view that conceptual mechanisms such as con-
ceptual metaphor and metonymy as well as conventional/cultural knowledge play an 
extremely important role in motivating English and Hungarian expressions. It also 
proposes the potential universality of certain conceptual metaphors and metonymies, 
as well as includes proposals for candidates for alternative conceptualization. On the 
one hand, the potentially universal metaphors are based on shared human experiences, 
in harmony with the embodiment hypothesis. On the other hand, because of the inter-
active nature of embodiment – i.e., the interaction between our bodily experience and 
the physical, social or cultural environment – cultural variation is expected between 
English and Hungarian. Cross-cultural research is therefore extremely important to be 
able provide empirical evidence to the above hypotheses.  
 

1.5 Methods 
 
The study makes use of the literature developed in cognitive linguistics related to em-
bodiment, the motivation of idioms, universality, and culture-specificity (e.g. Lakoff 
1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Gibbs 1990, 1994, 2003; Kövecses 2000, 2002, 2005). 
Using the cognitive linguistic framework, the most frequently used English body part 
terms focusing on human body part nouns such as hand, head, heart, etc. are ana-
lyzed. The analysis concerns their metaphorical and/or metonymical motivation in 
idioms referring to abstract concepts, such as events, actions, activities, states, emo-
tions, and characteristics, among other things. The Hungarian equivalents of the Eng-
lish body part idioms are also examined with respect to their motivations as compared 
with their English counterparts.  
 

1.6 Structure 
 
The present dissertation has the following organizational structure. Following the gen-
eral introduction to the topic of the dissertation, the theoretical background necessary 
for the understanding of the cognitive linguistic approach to embodiment, motivation, 
and idioms is presented. Then a detailed description of the idiom database used for the 
analysis is given. The specific English body part idioms and their Hungarian equiva-
lents are analyzed from several perspectives. Firstly, they are investigated in groups in 
the order of frequency, centering round the specific body part nouns that appear as the 
keywords of the idioms. Secondly, they are examined in groups centering round vari-
ous human body part areas. After each analysis of the English idioms, comparative 
analyses are given concerning the ways in which, and the extent to which, the concep-
tual system in Hungarian seems to be similar to and/or different from English. Next, 
the theoretical background of universality and culture-specificity is presented, and is-
sues related to universality and alternative conceptualization are discussed, as well as 
the general possibilities of cross-cultural variation are examined. In the concluding 
part, a summary of the findings concerning aspects of universality and culture-
specificity is given. In Appendix A, the detailed analysis of the English idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents present in the database is given, in the order of the fre-
quency of the English keywords. In Appendix B, tables and statistics are presented 
which are related to the detailed motivational analysis. 
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1.7 Limitations of the study 
 
Due to the narrow scope of the present research, the study and its conclusions are 
naturally delimited. The thesis focuses only on a specific subset of English idioms, 
namely human body part idioms, and their Hungarian equivalents. Within this group 
of English idioms, there are many subgroups. In the present study, the focus is only on 
human body part idioms which contain human body part nouns such as hand, eye or 
heart. For reasons of limitations of space, the idiom database and the present analysis 
do not include other groups of human body idioms. In this way, many English idioms 
containing words in connection with body-related actions, such as get a grip on some-
thing, give someone the nod, speak volumes, touch and go, up for grabs, are not in-
cluded in the database on the grounds that the keywords in them are not directly hu-
man body part words but are only related to bodily actions.  

In order to escape criticism concerning the methodological limitations of the cogni-
tive linguistic study of metaphor and metonymy such as introspective inspection, the 
idiom database used in the analysis is compiled from dictionaries. The English idiom 
dictionary used, Collins Cobuild Dictionary of Idioms, is based on a recent corpus of 
real language data. The Hungarian equivalents also come from dictionaries – not only 
from one dictionary, but from several sources, in order to avoid one-sidedness.  

The translations of the Hungarian equivalents into English, given in Appendix A as 
part of the examples, attempt to be literal word-by-word translations, hinting at the 
lexical and grammatical structure of the Hungarian expression.  

In spite of the delimited scope of the research, the analysis of the specific subset of 
linguistic data and the conclusions derived are considered to be exceptionally relevant 
for cognitive linguistic research, and may motivate further studies. Previous studies 
have not yet focused on the specific subset of English human body idioms and their 
Hungarian equivalents and their conceptual motivation, and its relevance to issues of 
universality and alternative conceptualization. The present study complements earlier 
comparative studies on the use of specific human body part expressions in different 
languages (e.g., Boers & Demecheleer 2001; Kövecses 2005; Yu 2000, 2001, 2003a, 
2003b, 2004). The present work also relates aspects of linguistic variation to concep-
tual and cultural differences, in addition to pointing to possible universalities in con-
ceptualization and language.  
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2. The conceptual system,  
the human body, and language 

 
Motivation in cognitive linguistics is a twofold process. On the one hand, conceptual 
metaphors and metonymies can be motivated by embodiment. Thus, metaphors have 
experiential bases grounded in human experience. The experiences on which the con-
ceptual metaphors are based may not only be bodily, but also perceptual, cognitive, 
biological, or cultural experiences. On the other hand, linguistic expressions can be 
motivated by conceptual metaphors and/or metonymies, and other conceptual mecha-
nisms. Thus, conceptual motivation can operate in the case of linguistic expressions. 
The following introductory chapters deal with the relationship between the conceptual 
system, the human body, and language. 
 

2.1 Embodiment 
 
Cognitive linguistics maintains that the human conceptual system is structured partly 
by conceptual metaphors and metonymies (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999; Gibbs 
1994; Grady 1997; Kövecses 2002, 2005). It is maintained that abstract, non-physical 
concepts are largely understood via other, more concrete physical concepts. The pri-
mary source of conceptualization is the human body and its interaction with the world 
and the environment. The human organism plays an extremely important role in our 
understanding the world, and in our conceptual system. 

Usually, traditional theories of linguistic meaning assume “a distinction between 
mind and body where meaning is a fixed and determinate state or product” (Gibbs 
et al. 1994: 2333). However, a major proposition of cognitive semantics is that knowl-
edge arises out of people’s recurring bodily interactions with the world. As a result, 
knowledge is recognized as grounded in patterns of bodily experience. As Gibbs et 
al’s study (1994) shows, people tacitly recognize some kind of a connection between 
schematic bodily experiences and different aspects of linguistic meaning – including 
highly abstract and/or metaphorical meanings as well. 

The embodied view of linguistic meaning emphasizes the importance of people’s 
ordinary, kinesthetic experiences in understanding the relations between the mind and 
the body. Bodily experience is thus extremely important for us, humans, since it 
serves as the experiential basis of our cognition. This basis is reflected in human lan-
guage as well. It is argued that embodiment shapes why particular words and expres-
sions convey the specific meanings they do. It is also maintained that embodiment 
shapes people’s intuitions about, and understanding of, the meaning of linguistic ex-
pressions (Gibbs 2003). Cognitive linguistic research has already demonstrated that 
body part terms are frequently used to denote abstract concepts, for instance, locative 
relationships and other abstract concepts in various, often unrelated languages. In ad-
dition, important characteristics of cultural experience are also strongly linked to our 
embodied behavior (Gibbs 1999). As Gibbs (2003: 6) also suggests,  

people have strong kinesthetic experiences of bodily containment ranging 
from situations in which bodies are in and out of containers (e.g., bath-
tubs, beds, rooms, and houses) to experiences of bodies as containers in 
which substances enter and exit. An important part of bodily containment 
is the experience of our bodies being filled with liquids including stomach 
fluids, blood, and sweat. Under stress, people experience the feeling of 
their bodily fluids becoming heated. These various, recurring bodily ex-
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periences give rise to the development of an experiential gestalt, called an 
image schema4, for CONTAINMENT (Johnson 1987).  

Major patterns of our experience show up for instance in our vertical orientation, our 
bodies as containers and as wholes with parts, our ability to feel certain characteristics 
of ourselves and the environment, etc. This suggests that kinesthetic structures can be 
noticed in our experience in a number of experiential domains. Human cognition is 
embodied since our conceptual system is grounded in and structured by recurring pat-
terns of, among other things, our bodily orientation. 

Experientialism, or experiential realism characterizes meaning in terms of em-
bodiment. Conceptual embodiment, on the one hand, is defined by Lakoff 
(1987: 12) as  

the idea that the properties of certain categories are a consequence of the 
nature of human biological capacities and of the experience of functioning 
in a physical and social environment. It is contrasted with the idea that 
concepts exist independent of the bodily nature of any thinking beings and 
independent of their experience. 

Functional embodiment, on the other hand, is characterized as follows by Lakoff 
(1987: 12–13):  

The idea that certain concepts are not merely understood intellectually; 
rather, they are used automatically, unconsciously, and without noticeable 
effort as part of normal functioning. Concepts used in this way have a dif-
ferent, and more important, psychological status than those that are only 
thought about consciously. 

As Lakoff (1987: xv) puts it, the notion of experience is taken in a broad sense, in-
cluding “everything that goes to make up actual or potential experiences of either in-
dividual organisms or communities of organisms – not merely perception, motor 
movement, etc., but especially the internal genetically acquired makeup of the organ-
ism and the nature of its interactions in both its physical and its social environments.” 
The fact that each human being has a body has an effect on the nature of meaning. 
Our bodily existence is thus closely connected to our experiences, meaning, under-
standing, and reasoning.  

Experientialism thus gives a fundamental role to bodily experience in meaning, 
understanding, and reasoning. Our knowledge comes from the interaction of human 
beings and the environment. Human reason also comes from the nature of the human 
body and its experiences. Lakoff & Johnson (1999) base their experientialist theory of 
cognitive science on the following claims (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 3) 

 
1) The mind is inherently embodied. 
2) Thought is mostly unconscious. 
3) Abstract concepts are largely metaphorical.  

 
Claim 1, namely that the mind is inherently embodied, refers to the fact that the per-
ceptual and motor systems play an important role in shaping concepts: “the peculiar 
nature of our bodies shapes our very possibilities for conceptualization and categori-
zation” (Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 19). In Lakoff & Johnson’s view, “an embodied 
concept is a neural structure that is actually a part of, or makes use of, the sensorimo-
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tor system of our brains. Much of conceptual inference is, therefore, sensorimotor in-
ference” (1999: 20, italics in the original). In this way, concepts are seen as deriving 
their meaning (directly or indirectly, e.g., via metaphor) through sensorimotor experi-
ence5. 

Claim 2, according to which thought is mostly unconscious, means that – as ex-
periments have shown – people are not conscious of the way they think and reason. 
That is, our thought “operates beneath the level of cognitive awareness, inaccessible 
to consciousness and operating too quickly to be focused upon” (Lakoff & Johnson 
1999: 10–13):  

Conscious thought is the tip of an enormous iceberg. It is a rule of thumb 
among cognitive scientists that unconscious thought is 95 percent of all 
thought – and that may be a serious underestimate. Moreover, the 95 per-
cent below the surface of conscious awareness shapes and structures all 
conscious thought. If the cognitive unconscious were not there doing this 
shaping, there could be no conscious thought. … 

The cognitive unconscious is vast and intricately structured. It includes 
not only all our automatic cognitive operations, but also all our implicit 
knowledge. All of our knowledge and beliefs are framed in terms of a 
conceptual system that resides mostly in the cognitive unconscious.  

Claim 3 suggests that most of abstract concepts are conceptualized in terms of sen-
sorimotor experience, with the help of conceptual metaphor, which is pervasive in 
thought as well as language, and which “allows conventional mental imagery from 
sensorimotor domains to be used for domains of subjective experience” (Lakoff & 
Johnson 1999: 45). Thus, this implies that most of the non-physical world is concep-
tualized in terms of physical domains of experience.  

Thus, in harmony with experientialism, cognitive linguistics holds that the human 
conceptual system is largely metaphorical, and thus contains systematic metaphorical 
mappings between abstract and concrete conceptual domains. Lakoff (1987: 268) ar-
gues that abstract conceptual structures can arise from basic-level structure and im-
age-schematic structure by metaphorical projections from the physical to the abstract 
domain, or by the projection from basic-level categories to superordinate and subordi-
nate categories. Thus, abstract structures are meaningful only indirectly, and can be 
understood due to their systematic relationship to directly meaningful structures. Con-
ceptual metaphors, which help import structure to certain abstract domains of our ex-
perience, are motivated by, and grounded in, our bodily experience, and are thus con-
strained by embodiment. Conceptual metonymies are also grounded in, or motivated 
by, human experience. This grounding provides the experiential basis of metaphor 
and metonymy. For instance, when we experience a connection between two domains 
of experience, we frequently link the two domains conceptually, as well. In this way, 
anger is often experienced as being connected with body heat, so it is reasonable to 
create and use the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER6. Since 
a large amount of metaphorical thinking arises from recurring patterns of embodied 
experience, recurring bodily experiences also play an important role in motivating 
people’s understandings of idioms related to ANGER, for instance (cf. Johnson 1987; 
Lakoff 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1999). 

Nonetheless, the experiential bases may be not only bodily, but also perceptual, 
cognitive, biological, or cultural experiences. The connection between the two do-
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mains of experience may be of several types, including correlations in experience, and 
perceiving structural similarities between two domains (cf. Kövecses 2002).  

The main propositions of the embodiment hypothesis can be summed up in 
Gibbs’s (2003: 2) embodiment premise, which states that  

people’s subjective, felt experiences of their bodies in action provide part 
of the fundamental grounding for language and thought. Cognition is what 
occurs when the body engages the physical, cultural world and must be 
studied in terms of the dynamical interactions between people and the en-
vironment. Human language and thought emerge from recurring patterns 
of embodied activity that constrain ongoing intelligent behavior. We must 
not assume cognition to be purely internal, symbolic, computational, and 
disembodied, but seek out the gross and detailed ways that language and 
thought are inextricably shaped by embodied action. 

In Boroditsky & Ramscar’s (2002: 185) view, the experience-based structuring view, 
according to which “abstract domains are understood through analogical extensions 
from richer, more experience-based domains”, can be articulated in several strengths. 
The strong view, proposed by Lakoff & Johnson (1999), might be that “knowledge of 
abstract domains is tied directly to the body such that abstract notions are understood 
directly through image schemas and motor schemas” (Boroditsky & Ramscar 
2002: 185). The milder view would be that “abstract knowledge is based on represen-
tations of more experience-based domains that are functionally separable from the 
representations directly involved in sensorimotor experience” (Boroditsky & Ramscar 
2002: 185). Without arguing for or against the psychological reality of either of the 
above premises, the present thesis will work with the presupposition that people’s un-
derstanding of abstract concepts is structured by recurring bodily experiences. As a 
result, no conceptual metaphors or metonymies are expected to exist with the help of 
which abstract concepts depending on non-existent bodily experiences can be under-
stood. As Johnson (1987: xix) sums up,  

[t]he centrality of human embodiment directly influences what and how 
things can be meaningful for us, the ways in which these meanings can be 
developed and articulated, the ways we are able to comprehend and reason 
about our experience, and the actions we take. Our reality is shaped by the 
patterns of our bodily movement, the contours of our spatial and temporal 
orientation, and the forms of our interaction with objects. 

Thus, cognitive linguistics claims that there is a strong relationship between the hu-
man body, language, and the conceptual system. There have been several attempts to 
examine the examples of the linguistic manifestation of embodied cognition (cf. Allan 
1995; Goossens 1995; Heine 1995; Pauwels 1995). The intricate connection between 
these constituents is the subject of the present research as well.  
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2.2 Motivation 
 
Next, a general and very schematic overview follows concerning the characteristics 
and functions of the most important motivational mechanisms. This concise introduc-
tion, which focuses only on the main theoretical points and the definition of terms 
relevant for the present analysis, is by no means exhaustive; for more details please 
consult the relevant literature on the specific areas (cf. Gibbs 1994; Grady 1997; Kö-
vecses 2002; Lakoff 1987, 1990, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999; Lakoff & 
Turner 1989)7. 

Several cognitive linguistic studies have investigated the issue to what extent 
thought and language are characterized by certain cognitive mechanisms and proc-
esses. These processes among others include conceptual metaphor and conceptual me-
tonymy, mental space8, blend9, construal, perspectivization, focus of attention, and 
figure–ground alignment, which influence and motivate, for instance, the lexicon and 
the grammar of languages. In short, a principal field of interest for cognitive linguists 
and researchers is the analysis of the systematic patterns of conventional and novel 
linguistic expressions in order to reveal the exact conceptual mechanisms that give 
rise to, and thus motivate the existence of, the expressions in the language (cf. e.g., 
Gibbs 1994; Lakoff 1987, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Langacker 1987, 1991a,b).  

Cognitive linguistics favors the claim that form–meaning relationships are primar-
ily motivated. Langacker (1987: 12) provides an illustrative example to explain this 
claim:  

[T]he arbitrary character of linguistic signs is easily overstated, despite the 
important kernel of truth in the principle of l’arbitraire du signe. An ob-
vious but seldom-made observation is that any polymorphemic linguistic 
sign (this includes the vast majority of expressions) is non-arbitrary to the 
extent that it is analyzable. For example, given that staple means what it 
does, and that -er means what it does, it is anything but arbitrary that sta-
pler is the form used in English for a stapling device. The principle is 
therefore limited largely to individual morphemes, but even here it must 
be significantly qualified. I refer not only to obvious cases of onomato-
poeia, but more broadly to the pervasive influence of analogy and subtle 
forms of sound symbolism as constant contributory (though seldom de-
terminative) factors in the gradual evolution of our lexical stock. 

This account emphasizes the significant role of meaning in language. It claims that 
form–meaning relationships may be motivated in many cases10. This means that lexi-
cal forms may be arbitrary or conventional in so far as any other form could have 
been selected for the particular concepts that the forms express. However, lexical 
forms may not always be arbitrary in the sense of being unmotivated because there are 
other forms or signs which they may relate to.  

The principle of motivation is indeed a central phenomenon in cognitive linguis-
tics. We can talk about the motivation of something in language or thought when that 
thing is neither arbitrary, nor predictable. Lakoff (1987) defines motivation as fol-
lows: “The relationship between A and B is motivated just in case there is an inde-
pendently existing link, L, such that A–L–B ‘fit together’. L makes sense of the rela-
tionship between A and B” (448, italics in the original). The reason for its centrality is 
that “[i]t is easier to learn something that is motivated than something that is arbi-
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trary. It is also easier to remember and use motivated knowledge than arbitrary 
knowledge” (Lakoff 1987: 346, italics in the original).  

Motivation is not the same as prediction. Thus, it is not claimed that we can predict 
what a word like branch means, as in the expression a local branch of this organiza-
tion, or what feel up means from the meanings of feel and up, and it is not claimed ei-
ther that the meaning of these words is arbitrary. Nonetheless, we can understand 
what the word branch means because it is motivated by the conceptual metaphor SO-
CIAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE PLANTS11. Similarly, we can comprehend what the idiom 
feel up means because of the conceptual metaphor HAPPY IS UP12, which motivates its 
meaning. 

Lexical differences are often the result of differences in conceptual motivation. 
Various cognitive mechanisms are capable of providing motivation. These mecha-
nisms include conceptual metaphors (CONCEPT A IS CONCEPT B) conceptual metonymy 
(CONCEPT A FOR CONCEPT B), conventional knowledge, image schemas (e.g., the UP–
DOWN schema), construals, perspectivization, focus of attention, figure–ground align-
ment, and mental spaces (on these phenomena, see Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Lakoff 
1987; Johnson 1987; Langacker 1987). In this way, a seemingly unmotivated and lit-
eral utterance as I walked out of the building is claimed to be motivated because it 
makes use of a construal13 in which the building is construed as a container. But a 
speaker may also construe the situation of ‘going out of a building’ in a completely 
different way, such as I left the building. In this case, the speaker employs a different 
construal, according to which the building is seen as an object. As Taylor notes, “the 
‘same’ situation may be construed in many different ways, in an indefinite number of 
ways, in fact” (1995: 6). 

Motivation plays an important role in a number of phenomena in cognition and 
language. Lakoff observes that in addition to polysemous words, the majority of idi-
oms are also motivated, since their meanings make use of and are consistent with cer-
tain already existing patterns (1987: 438). Thus, in the majority of cases we can find a 
link between form and meaning in the case of polysemous words and idioms. 

In the cognitive linguistic theory of language and conceptualization, conceptual 
metaphor and metonymy are of crucial importance. Conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies make it possible for us “to ground our conceptual systems experientially and 
to reason in a constrained but creative fashion” (Johnson 1992: 351). Conventional 
knowledge also plays an important role in conceptualization since our non-metaphoric 
and non-metonymic knowledge about various conceptual domains also helps us un-
derstand the meaning of expressions. The folk understanding or folk theory14 of a 
conceptual domain means that people have non-expert, naive views in a more or less 
structured form about conceptual domains in our world. These include our knowledge 
about the human body, about containers, about journeys, and other things. Conceptual 
metaphor, conceptual metonymy, and conventional knowledge are the major motiva-
tional mechanisms that appear to be particularly relevant in the case of many idioms. 
These cognitive mechanisms, which connect the domains of knowledge to the idio-
matic meanings, provide the motivation for the occurrence of particular words in sev-
eral idioms. The idiomatic meaning, that is, the overall special meaning of an idiom is 
thus essentially provided by cognitive mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphor, me-
tonymy, and conventional knowledge. 
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2.2.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Conceptual metaphors are significant and pervasive in language and thought since 
they have central roles in the process of our employing concepts and expressions from 
one semantic area to think, understand and talk about others. The term conceptual 
metaphor in the cognitive linguistic view is defined as the process of understanding 
one concept, or domain (i.e., any coherent segment of experience) in terms of another 
(cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980). Metaphor, in the cognitive tradition, is not a figure of 
speech, it is rather a matter of thought15. Thus, metaphor is fundamentally conceptual 
rather than linguistic in nature.  

Some examples of conceptual metaphors include people talking and thinking about 
love and life in terms of journeys, about social organizations in terms of plants, and 
many others (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Kövecses 2002). For instance, I’m at a 
crossroads in my life and She’ll go places in life are instantiations of the conceptual 
metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY, whereas I don’t think this relationship is going anywhere 
and We’re just spinning our wheels are manifestations of the conceptual metaphor 
LOVE IS A JOURNEY. In short, this view of metaphor can be captured as follows: CON-
CEPT A IS CONCEPT B, where CONCEPT A is the target domain16, and CONCEPT B is the 
source domain17.  

There are three types of conceptual metaphors: ontological, orientational, and 
structural metaphors. Ontological metaphors help speakers conceive of their experi-
ences in terms of objects, substances, and containers in general, without specifying 
further the kind of object, substance, or container. A specific type of ontological 
metaphor is personification, which involves understanding non-human entities in 
terms of human beings, and attributing human characteristics to things. Orientational 
metaphors help speakers see a set of target concepts as coherent by means of basic 
human spatial orientations, such as UP–DOWN, IN–OUT, and CENTER–PERIPHERY. 
Structural metaphors help speakers understand the target domain in terms of the struc-
ture of the source domain, based on a set of conceptual correspondences, or mappings, 
between elements of the two domains. 

Conceptual metaphors are different from linguistic metaphorical expressions, 
which are linguistic expressions that come from the terminology of the more concrete 
source concept, e.g., JOURNEY, which is used to understand another, usually more ab-
stract concept, e.g., LOVE. Thus, expressions related to love that come from the do-
main of journey are linguistic metaphorical expressions, while the corresponding con-
ceptual metaphor is LOVE IS A JOURNEY. Conceptual metaphors are used mostly un-
consciously, automatically, without considerable effort. They are central to our under-
standing of experience.  

Metaphorical entailments arise from the rich additional knowledge people have 
about elements of source domains. For instance, in the case of the metaphor ANGER IS 
A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER, we have rich knowledge about the source domain, that 
is, the behavior of hot fluids in a container, which is carried over to the target domain 
of anger. Also, in the metaphor AN ARGUMENT IS A JOURNEY, there is a constituent 
element according to which the journey takes place along a path. The path maps onto 
the progress of an argument. Nonetheless, we have some additional knowledge about 
journeys as well: we can go astray from the path – which is a non-constituent element 
of the concept of journey in this metaphor. This is manifested in the metaphorical en-
tailment that we can also digress from the line of an argument. Here, our additional 
knowledge about journeys is used to make sense of a potential characteristic of argu-
ments. 
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Systematicity is an important characteristic of conceptual metaphors. Metaphors 
are basically systematic mappings between domains. Metaphorical expressions are 
systematically linked to particular conceptual metaphors. In addition, metaphors can 
also form larger hierarchical systems, that is, metaphor systems. In the case of meta-
phor systems18, several different source domains jointly characterize various aspects 
of a single target domain. The major metaphor systems so far discovered in the Eng-
lish language are the Great Chain of Being metaphor system19, the Complex Systems 
metaphor system20, and the Event Structure metaphor system21. These metaphor sys-
tems are also present in languages other than English, as well, such as Hungarian and 
Chinese (Kövecses 2005; Yu 1998). 

Conceptual metaphors can be arranged on a scale of generality. Certain metaphors 
are at the generic level, whereas others are at the specific level. Thus, we have ge-
neric-level metaphors and specific-level metaphors. Generic-level metaphors are on a 
high level on the scale of generality of conceptual metaphors. These metaphors com-
prise generic-level source and target domains, as in the case of EVENTS ARE ACTIONS, 
or GENERIC IS SPECIFIC. The generic-level metaphors are instantiated by specific-level 
metaphors, such as A PURPOSEFUL LIFE IS A JOURNEY. Specific-level metaphors are at a 
low level on the scale of generality. These metaphors, which are instantiations of ge-
neric-level metaphors, are composed of specific-level source and target domains.  

Conceptual metaphors can also be distinguished according to their complexity. In 
Grady’s (1997) terminology, metaphors can be either primary or compound (see also 
Lakoff & Johnson 1999). Kövecses (1995c, 2002) uses the terms simple and complex 
metaphors to describe the same phenomena. In short, primary metaphors constitute 
mappings in compound ones. As Kövecses (2002: 117–118) holds,  

[i]t is the simple metaphors (or submappings) that provide the major 
theme of complex metaphors by means of the process of mapping the 
meaning focus22 of the source onto the target. Thus, for example, the vari-
ous complex fire-metaphors, like ANGER IS FIRE, LOVE IS FIRE, ENTHUSI-
ASM IS FIRE, CONFLICT IS FIRE, etc., will all be characterized by the map-
ping “the heat of fire → the intensity of a state or event.” This mapping 
can be restated as a simple metaphor: THE INTENSITY (OF A SITUATION) IS 
THE INTENSITY OF HEAT. The complex metaphors contain as a mapping 
this simple metaphor. 

Many primary metaphors map image schemas, such as IN–OUT, UP–DOWN (e.g., MORE 
IS UP), onto abstract experience (cf. Lakoff 1990; Grady 1997). Non-decomposable 
primary metaphors usually have independent experiential motivation, and occur in 
various metaphorical expressions independently of any single metaphor (Grady 
1997: 286)23.  

As Lakoff & Johnson (1999: 56) claim, primary metaphors are acquired automati-
cally and unconsciously. As they put it, “[w]hen the embodied experiences in the 
world are universal, then the corresponding primary metaphors are universally ac-
quired.” Primary metaphors are embodied through bodily experience in the world, the 
inferential structure of the sensorimotor system, and the establishment of neural con-
nections. These characteristics can explain the pervasiveness of primary metaphors. 
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2.2.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Conceptual metonymy is a cognitive process in which one conceptual entity (the ve-
hicle) provides mental access to another conceptual entity (the target) within the same 
conceptual domain, or idealized cognitive model (ICM24). Metonymical expressions 
can also be grouped according to conceptual metonymies – thus, they are not isolated, 
and they can be systematically analyzed according to the conceptual relationship be-
tween the given entities.  

Some examples of conceptual metonymies are the following (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 
1980). One kind of entity, such as Shakespeare – i.e., the AUTHOR (the PRODUCER) – 
can stand for another kind of entity, such as the WORK (the PRODUCT) of the given au-
thor, as in I am reading Shakespeare. Also, the PLACE can stand for the EVENT that 
happened in the place, or for the INSTITUTION that operates there, as in America 
doesn’t want another Pearl Harbor. The White House isn’t saying anything. Very of-
ten, specific relationships between the entities of a domain are captured with the help 
of conceptual metonymies. Thus, we often find at work the metonymy PART FOR 
WHOLE (We need more hands here), as well as the metonymy WHOLE FOR PART (Amer-
ica is a huge country) (more on the PART–FOR–WHOLE and WHOLE–FOR–PART me-
tonymies in Kövecses & Radden 1998). 

Entities related via a metonymical relationship are basically close to each other in 
conceptual space. Thus, the producer is conceptually close to the product since the 
producer makes the product. Similarly, the place of an event or an institution is con-
ceptually close to the institution since they are located at the same physical place, etc. 
Thus, the vehicle entity, which provides mental access to the target entity, is in the 
same domain, or idealized cognitive model (ICM) as the target entity. The entities in 
an ICM form a coherent whole in our experience of the world as they co-occur repeat-
edly. This close experiential relationship, or contiguity, makes it possible for some en-
tities to indicate other entities within the same ICM. 
 

2.2.3 The relationship  
between conceptual metaphors and metonymies  

 
In the simplest way, metaphors and metonymies can be distinguished on the basis of 
the kind of mappings between domains. In metaphor, the mappings are across differ-
ent experiential domains, whereas in metonymy, the mapping is within the same do-
main. Thus, metaphor is “a conceptual process which involves the mapping of the 
structure of one conceptual domain onto that of another conceptual domain”, while 
metonymy is “a conceptual process which involves the substitution of one conceptual 
entity for another conceptual entity within the same domain” (Dirven & Radden 
2001: Chapter 1)25. 

Metaphor can be distinguished from metonymy in many ways (cf. Kövecses 2002). 
While metonymy is based on contiguity, metaphor is based on similarity. Metonymy 
involves a single domain, whereas metaphor involves two distant domains. The func-
tion of metonymy is to provide access to a single target entity within a single domain, 
whereas metaphor is chiefly used to understand a whole system of entities in terms of 
another system. Metonymy occurs between concepts, as well as linguistic forms and 
concepts and linguistic forms and things/events in the world, while metaphor can only 
occur between concepts. 

Certain metonymic relationships can also form the basis of many metaphors. The 
principal metonymic relationship types that can lead to conceptual metaphors are 
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CAUSATION and WHOLE–PART. For instance, anger can be said to result in increased 
subjective body heat among other things. This is a case of the metonymy EFFECT FOR 
CAUSE between anger and body heat: BODY HEAT FOR ANGER. The conceptual meta-
phor ANGER IS HEAT arises from a generalization of body heat to heat. Here, the meto-
nymic vehicle becomes the source domain of the metaphor through generalization 
(Kövecses 2002). 

Metaphors and metonymies can also interact in specific ways (cf. Kövecses 2002). 
Thus, some linguistic expressions are not clearly either metaphors or metonymies, but 
both of them (Goossens 1995). The expression to be close-lipped26 is a possible ex-
ample of this process. The meaning ‘to be silent’ makes use of a metonymy, whereas 
the meaning ‘to say little’ is based on a metaphor, which originates from the meton-
ymy. Also, another kind of interaction between metaphor and metonymy is when we 
have metonymy within metaphor. The expression to shoot one’s mouth off figura-
tively means ‘to talk foolishly about something that one doesn’t know much about or 
should not talk about.’ In the metaphorical reading, the gun as a source domain item is 
mapped onto the target domain, speech, more specifically, onto the mouth. In this 
way, the foolish use of a firearm is mapped onto foolish talk. In addition, the meton-
ymy THE MOUTH STANDS FOR THE FACULTY OF SPEECH is also present here. Thus, a 
metaphor can incorporate a metonymy within the same linguistic expression.  
 

2.2.4 Conventional knowledge 
 
Conventional knowledge is our everyday knowledge about particular domains that is 
shared by speakers of a linguistic community. This shared everyday knowledge in-
cludes standard information about the specific domains and the entities and their rela-
tionships there. Thus, our conventional knowledge about a specific body part, such as 
the human eye, includes our information about the parts, the shape, the size, and the 
function of the eye among other things, as well as the hierarchy where it belongs: the 
eye being a part of the face. 

Most often, several cognitive mechanisms contribute to the motivation of idiomatic 
expressions. Thus, it is possible that in addition to one or more conceptual metaphor, 
a conceptual metonymy (or several conceptual metonymies), and/or our conventional 
knowledge all contribute to the meaning of an idiomatic expression. This is the case, 
for instance, in the idiom look someone in the eye. In addition to the metaphor ATTEN-
TION IS LOOKING, and the metonymies EYES FOR THE PERSON and LOOKING STRAIGHT 
FOR BEING HONEST, our conventional knowledge – namely, that if somebody dares to 
look in our eyes, it is more probable that the person is telling the truth than lies – also 
motivates the meaning of the idiom.  
 

2.3 The psychological reality of  
conceptual metaphors and metonymies  

 
The claims, or hypotheses, about the existence of specific conceptual metaphors and 
metonymies based on the analysis of figurative linguistic expressions can be justified 
primarily with the help of experiments done by cognitive psycholinguists. Psycholin-
guistic studies have investigated issues ranging from people’s mental imagery for idi-
oms (Gibbs & O’Brien 1990), to the relationship between people’s folk understanding 
of the source domains and idiom meaning (Gibbs 1992), as well as proverb meaning 
(Gibbs, Strom, & Spivey-Knowlton 1997b). Furthermore, Gibbs (1990, 1994, 1996) 
illustrates with various experiments that conceptual metaphors have psychological va-
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lidity, that is, they are present in our conceptual system. Gibbs (1994) also presents a 
review of the literature written and the psycholinguistic experiments created in the 
previous decades investigating the comprehension, the production and the learning of 
metaphoric language. However, as Lakoff & Johnson (1999: 81–87) maintain, the ex-
istence of conceptual metaphors is proved by not only psychological experiments, but 
also by generalizations over inferences, polysemy, and novel cases, as well as exam-
ining historical data, gesture evidence, language acquisition evidence, sign language 
evidence, and discourse coherence evidence. 

Most of the experimental studies support the foundational propositions of cognitive 
linguistics. Several studies examine the relationship between metaphorical language 
and its comprehension and conclude that it does not require additional time, or cause 
additional difficulty or cognitive effort, for people to process metaphorical expres-
sions compared to non-metaphorical ones. The results of the studies also show that 
different kinds of metaphoric thought can provide partial explanation for the fact that 
idioms have the particular meanings they do for contemporary speakers (Gibbs 1999). 
In addition, several cognitive psychological studies support the proposal that “peo-
ple’s embodied experiences give rise to their metaphorical structuring of abstract con-
cepts, which, in turn, constrains speakers’ use and understanding of language” (Gibbs 
1999: 148). 

The role of phenomenological, embodied experience in understanding polysemous 
words is examined by Gibbs et al. (1994). Gibbs and his colleagues investigate the 
word stand and look at the role of bodily experience in motivating people’s intuitions 
regarding why the different senses of stand have the meanings they do. As Gibbs 
et al. (1994: 249) state, “how words get the meanings they have is not only a concern 
for historical linguistics, but bears directly on the psychological problem of why 
words are meaningful to speakers and listeners in the way they are used in linguistic 
communities.” 

There is supportive evidence from linguistic and psycholinguistic studies for the 
claim that idiomatic meanings are motivated, and they are extended via metaphor or 
other conceptual mechanisms from the meanings of the particular words occurring in 
them27 (cf. Lakoff 1987; Gibbs 1990; Gibbs & O’Brien 1990). As Lakoff (1987) 
shows, and Gibbs (1990) maintains, people appear to have tacit knowledge of the 
metaphorical basis of idioms, and they have really consistent mental images for vari-
ous idioms. This indicates the significant function that conceptual metaphor fulfills in 
the motivation of the figurative meanings of idioms. As Lakoff (1987: 449) claims, 
“[w]hat it means for an idiom to ‘be natural’ or to ‘make sense’ is that there are inde-
pendently existing elements of the conceptual system that link the idiom to its mean-
ing.” In this way, idioms that appear to be natural reflect independently existing con-
ceptual metaphors and mappings. In addition, as Gibbs & O’Brien (1990) also shows 
concerning the motivational analysis of spill the beans and its literal counterpart re-
veal a secret, literal28 counterparts of idiomatic expressions, which are not motivated 
by conceptual mechanisms, are less specific and detailed in meaning.  

As Gibbs & Colston (1995: 348) note, cognitive linguists should take into consid-
eration the experimental findings from neighboring disciplines dealing with the possi-
ble connections between perception, thought, and language. Also, psychologists 
should focus on conducting experiments with large groups of people in order not to 
rely on an individual’s analyst’s intuitions, and in order to minimize the uncertainty in 
making inferences about thought and behavior in whole populations of people. 

Gibbs et al’s (1994) psycholinguistic study on stand is, as Gibbs & Colston 
(1995: 354) claim, is an empirical work in psychology which explicitly investigates 
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the possible role of image schemas in perception, thought, and language use. The 
methodology “employed in these studies allowed for the independent assessment of 
bodily experience apart from any analysis of how the body might motivate linguistic 
expressions.” In order to avoid the contention that “cognitive linguistic research suf-
fers from circular reasoning in that it starts with an analysis of language to infer some-
thing about the mind and body which in turn motivates different aspects of linguistic 
structure and behavior,” Gibbs et al. (1994) independently assessed bodily experience 
of standing beforehand, and so they were able to make specific predictions about peo-
ple’s understanding of different uses of stand.  

As Gibbs & Colston (1995: 357) note, evidence suggests that both spatial and vis-
ual representation exists for mental imagery. This view is quite coherent with the no-
tion that different modes of perceptual/bodily experience give rise to cognitive sche-
mas with analog-like properties. Thus, as much as “people’s mental images reflect the 
operation of various modalities and kinesthetic properties of the body, the experimen-
tal findings on mental imagery support the idea that image schemas play a significant 
role in certain aspects of perception and cognition.” 

Conceptual metaphors and metonymies exist independently of language. This can 
be proven by the fact that there are numerous non-linguistic realizations of conceptual 
metaphors and metonymies. Thus, as Lakoff & Johnson (1999: 57) note, “not all con-
ceptual metaphors are manifested in the words of a language.” For instance, in addi-
tion to figurative linguistic expressions, metaphors and metonymies can also be real-
ized in the structure of a literary work, forms of discourse, movies and acting, car-
toons, drawings, sculptures, buildings, advertisements, myths, dream interpretation, 
the interpretation of history, cultural symbols, politics and foreign policy, morality, 
social institutions, social practices, and many others (cf. Kövecses 2002).  
 

2.4 Idiomaticity 
 

2.4.1 The “traditional” view of idioms 
 
The issue of idiomaticity is a controversial issue in linguistics. There are long-
standing assumptions about idioms, like the following: Idioms are linguistic expres-
sions whose meanings cannot be predicted from the meanings of the constituent parts, 
thus, their meanings are special relative to the meanings of the constituents. Although 
idioms were originally metaphorical, they have lost their metaphoricity over time. 
Thus, idioms are now in the mental lexicon as dead metaphors, as frozen units. In ad-
dition, idioms have certain peculiar syntactic properties, such as syntactic frozenness. 

The most widespread view concerning idioms is possibly that idioms are non-
compositional because the meanings of the constituent parts differ completely from 
the overall meaning (cf. Aitchison 1987; Chomsky 1965, 198029; Fraser 1970; Jacken-
doff 1975; Katz 197330). They are seen as functioning as single lexical entries. As Bo-
linger (1975: 100) claims, idioms are “grasps of words with set meanings that cannot 
be calculated by adding up the separable meanings of the parts.” Thus, the individual 
word meanings of idiom kick the bucket, i.e., kick, the, and bucket, are claimed not to 
contribute any information to the figurative meaning of the expression. 

This also means that idiomatic meanings are seen as arbitrarily fixed in the mental 
lexicon, just like single word meanings are listed. Thus, the understanding of idioms 
is seen to be available through the retrieval of their fixed meanings – via arbitrary 
links between form and meaning – from the lexicon, for instance (Weinreich 1969).  
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In addition, through time idioms seem to have lost their metaphoricity and are seen 
as dead metaphors. Indeed, the figurative meanings of specific idioms are traditionally 
in the lexicon, similarly to the meanings of words. Thus, the meaning of an idiom like 
blow the lid off is arbitrarily linked to the idiom itself. Also, the idiomatic meaning 
‘die’ of kick the bucket is seen as listed as a literal meaning alongside the literal mean-
ing ‘hit the bucket with one’s foot’. 

Furthermore, if the syntactic composition of an idiom is changed, the idiomatic 
meaning is often spoiled. In this way, The bucket was kicked by Jim does not have the 
original figurative meaning of Jim kicked the bucket. Syntactic unproductiveness or 
frozenness is seen as a determining factor of idioms (cf. Fraser 1970; Katz 1973; 
Weinreich 1969). Fraser (1970) suggests the existence of a frozenness hierarchy 
which starts from expressions that can undergo nearly all grammatical transformations 
without losing their idiomatic meanings to idioms that cannot do so.  

Moreover, word order change may cause the loss of the figurative meaning. For in-
stance, the sentence She held her tongue does not have the idiomatic sense of Her 
tongue was held. Nevertheless, a number of idioms may occur in a variety of tenses 
and aspects, and also, many idioms, especially phrasal verbs, allow some variation of 
word order particularly with pronouns (e.g. give something up vs. give up something).  

All in all, on the one hand, metaphors are considered to be lively, creative, and re-
sisting paraphrases. On the other hand, idioms are judged to be hackneyed phrases 
that are alike to literal phrases concerning their meaning.  
 

2.4.2 The cognitive linguistic view of idioms 
 
As we have seen, the traditional view of idioms deals primarily with the issues of the 
arbitrariness of idiomatic meaning, and syntactic frozenness. However, the traditional 
view of idioms, due to the limits of its propositions, cannot account for several other 
problems. Among other things, a significant problem with the traditional view of idi-
oms comes from its inability to reflect contemporary speakers’ metaphorical schemes 
of thought. Consequently, the traditional view cannot explain why so many idioms 
make sense to speakers with their figurative meanings (Gibbs 1994). Furthermore, the 
traditional view of idioms is incapable of dealing with the existence of numerous idi-
oms that can refer to a single concept and mean almost the same thing, due to their 
claim of the arbitrary and unpredictable link between the idiom and its meaning31. 

The study of idioms has become a primary field of interest for cognitive linguists. 
Several cognitive linguistic studies (e.g., Gibbs 1990; 1994; Gibbs & O’Brien 1990; 
Kövecses & Szabó 1996; Lakoff 1987) have shown that the meanings of idioms are 
not simply and necessarily prefabricated, and lexicalized. These studies suggest that 
the strict dichotomy between literal and figurative meanings is inadequate to account 
for idiom processing, and, rather, it is a matter of degree to see which literal word 
meanings contribute to the idiomatic meaning (cf. Gibbs 1994). 

In the cognitive linguistic tradition, idioms are claimed to have conceptual motiva-
tion. This means that the meaning of many idioms seems natural, and transparent to us 
because conceptual metaphor, conceptual metonymy, and/or conventional knowledge 
link the non-idiomatic meaning of the constituent words to the idiomatic meaning of 
idiom. As noted earlier, the meaning of an idiom can be motivated in multiple ways. 
This means that the idiomatic meaning can be linked to the non-idiomatic meaning of 
the constituent words by not merely one, but several cognitive mechanisms, such as 
conceptual metaphor, conceptual metonymy, and conventional knowledge.  
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In addition to motivation by the above conceptual mechanisms, the idiomatic ex-
pressions and the metaphors and metonymies are claimed to be bodily motivated due 
to embodiment (cf. Lakoff 1987; Johnson 1987; Lakoff & Johnson 1999). As Köve-
cses (2001: 87) puts it,  

the connection between a source and a target is based on direct sensorimo-
tor experience of the world (e.g., correlations in sensorimotor experience) 
and … the source domains of the metaphors are concepts that emerge 
from direct sensorimotor experiences. 

The meaning of idioms is also related to their being (non-)decomposable. Idioms, as 
Gibbs (1990: 422) points out, “appear to be decomposable or analyzable with the 
meanings of their parts contributing independently to their overall figurative mean-
ings.” Gibbs (1990: 423) suggests that there are various degrees of analyzability: thus, 
lay down the law is more decomposable than fall off the wagon, which is more de-
composable than kick the bucket. Several experiential studies (cf. Gibbs 1990, 1994) 
have already shown that American speakers indeed consider some idioms as being 
more or less decomposable, and others as being non-decomposable.  

Interestingly, people’s intuitions concerning the syntactic behavior of idioms are 
influenced by the decomposability of these idioms. In Gibbs and his colleagues’ ex-
periment (Gibbs 1990), different syntactic constructions were rated according to the 
acceptability of syntactic alternations, and the results showed that idioms that had 
been regarded as semantically analyzable (e.g., pop the question) were seen as syntac-
tically more productive than the non-decomposable idioms (e.g., chew the fat). Thus, 
there is a significant correlation between the two aspects of idioms, which were for-
merly thought of as completely independent of each other32. 

Lexical flexibility also suggests that there is a continuum for idioms: there are 
some that allow more flexibility than others (like changing the nouns or verbs in 
them: e.g., burst the question instead of pop the question) (Gibbs 1990). Thus, the 
figurative meanings of idioms may be destroyed to different extents, again depending 
on their (non-)decomposable nature33.  

Decomposability also affects the comprehension of idioms, as experiments con-
ducted by Gibbs and his colleagues (Gibbs 1990) have shown. Thus, the more de-
composable the meaning of an idiom is, the easier and quicker it is to understand it. 
The reason for this, as Gibbs (1990: 428) suggests, is that “the literal meanings of de-
composable expressions directly contribute to these expressions’ figurative mean-
ings.” In this way, the literal and the figurative meaning of an idiom may be processed 
simultaneously. 

There are idioms which appear to be ill-formed, that is, violating the syntactic rules 
of the language, e.g. by and large, in the know. In the traditional view, these idioms 
would have to be specified in the lexicon for their meanings. However, many ill-
formed idioms are decomposable (e.g., perish the thought), whereas a number of well-
formed ones are non-decomposable (e.g., give the sack). As Gibbs’ studies have 
shown (Gibbs 1990: 429), it takes less time to understand ill-formed idioms than well-
formed ones. Thus, there is probably no need to analyze each and every idiom accord-
ing to its literal interpretation. 

Thus, the meanings of idioms are motivated and not arbitrary, as seen in the cogni-
tive linguistic view. Psycholinguistic research (Gibbs 1994) also shows that many 
idiomatic meanings are motivated by people’s conceptual knowledge, including 
metaphorical and metonymical schemes of thought. Nevertheless, there may well be 
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cases where there appears to be no conceptual motivation for the meaning of idioms at 
all (e.g. kick the bucket)34. Thus, it is not at all claimed that all idioms are metaphori-
cal, and that all metaphorical linguistic expressions are idioms. There are more meta-
phorical expressions generated by conceptual metaphors than metaphorical idioms (cf. 
Kövecses 2002). Still, such conceptual metaphors join two conceptual domains that 
exist in themselves (e.g., burn with love: LOVE + FIRE) – thus they make connections 
in our conceptual system. Also, people know these metaphors implicitly, and people 
understand the meanings of idioms with similar non-literal meanings rather consis-
tently, as studies previously mentioned have shown. 

As Gibbs (1994: 275) claims, “[i]dioms are thought to have once been metaphori-
cal because we can often trace a phrase back to its fully metaphorical use in an earlier 
stage of the language”35. As Gibbs (1994: 276) points out, “[t]he more we feel that a 
particular metaphor is dead, the harder it is to reconstruct the process through which 
the original metaphor was understood.” Thus it is rather difficult for speakers to gain 
valid intuitions about metaphoricity in diachronic processes. It is also often possible 
that words that seem to be classic examples of dead metaphors36 have vital meta-
phorical roots, such as see meaning ‘know’ is based on the conceptual metaphor 
KNOWING IS SEEING.  

As mentioned above, most idioms are the products of our conceptual system – thus 
they are not simply a matter of language and the lexicon. In addition to the linguistic 
form of an idiom – which is basically the words that comprise the idiom, and their 
syntactic properties –, an idiom has an idiomatic meaning, which is the overall special 
meaning of an idiom (Kövecses 2002). The conceptual domains of knowledge in-
volved are related through the cognitive mechanisms such as conceptual metaphor 
and metonymy. The role of various conceptual metaphors is clearly illustrated by 
Gibbs & O’Brien (1990), who show that anger idioms such as blow your stack, flip 
your lid, hit the ceiling (with the non-literal meaning ‘to get angry’) are generally un-
derstood by people in a similar way, since people normally recollect the same image 
and specific knowledge about the specific situation. This is due to the fact that con-
ceptual metaphors such as THE MIND IS A CONTAINER and ANGER IS THE HEAT OF A 
FLUID IN A CONTAINER exist and operate in the conceptual system of speakers of Eng-
lish. Conceptual metonymies also play an important role in the meaning of idioms 
such as hold one’s hand ‘wait and see’. Here, the conceptual metonymy THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION motivates the meaning of the idiom, in addition to 
our conventional knowledge about the hand and its movements. Conventional knowl-
edge, which is the shared information that people in a particular culture have concern-
ing a conceptual domain (cf. Kövecses 2002), is also an important motivational force. 
The general, non-metaphoric and non-metonymic conventional knowledge about do-
mains enables us to understand idioms related to the specific domains. Also, these 
cognitive mechanisms may jointly converge and produce the motivation for the mean-
ing of the idiom together, as in the case of gain the upper hand, where hand is moti-
vated by the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, and upper is motivated by 
the conceptual metaphor CONTROL IS UP (cf. Kövecses 2002). 

Thus, idioms are not merely expressions that have meanings that are somehow spe-
cial in relation to the meanings of their constituting parts. Rather, idioms arise from 
our more general knowledge of the world embodied in our conceptual system – the 
majority of idioms are therefore conceptual, and not linguistic, in nature. For this rea-
son, the study of idioms brings to light important aspects of ordinary human thinking. 

In sum, several empirical studies have demonstrated that idiomaticity can be cap-
tured in a different way from the traditional view, and that idioms are not just dead 
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metaphors. Rather, several idioms are compositional, and conceptual devices, such as 
metaphor, motivate their meanings. In brief, idioms can be said to be conventional-
ized linguistic expressions lexically, but nonetheless, they are very much alive con-
ceptually. In this way, the basis for the appropriate use and interpretation of specific 
idioms is provided by people’s knowledge of the metaphorical links between different 
source and target domains (Gibbs 1990)37. The conceptual basis of idioms also affects 
the knowledge people have about the figurative meanings of idioms38. The idea con-
cerning idiomaticity that the human conceptual system is involved in attributing 
meanings to many idioms (e.g. through metaphor) is incompatible with the view of 
idioms according to which idioms are a matter of language alone and are independent 
of the human conceptual system.  
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3. The idiom database 
 
The objective of the research based on an idiom database is to find the ways in which, 
and the extent to which, English and Hungarian are similar or different by means of a 
systematic comparison of the conceptual metaphors and other cognitive mechanisms 
that the most frequent English body part idioms and their Hungarian equivalents make 
use of.  

The set of English idioms in the focus of the research comes from real language 
data. The corpus of English idioms is taken from the Collins Cobuild Dictionary of 
Idioms (CDI), which gives frequency data about each idiom. Although it may be ar-
gued that dictionaries are in general not representative of real language use, the dic-
tionary chosen as the basis of the idiom database is advantageous since it is based on 
an extensive corpus of the English language, The Bank of English, which contained 
211 million words at the time of compiling the dictionary. The corpus contains ex-
pressions from both British and American English. The texts in the corpus range from 
newspapers, magazines, fiction, and non-fiction to transcribed conversations and 
broadcasting. This is beneficial since the most frequently used English body part idi-
oms in the Cobuild corpus are repeatedly occurring natural language data. As a result, 
the conceptual metaphors and metonymies motivating these frequent idioms can be 
legitimately claimed to be frequent and popular, as well.  

According to a statistical analysis based on CDI carried out by the author of the 
present dissertation, 605 idioms (altogether 741 idioms together with the idiom vari-
ants) of all idioms are listed as the most frequent English idioms. The above fre-
quency rank means that these idioms (which may include idioms, metaphorical prov-
erbs, common similes, and other expressions) occur in the corpus at least once per two 
million words of English.  

The largest group of the most frequent English idioms according to the above sta-
tistical analysis concerning CDI is the group of human body idioms (i.e., idioms con-
taining human body part words). This is why body idioms are chosen to be the special 
target of analysis in the present dissertation. The 122 human body idioms in the data-
base contain keywords referring to various human body parts. Most frequently, the 
words hand (29 times), eye (14 times), face (11 times), head (10 times), feet (7 times), 
heart (6 times), back (5 times), blood (5 times) occur in these body idioms. Other 
body part keywords that occur in this group of idioms are finger, shoulder, thumbs 
(3 times), arm, heels, lip, nerves, teeth, tongue (twice), body, bone, breast, chest, ear, 
eyebrows, flesh, knee, mouth, muscles, neck, nose, throat, and toes (once). The fre-
quency of these words (cf. Table 3. in Appendix B) is an indicator of the extent of 
their currency and relative importance in language use. Therefore, it seems that body 
part idioms are selected as being imagistically dominant in English.  

If a concept is important in the life of a culture, it is potentially emphasized in the 
language, as well. Thus, words describing the concept can possibly be subject to 
polysemy, metaphor and metonymy (cf. Lakoff 1987). In this way, the fact that in 
English the human body appears to be the most frequently used domain, as indicated 
above, shows that the human body is emphasized to a large extent. In this way, human 
bodies are claimed to be cognitively salient to speakers. This anthropomorphic view 
also illustrates that there is a complex relationship between language, conceptualiza-
tion, the human body, and the cultural context.  

Since metaphorical expressions can be translated in many ways from one language 
to another, the most adequate translation equivalents39 of the English metaphorical 
linguistic expressions are taken from English–Hungarian idiom dictionaries (Köve-
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cses 2001; Nagy 1996/2002) and from concise general dictionaries (Lázár & Varga 
2000; Országh et al. 1999). The English idioms usually have 1–3 (in rare cases even 6 
or 7) Hungarian equivalents in the database, which come from the above-mentioned 
English–Hungarian bilingual dictionaries40. 

The order of the Hungarian equivalents in the detailed analysis presented in Ap-
pendix A41 follows the order given in the dictionaries used. In this way, it may well be 
that the ideal translation equivalent is put as the last equivalent (cf. ram something 
down somebody’s throat and lenyom valamit valakinek a torkán). Although bilingual 
dictionaries may use frequency as an ordering mechanism, and they may put the most 
frequently used equivalent first and the least frequent one last, this ordering may not 
always coincide with the ideal ordering according to the appropriateness, or the ideal-
ness of the equivalent, which can be rated according to the degree to which the 
equivalent is similar in literal meaning and motivation42.  

Prior to the analysis of the chosen idioms, a small-scale empirical research was 
conducted to test the validity of Hungarian equivalents since they come from bilingual 
dictionaries, and not from corpora. The results show that the dictionary equivalents 
are usually very good candidates for equivalence. The test consisted of a selection of 
30 idioms from the idiom database, which were chosen at random. Table 1. in Appen-
dix B contains the idioms, and the idioms’ meanings as given in the Collins Cobuild 
dictionary, as well as a blank column for the Hungarian equivalent idioms. The three 
testees, who are native speakers of Hungarian, and who also have a fluent command 
of English, had to fill in the blank cells within 60 minutes at the most. Tests were also 
accepted if testees finished earlier than the given 60 minutes.  

The results of the three tests indicate that in the majority of the cases the equiva-
lents listed in the dictionaries corresponded to the equivalents suggested by the speak-
ers. Altogether, these equivalents agreed in 84,5% of the cases, which is taken to be a 
quite high value. In 8,9% of the cases, the difference comes from the fact that the 
testees did not write any suggestions for equivalents. Thus, real equivalent differences 
were noticeable in only 6,6% of the cases. This suggests that the equivalents of the 
English human body part idioms listed in the dictionaries consulted are good and reli-
able candidates for the analysis since they by and large do correspond to the equiva-
lents proposed by native speakers.  

In harmony with the axioms of CDI, in the database used for the present research, 
many idioms have two or more alternative forms, without any change in meaning 
(e.g., turn something on its head and stand something on its head). Sometimes these 
different forms reflect differences between British and American English (e.g., BRE: 
rub shoulders with someone – AME: rub elbows with someone). In several cases, 
there are different verbs which can be used in an idiom: ram something down some-
one’s throat can also be said as shove/force/cram something down someone’s throat. 
There may be slight changes in meaning, but these changes are predictable from the 
usual meanings of the verbs which can be substituted. Similarly, in some cases, 
prepositions or syntax can vary (e.g., have your back to the wall and have your back 
against the wall, when your back is to the wall, with your back to the wall). However, 
the syntactic characteristics of the analyzed idioms are not taken into account here 
since the present research focuses primarily on semantic motivation, and does not 
consider the syntax of the given English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents in 
detail. 

Several idioms in CDI belong to semantically-based families in which specific 
components of the given idioms combine with other words in order to form separate 
but related phrases (cf. Nunberg 1978; Lakoff 1987: 503–505; Titone & Connine 
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1999: 1659). Variation is made possible because of the semantics of either the verb or 
the noun phrase, thus we can have catch/take someone off guard or at first 
glance/sight. Lakoff (1987) suggests that conceptual metaphors trigger the common 
metaphorical idiomatic forms in these cases43. 

All the idioms listed in CDI are conventional figurative expressions. This is sup-
ported by the fact that they are listed in the given dictionary, that is, they are part of 
the conventional vocabulary of the English language. The Hungarian equivalents are 
also conventionalized linguistic expressions, and as such, they are listed in bilingual 
dictionaries. The English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents are therefore con-
sidered to be well known and widely used in the given speech communities. In addi-
tion to the expressions themselves, the conceptual metaphors and metonymies moti-
vating the meaning of the figurative linguistic expressions are also conventional, and 
deeply entrenched44.  

It has to be noted that the conceptual metaphors and metonymies motivating the 
specific idioms are independent of the idioms and the situations that they describe. 
The metaphors that motivate the idioms in question and their equivalents are not in-
vented for the sake of the specific expressions. Rather, they are available mechanisms 
that motivate further figurative expressions, both conventional and unconventional 
ones. This is supported by the fact that the cognitive linguistic literature on metaphors 
and metonymies has already cited several examples of all the metaphors and metony-
mies discovered as motivational forces in the present idiom database (cf. Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980; Lakoff & Turner 1989; Lakoff 1987; Gibbs 1994; Köve-
cses 2002; etc.).  

CDI lists both British English and American English idioms. In the idiom database, 
similarly to the dictionary itself, idioms used both in British English and in American 
English dominate. Idioms which occur only in British English are more than idioms 
which only appear in American English, as far as idiom labels are concerned (36 spe-
cial British English idioms vs. 3 special American English idioms in the most fre-
quently used idioms). Concerning human body part idioms, only two are listed as 
used only in British English rub shoulders with someone (the American English 
equivalent is rub elbows with someone) and teething problems. The other 120 idioms 
can be used both in British English and in American English. Unless otherwise indi-
cated, the idioms analyzed here are used both in British and American English. If they 
are used only in British or only in American English, it is mentioned separately at the 
particular idioms. Nonetheless, the present research does not aim to distinguish be-
tween the conceptualization represented by British English and American English as 
far as human body idioms are concerned. 

As the analysis shows, English body part idioms are not expressions whose mean-
ings are arbitrary and random. In contrast, their meanings can be organized according 
to their motivation by conceptual metaphors and metonymies. These meanings are 
also based on our conventional knowledge concerning the specific body parts. In ad-
dition, it is often the case that several metaphors, metonymies, and/or pieces of con-
ventional/cultural knowledge motivate the meaning of a particular expression. Indeed, 
most idioms and their equivalents are motivated by several mechanisms at the same 
time. This is natural in the case of multiword idioms, in which the non-idiomatic 
meaning of the constituent words can be linked to the idiomatic meaning via multiple 
mechanisms.  

The identification of linguistic metaphors can be based on a series of criteria. 
Metaphorical linguistic expressions can be present in discourse, or they can be ana-
lyzed without context. In the present research, the analyzed expressions are taken out 
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of context, since they come from wordlists of dictionaries. The decontextualized and 
conventionalized English metaphorical expressions, as found in CDI, are grouped to-
gether according to body part terms. The source and target domains as well as the 
specific mappings45 constituting the conceptual metaphors are then determined.  

Conceptual metaphors commonly participate as motivational forces in the idioms 
of the database. The particular body parts all have their target domain or domains that 
they frequently map onto. The specific body parts not only have special targets, but 
also the main meaning focus of the conceptual metaphors is specific, too, as a result. 
Conceptual metaphors motivate English idioms such as get/gain the upper hand of 
something, before your eyes, and close to your heart. Some Hungarian examples are 
azonos állásponton vannak, and szívére vesz. 

The scope of human body metaphors46 in English thus includes distinct abstract 
target domains such as events, actions, activities, states, causation, structure and or-
ganization, intensity, people, emotions, behavior, characteristics and values, power re-
lations, knowledge, ideas, and attention.  

There are two types of metaphors and metonymies that motivate idioms in the da-
tabase. One type includes metaphors and metonymies whose source domain is the 
body part in focus. For instance, hand metaphors and metonymies frequently deal 
with the concepts of control and possession. In these cases, the hand acts as a source 
domain to conceptualize the more abstract domains of control and possession. The 
other type includes metaphors and metonymies whose target domain is the body part 
in focus. In this way, for instance, the eye can be conceptualized as a physical object, 
which in turn can be manipulated by the hand. Or the hand can be seen as a container, 
as in have your hands full.  

Conceptual metonymies also participate in motivating many of the idioms in the 
database. Primarily, the human body part stands for the person. This is a major meto-
nymical principle that works in the case of almost all body parts. The individual con-
ceptual metonymies are listed in the sections analyzing the particular body parts. For 
instance, conceptual metonymies motivate the following English idioms: a free hand, 
with the naked eye, fresh blood. Some Hungarian examples are arcokat vág, and jó 
érzéke van valamihez. 

Conventional knowledge, or the shared, non-scientific, folk understanding of spe-
cific domains also participates in motivating idiomatic meanings. Conventional know-
ledge in this case concerns the everyday information about the properties, and the 
functioning of the particular human body parts. The descriptions of conventional 
and/or cultural knowledge are given in the sections concerning the particular body 
parts. Conventional knowledge plays a role in idioms such as a stiff upper lip, feet on 
the ground, have your back to the wall, whereas cultural knowledge, as provided by 
myths, legends, and historical events, is important in idioms such as give someone the 
cold shoulder. 

The systematic comparison shows that most often similarity between idioms and 
their equivalents exists on a generic level (the figurative meanings), and differences 
are on a specific level (the literal meanings, and the specific cognitive mechanisms), 
or result from cultural priorities. There are both culture-specific and universal ways of 
expressing concepts with the help of idioms. There are always alternative – most often 
metaphorical or metonymical – ways of expressing oneself in both languages, al-
though in some cases there are non-metaphorical equivalents as well.  

The chapters below focus on the analysis of the idioms of the database from differ-
ent points of view. Three kinds of analysis are presented, as described below. Firstly, 
the comparative analysis of the individual English human body part idioms and their 
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Hungarian equivalents is available only in Appendix A of the dissertation, for brev-
ity’s sake. For details concerning the motivational analysis of each example in the id-
iom database as regards the microstructural level of motivational structures, please 
consult this separate section.  

In the dissertation itself, the analysis only concentrates on the macrostructural 
level, that is, the most important general points and conclusions inferred from the de-
tailed analysis. Thus, secondly, the English human body part idioms are analyzed in a 
systematic fashion. First of all, each body part is analyzed according to the main con-
ceptual mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphors, metonymies and conventional 
knowledge, which motivate the idioms. The body parts are examined in the order of 
frequency. Thus, the most frequent body part, the hand, is analyzed first, and so on. In 
addition, the conceptual mechanisms are presented in the order of their frequency as 
well. Thus, the most frequent metaphors and metonymies are described first. After-
wards, the corresponding Hungarian equivalents are analyzed systematically. They 
are grouped according to the frequency of the English body parts that their corre-
sponding English idioms belong to.  

Thirdly, certain English human body part idioms, and later on their Hungarian 
counterparts, are analyzed together in groups of body part areas. In harmony with the 
analysis of the idiom database, each body part is included in the body part area that 
they belong to – which is the result of the analysis itself. It is argued that the English 
idioms linked to specific body part areas can be analyzed together since they share the 
basic target domains that they map onto. The analysis of the system of human body 
part idioms in English shows that there are five major body part areas, which appear 
to be the most important areas as the frequency of related idioms shows. The five ma-
jor areas in the English human body idiom system include (1) the head and its parts, 
(2) the trunk area, (3) the arm and its parts, (4) the leg and its parts, and (5) the inside 
of the human body. They fulfill different functions: they qualify for the understanding 
of different types of targets. The constituent body parts of single areas share their 
functions with other body parts in subareas of the human body. These human body 
part areas coincide with a natural and conventional grouping of human body parts, 
and are thus consistent with our conventional way of thinking of separate areas of the 
human body. Thus, first, the head area, secondly, the trunk area, then the limb area 
(the arm and the leg area), and finally the inside of the human body are examined in 
order to see whether there is any similarity and systematicity in these idiom groups. 
The analysis of the specific body areas is also organized according to the frequency of 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies. 

The reason for presenting three different types of analysis of the same database is 
that the three analyses focus on different aspects of the idioms and their equivalents. 
The first, detailed analysis of each idiom is important since this is the basis, the 
grounding for the discussion and theoretical issues. In this analysis, it can be clearly 
seen that idioms can be motivated by several conceptual mechanisms at the same 
time. Thus, in addition to one or more conceptual metaphors, one or more conceptual 
metonymies and pieces of conventional/cultural knowledge can all participate in the 
motivation of the specific idiom. The second type of analysis, which focuses more on 
the macrostructural level, aims to provide a systematic way of examining the most 
frequent motivational forces, and more precisely, the target domains, of specific hu-
man body parts. The third kind of analysis provides a global view on the issue, and 
systematically categorizes idioms according to the motivational principles that are 
visible from the previous analyses. The categorization of idioms according to different 
body part areas is the result of the discovery of the motivational principles that apply 
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to specific groups of frequent body part idioms. Thus, all the three analyses are rele-
vant to the study, since they focus on different aspects of the idioms in the database. 
All the analyses attempt to provide a systematic examination of the data, and en-
deavor to highlight different aspects of idioms that are of great importance concerning 
the theoretical issues of universality and alternative conceptualization. 
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4. English body part idioms  
and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
4.1 English hand idioms  

 
Our hands are extremely important body parts. This is also supported by the fact that 
most of the English human body idioms are hand idioms according to the database. 
With our hands, we can deal with the things existing in the external world. Thus, we 
can work or play with our hands, and we can use them in various other activities, as 
well. Our everyday experiences with our hands provide the cognitive basis for us to 
conceptualize more abstract concepts.  

The hand, which is most often seen as a container, is used in the conceptualization 
of various target domains. Most frequently, the hand is used to conceptualize the do-
main of control, and the related domain of possession. The hand also plays an impor-
tant role in activities and actions and their conceptualization. Related to this, the hand 
itself also signals one’s talent and abilities, one’s capacity to work. Referring to the 
hand of a person can frequently bring up the mental image of the whole person. Join-
ing hands is also a sign of physical as well as abstract links between various entities. 
The fact that the hands are used to conceptualize the above, most frequently addressed 
target domains is a natural consequence of the nature of the specific body part, and its 
functions and characteristics. All the metaphors and metonymies describing these tar-
gets are well-grounded and do not contradict our conventional knowledge about the 
hand.  
 

4.1.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hand idioms in English are principally employed as the source domain of the follow-
ing target domains: Firstly, most idioms are concerned with the notion of control, and 
various aspects, such as the different phases, of exerting control over the entities in 
the world. Secondly, a frequently utilized target domain is possession, which is re-
lated to the concept of control. These are the most frequent, and thus, most important 
target domains that the concept of human hand often helps to conceptualize. In addi-
tion, there are further metaphors motivating particular linguistic expressions with the 
hand, as described below. Thus, the hand is often conceptualized as a bounded entity, 
or more specifically, as a container. The above domains suggests that the hand is first 
and foremost conceptualized as a bounded entity which can exert control over, or as a 
sign of strict control, even possess, other entities. Hence, let us now turn to the spe-
cific metaphors that motivate hand idioms very frequently. 

Based on the frequency of metaphors motivating hand idioms, the most important 
target domain related to the concept of hand in English is that of control. Around two-
third of the English idioms are related to the concept of CONTROL. The fact that the 
human hand is very often associated with control suggests that we often think and talk 
about the human hand as an entity, a possible instrument, which can exercise control 
over other entities. Most of the idioms are motivated by the conceptual metaphor 
CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, which thus seems to be the most important struc-
tural metaphor of hand idioms in the database. According to this metaphor, what is 
held in the hand can be controlled at the same time.  

In addition to general CONTROL idioms, some idioms focus on the certain phases of 
exercising control over things, people and events. The idiom get your hands on some-
body is motivated by the metaphor BEGINNING TO HAVE CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS 
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PUTTING ONE’S HAND ON SOMEBODY, and thus focuses on the beginning phase of ex-
erting control. Additionally, as our conventional knowledge about the hand tells us, 
the hand can exert direct physical force on things and people. Hence, the metaphor 
HAVING CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS APPLYING PHYSICAL FORCE ON HIM/HER is a 
well-grounded metaphor. This metaphor motivates the idiom force someone’s hand. 

Around one-third of the English idioms deal with the concept of possession, which 
is closely related to the notion of control. These idioms are structured by the metaphor 
POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND. That is, in order to get and possess 
something we want to have, we can reach out for it with our hands and grab it. Thus, 
the entity held in the hand belongs to the person who holds it47. The possessed object 
comes into one’s possession most often by reaching out for the object and possessing 
it by moving the hands towards the object, as several idioms, such as get your hands 
on somebody, indicate. The possessed object can also be lost in unfavorable circum-
stances. The same is true for idioms that deal with control itself, which can be meta-
phorically seen as a possession due to the metaphor CONTROL IS A VALUABLE POSSES-
SION, as in get/gain the upper hand of something. Thus, control can also be either kept 
or lost, similarly to a possessed object. 

There is a duality concerning the conceptualization of possession. Occasionally, it 
is possible to have something on the hand, as opposed to in the hand, to indicate pos-
session. The metaphorical motivation here is provided by the metaphor POSSESSION IS 
HAVING SOMETHING ON ONE’S HAND. Besides concrete entities, one’s obligations, du-
ties, responsibilities, and sometimes even one’s problems can be seen as possession, 
and thus things on the hand, as the idiom on your hands shows. This is mainly due to 
the metaphor HAVING TO DO SOMETHING IS HAVING SOMETHING ON THE HAND.  

This duality is due to the fact that most of the time we can think of, and describe 
the same situation in several ways. Choosing one conceptual or linguistic alternative 
from the two described above, the speakers construe their thoughts in specific ways. 
The cognitive linguistic notion of construal basically means the choice between vari-
ous ways of conceptualizing and expressing a situation (cf. Dirven & Radden 2001). 
The two different construals show that we can direct our attention to different promi-
nent elements in the situation, focusing on either the container schema signaled by in 
the hand, or the surface schema signaled by on the hand. Image schema transforma-
tion links such as these are links given by natural relationships among image schemas 
(cf. Norvig & Lakoff 1987)48. 

Related to the notion of control, the (in)ability and the (lack of) freedom to move 
one’s hands, and thus to act, is also addressed in the idioms, but less frequently. The 
metaphor FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE belongs to the Event Structure meta-
phor system, which primarily structures events according to location, force and 
movement. A subcase of the above metaphor is the metaphor according to which IN-
ABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE. This motivates the hand idiom your hands are 
tied. The metaphor MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION also belongs to the 
Event Structure metaphor system. This metaphor focuses on how the action itself is 
carried out. This motivates the idiom get your hands on something among others. In 
general, the use of the Event Structure metaphor is possible in the case of hand idioms 
because of the fact that we usually use our hands to achieve our goals. Goals, and 
achieving goals on the whole, then, are an important facet of the Event Structure 
metaphor system, which is commonly addressed by linguistic expressions of the 
Event Structure metaphor system (cf. Lakoff 1993). 

By and large, abstract is conventionally seen as physical, so more specifically, ab-
stract links or entities are often seen as physical links or entities. Thus, the subcase of 
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the frequently occurring general metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL related to English 
hand idioms is ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS, a mapping of which is AB-
STRACT ENTITIES CONNECTED ARE TWO PEOPLE PHYSICALLY CONNECTED. This moti-
vates the idiom hand in hand in our case. In this way, unity and cooperation can also 
be thought of in terms of joining human hands. Also, in the case of actions, non-phy-
sical ones are metaphorically seen as physical ones, as in the idiom have your hands 
full motivated by the metaphor NON-PHYSICAL ACTION IS PHYSICAL ACTION.  

Often, the hand is seen as a container, into which entities can be placed, and kept 
there for a certain amount of time, and out of which things can get out. The container 
metaphor makes us see the hand as a bounded physical entity, with a clear boundary 
between the inside and the outside of the hand entity. In this case, the hand acts as a 
target domain, and not as a source as in the metaphors described above. 

In general, actions, events, states and activities49 are metaphorically seen as physi-
cal objects. In certain cases, they are containers, as in the case of the idiom have a 
hand in something, which is motivated by the metaphor AN ACTIVITY IS A CONTAINER. 
Due to the fact that activities are seen as containers, PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY is 
seen as HAVING A HAND IN A CONTAINER. Focusing on another aspect of activities, 
PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY can be seen AS MANIPULATING OBJECTS WITH THE 
HAND. The idiom fall into someone’s hands is primarily motivated by a subcase of 
this metaphor, namely, A TRANSACTION IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF OBJECTS, 
and within that, A BUSINESS TRANSACTION IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF OB-
JECTS, according to which doing business maps onto dealing with physical objects. 
Indeed, control itself can be seen as physical object manipulation. Thus, the metaphor 
CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF AN OBJECT motivates 
the idiom get out of hand. As physical objects can be transferred from one place to the 
other, or from one controller to the other, the general metaphor CAUSATION IS TRANS-
FER is also at work, as in lend a hand. 

Some not too frequently used other metaphors that provide motivation to some of 
the English hand idioms in the database are the following: GOOD IS RIGHT, LIFE IS A 
GAME, MORAL/ETHICAL IS CLEAN. Also, certain hierarchical aspects of control can be 
captured by the metaphor CONTROL IS UP. Being hierarchically above others shows 
that the person above has power over the others. All of these metaphors occur only 
once as motivational mechanisms. 
 

4.1.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Hand idioms are often motivated by conceptual metonymies related to the notion of 
control. These metonymies complement the control metaphors described above, and 
help conceptualize further aspects of the concept of control. Generally speaking, the 
hands are often seen as a means to carry out activities and actions. This aspect is also 
often captured by hand metonymies. Another important domain of hand metonymies 
is that of skills and expertise. Several hand idioms are motivated by the conceptualiza-
tion of the hand as a metonymical sign of one’s talent and abilities. Not only one’s 
skills can be conceptualized via the hand, but also the whole person, with the help of 
personification.  

The majority, more precisely, two-thirds, of the idioms are structured by the me-
tonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL. Indeed, the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING 
IN THE HAND is closely linked to the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL. Due 
to this metonymy, mentioning the hand suggests the existence of control over the en-
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tity held. Indeed, the idioms motivated by the above metaphor are simultaneously also 
structured by this metonymy. 

Very frequently, the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION is ac-
tive. Thus, the hand provides a metonymic reference point to the concept of activity, 
more specifically, of starting, and participating in, an activity. The experiential 
grounding of the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR (STARTING) THE ACTIVITY derives 
from the fact that we usually move our hands when we want to start doing something. 
In addition, when we start doing something, we can express ourselves by saying that 
we put our hand to something or we turn our hands to something. Sit on one’s hands, 
hold one’s hands, put one’s hands in their pockets, and have one’s hands tied imply 
our inability to act, on the other hand, since when we stop doing something we cease 
to move our hands and we take away our hands from the object of the activity. The 
physical action carried out with our hands, i.e., removing the hands from the object of 
the activity, shows that we want to stop working with it: e.g., stay one’s hand, hands 
off, wash one’s hands of, throw up one’s hands50. 

Related to the above activity metonymy, the hand can also metonymically stand for 
one’s skills and the expertise, as in the case of idioms such as try your hand at some-
thing. Due to the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EXPERTISE, 
one’s ability to participate in certain activities with special skills is associated with the 
hand. Thus, several idioms with hand focus on human abilities, capacities, expertise, 
and experience – in general, or in a particular field of work or skill, as in an old hand, 
in safe hands. Since we often use our hands to work, those who do something well 
can be distinguished from those who do things badly, or from those who are not 
skilled enough for certain jobs by referring to them via their hands.  

The hand can also stand for the person, as in your right-hand man. This is possible 
due to the general metonymy PART FOR WHOLE, which makes it possible for a single 
body part to be used in the case of personification. Personification is extremely impor-
tant since it is often the case that mentioning a single body part such as the hand pro-
vides mental access to the whole person. Since hands are usually used for working, 
those who work as assistants to employers can be called hands. Somebody’s right-
hand man more specifically refers to a good and capable assistant. It is worth noting 
that the use of right is also motivated in this idiom since the concept of LEFT is usually 
associated with derogatory characteristics, whereas RIGHT suggests successful and 
skillful behavior51. 

Other metonymies motivating single idioms are OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED, 
and NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS, as well as the metonymy THE PHYSIOLOGICAL 
AND EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION, which is a sub-
case of the general metonymy EFFECTS OF A STATE STAND FOR THE STATE.  
 

4.1.3 Conventional knowledge  
 
Our conventional knowledge about our hands involves all kinds of details about the 
size, the structure, the functions, the movements, the body part hierarchy it belongs to 
(the arm area), as well as the color, and further characteristics of the human hand. Our 
conventional knowledge concerning the hand makes it possible to use the hand in a 
number of idioms related to various aspects and characteristics of abstract targets such 
as control, possession and activities. In our folk theory, hands are often related to the 
notion of control. Also, hands are principal parts of activities since we are able to do 
many things with our hands. Certain movements with our hands, such as wringing our 
hands, can express our emotions in themselves. Without knowing that hands are able 
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to hold things of a certain size, it would be rather difficult, if not impossible, to under-
stand the idioms in your hands, out of your hands, or have your hands full.  

Additionally, since the majority of people are right-handed, this piece of knowl-
edge may have brought about the belief that the right hand is more skillful, and thus 
more indispensable to humans, than the left one. This has given rise to the idioms 
your right-hand man – your right-hand woman. As Samaras (2003) notes in her Chap-
ter 1, 

it is worth pointing out that in a hypothesized world where all, or at least 
most human beings are ambidextrous, probably no expressions such as 
[one’s right hand man] and [have two hands] would exist, at least not 
with the senses they have acquired for us. 

In addition, right acquired the meaning ‘correct’ and ‘accurate’ (Longman Language 
Activator) before it came to denote ‘epithet of the hand that is normally the stronger’ 
in Old English (Oxford Concise Dictionary of English Etymology). In harmony with 
this, the meaning of left changed from ‘weak’ in Old English to present-day ‘opposite 
of right’ (cf. Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English; Oxford Concise Diction-
ary of English Etymology). 

Hands are associated with skills and techniques since hands also play a dominant 
role in human activities. The meaning of hand covers both physical bodily activities 
and abstract mental activities. Skills and expertise are useful in carrying out physical 
activities, in which primarily hands are used. As such, hands become to be used for 
the concept of activity, and metonymically for the concept of starting to do some-
thing. In addition, hands are also associated with physical fighting, which is also a 
kind of activity. This makes it possible to use the hand in control idioms related to 
showing one’s physical force and power. 

 
4.2 Hungarian equivalents of English hand idioms  

 
There are several differences between English hand idioms and Hungarian equivalents 
with respect to the conceptualization of similar target domains. Firstly, Hungarian 
does not always make use of the hand as a possible source domain. Nonetheless, 
Hungarian expressions can contain words related to the human hand, focusing espe-
cially on the actions carried out by the hand. Or, often, expressions from other do-
mains are made use of to understand the similar target domains. Using different 
sources for the same purposes is made possible by the fact that these other domains 
are also capable of highlighting important aspects of the similar targets, but the con-
strual, or more specifically, the focus of attention lies on different elements.  
 

4.2.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
In general, most Hungarian equivalents are motivated by similar conceptual mecha-
nisms as the English idioms. Thus, many conceptual metaphors occur both in English 
and Hungarian. The target domains are naturally similar due to the nature of equiva-
lency. However, whereas in English only the hand as a body part source domain maps 
onto other domains, in Hungarian, more elements of the hand domain are utilized. 
Thus, situations, actions, and activities done with the hand are also available in Hun-
garian equivalents. In this way, the Hungarian word for catch can appear in equiva-
lents to hand idioms in English, as in elkap valakit ‘get one’s hands on somebody’. 
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Hungarian equivalents center round the same basic domains that English idioms 
address. Namely, abstract domains such as control, possession, activities, links, enti-
ties, and transactions are the primary target domains. In addition, orientational meta-
phors, and Event Structure metaphors feature as motivations. The container metaphors 
are also present in the Hungarian database. 

Control ranks highest as a target domain of conceptual metaphors in Hungarian. 
Similarly to the English hand idioms, most Hungarian equivalents are also organized 
around the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND in the first place. Control, 
however, is not limited to the human hand, but also refers to applying physical force 
in general. Thus, control metaphors focus on applying physical force, due to the gen-
eral metaphor STATES ARE FORCES, and the subcases, namely, CONTROL IS A PHYSICAL 
FORCE and HAVING CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS APPLYING PHYSICAL FORCE ON 
HIM/HER, which motivate the idiom belekényszerít valamibe. Similarly to English, 
Hungarian expressions also concentrate on control as having different phases. The 
metaphor BEGINNING TO HAVE CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS PUTTING ONE’S HAND ON 
SOMEBODY thus focuses on the beginning phase of exerting control.  

Possession also appears to be a frequently addressed target domain of the Hungar-
ian expressions, similarly to English. Thus, the second most frequent metaphor moti-
vating Hungarian equivalents of English hand idioms is the metaphor POSSESSION IS 
HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND, which is, as we have seen earlier, is related to the 
aspect of control. Related to the domain of possession, STATES themselves are also 
seen AS POSSESSIONS in three cases, as in valami valaki gondja. The main mapping 
motivating these idioms is the following: OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES/BUR-
DENS or PROBLEMS ARE POSSESSIONS. Further abstract domains are time and control 
that are seen as valuable possessions. Both English and Hungarian highlight that these 
abstract domains are one’s possessions.  

Interestingly, the duality concerning the conceptualization of possession is not as 
noticeable in Hungarian equivalents as in English idioms. The only equivalent which 
gets its motivation from a slightly different metaphor than the often-used POSSESSION 
IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND is a kezére játszik valakinek, which shows that 
the beginning phase of possession can be seen as getting something onto one’s hands.  

The container metaphor is also prevalent in Hungarian but it also includes as tar-
gets further, more abstract domains, such as situations and activities in addition to the 
hand itself. This is possible since several equivalents are not hand idioms but other 
expressions related to other domains. Nonetheless, the hand, as a target itself, is often 
seen as a container, due to the metaphor THE HAND IS A CONTAINER, which motivates 
equivalents such as biztos kezekben van. Container metaphors also structure the do-
main of situations and activities. The metaphor AN ACTIVITY IS A CONTAINER moti-
vates the Hungarian expression belefog valamibe. In addition, ACTIVITIES can also be 
seen AS SUBSTANCES as in be van havazva. The idiom benne van a keze valamiben is 
motivated by the metaphor PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY IS HAVING A HAND IN A 
CONTAINER. Concerning activities, manipulating objects with the hand is also active 
as a Hungarian source domain, as the metaphor PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY IS MA-
NIPULATING OBJECTS WITH THE HAND shows. Besides, the more general metaphor 
PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY IS BEING PHYSICALLY A PART OF IT motivates equivalent 
expressions such as részese valaminek, which also links up with the metaphor AB-
STRACT IS PHYSICAL.  

The general metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL is present in the Hungarian equiva-
lents, as well. Thus, the metaphor ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS appears in 
equivalents such as szorosan összefüggnek. A mapping of this is when ABSTRACT EN-
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TITIES CONNECTED ARE seen as TWO PEOPLE PHYSICALLY CONNECTED. In the case of 
segítő kezet nyújt, the metaphor ACTIONS/EVENTS/STATES ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS is at 
work, which is a subcase of the above general metaphor. Related to this metaphor is 
CAUSATION IS TRANSFER, which is also a motivational force in some cases. Besides, 
NON-PHYSICAL ACTION can also be seen as PHYSICAL ACTION, similarly to English.  

Orientational metaphors are slightly more frequent in Hungarian, but here again, 
they are not only hand idioms. Frequently, the target domain of control is captured by 
the orientational metaphor CONTROL IS UP. Instead of, or supplementing, hand meta-
phors, other domains can also appear. This happens in the case of diszponál valami fe-
lett. 

Event Structure metaphors are available mechanisms, although it has to be noted 
that more of the submetaphors are available in the Hungarian equivalents than in the 
English hand idioms. Indeed, the same mapping of the Event Structure metaphor mo-
tivates the idioms szabad kéz and elszabadul, namely, FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM 
TO MOVE, and its subcase INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE. The Event Struc-
ture metaphor is also present in the case of Hungarian equivalents with the submeta-
phor PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD, as in jól/szépen halad, as well as with LONG-
TERM, PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITIES ARE JOURNEYS, as in régi motoros. The submetaphor 
MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION also motivates an equivalent, namely, ki-
csúszik a kezéből valami. Indeed, things moving together are seen as having an ab-
stract connection between them. PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS is also present among 
the motivational forces.  

In this set of equivalents, transactions are also, but less frequently, conceptualized 
as object manipulation, in a similar way to English. The metaphor A TRANSACTION IS 
THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF OBJECTS only motivates the idiom valakinek a kezébe 
kerül. The metaphor CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF 
AN OBJECT motivates the idiom kicsúszik a kezéből valami. 

There are minor metaphors which provide – often only partial – motivation to few 
equivalents. These metaphors include HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, GOOD 
IS RIGHT, LIFE IS A PLAY, LIFE IS A GAME, PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS, RESPONSIBILITIES 
ARE BURDENS, OBLIGATIONS ARE POSSESSIONS, OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES 
ARE LIVING ORGANISMS, STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS, TIME IS MONEY, 
and MORAL/ETHICAL IS CLEAN. 
 

4.2.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The conceptual metonymies motivating the Hungarian equivalents are the same as 
those motivating the English idioms. The general tendencies of high-ranking and low-
ranking metonymies are also the same. In the case of metonymies, control metony-
mies abound in Hungarian as in English. The hand can thus be considered as an effec-
tive means of control. It can also represent one’s participation in activities, as well as 
one’s skills. The hand can not only stand for the actions done with the hand, but also 
for the person who carries out the actions. Metonymies in English hand idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents appear to be the same. 

The primary conceptual metonymy, similarly to English, is THE HAND STANDS FOR 
CONTROL, which is related to the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND. This 
metonymy motivates equivalents such as elkap valakit and kicsúszik a kezéből valami. 
The idiom gazdát cserél focuses on the aspect of changing possessors, and it is moti-
vated by the metonymy CHANGING THE PERSON POSSESSING THE OBJECT FOR CHANG-
ING THE POSSESSION. 
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In expressions such as benne van a keze valamiben, the metonymy THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION provides a motivational force. One’s skills and ex-
pertise can be seen in the way the person participates in activities. Hands are thus as-
sociated with human skills and expertise – although less frequently than in English –, 
due to the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EXPERTISE. 

The hand can also be used for purposes of personification, as a result of the meton-
ymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON. Similarly to English, this is an instantiation 
of the general metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON. 

In few cases, the metonymies OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED, and NAKED/BARE 
FOR NO INSTRUMENTS are present in the equivalents. Besides, the general metonymy 
EFFECTS OF A STATE STAND FOR THE STATE is represented by its submetonymy THE 
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION. 

 
4.2.3 Conventional knowledge 

 
In addition to our general knowledge about the human hand, some aspects of which 
we have seen above as related to English hand idioms, there appears to be additional 
cultural motivation in the case of the Hungarian equivalent meg van kötve a keze. In 
addition to the above-mentioned control metaphors, the culturally related notion of 
witch-hunting can also provide motivation to the meaning of this idiom. As O. Nagy 
(219) also points out, witches are said to use the idea of untying and tying when put-
ting spells on others. Nonetheless, these activities are already metaphorical activities, 
grounded in the conceptual metaphors of controlling others with the use of the hand.  
 

4.3 English eye idioms 
 
Eyes are important body parts for seeing, and figuratively, for understanding things. 
As it has been often observed in the cognitive linguistic literature (cf. Christopher 
Johnson 1997; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Kövecses 2005), the perceptual domain of 
seeing with the eyes is frequently and systematically used to understand the domain of 
knowledge, as in I see what you mean52. Not only knowledge, but also attention is an 
extremely important target domain that the domain of the eyes can help understand. 
The eye itself can be conceptualized as a physical object which can be manipulated by 
the hand. The eyes can metonymically stand for their primary function, seeing. In ad-
dition, they can stand for the whole person, similarly to other body parts. Also, the 
eyes can stand for one’s emotions and skills in some cases. All these domains are cap-
tured by the English eye idioms in the database. 
 

4.3.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Conceptual metaphors motivating English eye idioms center round the concept of at-
tention, and that of knowledge. The eye, as a physical object capable of expressing 
one’s abilities, can express one’s attention paid to other entities, and one’s knowledge 
about other entities. Due to the physical object nature of the eye, it can be seen as an 
entity which can be manipulated by the hand.  

English eye idioms chiefly focus on the aspect of attention. Looking at other enti-
ties is a primary function of the eyes, and thus looking with the eyes is strongly asso-
ciated with paying attention. The metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING structures eye idi-
oms such as can’t take your eyes off someone. Thus, causing to attend to something is 
causing the eyes to see. In addition, the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL 
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CLOSENESS suggests that the closer the object for inspection is, the stronger the effect 
of knowing the object is. In relation to this, attention can also be seen as a force, as in 
open the eyes of someone. 

The other significant metaphor in the case of eye idioms is KNOWING IS SEEING53, 
which is a widely used primary metaphor. On the one hand, if one’s vision is im-
paired, he/she is not able to pay enough attention to getting to know things. On the 
other hand, ignorance is metaphorically seen as blindness, which is a mapping of the 
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING. This is manifested in the idiom turn a blind eye to 
something.  

In several cases, the eye is seen as a physical object, which can be manipulated by 
the hands, as in catch someone’s eye. Indeed, seeing is conceptualized as the physical 
action of touching in a couple of idioms, as in can’t take your eyes off someone. The 
beginning phase of looking is seen as establishing physical contact with the target of 
looking. Looking itself is maintaining physical contact with the object of looking. Fi-
nally, ending the looking is finishing the physical contact by taking off the object. In 
addition, conspicuous objects can get into physical contact with the eyes, that is, they 
can catch the eye.  

Furthermore, several metaphors that appear once in the database take part in moti-
vating eye idioms, such as STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS, STATES ARE 
CONTAINERS, and SKILLS ARE POSSESSED OBJECTS.  

 
4.3.2 Conceptual metonymies 

 
Most importantly, eyes metonymically stand for seeing, for the whole person, for 
one’s emotions, and for one’s skills. Thus, metonymies primarily center round the 
major functions of the eyes, and the characteristics of the people whose body parts 
they are.  

Two major metonymies motivate the most frequent English eye idioms. One is the 
metonymy EYES FOR SEEING, according to which the body parts are often used to stand 
for the function they fulfill, as in all eyes are on someone. According to this meton-
ymy, the perceptual organ, the eye, stands for the act of perception. The other key me-
tonymy that occurs frequently in eye idioms is the personification metonymy EYES 
FOR THE PERSON, which motivates idioms like before your eyes.  

Some eye idioms focus on the possibility that eyes can signal one’s emotions. In 
this way, looking straight implies honesty. In addition, looking into somebody’s eyes 
can stand for agreeing with somebody, whereas looking away usually stands for dis-
agreeing. Besides, the metonymies NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS and THE EYES 
STAND FOR THE SKILLS appear only once in the idioms of the database. 
 

4.3.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Based on what we know about the characteristics and the functions of our eyes, we 
can formulate a couple of principles that structure our conventional knowledge about 
the eyes. These pieces of knowledge include the following (which is naturally not a 
full list): If you open your eyes, or if somebody or something makes you open your 
eyes, you are given the possibility of seeing clearly a given thing or situation. If you 
close your eyes, you cannot see a thing, and thus, you do not know anything about a 
given thing or situation. If somebody does not see something completely, the person 
will not know about that thing in a proper way, or he/she will know maybe nothing at 
all. Our conventional knowledge also tells us that if somebody dares to look in our 
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eyes, it is more probable that the person is telling the truth than telling lies. Also, be-
ing able to look somebody in the eye supposes that the people involved understand 
each other, and most probably they agree with each other.  
 

4.4 Hungarian equivalents of English eye idioms  
 
Several conceptual metaphors and metonymies are present both in English and in 
Hungarian. Nonetheless, there are some differences between English eye idioms and 
Hungarian equivalents with respect to the conceptualization of similar target domains. 
In certain cases, more specific conceptualization is available to the Hungarian equiva-
lents than the English idioms. Thus, attention is seen not simply as a force, as in Eng-
lish, but more specifically as a magnetic force in Hungarian. In other cases, more gen-
eral conceptualization is available in Hungarian, thus one’s skills are also related to 
one’s senses, in addition to one’s eyes. Besides, not only the eyes, but also the looks 
can stand for the person. Also, instead of looking into one’s eyes, standing at the same 
location stands for agreeing with somebody.  
 

4.4.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English eye idioms also abound with attention and knowl-
edge metaphors. The eye is also present as a physical object in Hungarian, and seeing 
is also often conceptualized as touching. The following are the major differences in 
Hungarian and English in the database: One difference is that there is a metaphor 
which is only available to Hungarian; namely, the group of things that get our atten-
tion is seen as being in a container. A further difference is that in Hungarian, attention 
can be more specifically determined as a magnetic force, and this special force meta-
phor is not present in the English idioms. Also, in Hungarian one’s skills are not di-
rectly related to the eyes, but to one’s senses. Another difference is that there are 
some further metaphors motivating especially those expressions that do not contain 
hand nouns. In this way, AGREEING IS SHARING, LIFE IS A PLAY, ACTION IS MOTION, and 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR are only available to Hungarian expressions 
as motivating mechanisms.  

The most important conceptual metaphors in the case of Hungarian equivalents of 
English eye idioms are the metaphors ATTENTION IS LOOKING and KNOWING IS SEEING. 
This tendency is the same as in English. However, an additional metaphor is available 
in Hungarian, namely that the group of things that get our attention can be conceptual-
ized as being in a container, which is not available in the English idioms. In addition, 
the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS suggests that the closer the 
inspected object is, the stronger the effect of knowing the object is. This is in agree-
ment with the English idioms.  

In English as well as in Hungarian, attention can be seen as a force. In Hungarian, 
this force can more specifically be a magnetic force. Moreover, in addition to estab-
lishing contact with the eye, conspicuous objects are usually also seen in Hungarian as 
being capable of providing physical force in order to get one’s attention. Similarly to 
English though, causing somebody to attend to something is metaphorically seen as 
causing the eyes to see. 

The ontological metaphor THE EYE IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT which can be manipulated 
by the hands, is also represented frequently in the Hungarian equivalents of English 
eye idioms. The example egy pillantást vet valamire is a manifestation of this meta-
phor. 
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Equivalents of eye idioms sometimes focus on human skills, which are metaphori-
cally seen as possessed objects. An idiom motivated by the metaphor SKILLS ARE POS-
SESSED OBJECTS is jó érzéke van valamihez. Nonetheless, it has to be noted that, 
unlike in English, in Hungarian one’s skills are not only related to the eyes, but are 
also linked to one’s senses, cf. Chapter 4.4.2. 

Similarly to English, the metaphor SEEING IS TOUCHING also plays a role in the case 
of Hungarian equivalents, but it is not as well represented in the Hungarian part of the 
database as in the English part. Conspicuous objects, here again, can get into physical 
contact with the eye, that is, they can catch the eye.  

The metaphor AGREEING IS SHARING motivates the idioms megegyezik a vélemé-
nyük and egyetért valakivel, which are equivalents of see eye to eye with someone. 
This metaphor is not available in the English idioms. Indeed, in Hungarian the expres-
sions motivated by this metaphor are not even eye idioms.  

In addition, a couple of metaphors are single instances, occurring in specific idi-
oms only. These include LIFE IS A PLAY, ACTION IS MOTION – and its subcase MANNER 
OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION, and HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR. 
 

4.4.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
On the one hand, there are some conceptual metonymies that are present both in Eng-
lish and in Hungarian. These include EYES FOR SEEING, EYES FOR THE PERSON, LOOK-
ING STRAIGHT FOR BEING HONEST, and NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS. On the 
other hand, there are some conceptual metonymies that are slightly different in Hun-
garian. For instance, not only the eyes, but also the looks can stand for the person. In 
Hungarian, one’s senses stand for one’s skills, in addition to the eyes. Also, instead of 
looking into one’s eyes, standing at the same location stands for agreeing with some-
body. Metonymies that are only present in Hungarian include WORLD FOR THE PEOPLE 
LIVING IN THE WORLD and LIGHT FOR GETTING ATTENTION. Most probably, these me-
tonymies are available to English in general, but they are not present in the database 
as motivational mechanisms.  

Thus, similarly to English, the two major metonymies in Hungarian are EYES FOR 
SEEING, where the perceptual organ refers to perception, and EYES FOR THE PERSON, a 
personification metonymy. In addition to the eyes, the looks can stand for the person 
specifically in Hungarian, as in találkozik a tekintetük. 

Eyes can be associated with skills, as in jó szeme van valamihez. In addition to the 
eyes, one’s sense can also be used to metonymically understand one’s skills. This 
makes it possible to use jó érzéke van valamihez as an equivalent to with an eye for 
something. 

There are some metonymies that motivate only a small number of expressions in 
Hungarian. The metonymy NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS is used in two idioms, 
namely, puszta szemmel and szabad szemmel. In the case of szemébe néz valakinek, 
one’s looks imply one’s feelings. That is, looking straight implies the person’s hon-
esty. Some other metonymies include the following: WORLD FOR THE PEOPLE LIVING IN 
THE WORLD, LIGHT FOR GETTING ATTENTION, and STANDING AT THE SAME LOCATION FOR 
AGREEING WITH SOMEBODY and STANDING AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS FOR DISAGREEING. 
In this way, in Hungarian, standing at a certain place can signal one’s opinion about 
various issues. In the English idioms of the database, (dis)agreement and taking sides 
are seen as looking into the eyes of, or away from, the other person. Both of these 
possibilities are related to the physical location of the person or of his/her body part.  
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4.4.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
In addition to the above description of some of our conventional knowledge about the 
eyes, Hungarian uses other pieces of information, as well. One such piece of informa-
tion includes our knowledge about animals, more specifically, wolves and their be-
havior. The idiom farkasszemet néz valakivel ‘look someone in the eye’ makes use of 
this knowledge. 
 

4.5 English face idioms  
 
The face is the front part of the head where further very important body parts, such as 
the eyes, the nose, and the mouth, are located. The face plays a significant role in 
conveying one’s emotions and feelings to other people. In addition to emotions, pres-
tige and appearance are also important domains that the human face can help under-
stand54.  
 

4.5.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English face idioms are not dominated by conceptual metaphors. Thus, conceptual 
metaphors are less frequent than conceptual metonymies in the case of the most fre-
quent English face idioms. The metaphors that are available mainly focus on the ap-
pearance of things, and emotions as substances in the body–container.  

The face is seen as a valuable object, as in the case of lose face. In addition, ap-
pearance, which is also a metonymical target of the face, is seen as the outside of enti-
ties, whereas the essence is seen as usually being inside. The example put a brave 
face on something shows this aspect of the face.  

In addition, the looks on the human face are transparent signs of one’s feelings. 
Since people are often seen as containers, and emotions are frequently seen as sub-
stances in the human body container (cf. Lakoff & Kövecses 1987), emotional control 
is seen as keeping the substance inside. People are able to control their looks on the 
face, which shows that they can have control over their emotions, and thus they can 
avoid displaying their emotions to others. 

Single metaphors in English eye idioms include CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS, as in 
fly in the face of something and KNOWING IS SEEING, as in put a brave face on some-
thing. 
 

4.5.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Conceptual metonymies are multiple, and far more frequent than metaphors in face 
idioms. Metonymically, the face is often related to showing and hiding one’s emo-
tions. Also, it can frequently stand for the whole person. In addition, prestige and ap-
pearance are also important in metonymies.  

The most common metonymy is FACE FOR EMOTIONS, which motivates idioms such 
as put a brave face on something. This suggests that the primary function associated 
with the face is that of displaying one’s emotions.  

The other very frequently used metonymy is THE FACE STANDS FOR THE PERSON, 
which structures idioms such as come face to face with someone. Thus, personifica-
tion is also frequently associated with the face. Indeed, this metonymy can have its 
psychological validity in the fact that humans predominantly recognize and differenti-
ate others by the face55.  
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In addition, the metonymy pair, FACE FOR PRESTIGE and FACE FOR APPEARANCE, 
also occurs in the list of motivational forces. Appearance, or what other people can in-
fer from one’s face, can often differ from the reality and the truth. So what we present 
to others as visible is not necessarily true in many cases.  
 

4.5.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Among other things, our face can tell many things about ourselves, such as our age, 
our health condition, and our emotions. We often think of our emotions as things that 
we would like to hide from the others. However, it is specifically our face, the body 
part that is most easily visible by other people, which shows our emotions and reac-
tions most readily to others. So we often convey information to others about our inner 
state unintentionally. 

Also, we usually think of the human face as representing one’s true feelings so the 
face can usually be trusted when judging what the other person feels or thinks. Thus, 
we usually imagine the human face as representing one’s inner feelings, so a face with 
a straight look is considered to be serious. Thus, the external and visible body part is 
expected to reflect the internal and not directly visible condition of the person.  
 

4.6 Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms  
 
Interestingly, Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms are often not face, but eye 
idioms. This difference is the result of the fact that the eye is a part of the face and be-
longs to the same body part area, and it can be considered to be just as expressive of 
one’s emotions and knowledge as the face. In this way, Hungarian often uses the eyes 
instead of the face in idioms related to one’s emotions and knowledge. This change is 
most noticeable in the case of conceptual metonymies motivating the Hungarian 
equivalents of English face idioms, where instead of the face, the eyes can stand for 
the person as well as for seeing, and one’s emotions. 
 

4.6.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English and Hungarian metaphors partly overlap here. In English, there is more focus 
on appearance as the outside than in Hungarian. Also, the face itself is considered to 
be a valuable object. In Hungarian, on the other hand, prestige and respect are valu-
able commodities or objects – similarly to seriousness, which is also considered to be 
a precious physical object. Due to the more economic nature of Hungarian equiva-
lents, it is no surprise that changing ideas are conceptualized as an economic transac-
tion, and accepting ideas as accepting cash. Indeed, the valuable object and transac-
tion metaphors are more frequent in Hungarian than in English in the database.  

As noted before, several of the Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms do 
not use the face as the body part mentioned in the idioms. Instead, they make use of 
the eye and refer to its primary function of seeing. In this way, one of the most impor-
tant conceptual metaphors that motivates Hungarian equivalents is the widely-used 
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, as in szembesül valamivel meaning ‘come face to face 
with something’. This change in the focus of the body part is possible since the eyes 
are part of the face, and they are thus in a metonymical relationship with the face as 
belonging to the same body part area. In this way, in Hungarian, the eyes are more 
frequently associated with the capacity to show one’s ability to pay attention to things 
than in English.  
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Another often-used metaphor is PRESTIGE/RESPECT IS A VALUABLE OBJECT, which 
motivates the idiom presztízsveszteség éri. Further business metaphors are SERIOUS-
NESS IS A VALUABLE OBJECT, as well as CHANGING IDEAS IS AN ECONOMIC TRANSAC-
TION, and ACCEPTING AN IDEA IS ACCEPTING CASH, which motivate the Hungarian id-
iom készpénznek vesz. 

As noted above, the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CON-
TAINER plays an important part in conceptualizing emotions. In this way, the meta-
phors EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER and 
CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS are also important in the 
Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms.  

Further single metaphors are the following: STATES ARE LOCATIONS, and CHANGES 
ARE MOVEMENTS, which are part of the Event Structure metaphor system. 
 

4.6.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms are usually eye idioms, as mentioned 
above. This is also the tendency in the case of conceptual metonymies motivating 
Hungarian equivalents. Thus, instead of the face, the eyes are in the focus of metony-
mies concerning one’s emotions, or personification in general.  

Since the equivalents of English face idioms are usually eye idioms in Hungarian, 
it comes as no surprise that the major conceptual metonymy of personification is an 
eye metonymy, as well. Thus, the most frequent metonymy THE EYES FOR THE PER-
SON, is used in cases of personification in Hungarian. The only exception is rezzenés-
telen arccal csinál valamit, where the face is used metonymically for the person. Oth-
erwise, idioms such as valakinek a szemébe néz ‘look someone in the face’ are moti-
vated by the eye metonymy. 

The face primarily stands for emotions in the Hungarian equivalents, similarly to 
English. This happens in the case of idioms such as arcokat vág, which is motivated 
by the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS. Nonetheless, it is also possible that the eyes 
stand for the emotions instead of the face in harmony with the general tendencies in 
Hungarian, as in valakinek a szemébe néz. 

In some idioms, the metaphor EYES FOR SEEING provides the motivational force. 
The expression szemmértékkel is motivated by this metonymy. This is also in har-
mony with the Hungarian trend of exchanging face expressions with eye expressions.  
 

4.6.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Since the eyes are used more often in Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms 
than the face, our basic, conventional knowledge about eyes plays an important part in 
understanding the meaning of the equivalents (for details, see the section above on 
eye idioms). In addition, the conventional knowledge about the face outlined above is 
also available in Hungarian.  
 

4.7 English head idioms  
 
English head idioms are very frequent in the English language, as well. The top part 
of the body plays a special role in our thinking and other functions that it can be asso-
ciated with. Due to the numerous functions that the head can fulfill, head idioms are 
motivated by various metaphors and metonymies, none of which seem to dominate 
the database. The common themes to metaphors include significant aspects of force, 
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physical organization, and event structure. The metonymies can be grouped into 
PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymies, and MIND metonymies.  
 

4.7.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Head idioms are motivated by various metaphors, none of which appear to be domi-
nant in the database. There are common themes to them, such as force, physical or-
ganization, and aspects of event structure. Forces such as attention and control are of-
ten associated with the head since it is the seat of our decisions. Due to its physical lo-
cation at the top of the human body, the head is associated with the physical and, 
metaphorically, the abstract arrangement of entities. In addition, the head can signal 
progress due to its location and its functions as well, which makes it possible to have 
Event Structure metaphors related to the human head in English. Since the head is as-
sociated with so many different functions, the conceptual metaphors motivating Eng-
lish head idioms are diverse as well. In this way, no conceptual metaphor emerges as 
being the most frequently used. Indeed, all the metaphors are only used once, and they 
are thus representative of various aspects of this body part. 

Head idioms, as mentioned above, are often associated with the canonical ar-
rangement of the body. In this way, the metaphor APPROPRIATE/PROPER/CORRECT IS 
PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT shows up in the idiom turn something on 
its head. In addition, the metaphor HEAD IS UP – TOE/FOOT IS DOWN motivates the id-
iom from head to toe. This is in harmony with the metaphor ACTIVE/CONSCIOUS IS UP, 
as well. This canonical arrangement plays a part in the case of abstract complex sys-
tems as well, which are conceptualized with the help of the metaphor AN ABSTRACT 
COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY. The metaphor IMPORTANT IS BIG is also related 
to the UP–metaphor.  

Since the head contains the eyes and since they belong to the same body part area, 
the functions associated with the eyes can metonymically be connected to the head, as 
well. In this way, metaphors such as KNOWING IS SEEING, ATTENTION IS LOOKING, AT-
TENTION IS A FORCE, EMOTION IS A FORCE (or CAUSES ARE FORCES in general) are struc-
turing forces in the case of English head idioms, as well. Control can be associated 
with the head in addition to the hand, as the presence of the metaphor CONTROL IS A 
(VALUABLE) POSSESSION indicates. 

Event Structure metaphors such as STATES ARE LOCATIONS and PROGRESS IS MO-
TION FORWARD are also available motivating mechanisms of English head idioms. 
Progress can thus be associated with the head, in addition to the lower parts of the 
body such as legs and feet. 

 
4.7.2 Conceptual metonymies 

 
None of the conceptual metonymies are dominant in head idioms, either. They can be 
grouped according to their main theme into metonymies where the part, the head, 
stands for a larger whole, such as the person or the personified organization; and me-
tonymies which deal with the mind.  

In this way, the idiom head-to-head is motivated by the metonymy THE HEAD 
STANDS FOR THE PERSON/PERSONIFIED ORGANIZATION. This personification metonymy 
is also a part of the more general metonymy PART FOR WHOLE.  

In addition, the head can stand for the mind, which stands in turn for control, as the 
idiom lose your head shows. Related to the function of the head as a possible seat of 
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control, the head can stand for controlling the person’s (metaphorical) forward 
movement, as in the idiom make headway.  
 

4.7.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Our basic conventional knowledge about the head includes, among many other things, 
the knowledge that the head area includes the most important body parts of percep-
tion, such as the eyes, the ears, and the nose. Additionally, it also seats the brain, 
which has an enormous importance in our lives since it provides us with the capability 
of thinking. Besides, we know that scratching one’s head implies the person’s uncer-
tainty, which motivates the idiom scratch your head.  

In addition to our conventional knowledge about the head, we have some knowl-
edge about fighting, where we prototypically imagine the fighters to go against each 
other with their head forward. We make use of this knowledge in the idiom head-to-
head. 
 

4.8 Hungarian equivalents of English head idioms  
 
The Hungarian equivalents of English head idioms are usually not head idioms. Some 
equivalents include other body part nouns, such as tetőtől talpig ‘from head to toe’, 
and some mention actions related to body parts other than the head, as in megbámul-
ják ‘turn heads’. Many other idioms are not related to any body parts, such as messze 
felülmúl valakit ‘head and shoulders above somebody’. 
 

4.8.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Since many Hungarian equivalents are not head idioms, many metaphors motivating 
the Hungarian equivalents are not related to the head itself, either. Nonetheless, the 
metaphors can be grouped similarly to English: into metaphors related to event struc-
ture, and metaphors related to the physical arrangement of entities. Several metaphors 
can be grouped as force metaphors, as well. 

Most frequently, English head idioms are translated into English with the help of 
the Event Structure metaphor system. The most frequent metaphor of this system in 
the database is PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD, which motivates idioms such as halad 
and its variants. In addition, the metaphor STATES ARE LOCATIONS also plays a part in 
this kind of conceptualization. CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS and EXPECTED PROGRESS IS 
A TRAVEL SCHEDULE are also Event Structure metaphors motivating idioms such as 
fordulóponthoz érkezik valami.  

Nonetheless, head equivalents can also occur as Hungarian equivalents. Idioms 
such as a feje tetejére állít are motivated by the metaphor APPROPRIATE/PRO-
PER/CORRECT IS PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT, which focuses on the 
head being at the top, and the feet being at the lower end of the body. The same is true 
for the metaphor HEAD IS UP – TOE/FOOT IS DOWN, which motivates the idiom tetőtől 
talpig. The metaphor ACTIVE/CONSCIOUS IS UP also highlights the fact that the head, 
that is the top part of the body, is associated with consciousness. The notion of UP is 
also associated with goodness, whereas DOWN is associated with badness, as many 
other conventional examples illustrate (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980). In addition, the 
equivalents also show examples of the metaphor AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS 
THE HUMAN BODY, which focuses on the structure of complex systems in accordance 
with the human body.  
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The head area is also associated with the specific functions that the specific sub-
parts of the head have. Thus, metonymically, the function of the eyes can be used in-
stead of the function of the head, as in megbámulják and megnézik. In this way, it is 
possible that English head idioms are translated as idioms related to the significant 
functions of the eyes, that is, looking and seeing. Thus, the metaphors ATTENTION IS 
LOOKING and KNOWING IS SEEING are also important in the case of Hungarian equiva-
lents of English head idioms.  

In addition, attention, control, as well as emotion, can be seen as forces due to the 
general metaphor CAUSES ARE FORCES, as we have already seen in the case of other 
body part idioms. Further metaphors include INTENSITY/DEGREE IS SPATIAL DISTANCE, 
and MAKING A DECISION IS FAVORING ONE SIDE. 
 

4.8.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Similarly to English, conceptual metonymies in Hungarian are not dominant either. 
They are mostly concerned with the mind, and the way the head can stand for the 
mind, and the mind can stand for control. The conceptual metonymies of Hungarian 
equivalents of English head idioms thus include HEAD FOR MIND, which is closely re-
lated to the metonymy MIND FOR CONTROL.  
 

4.8.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The same kind of conventional knowledge structures Hungarian equivalents as the 
English idioms. In addition, knowledge about other body parts and actions related to 
them is also available in Hungarian.  
 

4.9 English feet idioms  
 
English feet idioms principally focus on the ability to progress by moving forward. 
This shows that the foot plays an important role in events, and in the structuring of the 
Event Structure metaphor system, which focuses on the nature and characteristics of 
events. Indeed, most metaphors deal with various aspects of events, and the motiva-
tions are mostly provided by Event Structure metaphors. In addition to this, orienta-
tional metaphors and personification metonymies also play a role in providing moti-
vation to English feet idioms.  
 

4.9.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Most conceptual metaphors that motivate English feet idioms are part of the Event 
Structure metaphor system. Many aspects of events, such as the amount and rate of 
progress, and the manner and speed of actions, are captured by the Event Structure 
metaphors. In addition, UP–DOWN orientational metaphors play a – less significant – 
role in feet idioms in English. Orientational metaphors are grounded in the fact that 
the feet are by their nature located at the lower part of the human body. This spatial 
arrangement makes it possible for them to be used in idioms related to abstract struc-
ture.  

As mentioned above, most idioms can be organized according to the submetaphors 
of the Event Structure metaphor system, such as (LACK OF) ACTION IS (LACK OF) SELF-
PROPELLED MOTION, PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD and its subcase RATE OF PRO-
GRESS IS RATE OF MOTION FORWARD, MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION and 
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its subcase SPEED OF ACTION IS SPEED OF MOTION, UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILL-
INGNESS TO MOVE, INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE, READY TO ACT IS READY 
TO MOVE, LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK, DOING THE SAME AC-
TION IS MOTION ALONG THE SAME PATH and the general metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY. 
The linguistic metaphors include idioms such as drag your feet, and follow in some-
one’s footsteps. 

In addition, the feet, due to their spatial arrangement as being in the lower part of 
the body, can take part in characterizing things and situations as being down in con-
trast to those being up. The metaphor pairs ABSTRACT/THEORETICAL IS UP and CON-
CRETE/PRACTICAL IS DOWN, ACTIVE IS UP and INACTIVE IS DOWN, and the metaphor 
COMPLETION/FINISHED IS DOWN, show this function of feet in English idioms.  
 

4.9.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The conceptual metonymies of English feet idioms are not dominant in the database. 
Indeed, the only conceptual metonymy which plays a role in motivating some feet 
idioms is FEET FOR THE PERSON. The idioms motivated by this metonymy of personifi-
cation are feet on the ground and find your feet. 
 

4.9.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The most important piece of conventional knowledge that is relevant with respect to 
feet idioms is that it is considered to be acceptable and normal for people to stand 
with their feet on the ground, since it is a very conventional behavior. This helps us 
understand the idiom feet on the ground.  

In addition, feet, as the primary means of walking and spatial progression, are of-
ten associated with movement, and figuratively, with events. Our conventional 
knowledge about using our feet is also built in the conceptual metaphors that are part 
of the Event Structure metaphor system. 
 

4.10 Hungarian equivalents of English feet idioms  
 
Similarly to their English counterparts, the Hungarian equivalents of English feet idi-
oms can also chiefly be organized around the Event Structure metaphor system, on the 
one hand, and orientational metaphors, on the other hand. Nonetheless, there are some 
further metaphors that help understand the Hungarian equivalents, including ASSUM-
ING RESPONSIBILITY IS STANDING BY SOMETHING/SOMEBODY, which is nonetheless re-
lated to the movement associated with the feet. Metonymies are not feet metonymies, 
although there is a personification metonymy where a part of the feet, the sole, is 
mapped onto the person.  
 

4.10.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Most Hungarian equivalents of English feet idioms are part of the Event Structure 
metaphor system. Conversely, some Hungarian equivalents belong to the group of 
orientational metaphors. In addition, further metaphors that are not related to either 
event structure or spatial orientation also play a role in motivating Hungarian equiva-
lents.  

Most of the Hungarian equivalents are motivated by submetaphors of the Event 
Structure metaphor system, such as MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION, AC-
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TION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS TO 
MOVE, LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK, EASY ACTION IS EASY MO-
TION, DOING THE SAME ACTION IS MOTION ALONG THE SAME PATH, and the general 
metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY. It has to be noted that EASY ACTION IS EASY MOTION is 
only available to Hungarian, as in egyenesbe jön, whereas READY TO ACT IS READY TO 
MOVE and INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE are only used in English idioms of 
the database.  

Some Hungarian equivalents are motivated by orientational metaphors that are 
grounded in the fact that the feet are in the lower part of the body, as opposed to the 
head. The metaphor pair ACTIVE IS UP and INACTIVE IS DOWN motivates idioms such as 
leteszi magát. In addition, the orientational metaphor pair ABSTRACT/THEORETICAL IS 
UP – CONCRETE/PRACTICAL IS DOWN motivates the idiom két lábbal a földön jár. The 
idiom talpra áll is motivated by another orientational metaphor pair, GOOD IS UP and 
BAD IS DOWN. Besides, the metaphor BEING IN A BAD SITUATION IS BEING DOWN also 
helps us understand the idiom talpra áll. These two metonymies are not used as moti-
vational forces in the English idioms. Nevertheless, the feet are generally associated 
with standing, and the metaphor ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY IS STANDING BY SOME-
THING/SOMEBODY makes use of this part of our knowledge, as in the idiom állja a 
számlát. 

Some other single metaphors are the following: SUCCESSFUL/SELF-CONFIDENT IS 
STRAIGHT, EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN, and LIFE IS A (SPORTS) GAME. These 
metaphors occur as motivational forces only in the Hungarian expressions, and not in 
the English idioms in the database. Nevertheless, these metaphors are conventionally 
available mechanisms in the English language, although there are no instantiations of 
them in the present database.  
 

4.10.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Conceptual metonymies motivating the Hungarian equivalents of English feet idioms 
are not feet metonymies. Nonetheless, in the case of talpra áll, a part of the feet, the 
sole, is mapped onto the person. This case of personification shows that a subpart of 
the body part can also be used for the same purposes in different languages. This 
Hungarian equivalent is also motivated by the metonymy STANDING UP FOR BEING 
READY TO ACT, which can be said to be a metonymical basis of the metaphors of the 
Event Structure metaphor system.  
 

4.11 English heart idioms  
 
The heart in English is most frequently associated with emotions since it is conceptu-
alized as the seat of emotions due to the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART. Fre-
quently, the heart is seen as a container, or more generally, a fragile structured object, 
in which the emotions contained are substances, specifically fluids, because of the 
metaphors THE HEART IS A CONTAINER and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A 
CONTAINER. Generally speaking, the inside organs including the heart can stand for 
the whole, i.e., the person, and thus can be used for purposes of personification. Also, 
the heart can be used to conceptualize various aspects of human attitude, characteris-
tics, and actions. Interestingly, English heart idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
are only motivated by conceptual metaphors and not by metonymies. This asymmetry 
may be due to the small number of heart idioms and their equivalents in the database.  
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4.11.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Conceptual metaphors motivating heart idioms in English most frequently relate to 
emotions. In addition, the heart itself can be conceptualized as a physical object, more 
specifically, as a container.  

Indeed, the most frequent conceptual metaphor that motivates English heart idioms 
is EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART. Some examples of this metaphor include the idioms 
have a change of heart, and break your heart. The metaphors INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS 
and AFFECTING EMOTIONALLY IS ALLOWING SOMETHING TO ENTER OR GET TO THE 
HEART are also emotion metaphors, motivating idioms such as take something to 
heart. 

In addition, the heart is seen as a container which contains our emotions. Emotions 
are in turn conceptualized as substances in a container. This is due to the metaphors 
THE HEART IS A CONTAINER and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER. 
More generally, the heart can also be seen as a fragile object, which can be broken. 
The metaphor THE HEART IS A FRAGILE STRUCTURED OBJECT motivates the idiom break 
your heart. 
 

4.12 Hungarian equivalents of English heart idioms  
 
In general, the tendencies and the specific conceptual metaphors used in the Hungar-
ian equivalents are similar to English. The major difference between English and 
Hungarian is that the soul plays just as important a role in Hungarian as the heart. In 
this way, the soul is seen both as the seat for emotions, and as a container. Thus, heart 
and soul in Hungarian can be used as source domains for the same targets. 
 

4.12.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Conceptual metaphors motivating Hungarian equivalents of English heart idioms are 
primarily emotion metaphors, similarly to English. Emotion metaphors in Hungarian 
prevail over the physical object metaphors.  

The most important conceptual metaphor in the case of Hungarian equivalents is 
EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART, similarly to English. However, emotions in Hungarian 
can be seated not only in the heart, but also in the soul, as the idiom kiönti a szí-
vét/lelkét valakinek proves. In addition, the soul can also be physically reached, and 
thus things can cause certain emotions in one’s heart as well as in one’s soul. The 
metaphor AFFECTING EMOTIONALLY IS ALLOWING SOMETHING TO ENTER OR GET TO THE 
HEART/SOUL motivates idioms such as szívére vesz valamit and lelkére vesz valamit. 
The emotion metaphor INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS motivates the idiom dörgölődzik vala-
kihez. 

In Hungarian, the heart can also be seen as a fragile structured object, which can be 
broken; or, more specifically, as a container in which there are emotion–substances, 
as the metaphors THE HEART IS A CONTAINER – EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN 
A CONTAINER show. In Hungarian, not only the heart, but also the soul can be viewed 
as a container, as the idiom kiönti a lelkét valakinek shows, which is motivated by the 
metaphors THE SOUL IS A CONTAINER and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A 
CONTAINER.  
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4.13 English back idioms  
 
English back idioms predominantly center round the notion of attention. This is pos-
sible because the back itself is connected to the eyes in that they are on opposite sides 
of the body. So if one shows his/her back to others, he/she cannot see them. In this 
way, back can appear in idioms related to knowledge as well, which is figuratively re-
lated to seeing.  
 

4.13.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Principally, English back idioms in the database have to do with (not) paying attention 
to and (not) seeing things or other people. Due to the nature of the back, if one turns 
his/her back towards another person, he/she cannot see that person. In this way, the 
metaphors ATTENTION IS LOOKING, KNOWING IS SEEING and IGNORING SOMEBODY IS 
TURNING AWAY FROM HIM/HER can all be motivational forces of back idioms. In addi-
tion, the idiom stab someone in the back, which is motivated by the metaphor EMO-
TIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN, focuses on the possible negative effects of the lack of 
knowledge.  
 

4.13.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Back, similarly to other body parts, can be used for purposes of personification. The 
metonymy THE BACK STANDS FOR (THE REAR PART OF) THE PERSON motivates the id-
iom have your back to the wall. The other metonymy A PAT ON THE BACK STANDS FOR 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT suggests that a movement done with the hand touching the back 
can stand for the expression of one’s positive feelings, one’s appreciation, towards 
somebody.  
 

4.13.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The major piece of knowledge that is made use of in English back idioms is that turn-
ing away implies refusal and ignorance. This is grounded in the fact that if one turns 
his/her back towards another person, he/she cannot see that person. We also know that 
if somebody is stabbed in the back, he/she does not know about the action committed 
against him beforehand. Besides, we know that when people have their back to the 
wall, they try to find support and protection when a dangerous enemy confronts them. 
In addition, we also know that patting somebody on the back is an act of acknowl-
edgement and appreciation. These pieces of knowledge help us understand the idioms 
in the database.  
 

4.14 Hungarian equivalents of English back idioms  
 
Several metaphors and a metonymy are shared by English and Hungarian, although 
not all the equivalents are back idioms. Back is associated with attention, knowledge 
and force, as well, whereas shoulder, a body part in the same body part area, is associ-
ated with acknowledgement in Hungarian. Further metaphors motivating idioms in 
which the word for back does not participate include business and journey metaphors 
in Hungarian. These idioms contain words for related actions, or have specific cultural 
motivation.  
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4.14.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Conceptual metaphors motivating the equivalents of English back idioms are atten-
tion, knowledge and force metaphors, as well as journey and business metaphors. 
Journey and business metaphors only occur in the Hungarian equivalents in the data-
base because they motivate idioms that do not refer to the back.  

A few Hungarian equivalents of English back idioms are also concerned with not 
seeing and thus not knowing what is behind one’s back. Thus, the metaphors KNOW-
ING IS SEEING and ATTENTION IS LOOKING also take part in motivating the Hungarian 
equivalents, similarly to English. Hungarian equivalents are also concerned with emo-
tion as a force, and imply the existence of the following metaphors: PSYCHOLOGICAL 
PRESSURE IS A PHYSICAL FORCE and EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN.  

Metaphors that are available to Hungarian equivalents only are the following: 
Problems are seen as containers, or as obstacles in one’s journey, which is metaphori-
cally one’s life. In addition, the metaphor COMMUNICATION IS AN ECONOMIC TRANS-
ACTION motivates the expression elárul. Some expressions have additional cultural 
motivation, namely elárul and cserbenhagy. These metaphorical conceptualizations 
are available to equivalents that are not back idioms in Hungarian. It has to be noted 
that the metaphors mentioned above as appearing only in Hungarian are available 
mechanisms in English everyday language as well, as for instance the phrase I am in 
big trouble shows.  
 

4.14.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
There is only one metonymy, motivating the Hungarian equivalent vállonveregetés: 
A PAT ON THE SHOULDER STANDS FOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. Thus, in contrast with 
English, no personification metonymies are present in the Hungarian equivalents. 
Similarly to English, a hand movement can express one’s feelings towards the person 
in Hungarian, as well. But here a different body part is used, and the movement in-
volves the shoulder and not the back as the target. The shoulder is nonetheless in the 
same body part area as the back.  
 

4.14.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Basically, the same kind of general conventional knowledge about the back and the 
body as a whole structures Hungarian equivalents as the English idioms. In addition, 
cultural motivation is available in some cases in Hungarian, as in cserbenhagy, whose 
meaning is primarily based on our culture-specific knowledge concerning the old job 
of tannery. This knowledge includes the fact that tanners used a liquid in a container 
into which they put the material to be tanned. This container is metaphorically seen as 
a container in which the person is left with his/her problems. 
 

4.15 English blood idioms  
 
Blood in English idioms is an important source domain for emotions, especially in-
tense emotions such as anger56. Related to emotion metaphors, container metaphors 
are also present since the human body is often conceptualized as a container filled 
with fluids, one of which is blood. As such, blood can determine one’s characteristics 
to a certain extent, as for instance the adjective hot-blooded indicates. Blood can be 
lost in wars and fights, so some idioms deal with these notions. 
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4.15.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
In addition to general metaphors such as NEW IS FRESH and STATES ARE CONTAINERS, 
which also play a role in understanding the meanings of the specific idioms, English 
blood idioms are chiefly structured by emotion metaphors, such as ANGER IS A HOT 
FLUID IN A CONTAINER, INTENSE EMOTIONS ARE HOT and UNEMOTIONAL IS COLD (or 
LACK OF INTENSE EMOTIONS IS COLDNESS). As several blood idioms show, the human 
body is conceptualized as a container, which holds one’s emotions (more on this 
metaphor in Kövecses 2000, and Lakoff 1987). This is a central and very productive 
metaphor that helps conceptualize emotions such as anger, as expressions such as 
boiling with anger and Simmer down! show. The source domain contains a container, 
which corresponds to the human body in the target domain, a fluid inside the container, 
and the element of heat as a property of the fluid. The hot fluid or, rather, the heat of the 
fluid corresponds to anger, or to intense emotions in general. In contrast, the lack of heat 
indicates the lack of intense emotions, as the idiom in cold blood indicates.  
 

4.15.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Conceptual metonymies mainly have to do with the blood spilled in wars or fights, as 
the metonymy BLOOD FOR WAR/FIGHT shows. In addition, the PART–FOR–WHOLE me-
tonymy BLOOD FOR PEOPLE is important in the process of personification since blood 
is an extremely important fluid in the body without which life is unimaginable. In re-
lation to this metonymy, the metonymy BLOOD FOR HUMAN ATTITUDE suggests that 
the character of one’s blood can signify one’s attitude. Finally, the age of blood can 
also determine peoples’ characteristics as the general metonymy FRESH STANDS FOR 
NEW suggests, which motivates the idiom fresh blood. 
 

4.15.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Our conventional knowledge about blood, such as our knowledge that blood can be 
spilled, is important in several idioms. Also, our knowledge about war scenes is sig-
nificant as well, since in wars people wound or kill each other during the fights, and 
thus war is closely related to the notion of blood. 
 

4.16 Hungarian equivalents of English blood idioms  
 
In general, Hungarian equivalents of English blood idioms are motivated by the same 
conceptual mechanisms as the English idioms. This strong similarity is due to the fact 
that most Hungarian equivalents are blood idioms as well, and that the same kind of 
conceptualization is available in both languages. The only major difference between 
the two languages is that in Hungarian muscular power can also stand for people as 
the expression friss erő shows.  
 

4.16.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Basically, the metaphors that motivate the Hungarian equivalents of English blood 
idioms are the same as in English. They are also chiefly related to emotions, and the 
central conceptualization of the human body as a container. In addition, general meta-
phors such as NEW IS FRESH and STATES ARE CONTAINERS also participate in the mean-
ings of the equivalents. 
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4.16.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Generally, the metonymies structuring Hungarian equivalents are the same as those 
motivating English idioms. Similarly to English idioms, conceptual metonymies in 
the case of Hungarian equivalents also have to do with the blood spilled in wars or 
fights. In addition, the metonymy BLOOD FOR PEOPLE shows the significance of per-
sonification in Hungarian, as well. Besides, the metonymy BLOOD FOR HUMAN ATTI-
TUDE shows that the character of one’s blood can signify one’s attitude. Similarly to 
English, the general metonymy FRESH STANDS FOR NEW motivates the idiom friss vér. 
The main difference between English and Hungarian is that Hungarian uses the me-
tonymy STRENGTH FOR PEOPLE as a means of personification. This metonymy moti-
vates the idiom friss erő.  
 

4.16.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The same kind of conventional knowledge structures Hungarian equivalents as the 
English idioms.  
 

4.17 English finger idioms  
 
The main focus of English finger idioms is providing guidance and direction. Pointing 
at and identifying entities is the primary function of fingers. This proves to be a cen-
tral source domain to metaphors and metonymies motivating finger idioms in English.  
 

4.17.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
The metaphor TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH THE FINGER, which motivates the id-
ioms point the finger at someone and put your the finger on something, demonstrates 
that English finger idioms are usually about guidance and direction. In addition, the 
metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE also plays a role in understanding the idiom keep your 
fingers crossed. 
 

4.17.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Similarly to metaphors, metonymies motivating English finger idioms also deal with 
guidance and direction. The metonymy THE POINTING FINGER STANDS FOR GUID-
ANCE/DIRECTION goes together with the above metaphor TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT 
WITH THE FINGER, and it provides a metonymical basis for the metaphor. 
 

4.17.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
One piece of our conventional knowledge concerns the physical action of crossing the 
finger, which we do with our fingers when we wish others good luck. This is a cul-
ture-specific traditional act of showing one’s emotions to other people, which is 
grounded in the metonymical gesture expressing anxiety and empathy. 
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4.18 Hungarian equivalents of English finger idioms  
 
The central metaphors and the metonymy motivating English finger idioms are avail-
able to Hungarian equivalents, as well. Indeed, in Hungarian the name of the finger, 
mutatóujj ‘pointing finger’, explicitly names its primary function of pointing at and 
identifying entities. Nonetheless, there are some metaphors that are only available to 
Hungarian, and this is due to the fact that they motivate expressions that are not finger 
idioms in Hungarian.  
 

4.18.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents using the word for finger, ujj, or mentioning acts carried out 
with the finger, such as mutat, mutogat, and megmutat, are basically motivated by the 
same conceptual metaphors as their English counterparts. Thus, Hungarian equiva-
lents of English finger idioms also relate to guidance and direction, due to the meta-
phor TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH THE FINGER. Nonetheless, expressions using 
words not directly related to the finger use different metaphors. In this way, various 
other metaphors play an important role in our understanding of the listed equivalents, 
such as EMOTION IS A FORCE, THINKING IS TOUCHING, LIFE IS A (SPORTS) GAME, and 
PEOPLE ARE SPECTATORS IN THE SPORTS GAME.  
 

4.18.2 Conceptual metonymy 
 
The metonymy THE POINTING FINGER STANDS FOR GUIDANCE/DIRECTION, which relates 
to the guidance metaphor above, is present both in English and in Hungarian.  
 

4.18.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The English idiom keep your fingers crossed is different from its Hungarian equiva-
lent szorít valakinek although the general metaphorical motivation is provided by the 
same metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE and the same kind of conventional knowledge in 
both cases. The Hungarian idiom depicts a physical action in which the hands are kept 
in a tight position for a long time, which is not the same as the image depicted by the 
English idiom. Nonetheless, the culture-specific bodily act used by Hungarians is also 
a metonymic gesture for expressing anxiety and empathy.  
 

4.19 English shoulder idioms  
 
Shoulder idioms in English deal primarily with emotions and treating people in a cer-
tain way. In addition to conceptual metaphors and metonymies, cultural knowledge 
plays an important role in motivating the idioms.  
 

4.19.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English shoulder idioms are mostly motivated by emotion metaphors. Their main fo-
cus is on treating people in a certain way, and showing one’s positive or negative feel-
ings towards the other person. In this way, emotional contact is seen as physical con-
tact, as in rub shoulders with someone. Also, anger is seen as a burden – hence the 
metaphor THE RESPONSIBILITY TO TAKE REVENGE IS A BURDEN. In addition, intimacy is 
conceptualized as closeness, and ignoring somebody is seen as turning away from the 
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other person. The emotion metaphor pair AFFECTION IS WARMTH and LACK OF AFFEC-
TION IS COLDNESS also motivates the idiom give someone the cold shoulder. 
 

4.19.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The only conceptual metonymy is a personification metonymy, namely, THE SHOUL-
DER STANDS FOR THE PERSON. This metonymy inspires the idiom give someone the 
cold shoulder. 
 

4.19.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Several pieces of our cultural and conventional knowledge motivate the listed idioms, 
including the following ones: In the past, a young boy would place a wood chip on his 
shoulder and dare anyone to knock it off as a way of showing how tough he was. This 
knowledge shows up in the idiom a chip on your shoulder. We also know based on 
cultural facts that the shoulder of the beef is a less desirable cut. Thus, serving a cold 
piece of beef shoulder to one’s guests is a not too subtle message that they are not 
welcome in the host’s home. In addition, we also know that turning away implies re-
fusal and ignorance, whereas people who are close friends often touch each other.  
 

4.20 Hungarian equivalents of English shoulder idioms  
 
Several of the conceptual metaphors and metonymies motivating English shoulder 
idioms are shared by their Hungarian equivalents. The emotion and behavior meta-
phors, and the personification metonymy are present in both languages. However, 
Hungarian uses some more emotion and behavior metaphors and another metonymy, 
as well. These mechanisms motivate idioms that are not shoulder idioms. 
 

4.20.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English shoulder idioms are also emotion idioms in the first 
place. Thus, the most frequent metaphors are TREATING SOMEBODY IN A CERTAIN WAY 
IS HANDLING SOMEBODY IN A CERTAIN WAY and INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS. In addition, 
emotional contact is also conceptualized as physical contact, and emotional pain is 
seen as physical pain. The metaphor pair AFFECTION IS WARMTH and LACK OF AFFEC-
TION IS COLDNESS also plays a role in the idiom hűvösen kezel valakit. Moreover, the 
metaphor IGNORING SOMEBODY IS TURNING AWAY FROM HIM/HER motivates the 
equivalent félvállról bánik valakivel. 

Metaphors that are specific to Hungarian equivalents only are the following. Re-
lated to emotion metaphors, the container metaphor is present in Hungarian. The hu-
man body is seen as a container, which shows up in the idiom van benne egy szálka 
valami miatt. Plus, the orientational metaphor pair POWER IS UP – LACK OF POWER IS 
DOWN can be noticed in the idiom lekezel valakit. The metaphors are generally avail-
able mechanisms in English, but they do not show up in the given set of English idioms.  
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4.20.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Hungarian shares with English the personification metonymy THE SHOULDER STANDS 
FOR THE PERSON. This turns up in the idiom félvállról bánik valakivel. However, Hun-
garian also introduces the hand as an instrument of treating other people instead of the 
shoulder. Thus, using the hand implies treating others in a certain way. The related 
conceptual metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION shows up in leke-
zel valakit.  
 

4.21 English thumb idioms  
 
The most frequently used English thumb idioms are, on the one hand, related to rules, 
and, on the other hand, to judgments. Movements done with the thumb are illustrative 
of what one thinks about a certain situation. Thumb idioms are primarily motivated by 
conceptual metaphors in addition to conventional knowledge, but no metonymies ap-
pear in them. 
 

4.21.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English thumb idioms are mainly related to deciding about the goodness or badness of 
specific things. Thus, the orientational metaphors GOOD IS UP and BAD IS DOWN show 
up in the idiom pair the thumbs up and the thumbs down. The metaphor KNOWING IS 
SEEING also plays a role in motivating thumb idioms. 
 

4.21.2 Conventional knowledge 
 
We often use our thumbs to measure things without precision. In addition, we can also 
use our thumbs to refer to easy and uncomplicated rules governing our lives. This 
shows up in the idiom a rule of thumb. Cultural knowledge also shows up in the 
thumbs down and the thumbs up. These signs were used in ancient cultures during 
gladiator games, where a thumbs-up gesture meant that the loser could live on, 
whereas the thumbs down meant death. 
 

4.22 Hungarian equivalents of English thumb idioms  
 
Interestingly, none of the Hungarian equivalents contain the word for thumb, hüvelyk-
ujj. Some equivalents contain words referring to other body parts, such as the fist, or 
to actions involving other body parts, such as the hand, as in beint valakinek. In this 
way, most metaphors differ from the ones that motivate English thumb idioms. Hun-
garian also uses a couple of metonymies as motivational forces.  
 

4.22.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Since Hungarian equivalents are not thumb idioms, the conceptual metaphors are re-
lated to various other source domains, some of which relate to other body parts, some 
of which relate to actions carried out with other body parts, and some of which are 
completely unrelated to the thumbs. As a result, Hungarian equivalents of English 
thumb idioms are motivated by metaphors that are different from those that motivate 
the English idioms. Firstly, ACCEPTANCE IS GIVING AN OBJECT and REJECTION IS REFUS-
ING (NOT TAKING) AN OBJECT motivate idioms such as nem adja beleegyezését valami-
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hez. In addition, Event Structure metaphors, namely, PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD, 
ACTION IS MOTION, and POSSIBILITY TO ACT IS POSSIBILITY TO MOVE, play a role in the 
meanings of the idioms első megközelítésben and zöld utat kap. Besides, the meta-
phors KNOWING IS SEEING and LIFE IS A (SPORTS) GAME are also motivational forces.  
 

4.22.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Certain English thumb idioms can be translated as eye, hand, or fist idioms into Hun-
garian. Hence, the metonymies EYES FOR SEEING and THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTI-
VITY/ACTION motivate the meaning of the following expressions: szemmérték(kel) and 
beint valaminek. 
 

4.23 English arm idioms  
 
English arm idioms are mainly concerned with controlling emotional relationships. 
The two arm idioms in the database are only motivated by metaphors, and by no me-
tonymies.  
 

4.23.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English arm idioms are motivated primarily by emotion metaphors such as PSYCHO-
LOGICAL STIMULATION IS PHYSICAL STIMULATION, INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS 
and SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM IS PHYSICAL HARM. These metaphors suggest that 
arm idioms mainly have to do with getting and controlling psychological stimulation, 
as well as keeping away other people and controlling one’s relationship with them.  
 

4.24 Hungarian equivalents of English arm idioms  
 
Hungarian equivalents of English arm idioms are also mainly about controlling emo-
tional relationships. There are several emotion metaphors that are shared by both Eng-
lish and Hungarian. One additional metaphor is an Event Structure metaphor, which 
focuses on the impetus that can be given to a person. This appears in an expression 
that is not an arm idiom in Hungarian, nagy lökés. In English, no Event Structure 
metaphors are present, since the arm is not the typical source of movements that are 
metaphorized in Event Structure metaphors.  
 

4.24.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Similarly to English, the Hungarian equivalents of English arm idioms are also mainly 
emotion metaphors, such as INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS, and SOCIAL/PSYCHO-
LOGICAL HARM IS PHYSICAL HARM. In addition, the metaphor PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMU-
LATION IS PHYSICAL STIMULATION motivates the expressions felpezsdítés and élénkítés. 
Finally, a submetaphor of the Event Structure metaphor system, CAUSING TO ACT IS 
CAUSING TO MOVE, shows up in the idiom nagy lökés. The existence of this excep-
tional metaphor is possible because the Hungarian equivalent is a general motion ex-
pression, and not an arm idiom. The same target domain, psychological simulation, is 
therefore conceptualized as physical simulation in different ways in the two lan-
guages, as providing physical simulation to one’s arm in English, and as causing the 
whole body to move in Hungarian.  
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4.25 English heel idioms  
 
English heel idioms, similarly to feet idioms, are primarily motivated by Event Struc-
ture metaphors. Several submetaphors of this metaphor system participate as motiva-
tional forces in English idioms. This shows that the leg and its parts are principally as-
sociated with movement, and metaphorically with events and their structure.  
 

4.25.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English heel idioms share several submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor sys-
tem with feet idioms in English. Thus, metaphors such as ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED 
MOTION and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION show up in hard on the heels 
of something and somebody. The general metaphor LIFE IS A RACE is also related to 
events and movements. Finally, the metaphor INTENSITY IS HARDNESS/HEAT/CLOSE-
NESS also plays a role in the meaning of these idioms. 
 

4.26 Hungarian equivalents of English heel idioms  
 
Although equivalents of English heel idioms are not heel idioms in Hungarian, but are 
more general movement idioms, they still make use of the same conceptual metaphors 
which belong to the same metaphor system, that of Event Structure.  
 

4.26.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English heel idioms are also about events and movements. 
The submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor system – ACTION IS SELF-PRO-
PELLED MOTION and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION – also occur in the 
Hungarian equivalents of English heel idioms. The metaphor LIFE IS A RACE, which is 
also connected to events, shows up in the equivalent nagyon megközelít valakit. How-
ever, there is no mention of hardness or heat, and their mapping onto intensity. In-
stead, quickness is emphasized in the equivalent gyors egymásutánban. 
 

4.27 English lip idioms  
 
Parts of the face area often display emotions, as English lip idioms also show. Simi-
larly to face idioms, lip idioms also focus on keeping control over one’s emotions. In 
addition, similarly to mouth idioms, lips have an important function in speaking, 
which is manifested both in the conceptual metaphors and the metonymy used.  
 

4.27.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Lip idioms in English are associated with emotional control on the one hand, and 
communication on the other hand. Firstly, control over the emotions is the focus of 
the idiom a stiff upper lip, which is motivated by the following metaphors: PEOPLE 
ARE CONTAINERS, EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER, and EMO-
TIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER. Control over the 
emotions means that one’s emotions cannot be seen, due to the metaphor KNOWING IS  
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SEEING, and the related metaphor CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMO-
TIONS. Secondly, aspects of communication are displayed by the metaphors ACTIONS 
ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS and CAUSATION IS TRANSFER since acting on something is seen 
as transferring the object to it, as in pay or give lip service to something. 
 

4.27.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The only conceptual metonymy motivating the idiom pay lip service to something is 
LIP FOR SPEAKING. This PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy focuses on the speaking func-
tion that the specific body part has. 
 

4.27.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
Our conventional knowledge about lips, among other things, tells us that a person 
with a stiff upper lip shows that the person can control his/her emotions and does not 
want them to be seen by others.  
 

4.28 Hungarian equivalents of English lip idioms  
 
The close relationship between lip and face, two body parts from the same body part 
area, also appears in Hungarian since the idiom a stiff upper lip has two equivalents 
mentioning the Hungarian word for face, arc. In addition, the similar function associ-
ated with the lip and the mouth can be shown by the Hungarian equivalent csak a szá-
ja nagy to pay lip service to something, in which the word for mouth appears.  
 

4.28.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English lip idioms also center round emotions. Thus, the 
metaphor concerning emotional control, EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUB-
STANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER, works in the case of Hungarian idioms such as rezze-
néstelen arccal and arcizma sem rezdül. These metaphors are supplemented by meta-
phors such as PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A 
CONTAINER, as well as CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS.  
 

4.28.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Conceptual metonymies motivating Hungarian equivalents are more varied than those 
structuring English lip idioms. Due to the close relationship between the lip and the 
face, English lip idioms can be translated by using the word for face in Hungarian. In 
this way, Hungarian can use the face as standing for one’s emotions. Thus, the me-
tonymy related to emotions, FACE FOR EMOTIONS, motivates the meaning of rezzenés-
telen arccal and arcizma sem rezdül. In addition, lip is metonymically associated with 
speaking, similarly to English. However, Hungarian uses a further metonymy accord-
ing to which words can metonymically stand for one’s actions.  
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4.29 English nerve idioms  
 
English nerve idioms are mostly concerned with emotional irritation. Both metaphors 
and metonymies deal with this aspect of emotions.  
 

4.29.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English nerve idioms concern people’s irritation with things, events, or people. Irrita-
tion, and causation in general, is seen as physical annoyance, and as physical contact.  
 

4.29.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The conceptual metonymy motivating the listed idioms is THE BODY PART INVOLVED 
IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. According to 
this metonymy, nerves stand for the irritated psychological state that the people are in.  
 

4.30 Hungarian equivalents of English nerve idioms  
 
Although not every equivalent is a nerve idiom in Hungarian, they are still motivated 
by exactly the same conceptual mechanisms as the English idioms. Brain, for in-
stance, can also be the target of annoyance in Hungarian.  
 

4.30.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English nerve idioms make use of the same conceptual 
metaphors as the English idioms: CAUSATION IS PHYSICAL CONTACT and IRRITATION IS 
PHYSICAL ANNOYANCE. In addition to nerves, the brain can be the center of annoyance 
in Hungarian. More generally, a physical location can also be a place of annoyance as 
further Hungarian equivalents such as érzékeny pontot érint show.  
 

4.30.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
The same conceptual metonymy THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE is used in the case of the Hungarian 
equivalents. Here, both nerve and brain, which belong to the same body part area, can 
be involved in the psychological state. 
 

4.31 English teeth idioms  
 
English teeth idioms consist of an emotion idiom and a complex system idiom. Teeth 
can take part in showing one’s emotions, as well as showing the condition of the 
complex system, as the idioms in the database show.  
 

4.31.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
The main conceptual metaphor motivating the teeth idiom teething problems is AN 
ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY. Submetaphors of this metaphor are 
PROGRESS IS HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT AND AGEING, THE APPROPRIATE CON-
DITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS HEALTH, whereas THE INAPPROPRIATE CONDITION OF 
A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS SICKNESS. This metaphor belongs to the Complex Systems 
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metaphor system, a main meaning focus of which is the structure and the condition of 
abstract complex systems.  
 

4.31.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
What we do with our teeth can stand for what we feel inside, as in grit your teeth. 
This idiom is motivated by the metonymy RESPONSE FOR EMOTION/INTERNAL STATE.  
 

4.31.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
From the many things that we know about our teeth, we make use of the following 
pieces of knowledge in the idioms listed. Our conventional knowledge tells us that if a 
person is exhausted, he/she breathes with an open mouth, but if he/she keeps his/her 
mouth and teeth shut tight, he/she does not do these things. In addition, we also know 
that human babies usually have problems with teething, which often causes physical 
pain to them.  
 

4.32 Hungarian equivalents of English teeth idioms  
 
The teeth are mentioned in the Hungarian equivalents of the English idiom related to 
showing one’s emotions. As a result, the same metonymies structure the Hungarian 
equivalents, as well. Although English uses the complex system metaphor with re-
spect to teeth and teething problems, the same complex system metaphor is used with 
respect to children’s illnesses in Hungarian. Nonetheless, both of the alternative con-
ceptualizations concern the appropriateness of the condition that the complex sys-
tem is in.  
 

4.32.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English teeth idioms also concern the structure of complex 
systems. The Complex System metaphor AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HU-
MAN BODY and its submetaphors PROGRESS IS HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 
AND AGEING and THE APPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS HEALTH – THE 
INAPPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS SICKNESS also play a role in the 
meaning of the Hungarian equivalents. In addition, the metaphor DIFFICULTIES ARE 
BURDENS is also a motivational force. This is not present in English, but this can be 
due to the fact that the Hungarian equivalent motivated by this metaphor is not a teeth 
idiom, but a more general burden idiom.  
 

4.32.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Several of the Hungarian equivalents of English teeth idioms are motivated by the 
metonymy RESPONSE FOR EMOTION/INTERNAL STATE, which also occurs in the case of 
English idioms.  
 

4.32.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The same kind of conventional knowledge structures Hungarian equivalents as the 
English idioms.  
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4.33 English tongue idioms  
 
Tongue, similarly to other body parts in the head area, is also related to control, espe-
cially emotional control. A further important target domain that can be captured with 
the help of the tongue is speaking.  
 

4.33.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
English tongue idioms are mainly about control, more specifically, about emotional 
control. Thus, the control metaphors CONTROLLING SOMETHING IS PHYSICAL OBJECT 
MANIPULATION and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND supplement the emotion meta-
phors EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER. This 
metaphor is related to the metaphors PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS, and EMOTIONS ARE 
SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER, as shown above.  
 

4.33.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Related to emotion metaphors, the tongue can also represent the psychological state 
that the person is in, due to the metonymy THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHO-
LOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. In addition, due to its func-
tion in speaking, the tongue can metonymically stand for speaking. 
 

4.33.3 Conventional knowledge 
 
The facial expression depicted by the idiom tongue in cheek is supposed to be funny, 
as our conventional knowledge tells us.  
 

4.34 Hungarian equivalents of English tongue idioms  
 
The motivational forces of Hungarian equivalents are similar to those of the English 
tongue idioms. Hungarian equivalents related to emotional control make use of the 
same metaphors. However, metonymies related to speaking involve not only the 
tongue, but also the mouth, which nonetheless belongs to the same body part area.  
 

4.34.1 Conceptual metaphors 
 
Hungarian equivalents of English tongue idioms are also organized around control 
metaphors, and more specifically, emotional control metaphors. Equivalents can be 
motivated by the metaphor EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE 
THE CONTAINER (together with PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS, and EMOTIONS ARE SUB-
STANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER). In addition, the metaphors CONTROLLING SOME-
THING IS PHYSICAL OBJECT MANIPULATION and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND mo-
tivate the idiom tartja a száját. Here, the word for mouth is used instead of the 
tongue. In addition, the word for hold indirectly implies the use of the hand, as well. 
 

4.34.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Hungarian equivalents use the mouth in addition to the tongue to metonymically refer 
to their common function, more specifically, to speaking and communication.  
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4.35 Single instances – English idioms  
and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
4.35.1 English body idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
The English body idiom body and soul is the realization of the metonymy THE 
BODY/SOUL STANDS FOR THE PERSON, which is used for purposes of personification. In 
addition, the metaphor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT helps in understanding the 
meaning of the idiom. 

Similarly to English, Hungarian equivalents of English body idioms are mainly 
structured by the metonymy THE BODY/SOUL STANDS FOR THE PERSON, and the meta-
phor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT. In addition, a further motivational force pre-
sent only in Hungarian is provided by the metonymy THE HEART/SOUL STANDS FOR 
THE PERSON. Thus, in Hungarian the heart can also be used instead of the body in the 
equivalents of the idiom body and soul. The soul often goes together with, or can even 
substitute, the heart in Hungarian, as we have seen in the Hungarian equivalents of 
English heart idioms.  
 

4.35.2 English bone idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
On the one hand, the idiom the bare bones is motivated by the Complex System 
metaphors AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY and THE STRUCTURE 
OF AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BODY. 
On the other hand, the equivalent of the English bone idiom the bare bones is struc-
tured by the metaphors ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEMS ARE BUILDINGS and THE STRUC-
TURE OF AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF A BUILDING. 
The difference between the alternatives is not great since both English and Hungarian 
use a submetaphor of the Complex System metaphor system. Nonetheless, the differ-
ent choices are motivated by a difference in the focus of attention. In the case of the 
English idiom, the main meaning focus is on the structure provided by the human 
body, whereas in the case of the Hungarian expression, the main meaning focus is on 
the structure provided by buildings. Despite the shift in meaning focus, the target do-
main of abstract structure can be captured equally well in both cases. 
 

4.35.3 English breast and chest idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Beat your breast and beat your chest are motivated by the following metaphors: EMO-
TIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN, THE BREAST/CHEST IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS, and 
INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT. These idioms are also grounded in our conven-
tional knowledge that humans often show their intense regret and anger by physically 
beating their breast or chest, as in the case of the death of a family member.  

The Hungarian equivalents of English breast and chest idioms are also motivated 
by the same metaphors. In addition, the metaphor LIFE IS A GAME is also at work in the 
equivalent rájátszik, which highlights aspects of showing more intense emotions than 
what one feels. In this case, we have an expression which is not related to human 
body parts, but which is linked to a human activity. The similarity makes it possible 
for this expression to be used as an equivalent to the English idiom.  
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4.35.4 English ear idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The idiom fall on deaf ears focuses on hearing, and as a result, attention, due to the 
metaphor ATTENTION IS LISTENING, and the metonymy EARS FOR LISTENING – which is 
a part of the general metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION. This is pos-
sible since hearing is primarily associated with understanding language and paying at-
tention to people, as in I hear you. 

The equivalent of fall on deaf ears, süket fülekre talál, is also motivated by the 
above mechanisms. An additional general metaphor EXISTENCE IS FINDING is also pre-
sent here due to the different verb used, but otherwise the conceptual metaphor and 
the metonymies are shared. The verb in English implies less active participation, and 
more uncertainty and chance, than the verb in Hungarian.  
 

4.35.5 English eyebrow idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The use of eyebrows in the idiom raise eyebrows is motivated by the metonymy EYE-
BROWS (in general, THE BODY PART STANDS) FOR EMOTIONS. What we do with our 
eyebrows is expressive of what we feel inside.  

The Hungarian equivalents of the English eyebrow idiom are primarily motivated 
by the metaphors CAUSATION IS ELICITING/WAKING. Eyebrows are not mentioned in 
any of the equivalents. Indeed, the equivalents are not body part idioms, either. None-
theless, they mainly refer to the shock which can be expressed by raising the eye-
brows.  
 

4.35.6 English flesh idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Whereas the idiom in the flesh is motivated by the personification metonymy THE 
FLESH STANDS FOR THE PERSON, the Hungarian equivalents of English flesh idioms are 
literal in their meaning.  
 

4.35.7 English knee idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The idiom bring something to its knees is the linguistic realization of the orientational 
metaphor pair POWER/CONTROL IS UP and LACK OF POWER/CONTROL IS DOWN. Accord-
ing to our cultural knowledge, kneeling is associated with submission to the more 
powerful one, as in the case of kings and their subjects. 

The equivalent of the English knee idiom bring something to its knees and its vari-
ant be on its knees are also motivated by the same orientational metaphor pair. In ad-
dition, our cultural knowledge about kneeling as being associated with submission to 
the more powerful one also plays a role in understanding, similarly to English. 
 

4.35.8 English mouth idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Due to the PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy MOUTH FOR SPEAKING, the body part, that is, 
the mouth can stand for the action carried out with it, that is, speaking. In addition, the 
metonymy PUTTING ONE’S MONEY SOMEWHERE STANDS FOR THE ACTION OF SPENDING 
MONEY ON SOMETHING helps in understanding the idiom put your money where your 
mouth is. Hungarian equivalents of English mouth idioms are literal in their meaning.  
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4.35.9 English muscle idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The idiom flex your muscles is motivated by the metaphor HAVING POWER/CONTROL IS 
HAVING PHYSICAL STRENGTH. Thus, physical strength is closely associated with power 
and control.  

Fitogtatja az erejét is motivated by the same metaphor as the English idiom, HAV-
ING POWER/CONTROL IS HAVING PHYSICAL STRENGTH. Nonetheless, the literal meaning 
of the idiom is different from that of the English idiom. Still, the connection between 
physical strength and power is active here, as well. 
 

4.35.10 English neck idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The English neck idiom neck and neck is motivated by various metaphors, such as 
PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS, THE SOCIAL COMPETITION AMONG PEOPLE IS THE PHYSICAL COM-
PETITION AMONG ANIMALS, LIFE IS A GAME, and LIFE IS A RACE. In addition, the per-
sonification metonymy THE NECK STANDS FOR THE CONTESTANT/PERSON is also at 
work. 

The Hungarian equivalent of neck and neck is fej fej mellett, which is a head idiom 
in Hungarian. Nonetheless, the metaphors that motivate the English idiom appear as 
motivational forces in the Hungarian idiom as well. In addition, the personification 
metonymy THE HEAD STANDS FOR THE PERSON is also at work. Head and neck belong 
to the same body part area, and as such, they can be used to express similar meanings 
in certain cases. Thus, the change in the focus of attention is not arbitrary at all.  
 

4.35.11 English nose idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Under your nose is motivated by the joint force of the metaphors KNOWING IS SEEING 
and STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS.  

Under your nose can be translated both as a nose and an eye idiom into Hungarian. 
Nonetheless, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING is available in both cases. In addition, 
the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS also operates in both cases. 
The nose and the eye belong to the same body part area, and this relationship makes it 
possible for them to express similar meanings.  
 

4.35.12 English throat idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Ram something down someone’s throat and its variants are communication idioms, 
motivated by the following metaphors: IDEAS ARE FOOD, ACCEPTING IDEAS IS SWAL-
LOWING, and IDEOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, which is a subcase of 
CAUSES ARE FORCES. 

Most of the equivalents of ram something down someone’s throat are motivated by 
the same pressure/force, and food metaphors. In addition to throat, the equivalents 
mention the head, as well. The interchangeability is possible since these body parts 
also belong to the same body part areas.  
 

4.35.13 English toe idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Toes are in the lower part of the human body. As such, the idiom keep you on your 
toes is motivated by the orientational metaphor pair ACTIVE IS UP and INACTIVE IS 
DOWN, as well as the attention metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING.  
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The Hungarian equivalent állandó készenlétben tart valakit is metaphorical to the 
extent that tart implies metaphoricity as seen above in the case of keep, and that the 
suffix for ‘in’, -ban/-ben, implies the image of a container. Otherwise, the word ké-
szenlét implies that the person in it is ready to start moving any time. The image that 
the English idiom conveys is more transparent than that of the Hungarian idiom in 
that it shows the person as if he/she was standing on his/her toes for a long time.  
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5. Body part areas  
 

5.1 Body part areas in English idioms 
 
On the basis of the above analysis of the system of human body part idioms in Eng-
lish, several major body part areas can be discovered in which common metaphorical 
and metonymical organization can be observed. The different body part areas emerge 
from the systematic analysis of conceptual motivations of the idioms in the database. 
The body part areas discussed below appear to be the most important areas as the fre-
quency and the structure of their constituent idioms indicate. In what follows, the 
English idioms linked to specific body part areas are analyzed together. Afterwards, 
the motivations of the Hungarian equivalents belonging to these special groups are 
compared to English. 

The major body part areas are (1) the head and its parts, (2) the trunk area, (3) the 
arm and its parts, (4) the leg and its parts, and (5) the inside of the human body. The 
analysis of the idiom database shows that the constituent body parts of these areas 
have similar functions, which make it possible to group them according to subareas of 
the human body. However, the above-mentioned five major areas in the English hu-
man body idiom system fulfill different functions. They qualify for the understanding 
of different types of meaning, and thus of separate target domains.  

The target domains of the separate areas include the following. Head area idioms 
focus on knowing, attention, seeing, emotions as forces, emotional control, abstract 
structure, spatial organization, human behavior, and appearance. They often deal with 
the prototypical, especially communicative, actions and functions associated with the 
head and its parts. Body parts in the head area often participate in personification. Idi-
oms in the trunk area are mostly concerned with the intimacy of human emotions and 
relationships. Body parts in the trunk area frequently help conceptualize people, atten-
tion, and emotions. Idioms related to the arm and its parts mostly deal with the con-
cept of control, and the related concept of possession. In addition, the arm and its 
parts help conceptualize the following target domains: activities and actions, skills 
and expertise, events, and emotions. The arm and its parts are usually conceptualized 
as containers. In sum, the leg and its parts are most often employed in idioms moti-
vated by Event Structure metaphors. They also participate in idioms motivated by 
spatial organization metaphors, and by personification metonymies. Body parts in the 
inside area are predominantly associated with emotions, people and human character-
istics. 

Although there may be further overlaps between constituent parts of different body 
part areas, one body part is only categorized in one group. Thus, hand idioms are clas-
sified as arm area idioms only, although there are some hand idioms that are moti-
vated by the Event Structure metaphor, which principally occurs in idioms related to 
the leg area. The reason for this is that the metaphorical conceptualization that is con-
sidered to be more significant on the basis of its frequency is taken to be a stronger 
link between body parts such as the hand and the arm. In this way, control is consid-
ered to be a stronger driving force connecting the hand and the arm than the concep-
tualization of events as movements linking the hand with the feet.  

The human body part areas listed above coincide with the natural and conventional 
grouping of human body parts. Thus, the grouping that is feasible according to the 
motivations of English idioms is consistent with our conventional way of thinking of 
separate areas of the human body. This finding also supports the embodiment hy-
pothesis outlined in the Introduction.  
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5.1.1 The head and its parts 
 
As the analysis of the idiom database shows, the head area includes the following 
human body parts: eye, face, head, lip, teeth, tongue, ear, eyebrows, mouth, neck, 
nose, and throat. The above body parts are located at the top of the body, and are fre-
quently associated with the prototypical bodily functions that are fulfilled by each of 
them. These include looking, listening, and speaking. Head area idioms also deal with 
concepts such as knowing, attention, seeing, emotions as forces, emotional control, 
abstract structure, spatial organization, human behavior, and appearance. In addition, 
these body parts are capable of referring to the whole person and can thus be used for 
purposes of personification.  

The most frequent function of English body parts in the head area is personifica-
tion. Several body parts in the head area, including the eye, the face, the head and the 
neck, can be used to refer to the person. Thus, they can metonymically provide access 
to the concept of the person – hence the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE 
PERSON. Some examples are head-to-head, come face to face with someone/some-
thing, and in the public eye. This is part of the very general PART–FOR–WHOLE meton-
ymy (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Kövecses 2002).  

An extremely important function of body parts in the head area – especially of the 
eye, the ear, the mouth, the lip, and the tongue – is to provide access to the prototypi-
cal actions associated with them. That is, these body parts often stand metonymically 
for the actions carried out with them – hence the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS 
FOR THE ACTION. This is again part of the general PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy. In 
this way, the eyes can often stand for seeing, the ears can frequently stand for listen-
ing, the mouth, the lip, and the tongue can recurrently stand for speaking. For in-
stance, fall on deaf ears focuses on the lack of listening, and as a result, the lack of 
paying attention. Put your money where your mouth is highlights that the mouth can 
stand for speaking. Similarly, the lip idiom, pay lip service to something, also pro-
vides access to the capacity of speaking. Likewise, the tongue idioms bite/hold your 
tongue also show the important role that the tongue plays in speaking. 

A frequently elaborated target domain is that of knowing. Primarily idioms related 
to the eye, and in some cases those related to the head, the face, the nose, and the lips 
can take part in highlighting important aspects of knowing via the metaphor KNOWING 
IS SEEING. The primary function of eyes is seeing, and the metaphorical concept of 
knowing makes use of this knowledge about the eyes. Ignorance, on the other hand, is 
connected with not looking at the thing in question. The closer the observed entity is, 
the easier it is to see it, as the idiom before your eyes suggests. The metaphor 
STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS is also elaborated on in the nose idiom, 
under your nose. The connection between eye and nose idioms is provided by the fact 
that if something happens close to one’s eyes or nose, it attracts one’s attention since 
it can be easily seen, and thus it becomes important for the person. 

A further target domain in the focus of head-area idioms is that of attention. In 
general, attention is metaphorically conceptualized as functionally using a specific 
body part, primarily the eyes, the ears, and the head. This is primarily due to the 
metaphors ATTENTION IS LOOKING and ATTENTION IS LISTENING. These can be cap-
tured by the more general metaphor MENTAL FUNCTION IS FUNCTIONALLY USING A 
BODY PART (or MENTAL FUNCTION IS PERCEPTUAL EXPERIENCE, as Yu 2004 names the 
metaphor). Mostly, English eye, ear, and in some cases head idioms instantiate these 
metaphors. Not paying attention, on the other hand, can be connected with not looking 
at the thing in question. The above metaphors are motivated by the general metonymy 
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FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART STANDS FOR THE BEHAVIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION, 
which provides grounding for the metaphors. 

Due to the high frequency of ontological metaphors, body parts can habitually be 
conceptualized as physical objects. This is mainly true for eye and face idioms ac-
cording to the database. The fact that eyes are often thought of as objects results in 
conceptualizing their use as the manipulation of physical objects by the human hands.  

Several eye idioms and some head idioms are also involved in elaborating on the 
nature of seeing, and as a result, on paying attention to something or somebody. This 
activity is often displayed in idioms as physical contact, especially touching. The pro-
cedure and the phases of this activity are also characterized by the idioms in the data-
base: starting to look at somebody or something is conceptualized as establishing 
physical contact between the observer and the observed; looking at the thing/person is 
seen as maintaining this physical contact; and stopping this activity is imagined as fin-
ishing the physical contact between the observer and the observed (that is, taking off 
the object). The observer is thus seen as capable of getting into physical contact with 
the observed thing or person, which is seen as a conspicuous object. In order to be 
able to touch what is seen, the observed conspicuous entity is metaphorically concep-
tualized as a physical object, which can get into physical contact with the eye. As a 
result, paying attention to an observed entity is mainly conceptualized as physical ob-
ject manipulation. Some examples of viewing this process as described above are the 
following: catch someone’s eye, cast your eye over something, run your eye over 
something, and can’t take your eyes off someone. In addition, heads can also signal in-
terest and attention, especially when things, people, or events turn heads. Since the 
eyes are located in the head area (the head is ‘containing’ the eyes), attention can be 
associated with not only the eyes, but also the head itself. The things that attract one’s 
attention are usually seen as physical forces.  

A very general metaphor, CAUSES ARE FORCES, is at work in many idiomatic exam-
ples related to the head area. As subcases of this metaphor, attention, as well as emo-
tions, are seen as physical forces. According to the mappings related to the emotion 
metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE, emotions are conceptualized as substances (most often 
fluids) in a container (cf. Kövecses 2000). The container maps onto the human body. 
The main meaning focus of the metaphor is emotional control, which can also be seen 
from the present database. Thus, emotional control is frequently talked about and 
thought of as keeping the substance inside the container. In this way, control over 
one’s emotions results in not displaying one’s emotions. Most often, English head, 
eye, and in some cases, throat, face, lip, and tongue idioms instantiate this force meta-
phor. Hidden, that is, controlled emotions are usually not seen by others, so they are 
not known by others either, in harmony with the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, as for 
instance keep a straight face illustrates.  

Frequently, specific body parts can stand for emotions. Predominantly, it is the 
face and its parts that take part in this kind of metonymical conceptualization of emo-
tions. In effect, the facial expressions are usually clear indications of one’s feelings. 
As such, at face value, with a straight face, and look someone in the face are all in-
stantiations of the metonymy in which the face stands for one’s emotions. Eyebrows 
can also stand for one’s emotions, as in raise eyebrows, which refers to a frequently 
used facial expression to indicate shock, surprise or disapproval. In general, the over-
arching metaphor can be stated as THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. 

The head is especially important in dealing with one’s emotions, and in providing 
control over one’s emotions. The head, as seen for instance in the idiom lose your 
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head, is the seat of control, which, however, emotions can take over in certain cases. 
As a result, the primary characteristics of the controlling head, and more specifically, 
of the mind, – that is, the person’s rational judgment and his mental abilities to decide 
about things and activities in a logical way – is gone. The properties above, that is, the 
capability of making sensible and reasonable judgments is therefore seen as having 
specific physical possessions57. 

The lips, the teeth, and additionally, the tongue can also play a part in the control 
of emotions. During controlling one’s emotions, the emotion–substances are not al-
lowed to get outside the body–container, as the idiom a stiff upper lip shows. Thus, a 
stiff upper lip can prevent people from seeing the other’s true emotions. In addition to 
lips, teeth can also take part in not revealing one’s emotions, as the idiom grit your 
teeth suggests. Here, the bodily action metonymically stands for one’s psychological 
state. Besides, bite your tongue and hold your tongue also imply emotional control via 
causing the inability to tell others what one thinks or knows inside. Generally speak-
ing, THE BODY PART that is INVOLVED IN A specific PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE can often 
STAND FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. 

In some cases, idioms, especially head and teeth idioms, are instantiations of the 
Abstract Complex System metaphor, according to which abstract complex systems 
map onto the human body. The main meaning focus of the metaphors in this system is 
the structure and the condition of the system. In particular, head and teeth idioms are 
manifestations of the metaphors of this system. The head, due to its upward orienta-
tion, can highlight aspects of structure related the upper part of complex systems. Fur-
thermore, teeth idioms can also play a part in defining the characteristics of abstract 
complex systems such as organizations. In the idiom teething problems, the main fo-
cus is on the condition of the system. According to the relevant metaphor, the appro-
priate condition of a complex system is seen as health, whereas its inappropriate con-
dition is thought of as sickness. 

The head, due to its natural position on the top of the body, is often associated with 
an upward orientation as opposed to the feet or toes, as in from head to toe. As such, it 
also signals appropriate and correct position, as in turn something on its head. In addi-
tion, it is also associated with the notion of activeness and energy, since having the 
head in the upper position usually correlates with being active (e.g., rear its head). 
Being idle and sleeping, on the other hand, is usually associated with the concept of 
DOWN.  

In addition, people’s behavior can also be referred to with the help of body parts, 
especially the eyes and the face. Looking into another person’s eyes usually proves 
that the person who is looking at the other person agrees with him/her. In harmony 
with this, looking away can show disagreeing. In addition, looking straight conven-
tionally implies honesty, as the idiom look someone in the eye shows. Nonetheless, 
not only eyes can show directness, but the face as well, which can be said to ‘contain’ 
the eyes. Thus, the variant of the above idiom is look someone in the face, as ex-
pected.  

The notion of appearance is also important in head-area idioms. Reading from the 
face is extremely important in trying to figure out one’s true intentions. Indeed, some 
idioms in the database also focus on the notion of appearances, whose signs can be 
noticed on the face. At face value and lose face both suggest that prestige is excep-
tionally significant. The face can show one’s exterior, or outer self, which is available 
to everyone looking at him/her. However, one’s true self, the essence is inside the 
person, behind the ‘mask’ of the face.  
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There are several important target domains and resulting conceptual metaphors and 
metonymies related to the head area that occur only few times or only once in the da-
tabase. Throat idioms principally focus on aspects of accepting and rejecting ideas, as 
the detailed analysis of the idiom ram something down someone’s throat shows (see 
Appendix B). Since ideas are often conceptualized as food, and accepting ideas is of-
ten seen as swallowing pieces of food, the acceptance process can be seen as happen-
ing voluntarily, or as a result of violence and force. The head, as well as the neck, are 
seen as playing important roles in progress and development. The idioms make head-
way, and neck and neck, both focus on forward movement. Neck and neck also brings 
in the concept of competition and race among people to achieve progress, and one’s 
goals in life. Eyes are significant in showing one’s skills and expertise. Thus, not only 
people, but also their skills and expertise can be accessed via the eyes. The idiom with 
an eye for something illustrates that the eyes and the looks are transparent signs of 
one’s skills, in addition to the hands. States, in general, are seen as containers, or loca-
tions. In the public eye and come to a head can illustrate this usage.  

In sum, the head area is predominantly concerned with the following major target 
domains: knowing, attention, seeing, forces such as emotions, emotional control, ab-
stract structure, spatial organization, human behavior, and appearance. In addition, 
body parts in the head area can often stand metonymically for the prototypical actions 
and functions associated with them, such as speaking, listening, and communication. 
Body parts in the head area are generally capable of participating in personification, 
that is, providing mental access for the person himself/herself.  
 

5.1.2 The trunk area 
 
As the analysis of the idiom database illustrates, the trunk area includes the following 
human body parts: back, shoulder, body, breast, and chest. Based on the English idi-
oms with body parts from the trunk area, the general tendencies concerning idioms re-
lated to the trunk area are the following: Body parts of the trunk area can be used for 
personification. They are often associated with attention. The body parts in the trunk 
area are often seen as containers for one’s emotions.  

Here again, the most important function of trunk idioms is personification. As 
such, back, shoulder, and body can all stand for the person in harmony with the me-
tonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON as part of the very general PART–
FOR–WHOLE metonymy. 

In addition, back and shoulder are often associated with attention, more specifi-
cally, with the lack of attention, which is frequently implied by turning one’s back or 
shoulder to the thing/person previously in the center of attention. Indeed, ignoring 
somebody is often metaphoricized as turning away from him/her, as in turn your back 
on someone. In this way, the lack of intimacy is conceptualized as physical distance, 
and ignorance is viewed as not wanting to see somebody or something, and as show-
ing one’s back to the other person.  

Body parts in the trunk area can often be metonymically viewed as containers for 
one’s emotions. This happens in the case of breast, chest, back, shoulder, and body 
idioms, as well. Breast, chest, and back idioms can frequently highlight the pain asso-
ciated with emotions, due to the metaphor EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN. In gen-
eral, emotional contact is seen as physical contact, as several idioms show. Shoulder 
can be related to anger, as in a chip on your shoulder, where anger, and the responsi-
bility to take revenge, are seen as burdens on someone’s shoulder. In addition, 
a shoulder idiom, namely give someone the cold shoulder, shows the link between the 
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lack of affection and coldness. Certain movements associated with the above body 
parts can stand for the emotions that they imply. As such, a pat on the back can show 
acknowledgement. Body, breast and chest idioms can also focus on the intensity of 
emotions.  

In sum, body parts in the trunk area frequently help conceptualize people, paying 
or not paying attention, and emotions. 
 

5.1.3 The arm and its parts 
 
As the analysis of the idiom database demonstrates, the arm area includes the follow-
ing human body parts: hand, finger, thumbs, and arm. Most frequently, the arm and its 
parts act as source domains for the following target domains: control, possession, ac-
tivities and actions, skills and expertise, events, and emotions. The arm and its parts 
are often conceptualized as containers. The arm and its parts do not frequently partici-
pate in metonymies for personification, probably because people are less identifiable 
from their arms and hands than their face. 

The arm area, and within that, especially the hands, are first and foremost associ-
ated with the target domain of control. The most important metaphor, CONTROL IS 
HOLDING IN THE HAND, and the related metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL 
structure most of the arm area idioms in English. In addition to holding in the hand, 
one can have obligations and other abstract possessions on the hand, as well. The con-
cept of control can also be grasped with the help of the source domain of physical ob-
ject manipulation.  

Still very frequently, a concept related to control, namely, possession is conceptu-
alized with the help of hand idioms, as the metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOME-
THING IN THE HAND shows. Some examples of this are in your hands and out of hand. 

English hand and finger idioms recurrently stand for the activity/action that is car-
ried out with the help of the hands and the fingers. Fingers are primarily used for 
guidance and direction, as well as for purposes of identification.  

Often, hands are associated with one’s skills and expertise. This is grounded in the 
fact that the activities that require skills are habitually carried out with the help of the 
hand, and they are thus usually associated with the hand.  

The concept of a container appears to be a useful source domain for understanding 
various concepts. In some cases, the hand is seen as a container, as in out of your 
hands, which suggests that the hand is metaphorically viewed as a bounded entity. 
However, not only hands, but also activities can be seen as containers. As a result, 
participating in an activity can be viewed as having a hand in a container. In addition, 
participating in an activity can be seen as manipulating objects with the hand. Thus, 
transactions are conceptualized as the physical manipulation of objects.  

Additionally, hand idioms can in some cases be instantiations of the Event Struc-
ture metaphor, since hands can be moved in certain ways in order to express certain 
actions. Also, they can be deprived of the freedom of movement, which makes it im-
possible for the hands to move, and thus to act. Besides, movements with the thumbs 
can also signal actions.  

Some arm-area idioms refer to emotions. Fingers can be used in idioms referring to 
emotions, as in keep your fingers crossed, where the metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE 
plays a role. Arms can play a part in mediating physical stimulation as psychological 
stimulation. Also, they participate in keeping away other people as well as their ac-
tions and emotions. Thus, the further the others are, the less intimate their relation-
ship is.  
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Further metaphors and metonymies in English idioms with the hand are described 
in more detail in Appendix B. These include the following: THE HAND STANDS FOR 
THE PERSON, ACTIONS/EVENTS/STATES ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS, CAUSATION IS TRANS-
FER, CAUSES ARE FORCES, HAVING CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS APPLYING PHYSICAL 
FORCE ON HIM/HER, CONTROL IS UP, CONTROL IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION, GOOD IS 
RIGHT, MORAL/ETHICAL IS CLEAN, LIFE IS A GAME, OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED, 
NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS, and THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND EXPRESSIVE RE-
SPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION (as a subcase of EFFECTS OF A 
STATE STAND FOR THE STATE). 

In sum, the hand, the finger, the thumbs, and the arm frequently function as 
sources for control, possession, activities and actions, skills and expertise, events, and 
emotions. These body parts can repeatedly be conceptualized as containers. Interest-
ingly, the arm and its parts seldom stand for people because the arm and its parts are 
less characteristic of people than their face. 
 

5.1.4 The leg and its parts 
 
As the analysis of the idiom database reveals, the leg area includes the following hu-
man body parts: feet, heels, knee, and toes. The leg and its parts are most often used 
for the conceptualization of events, and the related metaphors belong to the Event 
Structure metaphor system. Due to their spatial characteristics, these body parts take 
part in idioms related to spatial organization. They can also participate in processes of 
personification. 

The most important metaphor system that shows up especially in English feet and 
heel idioms is the Event Structure metaphor system. A lot of idioms belong to the 
group of idioms motivated by one or more submetaphors of this metaphor system. 
Thus, the feet and the heels are predominantly associated with moving, and thus with 
representing one’s actions. In this way, the following submetaphors of the Event 
Structure metaphor system are available with these two body parts: MANNER OF AC-
TION IS MANNER OF MOTION – SPEED OF ACTION IS SPEED OF MOTION, PROGRESS IS MO-
TION FORWARD – RATE OF PROGRESS IS RATE OF MOTION FORWARD, (LACK OF) ACTION 
IS (LACK OF) SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE, UN-
WILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS TO MOVE, DOING THE SAME ACTION IS MOTION 
ALONG THE SAME PATH, LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK, READY TO 
ACT (PAY) IS READY TO MOVE, LIFE IS A JOURNEY, and LIFE IS A RACE. 

Since the leg area is located in the lower part of the body, the consequences of this 
kind of bodily orientation show up in English feet, toes, and knee idioms metaphori-
cally with the help of UP–DOWN orientational metaphors: POWER/CONTROL IS UP – 
LACK OF POWER/CONTROL IS DOWN, ABSTRACT/THEORETICAL IS UP – CONCRETE/PRAC-
TICAL IS DOWN, ACTIVE IS UP – INACTIVE IS DOWN, COMPLETION/FINISHED IS DOWN. 

Feet can also be used for purposes of personification. In idioms, toes can signal 
that one is active, standing, and watching, or paying attention to, things or people. 
Heels, on the other hand, can take part in idioms that focus on the intensity of the 
movement.  

In sum, the leg and its parts are most often utilized in Event Structure metaphors, 
spatial organization metaphors, and personification metonymies. 
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5.1.5 The inside of the human body  
 
As the analysis of the idiom database exemplifies, the inside of the human body in-
cludes the following human body parts: heart, blood, nerves, bone, flesh, and muscles. 
These inner body parts are principally associated with emotions, and they are primar-
ily motivated by the metaphors THE HUMAN BODY IS A CONTAINER and EMOTIONS ARE 
SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER. Some of the body parts in the inside of the 
human body can stand for people and human attitude. 

The inside of the human body is mainly associated with emotions. Especially heart 
idioms focus on emotions since the heart is metaphorically seen as the seat of emo-
tions. As a result, emotional affection means that the person allows something/some-
body to enter or get to his/her heart. The closer the other is to one’s heart, the more in-
timate their relationship is. The heart itself is seen as a container – more generally, a 
fragile structured object – in which the emotions are substances, that is, fluids. Emo-
tional states are also viewed as containers, that is, bounded regions. Also, blood can 
be associated with emotions such as anger, due to the conceptualization of anger as a 
hot fluid in a container. Intense emotions are seen as hot, whereas the lack of intense 
emotions is usually seen as coldness. In addition, nerves are principally associated 
with irritation and the annoyance that this feeling can cause to the person. Also, 
nerves, as being involved in the psychological state of irritation, can metonymically 
stand for the psychological state of irritation. 

Besides, the inside parts can stand for several targets. Thus, blood and flesh can be 
used for purposes of personification. In general, blood can also stand for human atti-
tude. Blood, in addition, can additionally stand for war and fight since the violent ac-
tions in wars and fights often involve the spilling of blood. Muscles, on the one hand, 
are chiefly associated with strength, whereas bones can signal the importance of struc-
ture, as in the idiom the bare bones, which is a linguistic realization of the metaphor 
THE STRUCTURE OF AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF 
THE HUMAN BODY, a submetaphor of AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN 
BODY. 

In sum, body parts in the inside area are chiefly associated with emotions, people 
and human attitude. 
 

5.2 The Hungarian equivalents  
of the English body part area idioms  

 
In general, several metaphors and metonymies that motivate English idioms related to 
the different body part areas also take part in motivating Hungarian equivalents of the 
idioms. Although the literal equivalents are not necessarily similar, and the Hungarian 
equivalents are not necessarily body part idioms, the conceptual mechanisms motivat-
ing the figurative meaning, which is the same in the two languages, are often shared 
by English and Hungarian.  
 

5.2.1 The Hungarian equivalents  
of the English idioms related to the head and its parts 

 
As discussed above, the head area includes the following human body parts: eye, face, 
head, lip, teeth, tongue, ear, eyebrows, mouth, neck, nose, and throat. The Hungarian 
equivalents of English idioms related to the head and its parts are most frequently mo-
tivated by the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, and the personification metonymy 
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THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON. Body parts in Hungarian repeatedly stand 
for the function that they fulfill due to the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR ITS 
FUNCTION. Also, equivalents show that body parts and the activities that specific body 
parts are involved in can also signal one’s emotions, emotional control, character, 
opinion, and internal state. In addition, some equivalents of English idioms can be 
translated with the help of Event Structure metaphors, and some with the help of onto-
logical, and force metaphors. Hungarian equivalents are also concerned with the ca-
nonical arrangement of entities. Besides, the human body is in general seen as an ab-
stract complex system, whose structure and condition are in the focus of attention. 

Several of the conceptual metaphors and metonymies motivating English idioms 
related to the head and its parts also occur as motivational forces in Hungarian equiva-
lents though the literal equivalents are not always similar, and several Hungarian 
equivalents do not use the same body parts, or use no body parts at all. Nonetheless, 
the conceptual metaphors and metonymies motivating the shared figurative meanings 
are frequently common in English and Hungarian.  

The metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING ranks as the most frequent metaphor in both 
English and Hungarian. Thus, in both languages, this proves to be a significant con-
ceptual mechanism motivating a large number of idioms. In Hungarian, by far the 
most frequent metaphor related to the equivalents of head area idioms is KNOWING IS 
SEEING. This metaphor appears in equivalents of eye, nose, and head idioms. It also 
appears in equivalents of face idioms since English face idioms are mostly translated 
as Hungarian eye idioms. This is the result of the conceptual mechanism according to 
which a part, the eye, is employed instead of the whole, the face in different lan-
guages. This is the instantiation of the generally used metonymy PART–FOR–WHOLE. 
One difference concerning English and Hungarian is that in English lip idioms also 
make use of the motivation provided by the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, whereas in 
Hungarian, equivalents of lip idioms are motivated by a different mechanism. In addi-
tion, some equivalents of English eye, nose, and head idioms deal with the strength of 
effects, or the intensity of things and events. In general, the closer the thing/event is, 
the stronger or more intense its effect is. 

The metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON is the most frequently 
used metonymy in both English and Hungarian in the head area. Indeed, this is the 
most frequent conceptual mechanism in English, and the second most important 
mechanism in Hungarian. This PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy is present in English 
eye, face, head, and neck idioms, whereas in Hungarian it is mainly the equivalents of 
English face and eye idioms that are motivated by this mechanism. Indeed, body parts 
in the head area are generally good candidates for personification metonymies since a 
person can be most easily recognized and identified from these body parts. The me-
tonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON helps the understanding of several equivalents of Eng-
lish face and eye idioms. This is possible since face idioms, as noted before, are often 
translated as eye idioms. Also, the face can stand for the person. Furthermore, the 
looks can also represent the person, as a way of identification. Not only the eye and 
the face, but also the head itself can stand for the person, due to general metonymy 
PART FOR WHOLE.  

In both English and Hungarian, the PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy THE BODY PART 
STANDS FOR THE ACTION that is carried out with the specific body part is important 
and ranks high as far as the frequency of usage is concerned. In this way, in both lan-
guages eyes stand for seeing, ears for listening, and the mouth, the tongue, and the lip 
for speaking. Attention as a frequent target concept with its metaphorical conceptuali-
zation as listening or looking is also available both in English and Hungarian.  
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In Hungarian, body parts, especially the eye, the mouth, the tongue, and the face, 
often stand for the function that they fulfill, and for the actions carried out with them, 
similarly to English. Metonymically, this can be represented as THE BODY PART 
STANDS FOR THE ACTION. Eyes usually stand for seeing, and looking for attention, 
whereas the mouth and the tongue typically stand for speaking. The face, on the other 
hand, stands for the emotions that can be seen on the face. The most important func-
tion of eyes is, naturally, seeing, which makes it possible to use the metonymy EYES 
FOR SEEING in the case of equivalents of both English eye and face idioms. With the 
help of eyes and looking with the eyes, one can pay attention to things and people, so 
the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING is also an important motivational force. This 
metaphor motivates some Hungarian equivalents, namely, megbámulják and megné-
zik, of the English head idiom turn heads, as well. Attention can be not only looking, 
but also listening, as in the case of the equivalent, süket fülekre talál, of the English 
ear idiom fall on deaf ears. Besides, the group of things that get our attention can be 
seen as being in a container, especially in the equivalents of eye idioms. Nonetheless, 
it is also possible that lights signal that something gets our attention.  

The metonymy THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS 
FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE makes it possible for both languages to employ the 
metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE EMOTION. English and Hungarian share 
this general metonymy. A significant function of the face is to show one’s emotions. 
In both languages, it is especially the face that is employed as the body part which 
most readily shows one’s emotions. Thus, the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS can fre-
quently appear in equivalents of English face and lip idioms. In Hungarian, eyes, as 
they are situated in the face area, are also frequently employed as body parts standing 
for one’s emotion – even in equivalents of English face idioms, as the example vala-
kinek a szemébe néz shows, which is the translation equivalent of look someone in the 
face. This is also a case of the general PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy, according to 
which the eye as a part of the face is chosen in one language over the whole that is 
employed in another language. In English, eyebrows can also show one’s emotion, 
whereas the eyebrow idiom raise eyebrows in the database is translated into Hungar-
ian in various ways with the help of the metaphor CAUSATION IS ELICITING/WAKING.  

In general, the metonymy FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART STANDS FOR THE BE-
HAVIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION is available in both languages, providing the grounds for 
the general metaphor MENTAL FUNCTION IS FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART. In-
deed, a person’s looks, behavior, and posture tells a lot about the person’s character, 
opinion, and internal state. English eye idioms and their Hungarian equivalents are 
both motivated by this general metonymy, although Hungarian equivalents refer to 
standing at certain locations instead of looking in certain directions. The way a person 
looks can signal not only his/her emotions, but also his/her character. Thus, looking 
straight can stand for being honest. In addition, equivalents of neck and eye idioms 
can focus on how human behavior can become like animal behavior. In addition, in 
Hungarian one’s behavior and posture can also indicate one’s character and opinion. 
In this way, standing at the same location can stand for agreeing with somebody, and 
standing at different locations can mean disagreeing. Also, a person’s physiological 
response can stand for the emotion or one’s internal state. This metonymical concep-
tualization motivates several of the teeth equivalents in Hungarian.  

Emotions and emotional control are frequent target domains of English head-area 
idioms and their Hungarian equivalents. The metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE exists and 
is used frequently in both languages (cf. Kövecses 2000), and the metaphor EMO-
TIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER is a frequent mo-
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tivational mechanism, as well, with all its entailments discussed above. Several 
equivalents of English lip, face, tongue, and head idioms are structured by metaphors 
related to control, especially emotional control. Emotional control is seen in equiva-
lents of English lip, face and tongue idioms as keeping the substance inside the body–
container, since people are seen as containers and emotions are viewed as substances 
in a container. In addition, the control over our emotions is metaphorically seen as not 
displaying one’s emotions. In general, control is a significant notion with respect to 
equivalents of English head and tongue idioms, as well. Control is often thought of as 
a possession, or as physical object manipulation.  

Force metaphors are equally important in English and Hungarian. They are chiefly 
emotion metaphors, but other causes, such as ideological pressure or attention are also 
represented as forces in both languages. In this way, the general metaphor CAUSES 
ARE FORCES is significant in English as well as Hungarian. Force metaphors other than 
EMOTION IS A FORCE include the following in Hungarian. Firstly, Hungarian equiva-
lents of English throat idioms deal with causes as forces, more specifically, with ideo-
logical pressure as physical pressure. In addition, they are also motivated by the 
metaphor IDEAS ARE FOOD, similarly to English. Secondly, attention is sometimes seen 
as a force, especially as a magnetic force that can be drawn. The object to pay atten-
tion to is thus capable of providing a physical force towards the person in order for 
him/her to pay attention to it. In general, causing to attend to something is thought of 
as causing the eyes to see. This conceptualization occurs in equivalents of eye and 
head idioms. Generally speaking, CAUSES ARE seen as FORCES in Hungarian, as well.  

The Event Structure metaphor is a major motivational force in the English as well 
as the Hungarian language, but as far as English head-area idioms are concerned, only 
one idiom, make headway, is motivated by this metaphor system in the database. 
Thus, equivalents of English head idioms can be translated as Event Structure meta-
phors, although they do not need to be head idioms themselves, as in halad. Due to 
the large number of equivalents to this single idiom, the Event Structure metaphor 
system ranks as more frequent in Hungarian equivalents than in English idioms. Thus, 
submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor system, such as PROGRESS IS MOTION 
FORWARD, motivate head idioms in several cases. In addition to head idioms, in a 
couple of cases eye, face, and neck idioms are translated with the help of further 
Event Structure metaphors, such as STATES ARE LOCATIONS, CHANGES ARE MOVE-
MENTS, ACTION IS MOTION – MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION, EXPECTED 
PROGRESS IS A TRAVEL SCHEDULE, and LIFE IS A RACE. 

Ontological metaphors are important in English as well as Hungarian. Body parts 
such as the eye in English and Hungarian, and the face in English are often conceptu-
alized as physical objects that can be manipulated by the hand. In the equivalents, the 
eye is often conceptualized as an object due to the ontological metaphor THE EYE IS A 
PHYSICAL OBJECT, which can also be manipulated by the hands. Hungarian equiva-
lents of certain eye idioms related to human skills can be translated with the help of 
the metaphor SKILLS ARE POSSESSED OBJECTS, or the metonymy THE EYE (or in some 
cases, SENSE) STANDS FOR ONE’S SKILLS. As a result of ontological metaphors related 
to the eye, Hungarian equivalents of eye idioms can also be structured by the meta-
phor SEEING IS TOUCHING. Looking at things is viewed as physical contact with the 
object of looking. In harmony with this, a conspicuous object is thought of as an ob-
ject that can get into physical contact with the eye. In addition, abstract concepts and 
characteristics such as seriousness and respect are seen as valuable physical objects in 
equivalents of English face idioms. In Hungarian, prestige and respect, whereas in 
English, actions are subject to ontological metaphors in the database. In addition, 
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equivalents of face idioms are usually related to prestige and respect, which are also 
metaphorically referred to as valuable commodities or objects. Equivalents of head 
idioms, on the other hand, can also refer to the mind. 

Similarly to English, some Hungarian equivalents are motivated by the metaphor 
APPROPRIATE/PROPER/CORRECT IS PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT as well 
as several UP–DOWN metaphors, which is basically due to the natural upper position of 
the head and its parts. Hungarian equivalents of head idioms are also concerned with 
the canonical arrangement of entities. The metaphor APPROPRIATE/PROPER/CORRECT IS 
PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT also occurs in them. In addition, they also 
make use of the orientational metaphor pair HEAD IS UP – TOE/FOOT IS DOWN. Related 
to this, activeness and consciousness are also seen as being up. Plus, the orientational 
metaphor pair GOOD IS UP – BAD IS DOWN is also at work in head idioms.  

The Abstract Complex Systems metaphor system is available in both languages. 
Submetaphors of this system concerning progress and development, as well as the 
condition of complex systems are used both in English head-area idioms and their 
equivalents. The human body is in general seen as an abstract complex system, espe-
cially with respect to its structure, and condition. English head and teeth idioms can 
therefore be translated with the help of submetaphors of the Complex System meta-
phor system.  

Some other infrequent metaphors and metonymies motivating equivalents of Eng-
lish head area idioms are the following: AGREEING IS SHARING, LIFE IS A PLAY, CHANG-
ING IDEAS IS AN ECONOMIC TRANSACTION, ACCEPTING AN IDEA IS ACCEPTING CASH, 
MAKING A DECISION IS FAVORING ONE SIDE, CAUSATION IS TRANSFER, DIFFICULTIES 
ARE BURDENS, EXISTENCE IS FINDING, NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS, WORLD FOR 
THE PEOPLE LIVING IN THE WORLD, MIND FOR CONTROL, and WORDS FOR ACTION. In 
these metaphors and metonymies, Hungarian uses source domains other the human 
body. The infrequent metaphors and metonymies mentioned above are less available 
to English idioms than to their Hungarian equivalents. Indeed, several of these meta-
phors and metonymies do not even occur in the English part of the database. This is 
possible since several Hungarian equivalents are not body-part idioms, and as such 
the above conceptual mechanisms that are not body-part metaphors and metonymies 
are employed more readily in Hungarian. Interestingly, although there are several idi-
oms related to the notion of appearance in English, Hungarian equivalents seldom 
employ the appearance metaphors present in English such as APPEARANCE IS THE OUT-
SIDE, THE ESSENCE IS THE INSIDE since Hungarian equivalents rather use different 
metaphors such as PRESTIGE/RESPECT IS A VALUABLE OBJECT and the metonymy FACE 
FOR PRESTIGE to achieve the same figurative meaning.  

In sum, the Hungarian equivalents of English idioms related to the head and its 
parts often employ the same conceptual mechanisms as motivational forces to reach 
the common non-literal meaning, although the literal equivalents are not always simi-
lar. Moreover, Hungarian equivalents are not always body-part expressions, either. 
Still, the two languages share the major conceptual metaphors and metonymies moti-
vating the common figurative meanings. In this way, the most frequently used con-
ceptual mechanisms in English and Hungarian are the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING 
and the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON. Further significant com-
mon metaphors and metonymies are the following: THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE 
ACTION, THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE, FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART STANDS FOR THE BEHA-
VIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION, and CAUSES ARE FORCES. Due to the difference in numbers 
of linguistic data, Event Structure metaphors are more frequent in Hungarian equiva-
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lents of English head-area idioms. The metaphor system representing Abstract Com-
plex Systems is also present in both languages. Ontological metaphors are also avail-
able in both languages, similarly to spatial organization metaphors such as APPROPRI-
ATE/PROPER/CORRECT IS PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT and UP–DOWN 
metaphors. In general, then, English and Hungarian are similar as far as the concep-
tual motivations of English head-area idioms and their Hungarian equivalents are 
concerned. Thus, most of the metaphors and metonymies are shared by the two lan-
guages, although the literal meanings of the equivalents often do not completely cor-
respond to those of the English idioms.  

 
5.2.2 The Hungarian equivalents  

of the English idioms related to the trunk area 
 
As claimed above, the trunk area includes the following human body parts: back, 
shoulder, body, breast, and chest. Most frequently, Hungarian equivalents of English 
trunk-area idioms deal with human relationships, attention and emotions. They also 
take part in metonymies of personification and container metaphors. 

Equivalents of English back, shoulder and breast/chest idioms mostly refer to hu-
man relationships, attention and emotions. Thus, inferences about human relationships 
and emotions can be drawn from what one does with these body parts. In this way, the 
closer one is to the other person, the more intimate his/her relationship is with the 
other person. Also, turning away from the other person usually means ignoring some-
body, which also relates to the notion of attention. Attention and the lack of attention 
in human relationships are significantly associated with the trunk area in English, 
similarly to Hungarian where equivalents are also motivated by similar conceptual 
mechanisms. Treating others in a certain way can often result in emotional pain 
caused to the other person. Emotional contact is frequently seen as physical contact, 
and psychological pressure as physical force. Besides, certain movements are expres-
sions of one’s emotions towards the other person, so a pat on the shoulder means ac-
knowledgement. The hand, which belongs to a different body part area originally but 
appears in Hungarian equivalents of shoulder idioms, can stand for the activity/action 
and it can thus refer to the way one treats other people. 

In English, personification is the most important function of body parts in the trunk 
area, whereas in Hungarian equivalents it ranks only as the second most frequent con-
ceptual mechanism. In addition to body parts such as the shoulder, the body, the heart, 
and the soul can also stand for the person and be part of the personification process. 
Thus, the general PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymy is extended to inside organs such as 
the heart and the soul as well in Hungarian equivalents besides trunk-area body parts.  

Container metaphors are important in both English and Hungarian. As a result, 
trunk parts in English, and the human body or specific body parts in Hungarian, are 
conceptualized as containers for one’s emotions. Container metaphors can also occur 
in equivalents of English shoulder, back, and breast/chest idioms. Thus, the human 
body, or a part of the body – the breast/chest area – can be a container, especially of 
emotions. In addition, problems can be seen as containers, as in the case of equiva-
lents of back idioms.  

Some other occasional metaphors and metonymies related to equivalents of Eng-
lish trunk area idioms are the following: ATTENTION IS LOOKING, KNOWING IS SEEING, 
COMMUNICATION IS AN ECONOMIC TRANSACTION, LACK OF AFFECTION IS COLDNESS – 
AFFECTION IS WARMTH, POWER IS UP – LACK OF POWER IS DOWN, LIFE IS A JOURNEY – 
PROBLEMS ARE OBSTACLES IN THE JOURNEY, and LIFE IS A GAME. These metaphors 
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usually motivate those expressions that are not directly related to the trunk area, but 
use different source domains to achieve the same figurative meanings as the original 
English idioms.  

In sum, the conceptual metaphors and metonymies are generally shared as motiva-
tional forces of English trunk-area idioms and their Hungarian equivalents. Thus, 
concepts such as attention, human relationships, and emotions are often associated 
with the trunk area in English, similarly to Hungarian where equivalents are in part 
also motivated by conceptual mechanisms that are similar to English. Personification 
metonymies and container metaphors are important in both English and Hungarian.  

 
5.2.3 The Hungarian equivalents  

of the English idioms related to the arm and its parts 
 
As argued above, the arm area includes the following human body parts: hand, finger, 
thumbs, and arm. The arm and its parts are often related to activities carried out with 
them, as well as to control and possession. In addition, Event Structure metaphors are 
present in Hungarian equivalents. The general metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL has 
many specific realizations in Hungarian. Container metaphors are also available in 
Hungarian. Hungarian equivalents of English arm-area idioms frequently refer to the 
person, his/her feelings, behavior, and relationships. 

The metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION is frequently used in both 
English and Hungarian. For instance, fingers can refer to the same kind of actions in 
both languages. However, Hungarian equivalents can also be eye idioms, whose body 
part belongs to a different body part area. The arm and its parts and actions/activities 
are related concepts in Hungarian, as well. Indeed, the metonymy THE BODY PART 
STANDS FOR THE ACTION motivates several equivalents in Hungarian. Most frequently, 
hand idioms, and in a couple of cases, thumb idioms, are translated with the help of 
the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. In addition, participating 
in an activity is seen as physical object manipulation. Transactions are also seen as the 
physical manipulation of objects. Besides, activities can be seen as substances as well. 
Due to the general THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION metonymy, fingers in idi-
oms mainly refer to showing entities, and guiding and directing one’s attention to the 
entities in question. Thumbs, on the other hand, can be translated as eye idioms, and 
the equivalents are thus motivated by the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING and the me-
tonymy EYES FOR SEEING, which also belongs to the general metonymy THE BODY 
PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION. Both languages make use of the metonymy according 
to which the hand can stand for one’s skills and expertise. Body parts in the arm area, 
especially the hand, can stand for one’s skills and expertise in carrying out actions.  

The most important concept related to the arm area is control in English, whereas 
in Hungarian control metaphors and metonymies rank as the second most important 
motivational mechanisms only. Additionally, possession metaphors also occur in both 
languages. The hand is frequently associated with control in Hungarian, too. English 
hand idioms are often translated using the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CON-
TROL. This metonymy is usually supplemented by the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING 
IN THE HAND. In addition, possession – which can be a special kind of control over the 
possessed items – can also be conceptualized as holding something in the hand. Also, 
changing the person possessing the object can also stand for changing the possession 
itself. The importance of control is also suggested by the fact that several equivalents 
are translated using the orientational metaphor CONTROL and POWER IS UP, the meta-
phor CONTROL IS PHYSICAL FORCE, and the metaphor CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS 
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THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF AN OBJECT. Indeed, physical object manipulation as a 
source domain for control is also available in both languages. Beginning to have con-
trol over somebody is conceptualized as putting one’s hands on the person. Having 
control over somebody can be mapped onto applying physical force on the other per-
son. 

Event Structure metaphors exist in both English and Hungarian with respect to arm 
area idioms and their equivalents. Some Event Structure metaphors are also available 
in Hungarian equivalents of hand, arm, as well as thumb idioms, namely, ACTION IS 
MOTION – POSSIBILITY TO ACT IS POSSIBILITY TO MOVE, FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM 
TO MOVE – INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE, MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF 
MOTION, PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD, LONG-TERM, PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITIES ARE 
JOURNEYS, PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS, CAUSING TO ACT IS CAUSING TO MOVE, and 
THINGS MOVING TOGETHER ARE SEEN AS HAVING AN ABSTRACT CONNECTION BETWEEN 
THEM. In both languages, the most important meaning foci of these idioms and their 
equivalents is the freedom of movement and the signaling of actions. Thus, an impor-
tant focus of these metaphors is the ability or possibility to act freely with one’s 
hands. Another significant meaning focus of them concerns the way the hands and the 
thumbs are moved, and that the different movements can signal different meanings. 

Similarly to English, Hungarian equivalents also often use the image of the physi-
cal objects, or more specifically containers, to specify people, situations, and activi-
ties. The physical manipulation of objects is also related to participating in activities 
in both languages. In equivalents of hand idioms, actions, events, and states can be 
viewed as physical objects, and more specifically, as possessions. Thus, obligations, 
duties, responsibilities, burdens and problems can all be seen as possessions in Hun-
garian. Nonetheless, they can also be seen as forces as well as living organisms, inter-
estingly. In addition, time and control are conceptualized as valuable possessions in 
the equivalents. In addition, container metaphors also occur in the case of Hungarian 
equivalents of arm area idioms. Thus, people, situations, and activities can be seen as 
containers. Participating in an activity can also be seen as having a hand in a con-
tainer. In addition, participating in an activity is seen as being physically a part of the 
activity.  

In English as well as Hungarian, arm-area idioms and their equivalents can refer to 
the person and his/her emotions, behavior, and relationships. The major concerns are 
intimacy and psychological stimulation in both languages. The hand itself can often 
be used for purposes of personification. Metaphors that, similarly to English, motivate 
the Hungarian equivalents are PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMULATION IS PHYSICAL STIMULA-
TION, INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS and SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM IS PHYSI-
CAL HARM. Emotions are also present in equivalents of hand idioms, as the use of the 
metonymies EFFECTS OF A STATE STAND FOR THE STATE – THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND 
EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION shows.  

Some other sporadic metaphors and metonymies motivating equivalents of various 
arm area idioms include the following: CAUSATION IS TRANSFER, ACCEPTANCE IS GIV-
ING AN OBJECT – REJECTION IS REFUSING (NOT TAKING) AN OBJECT, NAKED/BARE FOR 
NO INSTRUMENTS, STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS, LIFE IS A PLAY, RE-
SPONSIBILITIES ARE BURDENS, TIME IS MONEY, MORAL/ETHICAL IS CLEAN, GOOD IS 
RIGHT, EMOTION IS A FORCE, THINKING IS TOUCHING, HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BE-
HAVIOR, OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED, and the metaphor pair LIFE IS A (SPORTS) 
GAME – PEOPLE ARE SPECTATORS IN THE SPORTS GAME. Equivalents of hand idioms 
can also make use of the metaphors ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS – ABSTRACT 
ENTITIES CONNECTED ARE TWO PEOPLE PHYSICALLY CONNECTED, and NON-PHYSICAL 
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ACTION IS PHYSICAL ACTION. Most of the above metaphors are not present in English 
since the same figurative meaning is achieved by body-part metaphors and metony-
mies there instead of using other source domains, as it happens in Hungarian.  

In sum, several of the conceptual metaphors and metonymies are shared in English 
and Hungarian. In addition to the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION, 
control and possession metaphors, as well as Event Structure metaphors can partici-
pate as motivational forces in both languages. Both English and Hungarian use onto-
logical metaphors to identify people, situations, and activities. Emotions are also in 
the focus of attention in English arm-area idioms as well as their Hungarian equiva-
lents. However, in some cases Hungarian equivalents can also be expressions contain-
ing different body parts, such as the eye, which belong to different body part areas. A 
major difference between English and Hungarian is that control metaphors and me-
tonymies rank only as the second most important motivational mechanisms in Hun-
garian, whereas they are the most significant mechanisms in English.  
 

5.2.4 The Hungarian equivalents  
of the English idioms related to the leg and its parts 

 
As maintained above, the leg area includes the following human body parts: feet, 
heels, knee, and toes. In Hungarian, a further body part, the sole, is also used as be-
longing to this body part area. Hungarian equivalents of English idioms related to the 
leg and its parts are principally motivated by Event Structure metaphors related to 
movements carried out with these body parts. Moreover, up–down orientational meta-
phors are also significant in Hungarian. In addition, some equivalents are about one’s 
emotions and behavior. 

English leg area idioms, as we have seen before, are for the most part motivated by 
submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor system – and the same is true for Hun-
garian equivalents of these idioms. All in all, the manner of action proves to be the 
most important concept that is metaphorized. Hungarian equivalents of English idi-
oms related to the leg and its parts are predominantly motivated by Event Structure 
metaphors. The metaphors ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, MANNER OF ACTION IS 
MANNER OF MOTION, UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS TO MOVE, LEARNING 
HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK, EASY ACTION IS EASY MOTION, DOING THE 
SAME ACTION IS MOTION ALONG THE SAME PATH, LIFE IS A JOURNEY, and LIFE IS A RACE 
all play an important part in motivating the equivalents of English feet and heels idi-
oms especially. Besides, a metonymy, STANDING UP FOR BEING READY TO ACT, is also 
related to actions and events. In Hungarian, however, metaphors about the speed of 
action, the rate of progress, and the inability to act are absent, similarly to the meta-
phor READY TO ACT IS READY TO PAY. 

Up–down orientation is just as important in Hungarian as in English. Due to the 
natural spatial organization of the leg and its parts, body parts in this area and related 
concepts naturally lend themselves for orientational metaphors. Thus, the number of 
orientational metaphor pairs is high in Hungarian. Some feet and knee idioms are mo-
tivated by the metaphor pairs ACTIVE IS UP – INACTIVE IS DOWN (SITTING FOR INAC-
TION), ABSTRACT/THEORETICAL IS UP – CONCRETE/PRACTICAL IS DOWN, GOOD IS UP – 
BAD IS DOWN, BEING IN A BAD SITUATION IS BEING DOWN, POWER/CONTROL IS UP and 
LACK OF POWER/CONTROL IS DOWN. 
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Emotion metaphors are not available in English, they only occur in Hungarian 
equivalents. Some refer to actions carried out with the leg, such as standing, which 
expresses one’s behavior. A couple of feet idioms are concerned with one’s emotions 
and human behavior, and are thus motivated by metaphors such as EMOTIONAL PAIN IS 
PHYSICAL PAIN, SUCCESSFUL/SELF-CONFIDENT IS STRAIGHT, and ASSUMING RESPONSI-
BILITY IS STANDING BY SOMETHING/SOMEBODY. 

Two further conceptual mechanisms in the case of feet equivalents are LIFE IS A 
(SPORTS) GAME and THE SOLE STANDS FOR THE PERSON. In this way, only the sole is 
capable of personification in the database, whereas in English, the feet can be used for 
purposes of personification.  

In sum, English and Hungarian share several of the conceptual metaphors. Focus-
ing on characteristics of events and actions, the major metaphorical motivation in both 
languages is provided by the submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor system. 
Nevertheless, the specific submetaphors do not completely overlap in English and 
Hungarian since, for instance, the speed of action, and the rate of progress are not 
metaphorized in Hungarian. Similarly to English, up–down orientation is also ex-
tremely important in Hungarian. A major difference between English and Hungarian 
is that Hungarian equivalents are also motivated by emotion and relationship meta-
phors, which are not available in English. An additional difference between the two 
languages is that a further body part, the sole, is introduced as a body part in the leg 
area, and as a body part capable of personification. 

 
5.2.5 The Hungarian equivalents  

of the English idioms related to the inside of the human body  
 
As claimed above, the inside of the human body includes the following human body 
parts: heart, blood, nerves, bone, flesh, and muscles. Equivalents of English idioms re-
lated to the inside of the human body are emotion idioms in the first place. However, 
they employ the concept of the soul as well, which proves to be as important to Hun-
garians as the heart, as far as the database shows. Besides the heart and the soul, other 
body parts in the given area are also utilized in Hungarian emotion metaphors and me-
tonymies. 

Equivalents of English idioms related to the inside of the human body are emotion 
idioms in the first place. Among them, the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART 
ranks first. Nonetheless, the heart is not the only seat for the emotions, since in Hun-
garian emotions can also appear in the soul, as the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE 
SOUL shows. Indeed, the closer one is to the other’s heart, the more intimate their rela-
tionship is, and emotional affection is as a result mapped onto allowing something to 
enter the heart, or the soul. In addition, the heart can be seen as a fragile structured ob-
ject, more specifically, a container in which emotions are substances, or fluids. Since 
the soul is just as important in Hungarian as the heart, the soul can also be seen as a 
container of emotion–fluids. In this way, the heart and the soul in Hungarian can be 
used for the same purposes, as source domains of the same emotion metaphors and 
ontological metaphors.  

The major difference between English and Hungarian is that Hungarian uses the 
concept of the soul together with the heart in equivalents of English idioms related to 
inside organs. Indeed, the soul and the heart can occur in the same emotion and onto-
logical metaphors. In addition to the heart and the soul, further body parts in the area 
of inside organs, such as the nerves and blood, are employed in Hungarian in emotion 
metaphors and metonymies. Thus, equivalents of nerve idioms focus on irritation, 
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and are thus motivated by the metaphor IRRITATION IS PHYSICAL ANNOYANCE – more 
generally, CAUSATION IS PHYSICAL CONTACT –, and the metonymy THE BODY PART IN-
VOLVED IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. Addi-
tionally, equivalents of blood idioms are motivated by the metaphors ANGER IS A HOT 
FLUID IN A CONTAINER and INTENSE EMOTIONS ARE HOT – LACK OF INTENSE EMOTIONS 
IS COLDNESS.  

English, similarly to Hungarian, also uses blood in the process of personification, 
and the conceptualization of war and fight. Blood can also stand for people, and their 
attitude, as well as war and fight. Muscles are similarly associated with the concept of 
strength in both languages. Strength is thus also an important concept in equivalents 
of English idioms, due to the metonymy STRENGTH FOR PEOPLE and the metaphor 
HAVING POWER/CONTROL IS HAVING PHYSICAL STRENGTH. Bones, however, do not oc-
cur in Hungarian equivalents. 

Some further rare metaphors and metonymies are STATES ARE CONTAINERS 
(BOUNDED REGIONS), FRESH STANDS FOR NEW, NEW IS FRESH in the case of blood id-
iom equivalents, and ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEMS ARE BUILDINGS – THE STRUCTURE 
OF AN ABSTRACT SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF A BUILDING in the equivalent 
of the bone idiom.  

In general, the tendencies and the specific conceptual metaphors used in the Hun-
garian equivalents are similar to English. The major difference between English and 
Hungarian is that the soul plays just as important a role in Hungarian as the heart. In 
this way, the soul is also seen both as the seat for emotions, and as a container. Thus, 
heart and soul in Hungarian can be used as source domains for the same targets. 
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6. Universality 
 

6.1 The embodiment hypothesis and the potential universals  
 
Conceptual metaphors and metonymies can be grouped according to their existence 
and characteristics in different languages. Conceptual mechanisms such as metaphor 
and metonymy can be universal, or near-universal, and they can also vary cross-
culturally, or within cultures.  

The embodiment hypothesis asserts that metaphors are rooted in our bodily experi-
ence, i.e., in our function and our interaction with the world, from which our knowl-
edge arises. Cognitive linguistic research suggests that there is linguistic evidence for 
the existence of embodied cognition, and that much metaphorical thinking arises from 
recurring patterns of embodied experience (Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987, 1990). As 
Johnson (1987) maintains, the mind itself is the extension of the body, and as such, 
meaning and thinking are modeled on the body. Gibbs (1999) claims, though, that it is 
also an important question asked primarily by linguists and psychologists why certain 
conceptual metaphors, but not others, are used by people in speaking about abstract 
concepts. 

Conceptual metaphors and metonymies that can be discovered in (nearly) all lan-
guages are (near-)universal. Since there have not yet been any studies examining all 
the languages of the world with respect to specific conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies, we unfortunately cannot have direct evidence for the universality of any 
single conceptual metaphor or metonymy. Nonetheless, some metaphors, such as the 
Event Structure metaphor system, have already been found to occur in unrelated lan-
guages, such as English and Chinese (Yu 1998). In this way, metaphors that are found 
to occur in different, unrelated languages can only be hypothesized to be near-
universals. 

The (partial) universality of metaphors can be the result of the Lakoff & Johnson’s 
(1999) claims. As Kövecses (2005: Chapter 1) puts it,  

[i]f metaphor is based on how the human body and brain function and we 
as human beings are alike at the level of this functioning, then most of the 
metaphors people use must also be fairly similar, that is, universal – at 
least on the conceptual level.  

Thus, the commonality between the languages is largely due to the sharing of physical 
characteristics and bodily experiences, that is, the experiential grounding. Conse-
quently, the common bodily basis makes it possible for expressions to be similarly 
motivated across languages. As Yu (2004) also suggests, metaphoric and metonymic 
uses of body-part terminology can be shared across languages because they reflect 
universal experiences with our body, whereas cross-linguistic differences are expected 
to be reflections of cultural differences. 

The possible universality of conceptual mechanisms exists at the generic level. 
Shared metaphors and metonymies are usually on the generic level, that is, on a high 
level of abstraction. While the universality of a conceptual metaphor is usually real-
ized at a generic level, it is often the case that the same conceptual metaphor can show 
cultural variation at the specific level. 

The degree of universality of bodily experiences in which linguistic expressions 
are grounded varies. Some metaphors can (but do not necessarily have to) be poten-
tially universal because of the shared, universal experiences on which they are based. 
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This means that they can occur in many, often unrelated languages, but they do not 
automatically have to appear in all languages.  

As noted above, the universality of metaphors and metonymies in languages is 
possible primarily because of embodiment. Embodiment thus makes it possible to 
have translatable concepts in even genetically unrelated languages, such as English 
and Hungarian (e.g., foam at the mouth and habzik a szája). Concepts are seen as 
translatable if there are compatible semantic structures in the two languages. This can 
happen in the case of both genetically related languages, such as Indo-European lan-
guages, and culturally related languages, such as Hungarian and Turkish, which share 
some vocabulary (e.g., dzsámi, minaret). There is no ideal translation if there are no 
compatible semantic structures or universal structures. As a general rule, if the con-
ceptual motivation is largely shared or universal, the degree of translatability is 
greater. However, if the conceptual motivation is not shared or universal, the degree 
of translatability is lower (cf. Barcelona Sánchez 1997). 

 
6.2 Previous studies on universality 

 
Studies on aspects of universality examine whether certain conceptual metaphors are 
used in different, especially unrelated, languages (see for example, Barcelona Sánchez 
2001; Kövecses 1995a, 2000, 2002; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Yu 1995, 1998). Several 
of these and further studies deal with the conceptualization of basic concepts such as 
time, events, emotions, thinking, the human body, and body parts such as the hand. 
The main finding of these studies is that both differences and similarities can be re-
vealed concerning conceptual metaphors and metonymies. 

Although time is a basic human concept, it is practically impossible for us to con-
ceptualize time without metaphor. The concept of time is so conventionally compre-
hended with the help of conceptual metaphors that its understanding is probably easier 
and quicker than if it was literally explained. Time is primarily conceptualized as mo-
tion in a great number of languages. Since time and motion correlate in many ways – 
motion takes place in time –, time as a target domain is conceptualized with the help 
of motion as a source domain. In addition to the static view of time, the TIME ORIEN-
TATION metaphor, it is possible to use the non-static metaphorical conceptualization of 
time, the MOVING TIME metaphor, and the MOVING OBSERVER metaphor, as well. 

According to the static view of time, the TIME ORIENTATION metaphor, English fu-
ture is seen as being in front of the observer, who is located in the present, and behind 
whom the past can be seen (Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 140). English examples include 
That’s all behind us now. We’re looking ahead to the future. Hungarian also uses the 
TIME ORIENTATION metaphor as in Nagy jövő áll előtte58 ‘She has a great future in 
front of her’ (Kövecses 2005). Chinese also uses this kind of conceptualization of 
time, as in guoqu59 meaning ‘past’ (Yu 1998: 92).  

In the other metaphor, the MOVING TIME metaphor, objects are times, and the mo-
tion of objects past the observer is the passage of time (Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 141). 
This metaphor can merge with the TIME ORIENTATION metaphor to yield examples 
such as The time will come when there are no more typewriters. Time is flying by. 
I can’t face the future. Here, the observer is located in the present, the future is the 
space in front of the observer, and the past is the space behind the observer. The ob-
jects/times move in the same direction, and moving objects/times face in their direc-
tion of motion. In Hungarian, we can similarly have Közeleg a határidő60 ‘The dead-
line is approaching.’ (Kövecses 2005). In Chinese, the same metaphor works in cases 
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like mu-quian61 ‘at present, now,’ or yan-mian-quian62 ‘at the moment, at present, 
now’ (Yu 1998: 92). 

Another metaphor, the MOVING OBSERVER metaphor maps locations on the ob-
server’s path of motion onto times. The motion of the observer is mapped onto the 
passage of time, and the distance moved by the observer onto the amount of time 
passed (Lakoff & Johnson 1999: 146). Combined with the TIME ORIENTATION meta-
phor, we get the following additional mappings: the location of the observer is the 
present; the space in front of the observer is the future; the space behind the observer 
is the past. This metaphor shows up in the following examples: Will you be staying a 
long time or a short time? She arrived on time. She’ll have her degree within a year. 
In Hungarian, we have the following examples: Egy éven belül megszerzi diplomá-
ját63. ‘She’ll have her degree within a year.’ Már elérkeztünk júniushoz64. ‘We’ve 
reached June already’ (Kövecses 2005). According to Yu (1998: 119), in Chinese, we 
have Tamen gaobie le yinchen de zuotian, zou xiang guanghui de mingtian65. ‘They 
have left the gloomy yesterday and are walking toward the bright tomorrow.’  

In addition to the conceptualization of time, the conceptualization of events is 
widely shared in different languages. The Event Structure metaphor, which is an ex-
tremely frequent metaphor in English (cf. Lakoff 1990, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson 
1999), is also commonly present in Chinese66, as Yu (1998) demonstrates in great de-
tail. Thus, the major submetaphors of the Event Structure metaphor system are all 
available in Chinese, as well. In this way, speakers of Chinese also conceptualize 
events in terms of location, force and movement.  

Studies on the function of conceptual metaphor in the conceptualization of emo-
tions (Kövecses 1986, 1988, 1990, 1995a, 1995b, 2000, 2005) have shown that the 
abstract notion of emotion is basically conceptualized and expressed with the help of 
conceptual metaphors. Some of these metaphors are claimed to be universal to some 
extent, whereas others are argued to be culture-specific. Kövecses (2005) lists a num-
ber of examples of universal metaphors, including certain emotion metaphors, as well. 
For instance, happiness in characterized in both English and Chinese as UP, and 
LIGHT, and A FLUID IN A CONTAINER67 (Yu 1998). These happiness metaphors also oc-
cur in Hungarian. In this way, three completely unrelated languages conceptualize 
happiness in generally similar ways. In addition, the metaphor ANGER IS A HOT FLUID 
IN A CONTAINER metaphor shows similarities in several unrelated languages such as 
English, Hungarian, Chinese, Japanese, and Zulu (Kövecses 2000, 2005; King 1989; 
Matsuki 1995; Taylor & Mbense 1998). 

Barcelona Sánchez (2001) summarizes findings on the domain of depression, sad-
ness, anger, and love, and notes that several conceptual metaphors and metonymies 
are shared in English and Spanish. Thus, the metaphor SADNESS IS DOWN is a domi-
nant metaphor in the two languages for sadness. Anger is mostly dominated by the 
ANGER IS THE HEAT OF A FLUID IN A CONTAINER, although there are some slight differ-
ences between the entailments of the metaphor68. Finally, love is basically character-
ized by the same set of physiological and behavioral metonymies in both languages. 

Fortescue (2001) gives an account of a cross-linguistic study on talk about thought. 
Based on dictionary data, he examines the motivations of talking about thought in 73 
languages. Fortescue reports that there are cross-linguistic similarities, and thus uni-
versal tendencies, in talking about thinking, especially with respect to conceptual me-
tonymies motivating the given expressions. As a result of examining concepts such as 
understanding, knowing, remembering, thinking, and meaning, Fortescue (2001) ar-
gues that these domains are fundamentally organized by metonymies, but metaphori-
cal relationships are also observable.  
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Several studies focus on the human body as a widely-used source domain. In har-
mony with the findings based on present analysis of the English idioms and their 
Hungarian equivalents in the database, a number of studies argue that the most com-
mon idioms are those that are based on the most directly experienced source domain, 
the human body. This finding has been around for quite a long time. In 1925, L.P. 
Smith, for instance, claimed in Words and Idioms that “about fifty parts of the human 
body … are all put to vivid expressive uses” (qtd. in Fernando 1996: 19). The hy-
pothesis that the human body is a dominant source concept was adopted by Smith 
et al. (1981), following Sperber’s (1930) work who claimed that “topics which pro-
duce intense feelings or in some sense are problematic become ‘centers of metaphoric 
attraction’ (912).” In such cases,  

concepts and terminology from fields or domains thought to be more fa-
miliar or better understood are used to clarify the newly problematic sub-
ject. Alternatively, new topics or events, when experienced as sufficiently 
well understood, may themselves come to serve as metaphoric vehicles 
for areas still considered problematic (Smith et al. 1981: 912).  

Smith et al. (1981) investigated the use of figurative language in American literature 
between 1675 and 1975. Their analysis showed that the human body had invariably 
been the most common source domain for metaphors during these years, and that the 
subjects of the metaphor were chiefly human psychological processes (Smith et al. 
1981). Of the 1882 instances of figurative usage selected, most frequently, i.e., in 555 
instances, the human body was used as the primary source concept. 

A frequency count performed by Benczes (2002) using George L. Nagy’s English–
Hungarian idiom dictionary manuscript (1999) also shows that 17% of the whole 
number of entries is based on the human body. That is, out of the 12,000 English idi-
oms, more than 2000 were related to the human body. According to Benczes (2002), 
the most productive body parts are hand (89 idioms), head (69), eye (62), heart (61), 
and face (58). This means that approximately one-sixth of all the idioms in the dic-
tionary are related to the human body. This shows that the human body as a source 
domain is exceptionally productive of metaphor- and metonymy-based idiomatic ex-
pressions. Indeed, several later studies have shown that body part words are the 
sources of figurative extensions to locative markers, particles and other grammatical 
function words (cf. Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991).  

As Ning Yu (1998: 41) claims having examined Chinese and English compounds 
and idioms containing the word hand, “the commonality between Chinese and Eng-
lish by far outweighs the difference. They share the conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies cited in [the] study.” Despite the existence of certain differences between 
the two languages, however, the commonality between Chinese and English is 
claimed to be “rooted in the common knowledge about, and common bodily experi-
ences with, hands” (Yu 1998: 42).  

Yu (2004) demonstrates that Chinese and English share certain conceptual me-
tonymies and metaphors related to the body parts for the eyes, as well. As Yu 
(2004: 663) claims, there exist both similarities as well as differences between the two 
languages at the level of linguistic instantiation. These are grouped into three catego-
ries: similar expressions with similar meanings, similar expressions with different 
meanings, and different expressions with similar meanings. Yu (2004) maintains that 
Chinese and English share experiential roots in common bodily experiences which 
arise from the interaction between culture and body. 
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In general, there is a close relationship between linguistic meaning and embodied 
experience, as several cognitive linguistic studies indicate. As Gibbs (1998: 10) sum-
marizes it,  

people use their embodied knowledge as the primary source of metaphori-
cal meaning and understanding. In this way, the answer to the question 
“where does metaphor come from?” is given by understanding how em-
bodiment provides the foundation for more abstract concepts. 

Gibbs (1998: 13) observes that embodied experience plays a significant role in 
(1) “why certain words and expressions emerge in language” (cf. Gibbs 1994; Gibbs 
& Steen 1999; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Sweetser 1990); (2) “in people’s intuitions 
about why words and phrases have the particular meanings they do” (cf. Gibbs 1992; 
Gibbs et al. 1994); and (3) “in people’s immediate, on-line processes in learning, 
speaking, and understanding language” (cf. Gibbs et al. 1997a). In sum, important as-
pects of meaningful representations in language and thought are grounded in patterns 
of embodied experience. 
 

6.3 Similarities between English and in Hungarian  
 
Naturally, no valid general claim can be made concerning universality based on the 
examination of only two languages. Thus, it is only the general tendencies and the 
similarities between the two languages that can be examined and discussed here. The 
similarities pointed out below may be shared by further languages as well, but the 
present study does not include references to other languages in its scope. Nonetheless, 
further studies concerning the comparison of different languages can in turn provide 
evidence for the existence of the potential universals.  

Aspects of universality can be observed at various levels and elements in the data-
base. There are candidates for potential universals among conceptual metaphors as 
well as conceptual metonymies that motivate particular idioms in the database. Also, 
several pieces of conventional and cultural knowledge are shared by both English and 
Hungarian, and probably other languages, as well.  

The more possibilities there are for the conceptual motivation of specific expres-
sions, the more chances there can be available for cultures. However, it is not the case 
that cultures and languages choose randomly from a vast number of conceptual moti-
vational possibilities. Due to the universal nature of embodiment, the choices are lim-
ited and constrained. Especially in relation to the human body, we can expect a high 
degree of similarity due to the premises of the embodiment hypothesis.  

Generally speaking, the human body plays a key role in human meaning and un-
derstanding, which also shows up in the examination of the present idiom database. 
The general mapping that unites English human body idioms is the mapping from the 
bodily to the abstract via the metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL and the metonymy 
PHYSICAL FOR ABSTRACT. These are potentially universal mechanisms since both Eng-
lish and Hungarian examples also demonstrate the existence of this general metaphor 
and metonymy.  
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6.3.1 Conceptual metaphors  
 
The universality of conceptual metaphors can be examined from several points of 
view. Since metaphors have specific experiential bases, and consist of different ele-
ments, such as the source and target domains, mappings and entailments, these ele-
ments or aspects can be studied from the viewpoint of universality. The metaphorical 
linguistic expressions can also be examined with respect to aspects of universality. 
Further aspects of universality, such as body part areas, primary metaphors, and 
metaphor systems are also important with respect to similarities in different lan-
guages.  

It is found that the experiential bases are determining factors of similarities be-
tween languages and point in the direction of possible universals. Body parts and 
body part areas in general are often sources of similarity when comparing English and 
Hungarian. Metaphorical linguistic expressions are shown to differ mostly on the sur-
face, but even their literal meaning can also be similar in several cases. The source 
domain of the human body frequently occurs in both English and Hungarian in the 
conceptualization of the target domains. Mappings and entailments are frequently 
similar in the case of the two different languages. Primary metaphors motivating 
compound metaphors are also available as potential universals. Finally, the existence 
of particular metaphor systems in the different languages also points towards the pos-
sibilities of similarity.  
 

6.3.1.1 Experiential bases 
 
The experiential basis of metaphors motivates the choice of specific source domains 
for the target domains. As a result, metaphors are natural in that they are “motivated 
by the structure of our experience” (Lakoff 1987: 276). Thus, “structural correlations 
in experience motivate metaphors that map the logic onto abstract domains” (Lakoff 
1987: 278). The conceptualization of the human body as a container is based on a 
non-metaphorical human experience concerning blood pressure, and body tempera-
ture. This provides motivation for container metaphors. As a result, the human body is 
unconsciously thought of as a real container.  

Also, there are universal activities associated with each body part since they are 
grounded in the universal bodily experiences with the particular body parts, as well as 
structural correlations. Body parts have different functions and fulfill different roles in 
our everyday life. The hand is usually thought of as the center of object manipulation; 
the eyes are used for looking and seeing; the face demonstrates one’s emotions; the 
head is seen as the seat of control and thinking; the feet are mostly used during mo-
tion; the heart is the seat of emotions; the back is related to not seeing entities; blood 
is linked to emotions; the most important job of fingers is identification; etc. The figu-
rative idioms mostly represent these functions of human body parts. Thus, hand idi-
oms mostly deal with object manipulation, eye idioms mostly depict situations related 
to vision, and feet idioms mostly have to do with motion. As such, most of the idioms 
that are most frequently used with the given body parts represent people’s primary 
concerns related to these body parts. The metaphors and metonymies make use of 
these often-experienced and well-used functions as source domains for conceptualiz-
ing more abstract domains of experience such as control, attention, events, and ac-
tions. This is why these target domains are so popularly characterized with the help of 
human body parts.  
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Body part areas grouping body parts with similar functions are also shown to be 
present in English as well as Hungarian. Body parts in the head area, for instance, are 
illustrated to share the function of participating in perception and spatial organization, 
among many other functions. There are examples for this in both English and Hungar-
ian, as in the case of with the naked eye and puszta/szabad szemmel, for instance. 
 

6.3.1.2 Metaphorical linguistic expressions 
 
The surface level of linguistic expressions is naturally different in English and in 
Hungarian since different word forms are used as a result of the fact that different 
languages are analyzed. Although the word forms are different in the two languages, 
the literal meanings of the analyzed expressions often correspond in English and 
Hungarian. The word-by-word translations of the Hungarian equivalents into English 
are therefore often similar to the literal meanings of the original English idioms (cf. 
Appendix A).  

In addition to representing the constant differences between word forms, Table 10. 
in Appendix B also shows the possibilities of correspondences of literal meaning in 
English and Hungarian. Thus, word forms are always different, in each of the Hungar-
ian equivalents. However, the literal meaning of the Hungarian equivalents corre-
sponds to the literal meaning of the English originals in 37 cases. This means that the 
literal meaning of the expressions is the same in English and in Hungarian in 13,07% 
of all expressions. In case total similarity is counted together with partial similarity 
(when there is only a single difference between literal meanings), 39,22% of all ex-
pressions shares the literal meanings of idioms. Thus, ideal equivalents and near-
equivalents make up almost 40% of the Hungarian expressions. That is, the literal 
meaning of 111 Hungarian equivalents is similar to the English original. This also 
means that the majority of the literal meanings of idioms are still different in the two 
languages. The details of the differences are given in Chapter 7.3.1.1.  

As far as body part nouns are concerned, three basic possibilities occur in Hungar-
ian. Namely, Hungarian often does not use a human body part in equivalents, but 
when there is a body part, it can either be the same body part or actions carried out 
with the same body part, or a different body part or actions carried out with the differ-
ent body part. In 118 cases, i.e., in 41,70% of the cases, Hungarian does not employ a 
human body part in the equivalents. In more than half of the equivalents, however, 
there is some kind of a body part. In 35,34% of all equivalents, the same body part, or 
an action related to the same body part, is utilized. On the other hand, in 22,97% of 
the cases, a different body part (9,89%), or an action related to a different body part 
(13,07%) is used. This shows that the majority of Hungarian equivalents use a body 
part or a related expression, and more than half of these equivalents (60%) employ the 
same body part.  
 

6.3.1.3 Source domains 
 
The source domain of the human body and its parts maps onto different target do-
mains. All the English idioms have as their source domain the human body. However, 
only a specific set of idioms use the human body as a source domain in Hungarian. 
There are additional possible source domains in Hungarian expressions besides the 
human body, which are analyzed in the section on alternative conceptualization.  

As far as Hungarian equivalents that utilize the human body as a source domain are 
concerned, there are possible universal tendencies noticeable in English and Hungar-
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ian. The majority (58,30%) of the Hungarian equivalents use the human body, simi-
larly to English. These include idioms with the same body part (35,34%), as well as 
with a different body part (22,97%). Altogether 10,95% of the 35,34% of the equiva-
lents using the same body parts refer to related actions carried out with the same body 
part. In this way, the human body as a source domain dominates Hungarian equiva-
lents, too.  
 

6.3.1.4 Target domains 
 
The target domains in both English and Hungarian are generally the same due to the 
similarity of the figurative meaning of the translation equivalents. The translation 
equivalency is judged and accepted on the basis of reliable bilingual dictionaries, as 
mentioned in the section on the characteristics of the idiom database. 
 

6.3.1.5 Source and target relationships 
 
A source domain can map onto several targets and a target domain can be conceptual-
ized with the help of several source domains. Regarding English idioms and Hungar-
ian equivalents whose source domain is the human body, the scope of the source do-
main of the human body is similar in the two languages. The human body in both lan-
guages maps onto similar target domains, which makes it possible to have the same 
figurative meaning of the idioms and their equivalents. Thus, the hands often take part 
in control and possession metaphors in both languages, just like the feet and other 
parts of the leg area frequently participate in Event Structure metaphors.  
 

6.3.1.6 Mappings 
 
The systematic correspondences of human body metaphors can occur in both English 
and Hungarian when particular Hungarian equivalents are concerned whose source 
domain is the human body. In the case of ideal translation equivalents, the mappings 
of the metaphors are also the same. This is the case in before your eyes and a szeme 
előtt, which are motivated by the exact same conceptual mechanisms, the metonymy 
EYES FOR THE PERSON and the metaphors KNOWING IS SEEING and STRENGTH OF EFFECT 
IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS. Here, the mappings of the metaphors are also the same.  
 

6.3.1.7 Entailments 
 
Source domain elements often map additional information onto targets that arise from 
the rich knowledge about these elements. For example, the entailments of the meta-
phor KNOWING IS SEEING according to which to open one’s eyes is to realize some-
thing, ignorance is blindness, and not paying attention to something important is hav-
ing an impaired vision are all present in English as well as Hungarian. 
 

6.3.1.8 Primary metaphors  
 
Primary metaphors, as mentioned above, constitute mappings in compound ones. 
Primary and compound metaphors differ in their simplicity/complexity. As Grady 
(1997: 286) observes, primary metaphors are non-decomposable and usually have in-
dependent experiential motivation, which makes it possible for them to occur in vari-
ous metaphorical expressions.  
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This means that similarity and the possibility of universality are most probable in 
the case of primary metaphors, which are likely to be present in, and rank high in the 
order of, conceptual metaphors both in English and Hungarian. Complex metaphors 
are more likely to be culture-specific since the details of the mappings can take into 
account cultural and ideological traits available in the specific languages. Kövecses 
(2005) also claims that universality is much more probable in the case of simple, or 
primary metaphors than complex, or compound metaphors. This is in harmony with 
Grady (1997: 288), who anticipated that  

[a] very important advantage of considering primary metaphors is that we 
should expect these correspondences to have the widest cross-linguistic 
distribution. Since they arise directly from experience – and in many 
cases, from the bodily experience of the world shared by all humans – 
they are more likely to be universal than the more complex metaphors 
which are combinations of them. 

The most frequent metaphors in both languages can thus be considered to be primary 
metaphors as opposed to compound metaphors. Indeed, several of the most frequent 
English metaphors in the present database belong to primary metaphors. For instance, 
the metaphor CAUSES ARE FORCES can be considered to be a primary metaphor. Spe-
cific cases, that is, compounds of this primary metaphor are metaphors such as EMO-
TION IS A FORCE, and ATTENTION IS A FORCE. The primary and the compound meta-
phors mentioned above occur, and rank high, both in English and Hungarian. How-
ever, the mappings and entailments of these compound metaphors may differ in lan-
guages, and this makes it possible that the specific mappings ANGER IS A BURDEN – 
THE RESPONSIBILITY TO TAKE REVENGE IS A BURDEN are not present in the Hungarian 
part of the database69. 

Grady (1997) investigates the primary metaphors ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL 
STRUCTURE and PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT, which are constituent metaphors of 
the compound metaphor THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS. Both of the primary metaphors 
ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE and PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT are pre-
sent in English and Hungarian idioms. The primary metaphor ORGANIZATION IS 
PHYSICAL STRUCTURE70 motivates compound metaphors related to the human body in 
which body parts are connected to organizational structure (e.g., the bare bones vs. a 
váza valaminek, head-to-head vs. ember ember ellen). The mappings of this primary 
metaphor are the following according to Grady (1997: 274): the complex abstract en-
tity is the complex physical object; the abstract constituents of the entity are the 
physical parts; and the logical and other relations among constituents are the physical 
arrangement of parts. The compound up–down, that is, verticality, metaphors all be-
long to the primary metaphor PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT71. The mappings of this 
primary metaphor are the following according to Grady (1997: 274): the abstract en-
tity is the physical object; and persistence is erectness/verticality.  

It has to be noted that although the basic motivation of particular idioms is pro-
vided by the same primary metaphors, the detailed mappings may not necessarily be 
the same. One example of this phenomenon is teething problems and gyermekbeteg-
ség, where the English idiom is partly motivated by the compound metaphor AN AB-
STRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY, whereas the Hungarian equivalent is 
solely motivated by the metaphor THE APPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM 
IS HEALTH, which is also present as a motivational force in the English idiom.  
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6.3.2 Conceptual metonymies 
 
Certain metonymical relationships are also instantiations of possible universals. The 
metonymical PART–FOR–WHOLE and WHOLE–FOR–PART relationships motivate a large 
number of idioms and equivalents in the idiom database. Category-based relationships 
such as SUBCATEGORY FOR CATEGORY as in the case of Event Structure metaphors 
(MOVEMENTS FOR EVENTS) are powerful motivational mechanisms in languages72.  

As the idiom database indicates, the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE 
PERSON is an overwhelming metonymy used both in English and in Hungarian. This 
metonymy belongs to the generic-level metonymy PART–FOR–WHOLE, and it is thus 
present in the same way in the two languages. Indeed, the metonymy PART–FOR–
WHOLE is extremely well represented in the database, as the analysis shows. Nonethe-
less, on the more specific level, different body parts can be used to refer to the person, 
even in equivalent expressions, such as find your feet and talpra áll. 
 

6.3.3 Cultural–ideological background  
 
Cross-cultural similarity exists with respect to the conventional/cultural knowledge 
employed by English and Hungarian. As the structure and the characteristics of the 
human body are generally similar, both languages share several pieces of conven-
tional knowledge about human body parts and the actions related to them. In this way, 
English and Hungarian share the belief that the right hand is associated with skills as 
opposed to the left hand. Thus, the left hand is seen as less skilful, and it is thought to 
be less necessary than the right. This is supported by the fact that both languages refer 
to one’s right-hand man – valaki jobbkeze as a close assistant who helps and supports 
people. Also, there are no expressions referring to the left hand in a positive way.  

Conventional gestures can also be shared by the two languages. Thus, holding 
hands implies a close relationship between the people holding hands – in both a 
physical and an abstract way. In addition, washing one’s hands implies the refusal to 
be involved with certain people, or to take responsibility for them. In both languages, 
keeping a straight face means that the person stays serious. Scratching one’s head 
suggests uncertainty both in English and Hungarian.  

 
6.3.4 Conventionality 

 
Both the English idioms and the Hungarian equivalents are conventionalized linguis-
tic expressions due to the fact that they are listed in reliable monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries. Also, the frequency of the English idioms indicates that they are widely 
used by speakers of the language.  

 
6.3.5 Productivity 

 
The productivity of the conceptual metaphors refers to the number of idioms moti-
vated by particular conceptual metaphors or metonymies in English and in Hungarian. 
The human body as a source domain proves to be extremely productive in English. 
The number of idioms using the human body as a source domain appears to be the 
highest compared to other sources, as discussed above in Chapter 3. 

As Table 5. and Table 6. show, the most frequent metaphors and metonymies more 
or less overlap in the two languages. These tables include the most frequent concep-
tual metaphors and metonymies that motivate three or more expressions in the data-
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base. The metaphors and metonymies that appear three times or more in the database 
are considered to be significant in that they have the capacity to provide motivation to 
several idioms, several of which can also contain body part nouns. Since many other 
metaphors and metonymies occur only occasionally in the database, motivating alto-
gether only one or two idioms, it is sensible to deal with only the major metaphors 
and metonymies. The metaphors and metonymies that motivate less than three expres-
sions are therefore not represented in tables. Also, it has to be noted that the variation 
there is larger since only one or two idioms make use of a given metaphor or meton-
ymy.  

The most important English metaphors are the following: control metaphors, Event 
Structure metaphors, force metaphors, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, ontological 
metaphors, container metaphors, orientational metaphors, physical contact metaphors, 
Complex System metaphors, and physical distance metaphors. The most common me-
tonymies related to English human body idioms are the following: action metonymies, 
personification metonymies, control metonymies, behavior metonymies, emotion me-
tonymies, and skills metonymies. All these metonymies are PART–FOR–WHOLE me-
tonymies, in which the body part can stand mainly for the human body or its activi-
ties.  

The most important Hungarian metaphors are the following: Event Structure meta-
phors, force metaphors, control metaphors, container metaphors, orientational meta-
phors, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, ontological metaphors, physical distance 
metaphors, animal metaphors, and Complex System metaphors. The most common 
metonymies related to Hungarian human body idioms are the following: action me-
tonymies, personification metonymies, control metonymies, behavior metonymies, 
emotion metonymies, and skills metonymies. Similarly to English, all these metony-
mies are PART–FOR–WHOLE metonymies, in which the body part can stand for the hu-
man body or its activities.  

The metaphors and metonymies that prove to be the most productive ones in Eng-
lish also occur in Hungarian. The metaphors and metonymies are on the generic level, 
so no specificities are mentioned in their names. Instead of specific body parts, the 
general term body part is used in many cases in order to be able to group several 
metaphors. This proves that similarity is greatest on the level of generality, as pre-
dicted. Similarities on the generic level, however, allow for differences to occur on 
the more specific levels, as we will see later.  

The differences concerning the most frequent conceptual mechanisms, which are 
mainly due to the difference in the number of equivalents in the two languages, are 
discussed in Section 7.3.3.3 on productivity in the chapter on alternative conceptuali-
zation. Suffice it to say here that it is only the metaphors concerning physical contact 
in Hungarian, and animal metaphors in English that are absent. Nevertheless, both 
metaphors are present in the database but at lower ranks. There are some differences 
concerning the rank of specific conceptual mechanisms as well, so control metaphors 
rank highest in English, whereas Event Structure metaphors rank highest in Hungar-
ian.  

Metonymies show greater similarity than metaphors since the most frequent me-
tonymies correspond fully in English and in Hungarian, and they also have the same 
rank in the top six metonymies. Here, the difference between the number of English 
idioms and their Hungarian equivalents does not show up in the ranking of specific 
metonymies. Thus, the general tendencies are the same in both languages.  

In this way, the similarities concerning the most frequently used motivational 
mechanisms outweigh the differences on the generic level. The top ten of the most 
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frequent generic metaphors overlap almost fully in the two languages, although there 
are differences in the ranking of specific metaphors. However, there are no ranking 
differences between the most frequent metonymies in English and Hungarian since 
both the metonymies and their ranks overlap completely, as Table 6. shows.  

 
6.3.6 Generic-level metaphors  

 
As mentioned above, metaphors that overlap in English and Hungarian are generic-
level metaphors73. This shows that similarities are present on the generic level of 
metaphors. As predicted, differences are noticeable on the more specific levels. The 
most frequent metaphors as well as the metonymies, which are generic-level meta-
phors and metonymies, are both present in English and Hungarian. 

Lakoff (1994) introduces the notion of metaphor inheritance hierarchies, which 
means that metaphorical mappings can be organized into hierarchical structures, in 
which mappings lower in the hierarchy inherit the structure of the mappings higher in 
the hierarchy. For instance, the Event Structure metaphor is on the most generic level 
of the hierarchy, whereas the metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY is on a less generic level, 
and the metaphor LOVE IS A JOURNEY and A CAREER IS A JOURNEY is on a more specific 
level. The higher-level metaphors contain the lower-level metaphors as their more 
specific instantiations. The mappings (the details of which can be found in Lakoff 
1994) inherit the structure of the higher-level metaphor. The metaphors on higher lev-
els have a tendency to be more pervasive, and thus are more likely candidates for uni-
versality, than those at lower levels.  

The conceptual metaphors and metonymies listed in Table 5. and Table 6. can be 
further captured in a very general and schematic way, which provides us with possible 
universals. All the metaphors belong to the generic metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL. 
This metaphor maps the physical domain onto the abstract domain. With the help of 
this generic-level metaphor, we can describe all the metaphors that are present in both 
English and Hungarian. Abstract as a target domain includes the domain of mental 
states and activities, as well. Metonymies can be grouped under the general category 
of PHYSICAL FOR ABSTRACT. The abstract domain here also includes the domain of 
mental states and activities, which frequently occurs in metonymies on a more spe-
cific level. This very generic metaphor and metonymy are strong motivational forces 
in both Hungarian and English.  

 
6.4 Causes of universality 

 
The fact that different and unrelated languages can share certain conceptual meta-
phors and metonymies, and thus conceptualize specific concepts in similar ways can 
be hypothesized to be due to a universal motivation for the emerging metaphors. It 
has to be noted that similarities can sometimes be the results of accidental correspon-
dences between several languages, or of borrowing metaphors from other languages. 
However, the near-universality of several metaphors that share generic-level structure 
and occur in unrelated languages (cf. Chapter 6.2) shows that the most reasonable ac-
count would be the universal motivation account. This is also suggested by the em-
bodiment hypothesis described in Chapter 2.1. As a result, near-universality can 
evolve due to the universal aspects of the human body.  

Image schemas are hypothesized to be grounded deeply in common human experi-
ence, and thus are possible sources of universality. Image schemas among others in-
clude container, linkage and separation, contact, source–path–goal, center–periphery, 
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front–back orientation, part–whole relationship, linear order, up–down orientation, 
balance, proximity and distance, mass vs. multiplex conceptualizations (Johnson 1987; 
Lakoff 1987; Taylor 1989). Many schemas derive from our experiences with the hu-
man body, the most immediate source of experience. As Taylor (1989: 135) puts it, 

The experiential base of containment is the human body with its surface 
separating the inside from the outside. The body, with its various parts 
which make up the whole, and with its front clearly distinct from its back, 
is also a permanent examplar of the part–whole and front–back schemas, 
while our existence in a gravitational field provides the base for the up–
down schema.  

Primary metaphors such as the above-mentioned CAUSES ARE FORCES, ORGANIZATION 
IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE, and PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT are also good candi-
dates for universal metaphors. Since these metaphors arise directly from experience, 
especially from the human bodily experience of the world, they are possible choices 
for universal metaphors. 

Correlations in experience are also good sources of universality. In this way, the 
fact that the concept MORE correlates with the concept UP (as in the case of filling a 
glass with water we can observe the rising of the level of water as more water is 
poured into the glass), and that time correlates with motion (cf. Chapter 6.2) makes it 
possible to have metaphors such as MORE IS UP and TIME IS MOTION occur in a number 
of languages.  

As the analysis of emotion metaphors shows (Kövecses 2005), speakers of English, 
Hungarian, Japanese, Chinese and Zulu, based on linguistic evidence, seem to have 
similar ideas about the human body and the physiological processes that bodies un-
dergo during the experience of emotions such as anger. One case where a complex 
metaphor is near-universal is THE ANGRY PERSON IS A PRESSURIZED CONTAINER, as 
Kövecses (2005) claims, but this metaphor is strongly based on universal psychologi-
cal experience. As Kövecses (2005) proposes, it is exactly the conceptualized physi-
ology that provides the cognitive motivation for people to conceptualize anger and the 
angry person in a particular way, using the PRESSURIZED CONTAINER metaphor. As a 
result, the embodiment of anger seems to constrain the emerging metaphors. 

In harmony with the above, human body idioms and their ideal equivalents also 
show commonalities between English and Hungarian. Thus, based on the linguistic 
evidence presented by the analysis of the idiom database, speakers of English and 
Hungarian appear to share similar ideas about the human body and its physiological 
processes as well as the functions of, and the prototypical actions carried out with, 
specific body parts. That is, the conceptualized physiology providing the motivation 
for the particular linguistic expressions to arise can be hypothesized to go back to uni-
versal bodily experiences. It is also argued that the embodiment of the human body 
also constrains the emerging metaphors, thus there are no examples of metaphors and 
metonymies that contradict universal physical and bodily experiences. 

In addition to embodiment, metonymical relationships can also cause the occur-
rence of near-universals. The Event Structure metaphor, which is found to occur in 
English, Hungarian, as well as Chinese (Yu 1998) is based on the metonymical PART–
FOR–WHOLE relationship between movements and events, as movements are a sub-
category of events. As Kövecses (2005) claims, category-based relationships such as 
SUBCATEGORY FOR CATEGORY in the case of Event Structure metaphors are strong mo-
tivational forces in languages.  
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6.5 Summary 
 
In sum, the analysis of the idiom database shows that embodied experience has an 
enormous role in the similarities between English and Hungarian. Since several of the 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies, and much of the conventional/cultural knowl-
edge about concepts are shared by the two languages, there are many similarities on 
the generic-level. In view of the fact that the majority of the most frequent generic-
level metaphors are common to English and Hungarian, it is argued that the choices 
are constrained because of the universal nature of embodiment, and the common ex-
periential bases employed.  
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7. Alternative conceptualization 
 

7.1 Cultural variation 
 
Conceptual metaphors and metonymies can be culture-specific as opposed to univer-
sal. As discussed above, the bodily basis can indicate the existence of possible meta-
phors, which can, or have the potential to, become universal. However, cultures can 
differ as to whether these potential metaphors are in fact selected in specific lan-
guages or not. The selection process depends to a large extent on the culture using the 
given language. As Taylor (1989: 141) puts it,  

[s]ince, on the one hand, certain experiences are presumably common to 
all normal, healthy human beings, while others are strongly conditioned 
by culture and environment, it comes as no surprise that we find both con-
siderable cross-language similarity in metaphorical expression, as well as 
cross-language diversity. As an example of the former, one might point to 
the widespread correspondences in the way unrelated languages conceptu-
alize time in terms of space. … Diversity can be expected if different lan-
guage communities draw on different experiential bases in their conceptu-
alization of reality. 

Thus, different metaphors can often be used to conceptualize the same target domains 
in different cultures. For example, in American English it is conventional to talk and 
think about life as a gambling game, whereas in Chinese it is conventional to talk and 
think about life in terms of volleyball, soccer or a ping-pong game (Yu 1998). Also, in 
American English it is conventional to use American football and baseball idioms, 
whereas in British English cricket idioms are more likely to be used. In this way, local 
cultural knowledge is necessary to be able to tell what culture-specific metaphors can 
mean, and how they are different from other cultures’ metaphors. 

Thus, there are alternative ways of conceptualization available to speakers. There 
is no single ‘correct’ or ‘standard’ method of conceptualization, although there are 
some constraints which apply to the possibilities of variation. Alternative ways of 
conceptualization can include the use of novel, unconventional metaphors as well as 
alternative conventional conceptual mechanisms. Thus, abstract concepts such as 
emotions can be conceptualized with the help of alternative means of conceptualiza-
tion, and characterized by several conceptual metaphors and metonymies, which are 
independently motivated. As Lakoff (1987: 306) notes, “alternative conceptualiza-
tions are extremely common and we all make use of them.”  

The two basic dimensions of cultural variation are between-culture, and within-
culture variation. Between-culture variation is sometimes termed as cross-cultural, or 
intercultural, variation. Within-culture variation is sometimes labeled as intracultural 
variation. In the case of variation, local knowledge is often necessary to understand 
the meaning of metaphorical expressions (for details, see Kövecses 2000, 2002, 2005).  

The issue of cross-cultural variation is important from many aspects. The question 
is whether variation is arbitrary and completely free and thus conceptualization can 
vary from language to language, or whether variation is constrained to a certain ex-
tent. Cognitive linguistics favors the position that there are certain conceptual mecha-
nisms that constrain conceptualization in different languages. For instance, Heine 
(1995) claims that possession can be conceptualized in several different ways in dif-
ferent languages, all of which are, nevertheless, well motivated. Thus, alternative 
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ways to conceptualize the same thing in a language can be systematically accounted 
for. Therefore, although there may well be differences in the way the same situation is 
conceptualized, each and every means of conceptualization may have independent 
motivation.  

Although the present study only focuses on between-culture variation, the English 
idioms in the database display the possibilities of within-culture variation, as well74. 
This is possible since the database contains American English idioms in addition to 
British English idioms. In this way, the database for the present study has some data 
related to the regional dimension, concerning the differences between British English 
and American English. Nonetheless, the majority of English idioms consist of British 
English idioms, although several idioms can be used in both British English and 
American English. Since the database does not contain enough data on differences be-
tween British English and American English idioms, and the present study is only 
about variation across different languages, the regional dimension of intracultural 
variation is not analyzed within the scope of the present dissertation.  
 

7.2 Previous studies on alternative conceptualization 
 
A number of cognitive linguistic case studies have been conducted in order to investi-
gate the issue of intercultural or intracultural differences in conceptualization, and the 
causes of alternative conceptualization (cf. Barcelona Sánchez 2001; Casad 1995; 
Heine 1995; Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991; Kövecses 2005; Lakoff 1987; Tay-
lor 1987; Yu 1995, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2004, to name just a few refer-
ences). Several examples can illustrate the claim that there appear to be several kinds 
of differences concerning the way that different cultures express relations between en-
tities in the world.  

One of the most important notions is construal in talking about alternative concep-
tualization. As Langacker puts it, a construal relationship is “[t]he relationship be-
tween a speaker (or hearer) and a situation that he conceptualizes and portrays, in-
volving focal adjustments and imagery” (1987: 487–488). Taylor (1995) gives a short 
summary of the aspects of the construal relationship. One of the most obvious aspects 
of construal is that the speaker may change the specificity of the portrayal of a given 
situation (e.g. right vs. bright red). A further variable is the degree of precision in 
characterizing a situation (e.g. half past twelve vs. twelve thirty-three). The use of a 
specific linguistic form may evoke a particular ICM (idealized cognitive model, see La-
koff 1987) (e.g. the ICM of bachelorhood). Furthermore, it is possible to construe a 
situation in terms of something else, as in the case of non-literal, metaphorical expres-
sions.  

In addition, phenomena like perspectivization, focus of attention, figure-ground 
alignment, which are incorporated into any construal of a scene, can be effectively 
used to provide explanations for the emergence of alternative ways of conceptualiza-
tion. Thus, we can highlight and hide various aspects of a person’s character, for in-
stance, if we mention different things about him or her. Lakoff & Johnson’s (1980) 
famous example is the following: I’ve invited a sexy blonde/a renowned cellist/a 
Marxist/a lesbian to our dinner party. Interestingly, these descriptions may all be 
about one and the same person, although each one highlights and hides different 
things about the person. 

Lakoff (1987) uses the term alternative models in explaining phenomena similar to 
the ones mentioned above. Quoting sentences like Harry’s not stingy, he’s thrifty and 
You didn’t spare me a trip to New York, you deprived me of one, Lakoff (1987) illus-
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trates that there are several alternative cognitive models, which can be used “to under-
stand a situation where the facts are clear” (201).  

On the one hand, we can approach things and events in the world from different 
perspectives, and thus we are able to highlight very different properties of the same 
concept, and use very different expressions for the same idea, e.g., by using several 
different metaphors. This happens in the case of LOVE as well, where different expres-
sions are used for the same concept but they still have very similar figurative mean-
ings. As Lakoff (1987: 306) maintains,  

In trying to find ways of comprehending love, anger, friendship, morality, 
illness, death, misfortune, and other such normal phenomena, we make 
use of many alternative means of conceptualization, not just novel ones 
made up on the spot but conventional alternatives used throughout our 
culture. In American culture, love is conventionally understood in terms 
of physical force (there is attraction, electricity, magnetism, etc.), in terms 
of health (is the relationship healthy, sick, on the mend, dying, on its last 
legs?), and many more (see Lakoff and Johnson 1980: Chapter 10). 

On the other hand, it is often the case that the same word applies to very different 
things or events. This may differentiate between word usages especially between cul-
tures. An illustrative example of this type of alternative conceptualization is provided 
by the word bomb, which exists both in British English and in American English, but 
it is used with completely different meanings: It means success in British English and 
failure in American English. 

As shown above, alternative conceptualization reflected by language is constrained 
to a certain extent by the various cognitive mechanisms that at the same time motivate 
meanings. As a result, languages do not simply choose a specific kind of expression 
randomly, independently of everything. The cognitive mechanisms mentioned earlier 
constrain the possibilities of conceptualization. Thus, the specific means to express a 
concept are available as a result of the application of constraints – at the same time, 
the expressions are all well motivated. 

Most often, conceptual operations work not only in language but also in other cog-
nitive domains that are examined by cognitive psychologists. For instance, figure-
ground alignment is a phenomenon in visual perception as well as language. Thus, it 
is more likely that speakers say The bird is on the treetop than The treetop is under 
the bird. The figure is usually the smaller and more mobile entity – thus, in the first 
sentence the bird has this role, and the tree is the ground, that is, the bigger and less 
mobile entity (Dirven & Radden 2001; Svorou 1993). The second sentence is not ac-
ceptable because the syntactic structure represents the reverse relation, which seems 
to be an unusual way of conceptualizing the situation. What it all boils down to is that 
the processes that language reflects exist independently of language itself. In other 
words, language is in harmony with the laws of other cognitive domains like visual 
perception. As Casad (1995: 24) notes, 

[o]ne of our most basic cognitive capacities is the ability to view a situa-
tion or scenario from a number of different perspectives, making distinct 
comments on it, depending on both what we want to say about it and how 
much detail we want to put into our description. 

In principle, the number of possible ways of describing a specific situation is infinite, 
as Casad (1995) observes referring to Givón (1989: 89). It is possible to choose any 
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conceptual entity to highlight while further details of the particular situation are back-
grounded and stay hidden. The difference in the attitude that the speaker takes with 
respect to describing a situation also influences the form of an utterance. In this way, 
when comparing the following sentences describing the same situation Two people 
waded the stream and The struggling pair just barely made it to the other side of the 
stream, the first one seems to be an understatement downplaying the difficult but suc-
cessful crossing of the stream (Casad 1995: 24–25). 

The different ways of conceptualizing the same thing in different cultures may be 
mirrored in the differences of linguistic structures as well. As Casad (1995: 32) notes, 
“different languages code the same conceptual structure by means of different im-
ages.” Casad (1995) illustrates this claim with examples from Cora and English, 
“where the same conceptual structure corresponds to the same entity or situation in 
objective reality” (32). E.g. yúhtyiviina vs. hillbilly, both meaning people who have 
just moved into the speaker’s area from a region which is characterized by hilly ter-
rain. The conceptually same idea is expressed, however, in semantically different 
ways. In Cora, we have a nominalized morphemically complex topographic adverb: y- 
meaning ‘here’, -uh- meaning ‘path up a hill’, -tyivi- meaning ‘goal of path’, -na 
meaning ‘the individual’. In English we have a noun–noun compound: hill meaning 
“the specific location from which the person comes,” and billy meaning the person in 
a patronizing or pejorative manner (Casad 1995: 32–33).  

Casad also mentions an example of the difference in metaphoric extension between 
two languages: English and Spanish. In English, nut usually refers to walnut and it 
also names an industrial implement, based on a perceived similarity between the 
shape of a walnut and that of the implement. The speaker knows that their functions 
are different, and that there are things that are characteristic of one but not the other – 
this makes it possible for him/her to keep the two things apart conceptually. Spanish, 
however, “views the implement in terms of the required motion that results in its be-
coming attached to a bolt” (tuerca from the word tornillo) (Casad 1995: 38). This ex-
ample illustrates that cultures do not have to construe entities in the same way.  

As already mentioned above, different languages may use different means to code 
the same conceptual structure. The cultural difference concerning the way that differ-
ent cultures express relations between entities in the world can also be illustrated with 
the example of the conceptualization of front–back orientation. In European lan-
guages, objects that do not have fronts and backs are seen as facing the speaker or the 
deictic center (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). In this way, the sentence The 
woman is in front of the mountain is generally assumed to mean that the woman is lo-
cated between the mountain and the speaker, since the mountain is assumed to be fac-
ing the speaker. This situation, however, is not conceptualized in the same way in cer-
tain African cultures, where such objects are seen as facing the same direction as the 
speaker or the deictic center (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). Therefore, the 
above sentence would mean that the mountain is between the speaker and the woman. 
Thus, the two groups of cultures use different construals to conceptualize the same 
situation: the perspective taken differs to a large extent. 

Still talking about spatial notions, there are interesting similarities and differences 
in conceptualization concerning some basic reference points of spatial orientation in 
African and Oceanic languages. Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer (1991) illustrate with 
several examples their main claim according to which it often happens that body part 
items are the source domains in grammaticalization. According to their definition, 
grammaticalization is basically the increase of the range of a morpheme advancing 
from a lexical to a grammatical status, or from a less grammatical to a more gram-
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matical status, thus, for instance, from a derivative formant to an inflectional one 
(Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). Source concepts of grammaticalization are 
usually body part items, natural phenomena, human items (man/person, father, child), 
dynamic verbs (come, give, hold), posture verbs (stand), mental process verbs (say), 
and quantifiers (one), which can be considered as largely culture independent con-
cepts. 

Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer (1991) compare European languages to African 
languages concerning their conceptualization of front–back orientation. The most im-
portant source domains there are landmarks (earth, soil, sky) and body parts (head, 
breast, belly, back). It is shown that the body part model is more predominant than the 
landmark model, since several languages rely exclusively on the body part model. The 
physical bases that motivate the body part models are (1) the location of the body 
parts of a human being in upright position (ON originating from head, BACK coming 
from back), and (2) an alternative model, in which the animal body is used as the 
physical base – this is the pastoralic model – (ON stemming from back, FRONT from 
head, and BACK from buttock)75.  

As Heine (1995) explains, “people, irrespective of whether they live in Nigeria or 
Fiji, use essentially the same strategies to conceptualize spatial orientation” (133). 
Primarily, these strategies make use of the body part model (using concepts like back, 
head, etc.). For instance, in the Ewe language, the word for back gradually changed 
from a word referring to an object – originally a body part noun – to a word denoting 
something in space (locative content – as an adverb/postposition), and to a word de-
noting time – acquiring temporal content, and, in the end, to a word denoting qual-
ity76. Some generalizations that are made by Heine (1995: 125) are the following: 

 
1) If in a given language a lexical item is recruited for the expression 

of the concept on, then the first choice is the noun ‘head’. 
2) If in a given language a lexical item is recruited for the expression 

of the concept front, then the first choice is the noun ‘face’. 
3) If in a given language a lexical item is recruited for the expression 

of the concept back, then virtually the only choice is the body part 
term ‘back’. 77 

 
In addition to the similarities, there are some divergences as well. In fact, African and 
Oceanic languages differ in the specific body parts that are employed most frequently. 
Although ‘back’, ‘face’, and ‘head’ form the primary sources in both languages, there 
are two more body parts that are significant in Africa, but not in Oceania. ‘Belly/sto-
mach’ and ‘buttocks/anus’ are used in Africa, whereas ‘tooth’ is used in Oceania. This 
may be due to the fact that “in Africa the human trunk constitutes the primary source 
domain, while in Oceania, the head and the trunk are of roughly equal importance” 
(Heine 1995: 127). Thus, there are cross-linguistic similarities as well as differences 
concerning the conceptualization of spatial orientation (cf. Svorou 1993). 

In the pastoralic, or zoomorphic, model, the four-legged animal body provides the 
basis for conceptualization (‘head’ for FRONT; ‘buttocks, loins’ for BACK; ‘back’ for 
TOP; ‘belly’ for BOTTOM) (Svorou 1993). This is an alternative way of conceptualizing 
space, which is available to a few African nomadic cultures. This way of conceptual-
izing spatial orientation is considered to be instantiation of the OBJECT–TO–SPACE 
metaphor in the theory of grammaticalization as developed by Heine, Claudi, & Hün-
nemeyer (1991), and Hopper & Traugott (1993). The theory makes use of conceptual 
metaphor theory to some extent in order to explain various phenomena in grammar. In 
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this way, there is a shift from concrete to abstract, i.e. from less grammatical to more 
grammatical concepts, in grammar as well. 

The grammatical way of expressing possession, conditional, or past tense also var-
ies from language to language. Thus, both American and British English cut up the 
conceptual continuum of time in a way different from German and Dutch (Dirven & 
Radden 2001). English describes past events with past tense, and events that are part 
of the present time by using the present perfect. The two grammatical categories that 
German uses overlap to a certain extent with the English categories. However, the 
grammar of Dutch – similarly to the grammar of Hungarian – provides only one cate-
gory to describe both types of events (Dirven & Radden 2001). 

Possessive constructions may also be conceptualized in different ways in different 
cultures. A conceptual distinction may exist between inalienable and alienable posses-
sion, as in Kabiye, and as a result, there may be different constructions employed to 
express the two kinds of possession (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991: 148–150): 

 
1) the lack of the possessive particle indicates inalienable possession 

(e.g., body part, kinship) 
2) the possessive particle between the possessor and the possessed 

noun phrase indicates alienable possession (it is used with human 
possessor nouns, for instance). 

 
In the second case, the possessive particle is homonymous with the relational noun 
‘home’ and locative postposition ‘at, to’. Thus, the metaphors that characterize this 
conceptualization are the OBJECT (home, village) TO SPACE and SPACE TO POSSESSION 
(‘what is at my home belongs to me’) (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991: 150). 

The expression of future tense may also be subject to alternative ways of conceptu-
alization. The sources of future expression may be modal categories, and verbs denot-
ing movement (go, come) (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). The decisive charac-
teristic of verbs like come, go – i.e., the characteristic that makes them eligible for use 
for this purpose – is their markedness for goal. Thus it is not verbs meaning ‘go’ or 
‘come’ but rather verbs meaning ‘go to’ or ‘come to’ that develop into future markers 
through context-induced reinterpretation (cf. Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). 
There may be different channels leading to the development of categories that have 
future as one of their meaning components or senses, e.g. verbs denoting agent-
oriented modalities (DESIRE, OBLIGATION, ABILITY), or verbs denoting movement to-
ward a goal (deictic verbs with allative component: go to, come to).  

The fact that there are different channels for categories is also mentioned by Unge-
rer & Schmid (1996), who exemplify the differences in the motion events-frames in 
various languages. Based on the example Blériot flew across the Channel [FIGURE, 
MOTION/MANNER, PATH, GROUND] vs. Blériot traversa la Manche en avion ‘Blériot 
traversed the Channel by airplane’ [FIGURE, MOTION/PATH, GROUND, MANNER], they 
suggest that “English and French diverge with regard to the syntactic construction and 
the expressive potential of the two verbs” (234). They imply that there is a general 
tendency in English “to express the PATH by means of a particle, and in French to in-
corporate the PATH in the verb meaning” (235). MANNER, however, is incorporated in 
the verb in English, and it is added as a separate adverbial in French. On the basis of 
this distinction, French is called a verb-framed language, whereas English, similarly 
to German, is a satellite-framed language (Ungerer & Schmid 1996: 237). Ungerer & 
Schmid refer to Talmy (1985, 1991) as well, who argues that most probably, all the 
languages of the world can be categorized with respect to the verb-framing and satel-
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lite-framing dichotomy. These typological differences become most visible in com-
paring translations from a language belonging to one type to another belonging to an-
other type.  

Heltai (1990) deals with the problems of translation that result from the differences 
in the lexicon of languages such as English and Hungarian. These semantic differ-
ences are manifestations of alternative ways of conceptualization. Heltai considers 
general tendencies of lexical differences between English and Hungarian and claims 
that Hungarian uses more motivated word forms than English since word formation 
and compounds dominate in Hungarian, which means that Hungarian overtly marks 
the extension of meaning. On the other hand, English usually assigns a new meaning 
to an old form. This is a major difference on the lexical level in the two languages. 

Boers (1999) focuses on the question whether different linguistic communities 
conceptualize specific abstract phenomena in different ways due to the specific con-
ceptual metaphors available to them according to cultural or linguistic conventions. 
Choosing bodily experience as the focus of the study because of its near-universal na-
ture, Boers (1999) looks at HEALTH metaphors to see whether people are more likely 
to use the bodily source domain when it becomes more salient in everyday experi-
ence. As Boers (1999: 53) claims, his quantitative corpus data shows that physical 
health as a source domain is more likely to be used in metaphorical linguistic expres-
sions about socio-economic issues in winter, when it becomes more salient in our eve-
ryday experience. 

According to Boers & Demecheleer (2001), there are different salient metaphorical 
themes in different cultures. Idiomatic expressions related to these salient domains are 
less guessable for language learners if the same domain is not so salient in the mother 
tongue. The more salient a domain is in daily life, the more likely it is to elicit meta-
phorical projections as well. A salient and productive domain in English is that of 
SHIPS, whereas FOOD is a salient domain in the French language – both triggering a 
large number of metaphors. In harmony with this hypothesis, Boers & Demecheleer’s 
(2001) experiment shows that the meanings of English ship idioms tend in general to 
be less guessable to French speakers than idioms using the imagery of food. 

The differences between the conceptualization of emotions are the topic of several 
studies (cf. Barcelona Sánchez 2001; Kövecses 2005). Barcelona Sánchez (2001) 
notes that although there are similar conceptual metaphors and metonymies in the 
case of emotions such as depression, sadness, anger, and love, there are also differ-
ences in their metaphorical conceptualization at the same time. Thus, the conceptual 
metonymy GENERAL UNEASE STANDS FOR SADNESS is more conventionalized in Span-
ish than in English. Also, the metaphor EMOTION IS A NATURAL FORCE is not as 
strongly conventionalized in English as in Spanish. Moreover, the metaphor LOVE IS 
HEAVEN motivates several Spanish expressions in Spanish, whereas hardly any con-
ventional expressions in English. 

The relationship between body part concepts and alternative conceptualization is 
examined in several studies (cf. Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2002; Ibarretxe-Antuñano & Ga-
rai 2004; Yu 1995, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2003a, 2003b, 2004). Ibarretxe-Antuñano 
(2002: 486) argues that the meanings of the Basque word for ‘head’, buru, are organ-
ized into three main categories: “(1) those where the ‘head’ refers to a certain part of 
the head; (2) those where the head indicated the position or LOCATION where some-
thing is located; and (3) those where the head refers to the whole body.” These cate-
gories are claimed to be related to the prototypical meaning of buru via the follow-
ing metonymies: WHOLE FOR PART, ENTITY FOR LOCATION, and PART FOR WHOLE, re-
spectively.  
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Ibarretxe-Antuñano & Garai (2004) examine the Basque body parts oin ‘foot’ and 
begi ‘eye’ and their conceptual structure. The investigation into the semantic exten-
sions of these body parts shows that there are two major metonymies that characterize 
the network of their meanings. The extensions of foot are mostly motivated by the 
metonymy BODY PART (FOOT) FOR FUNCTION, which is a subcase of the metonymy 
ENTITY FOR FUNCTION. More specifically, FOOT can stand FOR MOTION, SUPPORT, and 
MOTION+SUPPORT in its meanings ‘floor, basis, foundation, start-up capital, place, set-
tlement, generation, different degrees of relationship, keep one’s position/status/atti-
tude, step, walk’. Begi, on the other hand, in its meanings of ‘hole, eye of a needle, oil 
drop in a liquid, hive entrance, bridge arches, hole for handles in tools, chain links, 
bubble in liquid, spring, in the direction of, a little bit’, is motivated by the metonymy 
EYE FOR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS, a subcase of the metonymy ENTITY FOR ITS 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS. More specifically, metonymies such as EYE FOR SHAPE, 
EYE FOR CAVITY (HOLE, HOOK, CONTAINER CAPACITY), EYE FOR CLOSING CAPACITY, 
and EYE FOR DIRECTING AND FOCUSING CAPACITY are claimed to be the metonymical 
processes motivating the meanings of the word. 

Based on the analysis of body part terms such as finger used in figurative expres-
sions in English and Chinese, Yu (2000: 173) claims that the following possibilities 
can generally occur with respect to the human body as a source domain for different 
targets:  

 
1) the body-part item is used to express a certain concept in one lan-

guage but not in the other, although the act in which the metaphor or 
metonymy is grounded is a universal experience (e.g., Chinese ‘fin-
ger’ as ‘direct, depend, accuse’);  

2) the use of a body-part term is explicit in one language but implicit in 
the other (e.g., English point out implies the use of the (index) fin-
ger vs. Chinese ‘finger-pointing-out’);  

3) if a bodily act is not universal but specific to a culture, then the 
metaphoric or metonymic expression based on it should be lan-
guage-specific as well (e.g., English cross one’s fingers, keep one’s 
fingers crossed);  

4) there can be a difference in the choice of a body part in one lan-
guage and its subpart in the other (hand vs. palm, finger). 

 
On the basis of Chinese and English compounds and idioms containing the word 
hand, Yu (1998: 41) shows that the differences between the two languages mostly lie 
on the surface linguistic level. Thus, the use of the hand may be explicit in one lan-
guage but implicit in the other, as in the Chinese expression for ‘release one’s 
hand(s)’ and the English expression give up. Also, a language can use a different but 
related body part when expressing the same concept as the other, as in the case of 
Chinese ‘hand’ in ‘sticky hands’ vs. English finger in sticky fingers. In addition, both 
languages use the same body part, hands, in slightly different contexts to express the 
same, or similar, concepts, as in e.g., Chinese ‘tuck one’s hands in sleeves’ vs. Eng-
lish put one’s hands in pockets. Moreover, the same or similar expressions in English 
and Chinese may have somewhat different senses due to cultural preferences, as in the 
Chinese equivalent to English wash one’s hands of something, which fundamentally 
means “stop doing wrong or evil and reform oneself” (Yu 1998: 42). 

The above claims support the view that “meaning is generated by bodily based 
imaginative processes” (Danesi 1993: 133). As Danesi (1993: 133) states,  
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[d]ifferences in thought occur only in surface-level cognitive structures 
which are embedded in specific cultures. Thought, therefore, exists with-
out language at a more fundamental level – in the imagination – but it be-
comes language-dependent at the metaphorically fabricated surface level. 
At this level languages serve to differentiate and codify conceptual dis-
tinctions deemed to be significant by a culture. 

In sum, there are several aspects of alternative conceptualization, and several possible 
reasons for the employment of particular word forms and conceptual mechanisms to 
express a specific figurative meaning. In what follows, the major tendencies of alter-
native conceptualization are examined from the point of view of the differences be-
tween English and Hungarian on the basis of the analysis of the idiom database in the 
focus of the present research.  
 

7.3 Differences between English and Hungarian  
 
Knowing that there are general tendencies of lexical differences between languages, 
the question emerges whether there is a difference on the conceptual level between 
languages such as English and Hungarian, which are in the focus of the present study; 
more specifically, between the specific conceptualizations that English vs. Hungarian 
idioms make use of? A systematic cognitive linguistic comparative study of lexical 
structures can show the general tendencies of where the two languages differ and how 
their conceptualization varies. As the analysis of the English human body idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents shows, there exist both universal and culture-specific 
ways of expressing the same meaning in the two languages. In this section, the focus 
is on alternative figurative ways of expressing oneself in English and Hungarian, 
Thus, the aim is to highlight various possible aspects of variation.  

Cross-cultural variation exists in the case of specific-level instantiations of the sup-
posedly universal generic-level metaphors. Kövecses (2005: Chapter 3) shows that 
“culturally-embedded specific-level versions of the presumably universal generic-
level metaphors” are not likely candidates for universal metaphors. Variation thus is 
most likely to occur at the specific level. In addition, as Kövecses (2005) argues, dif-
ferent languages can use different source domains for particular target domains, or a 
particular source domain for different target domains. Also, languages may prefer cer-
tain conceptual metaphors whereas other languages may well prefer other conceptual 
metaphors from the roughly same set of conceptual metaphors. Nonetheless, some 
conceptual metaphors – and thus the source domains and the target domains – are 
unique to a given culture.  

Several of the sections below use parts of the categorization system and the termi-
nology employed by Kövecses (2000, 2002, 2005) as well as some categories and 
definitions created by Barcelona Sánchez (2001). The categorization system presented 
below proves to be advantageous in the classification of idioms and their motivating 
forces. Below we will see examples from the idiom database that belong to the major 
groups of cross-cultural variation. 
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7.3.1 Cross-linguistic differences in literal meanings  
and general conceptual mechanisms 

 
Cross-linguistic differences in literal meanings and general conceptual mechanisms 
concern the following: differences in linguistic expressions, differences in the empha-
sis on conceptual metaphors vs. metonymies, differences in the cultural–ideological 
background, and differences in compound metaphors. 
 

7.3.1.1 Kinds of linguistic expressions  
 
As Barcelona Sánchez (2001) notes, metaphorical linguistic expressions can have dif-
ferent grammatical status in different languages. Thus, specific conceptual metaphors 
can be realized linguistically as words, multiword phrases, or more complex syntactic 
constructions. As Kövecses (2005) notes, the linguistic instantiations of a metaphor 
can thus be different according to grammatical status. For instance, the metaphor 
CONFLICT IS FIRE is realized in English as the phrase spark off something, which corre-
sponds to the complex Hungarian syntactic construction a szikra, amely kivált valamit 
(‘the spark that elicits something’).  

The same principle is true for the idiom database: English metaphorical expres-
sions and their corresponding Hungarian equivalents can thus be realized linguisti-
cally in different ways. There are some one-word equivalents of English multi-word 
idioms in Hungarian. Thus, the English idiom beat your breast is a multi-word phrase, 
whereas rájátszik ‘play on’ is only a one-word equivalent in Hungarian.  

Table 10. in Appendix B shows the differences in word forms, and the possibilities 
of the correspondences of literal meaning in English and Hungarian. As expected, 
word forms are always different since different languages are examined. Concerning 
literal meaning, the majority of the literal meanings of idioms are different in the two 
languages. Thus, more than half of the Hungarian expressions (60,78%) differ in their 
literal meanings from the literal meanings of the English idioms. Altogether, this 
amounts to 172 Hungarian expressions that do not have the same literal meaning 
when translated word-by-word.  

As a consequence, difference is greater than similarity concerning the literal mean-
ings of idioms and their equivalents. This is due to the fact that the Hungarian equiva-
lents are not always body part idioms, but they also use further, different source do-
mains. Changes in the source domains or the vehicles, and thus changes in the meta-
phors or the metonymies, naturally result in changes in the literal meanings (cf. stab 
someone in the back and elárul). Also, it happens that Hungarian uses a different body 
part, or different correspondences of the same metaphor or metonymy, which can also 
result in different literal meanings (cf. a pat on the back and vállonveregetés). Or, 
they may well be motivated by a related, but not identical piece of knowledge about 
body parts, and this can also result in the difference of literal meanings (cf. keep your 
fingers crossed and szorít valakinek). The details of the possible alternations concern-
ing body part nouns and related expressions are given below.  

The difference in linguistic expressions is also attributable to the fact that not all 
Hungarian equivalents are figurative expressions. Thus, although most of the Hungar-
ian equivalents of English metaphorical and metonymical expressions are figurative 
themselves, there is an insignificant minority of literal Hungarian equivalents, as well. 
Thus, it is possible in a few cases to express figurative meanings in Hungarian with 
the help of literal expressions. This happens in the case of the equivalents of in the 
flesh: teljes életnagyságban ‘in full life-size’; maga … ‘he/she himself/herself’; 
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nem más mint ‘nobody else but’; teljes valójában ‘in his/her full reality’; and szemé-
lyesen ‘in person’. The same is true for the Hungarian equivalents of the English 
mouth idiom put your money where your mouth is: azt cselekszi, amit mond ‘he/she 
does what he/she says’; nem csak beszél, hanem cselekszik is ‘he/she does not only 
talk but also acts’; tettekkel (is) bizonyít(ja, amit gondol) ‘what he/she thinks, he/she 
proves with actions’, and tettekben is megnyilvánul valami ‘something is manifested 
in actions’. It can also happen that some English idioms have a non-idiomatic coun-
terpart in Hungarian in addition to the idiomatic equivalents according to the data-
base, as in the case of tongue-in-cheek vs. viccesen ‘funnily’, and the thumbs up vs. 
elfogadás ‘acceptance’. In these cases, the question emerges whether this is a short-
coming of the database or there is some systematicity concerning the differences. 
Since a larger number of equivalents should be examined with respect to this ques-
tion, it is suggested that further studies will have to examine in which cases a non-
idiom corresponds to an idiom in the other language to express a certain concept. 
Since the English idioms in the examples mentioned above can have figurative 
equivalents in Hungarian with similar meanings which are not present in the database 
(e.g., hús-vér ember ‘flesh-blood man’ for in the flesh; ne csak a szád járjon ‘do not 
just move your mouth’ for put your money where your mouth is), these cases are 
therefore suggested to be shortcomings of the idiom database due to the data pre-
sented in the dictionaries used. 

As noted above, the literal meaning of the Hungarian equivalents can differ from 
the English idioms in several ways, including the presence or lack of body part words. 
Indeed, the Hungarian equivalents can be grouped according to the body part word 
that they contain or miss. There is a direct correlation between the similarity of the lit-
eral meaning of the English and the Hungarian expressions and the similarity of the 
body part word that they contain. The more similar their body part words are, the 
more similar their literal meanings are.  

As mentioned in Chapters 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3, the majority, that is, almost 60%, of 
the Hungarian equivalents use the human body. Hungarian does not employ a human 
body part in the equivalents in 41,70% of the cases. Thus, most Hungarian equivalents 
use a body part or a related expression, and more than half of these equivalents (60%) 
employ the same body part. 

Firstly, Hungarian equivalents frequently use the exact same body part noun that 
the English idioms use. This happens in 24,29% of all cases. Thus, most English hand 
idioms are hand idioms in Hungarian as well. For example, fall into somebody’s 
hands can be translated as valakinek a kezébe kerül ‘get into somebody’s hand’. In 
cases like this, the literal meaning of the Hungarian equivalents is closest to that of the 
original English idiom.  

Secondly, there are many instances where the Hungarian equivalents make use of a 
body part noun, but not the same body part noun as the English idiom. This shows up 
in 9,89% of the cases. This happens in the case of the Hungarian equivalent of the 
English idiom a rule of thumb, szemmértékkel ‘with judgment by the eye’, where a 
completely different body part is used in Hungarian. Moreover, Hungarian equiva-
lents of English thumb idioms do not contain the word for the thumb, hüvelykujj. In-
stead, they can contain words referring to other body parts, such as the fist, as in ököl-
szabály, which is the equivalent of a rule of thumb. 
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In addition, this category contains special cases where a different body part from 
the same body part area is given in the Hungarian equivalents, as well as even more 
specific cases where a subpart of a body part (from the same body part area) is fa-
vored in English or in Hungarian. These mechanisms are the result of the generic-
level metonymy PART–FOR–WHOLE and its instantiation SUBCATEGORY FOR CATE-
GORY. 

As a subcase of the above possibility, it can happen that a body part from the same 
body part area is made use of when Hungarian does not translate the English idiom 
with the same body part. Indeed, this happens in the great majority of cases within 
this group, which also proves that the categorization into body part areas is relevant 
and significant in many ways. Two possibilities are present here: On the one hand, 
Hungarian can use a subpart instead of the English body part. On the other hand, 
Hungarian can utilize a body part that includes the English body part as its subpart. 
Thus, cultural variation can also occur in the choice of a body part over its subparts.  

As a result, English face idioms are often translated as eye idioms into Hungarian. 
Eye as a subpart of the face is thus a good example of this possible difference, as the 
equivalents come face to face with something and szemtől szembe kerül valamivel ‘get 
eye to eye with something’ show. Also, the sole as a subpart is used in talpra áll 
‘stand onto one’s sole’ as the equivalent of find your feet. In these cases, hyponyms 
are used in the Hungarian equivalents. It is worth noting that the same thing happens 
in Chinese, where, according to Yu (2000), the equivalents of English hand idioms 
are often Chinese palm idioms. Thus, the English metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN 
THE HAND is substituted with CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE PALM OF THE HAND in Chi-
nese. Also, English finger idioms make use of the metaphor THE FINGER IS THE DOER, 
whereas Chinese hand idioms utilize the metaphor THE HAND IS THE DOER.  

Also, Hungarian can have idioms with the mouth as equivalents of English tongue 
idioms. For instance, bite/hold your tongue can be translated as tartja a száját ‘keep 
one’s mouth’ into Hungarian. Similarly, the idiom a stiff upper lip has Hungarian 
equivalents with the face, such as rezzenéstelen arccal ‘with a stiff face’, or arcizma 
sem rendül ‘his/her facial muscle does not move either’. In these cases, hypernyms 
are used in the Hungarian equivalents.  

Thirdly, English idioms can be translated into Hungarian with verbs describing ac-
tions related to the same body part. This is observable in 10,95% of the cases. Thus, 
the actions carried out with the same body part can be present in the equivalents. As a 
result, the Hungarian equivalent of the English idiom get your hands on somebody can 
be translated as elkap valakit ‘catch somebody’, where the verb refers to an action that 
is prototypically carried out with the hands. Similarly, the relationship between meet 
someone’s eyes and összenéznek ‘look together’ is the same.  

Fourthly, Hungarian equivalents can make use of verbs that describe actions re-
lated to other body parts, that is, not the same ones that the English idioms mention. 
This happens in 13,07% of the cases. Thus, the shoulder idiom give someone the cold 
shoulder is translated with the help of expressions related to movements with the 
hands, including the word kezel ‘treat’, originating from the word kéz.  

Here again, it is mostly actions related to the same body part area that are chosen in 
Hungarian equivalents. Equivalents can also be grouped as hyponyms and hypernyms 
of the English body part. An example of hyponyms in Hungarian is that the actions 
carried out with the eye can also occur in equivalents of English head idioms, as in 
turn heads and megbámulják ‘stare at somebody’. Examples of hypernyms in Hungar-
ian include the following. Some of the English feet idioms are translated as expres-
sions related to movement with the legs, that is, as going somewhere. Thus, we have 
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feet on the ground in English and két lábbal a földön jár ‘walk with two legs on the 
ground’ in Hungarian, where jár means ‘walk’. Moreover, Hungarian equivalents of 
English thumb idioms which do not contain the word for the for thumb, hüvelykujj, 
can also refer to actions involving other body parts such as the hand, as in beint vala-
kinek ‘wave in to somebody’, which is the equivalent of the thumbs down.  

Also, it is also possible that actions carried out with the whole body can be referred 
to in the Hungarian equivalents, as in nagyon megközelít valakit ‘approach somebody 
very much’, which is the equivalent to hard on the heels of somebody. In addition, the 
body parts can be substituted with the whole person, as in the case of head-to-head, 
which is ember ember ellen in Hungarian, meaning ‘person-against-person’. 

Fifthly, it is often the case that words not related to the human body, or actions car-
ried out with entities other than the human body, are used in the Hungarian equiva-
lents. This tendency is present in 41,70% of all cases. In this way, the literal meaning 
of the idioms can be completely different from the English original. Hence, we can 
have have your hands full and be van havazva ‘be snowed under’, or sok a dolga 
‘have a lot to do’ as equivalents. 

As a result of the differences in literal meanings, specific-level metaphors are dif-
ferent in English and in Hungarian. In this way, for instance, most specific-level 
metaphors motivating Hungarian equivalents of English thumb idioms differ from the 
ones motivating the English thumb idioms. 

Although the literal meaning of the Hungarian equivalents can differ from the Eng-
lish idioms, and several Hungarian equivalents do not even contain the same body 
parts, it is still possible that the same conceptual metaphors and metonymies operate 
in both the specific English idiom and its Hungarian equivalents despite the differ-
ences in literal meaning. The reason for this is that conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies group together a number of phrases related to specific domains, which can 
naturally include many elements related to the given domains. Thus, for instance, the 
Event Structure metaphor FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE is not limited to the 
human hand, since one’s legs or feet can also be related to the freedom of movement, 
as we have seen in the case of English idioms. However, it can also be related to gen-
eral motion away from the original place of control as in the Hungarian phrase elsza-
badul or kikerül valakinek az ellenőrzése alól. Although these Hungarian expressions 
are not ideal translation equivalents of the English idiom get out of hand since their 
literal meaning is not the same, they are still motivated by the same conceptual meta-
phor.  

Indeed the suitability of specific Hungarian expressions as equivalents to English 
idioms can be measured by the criteria of translation equivalency (cf. Barcelona Sán-
chez 1997). As already mentioned in Chapter 6.1, in order to have translatable con-
cepts in two languages, compatible semantic structures are necessary in the two lan-
guages. If there are no compatible semantic structures or universal structures avail-
able, ideal translation is not possible. However, if conceptual motivation is largely 
shared, the degree of translatability is greater. In the same way, if conceptual motiva-
tion is not shared, the degree of translatability is lower. According to Barcelona Sán-
chez (1997), ideal translation equivalents can be defined as follows in case two lan-
guages have the same conceptual metaphor: 

 
1) a linguistic metaphorical expression of the same conceptual meta-

phor (with the same source and target domains) 
2) a linguistic metaphorical expression of the same mapping 
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3) a linguistic metaphorical expression as conventionalized in the tar-
get language as in the source language 

4) an expression of the same stylistic character  
5) an expression of similar variety 
6) an expression as similar in its literal meaning and syntactic features 

as possible to the source language expression 
 
As the above categorization of the idioms and their equivalents according to their lit-
eral meaning shows, in case the correspondence between the literal forms, in addition 
to the conceptual mechanisms used, is greater, the equivalency is more ideal, as well.  
 

7.3.1.2 Metaphor vs. metonymy 
 
As Kövecses (2002) notes, variation can arise from whether a language emphasizes 
metaphors or metonymies in its conceptualization of a particular target domain. For 
example, Taylor and Mbense (1998) note that English uses primarily metaphors in the 
conceptualization of anger, whereas Zulu principally uses metonymies. Ning Yu 
(1995, 2002) also comments that metonymies appear to play a more important role in 
the conceptualization of emotions in Chinese than in English. 

In the case of the present database, metaphors outnumber metonymies in kind and 
force in both languages. In general, both English and Hungarian use more metaphors 
than metonymies in the specific expressions. On the one hand, English uses around 
1.5 times more metaphors than metonymies. In Hungarian, this proportion rises, and 
metaphors occur more than 2 times as frequently as metonymies. The same proportion 
of distribution occurs in the case of specific body parts, as well. This means that more 
metaphors than metonymies are used in the groups of different body part areas. Thus, 
the general tendency is similar in the two languages, although the exact number of 
metaphorical as opposed to metonymical expressions slightly differs. This may be 
possible because of the different number of analyzed equivalents in the two lan-
guages. A reason for the tendency that more metaphors motivate more expressions in 
both languages is that the figurative meanings of specific linguistic expressions can be 
captured in more details with the help of ontological, orientational, and structural 
metaphors than with the help of metonymies. Since the source expressions and the 
target meanings mostly belong to different domains, conceptual metaphors are more 
likely to occur.  

With respect to specific expressions, it is possible but infrequent in idioms in the 
database that only conceptual metaphors occur in an idiom in one language and only 
conceptual metonymies appear in the equivalent in the other language. A possible 
case in point can be the idiom raise eyebrows, which is motivated primarily by the 
metonymy EYEBROWS (THE BODY PART STANDS) FOR EMOTIONS. The Hungarian 
equivalents, on the other hand, are motivated by the metaphor CAUSATION IS ELICIT-
ING/WAKING. Also, the English idiom an old hand is mainly motivated by metonymies 
such as THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON, THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND 
THE EXPERTISE and OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED. On the other hand, the Hungarian 
equivalents of this idiom, régi motoros, vén róka and tapasztalt róka are primarily 
motivated by metaphors such as Event Structure and animal behavior metaphors in 
addition to the metonymy OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED. Thus, the English idiom is 
dominated by metonymies whereas the Hungarian expressions are dominated by 
metaphors.  
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7.3.1.3 Cultural–ideological background  
 
When languages share a conceptual metaphor and the metaphor is expressed by 
largely overlapping metaphorical expressions, the expressions can still bring to light 
subtle differences in the cultural–ideological background of the conceptual metaphor. 
As Kövecses (2005) points out, the metaphor LOVE IS A JOURNEY was first analyzed in 
American English (cf. Lakoff & Johnson 1980). The Hungarian counterparts of meta-
phorical linguistic expressions of this metaphor show slight differences in the cul-
tural–ideological assumptions characterizing Hungarian as opposed to English. An 
important difference between the two languages is that American English often fore-
grounds active agents and their deliberate actions, as opposed to Hungarian which 
foregrounds a passive relationship and the relative passivity of the people in the love 
relationship. Along with the change of cultural factors, the metaphor and its linguistic 
expressions also change.  

Cultural–ideological differences are noticeable in the case of the Hungarian 
equivalent meg van kötve a keze ‘one’s hand is tied’ in the database. This idiom is 
cognitively motivated by the conceptual metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTI-
VITY/ACTION and CONTROL, and the metaphor INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO 
MOVE, or more generally, FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE. In addition, a possi-
ble additional motivation is provided by cultural motivation. In the Middle Age, 
witches were said to use the idea of untying and tying when putting spells on others. 
This can also be a motivational force in the case of the Hungarian equivalent of the 
English idiom your hands are tied. Nonetheless, the action of (un)tying itself is al-
ready a metaphorical activity, motivated cognitively by the above metaphors78.  

As already noted above, the right hand is generally thought of and talked about as 
more skillful and useful than the left. This is related to the fact that the majority of 
people are right-handed in the world. Indeed, both English and Hungarian share and 
utilize this piece of knowledge in idioms, as well, as in your right-hand man and va-
laki jobbkeze. Interestingly, however, Chinese does not make use of this piece of 
knowledge about the asymmetry of hands when talking about capable assistants, 
which are in turn called ‘left and/or right hands’ (Yu 2003b: 341). Thus, in Chinese, 
the relationship between the two hands is seen as symmetric.  

In addition, conventional gestures can be different in the two languages. Thus, 
English uses the gesture of keeping one’s fingers crossed, or crossing one’s fingers to 
wish others good luck. However, this proves to be a culture-specific bodily act since 
in Hungarian the equivalent szorít valakinek ‘grip for somebody’ illustrates a different 
physical action in which the hands are kept in a tight position for a long time. This 
gesture also expresses anxiety and empathy as the English gesture, but with the help 
of a different movement of the hand and the fingers.  

Research into folklore and national tradition may give insights concerning the ori-
gins of particular idioms. However, it is worth noting that it is possible that cultural 
motivation is supplemented by motivation provided by conceptual metaphors and me-
tonymies. Thus, the specific linguistic expressions motivated by cultural knowledge 
can be the instantiations of conceptual metaphors and metonymies, too (cf. meg van 
kötve a keze, or stab somebody in the back). Thus, cultural motivation is often linked 
to motivation by conceptual metaphors and metonymies.  
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7.3.1.4 Compound metaphors  
 
As Boers (2003) also notes not all conceptual metaphors appear susceptible to the 
kind of variation in which languages differ with respect to the particular source that is 
conventionally mapped onto a common target domain, and thus the corresponding 
conceptual metaphor may or may not be common in specific languages. Due to the 
universal nature of general physical experience, primary metaphors are expected to be 
found universally in different languages. On the other hand, compound metaphors are 
more likely to be open to culture-specific influences. Compound metaphors are more 
apt to be culture-dependent and, as such, their domains can vary from language to 
language. Consequently, these domains may not be available for metaphors in every 
language. As a result, cross-cultural variation is expected to occur more in the case of 
compound metaphors.  

This hypothesis is also supported by some case studies, including Kövecses 
(1995a, 2000), which suggest the pervasiveness of the emotion metaphor THE BODY IS 
A CONTAINER FOR THE EMOTIONS in different cultures. Thus, anger is often seen as a sub-
stance (a kind of fluid or gas) in the container in languages such as English, Chinese, 
Japanese, and Hungarian. However, as Kövecses (2000) suggests, the general metaphor 
appears to be elaborated in more or less different ways at a more specific level of meta-
phorical understanding79.  

Concerning the present idiom database, some of the potentially universal primary 
metaphors are discussed in Chapter 6.3.1.8. These primary metaphors provide the basis 
for the major mappings of compound metaphors. Thus, the primary metaphor CAUSES 
ARE FORCES can constitute mappings in the compound metaphors, namely EMOTION IS 
A FORCE, and ATTENTION IS A FORCE. The compound metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE 
motivates English idioms such as keep one’s fingers crossed and szorít valakinek, lose 
your head and elveszti a fejét, for instance. The compound metaphor ATTENTION IS A 
FORCE motivates expressions such as open the eyes of someone and felnyitja valaki 
szemét, turn heads and megfordulnak utána.  
 

7.3.2 Cross-linguistic differences in the expression  
of the different conceptual metaphors and metonymies  

 
Cross-linguistic differences in the expression of the different conceptual metaphors 
and metonymies relate to the following topics: congruent metaphors and metonymies, 
unique and alternative metaphors, the range and scope of metaphors and metonymies, 
large-scale alternative conceptualizations, and preferential conceptualization. 
 

7.3.2.1 Congruent metaphors 
 
One kind of cross-cultural variation occurs when a generic-level conceptual metaphor 
is instantiated in culture-specific ways at a specific level. This is the case of congruent 
metaphors. Kövecses (2005) cites the metaphor THE ANGRY PERSON IS A PRESSURIZED 
CONTAINER as an example since it functions at an extremely generic level, without 
specifying many details such as the characteristics of the container and the substance 
filling the container. Only a generic schema is constituted by the metaphor which is 
filled out by cultures that use the metaphor. In Japanese, the concept of hara (‘belly’), 
which is unique to Japanese culture and goes back to ancient Chinese philosophy and 
medicine, gives rise to the metaphor ANGER IS (IN THE) HARA (Matsuki 1995). The 
analysis of Chinese proves that the excess qi (‘the energy that flows through the 
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body’) is a gas, which is neither hot, nor cold, but can put pressure on the container 
(Yu 1995).  

One example of congruent metaphors is the metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE which is 
realized as keep one’s fingers crossed in English, and szorít valakinek ‘grip for some-
body’ in Hungarian. Both expressions refer to culture-specific bodily actions, so the 
conceptual metaphor motivating them only supplies general structure to the different 
idioms. In this way, the specific-level instantiations of the generic-level metaphors are 
congruent with the generic-level metaphors as far as their general structure is con-
cerned. English and Hungarian thus bring specific content to the generic-level meta-
phor EMOTION IS A FORCE.  

In addition, a major difference between English and Hungarian can be observed 
with respect to heart idioms and their equivalents. On the basis of their analysis, it ap-
pears that, uniquely, the soul plays just as important a role in Hungarian as the heart. 
In this way, the soul is seen both as the seat for emotions, and as a container. Thus, 
heart and soul in Hungarian can be used as specific-level source domains for the same 
targets. In this way, the similar generic-level container metaphor THE BODY PART IS A 
CONTAINER can be instantiated in different ways in English (THE HEART IS A CON-
TAINER) and in Hungarian (THE SOUL IS A CONTAINER). 

 
7.3.2.2 Congruent metonymies 

 
In addition to metaphors, metonymies can also be congruent. Thus, a generic-level 
conceptual metonymy can be instantiated in culture-specific ways at a specific level. 
A possible example of this case is provided by the generic-level metonymy FUNC-
TIONALLY USING A BODY PART FOR BEHAVIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION. This metonymy is 
instantiated in different ways in English and in Hungarian as far as the idioms in the 
database are concerned. For instance, in English, agreement can be signaled by look-
ing into each other’s eyes. On the other hand, standing at the same location can signal 
the partners’ agreement in Hungarian (cf. Appendix A). 
 

7.3.2.3 Unique metaphors 
 
A conceptual metaphor which is culturally unique has both a culturally unique source 
domain and a culturally unique target domain. Kövecses’s (2005) example is the 
metaphorical conceptualization of the escape of slaves from the South to the North in 
the U.S. in the first half of the 19th century, which was commonly thought of as a se-
cret train ride, the underground railroad. Here, both the source and the target domains 
are unique – both in time and space. It has to be noted that since most of the source 
and target domains are usually conventionalized, most probably, this kind of meta-
phorical variation is not too frequent.  

In the present idiom database, there are no examples of unique metaphors, with 
culturally unique source domains and culturally unique target domains at the same 
time. Cases where either a culturally unique source domain is present in specific 
metaphors, or a culturally unique target domain in other specific metaphors, would be 
more probable to occur, but the two conditions are not fulfilled together. In the pre-
sent idiom database, an example of a partially unique metaphor is provided by the ex-
pression cserbenhagy ‘leave tanning’, which is only available to Hungarian. This ex-
pression is the equivalent to the English idiom turn your back on someone. The Hun-
garian expression is primarily based on our culture-specific knowledge concerning 
tannery, which used to be a common job in Hungary. In this expression, the liquid and 
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its container used during tanning are together seen as a container in which the person 
is left with its problems. So the generic-level conceptual metaphor is PROBLEMS ARE 
CONTAINERS, and the container is specified as the tanning container on the specific 
level. The source domain of the tanning container is a culturally unique source in 
Hungarian in the database.  

 
7.3.2.4 Alternative metaphors 

 
In the case of cross-culturally alternative metaphors, a source domain in one language 
is used for a particular target domain, and a different source is used for the same tar-
get in another language. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) provide a good example of the al-
ternativity of metaphors: An Iranian student in Berkeley assumed that the source do-
main of the metaphorical expression the solution of my problems is not a crossword 
puzzle and its solution, but a chemical solution. So, different source domains can 
equally be applied in the conceptualization of the same target domain in different cul-
tures and languages. 

This happens rather frequently in the idiom database. One example is the equiva-
lent pair catch somebody’s eye, in which the eye is seen as an object that can be ma-
nipulated by actions done with the hand. The idiom is motivated by the metonymy 
EYES FOR SEEING and the metaphors ATTENTION IS LOOKING, and THE EYE IS AN OB-
JECT. In addition, the ontological metaphor A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT THAT 
CAN CATCH THE EYE, or more generally, A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT THAT 
CAN GET INTO PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH THE EYE provides motivation for the idiom. 
The general metaphor behind all these metaphors is SEEING IS TOUCHING. The Hungar-
ian equivalent magára vonja valaki figyelmét is motivated in a different way. In this 
case, in addition to the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING, the metaphor ATTENTION IS 
A MAGNETIC FORCE operates, which helps us see the abstract concept of attention as a 
magnetic force which draws things to itself. Here, a version of the above metaphor 
seems to be at work: A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT CAPABLE OF PROVIDING A 
PHYSICAL FORCE. Thus, the metaphorical conceptualization of a conspicuous object 
can be different in the two languages. 
 

7.3.2.5 The range of metaphors  
 
The range of conceptual metaphors, or more specifically, the range of source domains 
that languages make use of in the conceptualization of specific target domains, can 
also differ. Kövecses (2005) illustrates this possibility with emotion concepts as tar-
gets: Chinese and English shares the basic metaphorical source domains for happi-
ness, such as UP, LIGHT, FLUID IN A CONTAINER. In addition to the above, Chinese has 
a metaphor that English does not: HAPPINESS IS FLOWERS IN THE HEART. According to 
Ning Yu (1995, 1998), this metaphor is in contrast with the English metaphor BEING 
HAPPY IS BEING OFF THE GROUND, which does not exist in Chinese.  

The range of conceptual metaphors or source domains that English and Hungarian 
use to conceptualize the same target domains also varies. The idiom database contains 
English idioms that are related to the human body and its parts. However, Hungarian 
uses many other source domains to express the same meaning. A transparent example 
is öngólt rúg ‘score an own goal’ for shoot yourself in the foot, where football is sin-
gled out as a source domain as opposed to shooting. 

The particular body parts can be associated with particular target concepts in Eng-
lish, as we have seen above in Chapters 4 and 5 on the metaphors and metonymies of 
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body parts and body part areas. Besides providing a metonymical reference point to 
the person, all body parts have a major concern that the idioms including them focus 
on. Thus, the hands are mostly associated with the notion of control, eyes focus on at-
tention and knowing, face refers to emotions, head is usually associated with the spa-
tial arrangement and functions of the head and its parts, feet refers to carrying out ac-
tions, heart refers to emotions, back refers to attention and knowing, blood is associ-
ated with emotions and war, finger relates to identification and direction, shoulder is 
connected to emotions, thumbs are linked to rules and decisions, arm is associated 
with intimacy, heel is related to actions, lip goes with emotions, nerves with irritation, 
teeth with the characteristics of complex systems, and tongue with control and emo-
tions. 

Human body idioms in Hungarian are greater in actual number than in English since 
several equivalents may belong to a single English idiom. The majority, i.e., 58,30% of 
the Hungarian equivalents utilize some kind of a body part or a related word in the word 
form. When the Hungarian equivalents are translated with the same body parts, the 
same associations are true for them as above in relation to English. There are some 
cases, however, where different body parts are made use of in the Hungarian equiva-
lents. Thus, interestingly, certain body parts can be more preferred in Hungarian than in 
English. The most frequent substitution is in the case of the equivalents of English face 
idioms, where the eye is frequently used instead of the face. In addition, the eye can be 
used instead of the nose. The function of the eyes can be used instead of the function of 
the head, as in megbámulják and megnézik ‘stare at him/her’. Similarly, instead of toe or 
foot, Hungarian can use the word for sole. Instead of the back, the shoulder can be used. 
Instead of the shoulder, the hand can be used. The mouth can be used instead of the 
tongue. Nonetheless, the substituting body parts in Hungarian are located at the same 
part of the body where the English body parts are generally located. Further possibilities 
of substitution are also possible. The heart can also be used instead of the body in the 
equivalents of the idiom body and soul. The whole person can also be in the focus in-
stead of a specific human body part. The basic tendencies concerning the choice of a 
specific body part over the other are examined in Chapter 7.3.1.1. 

Altogether 41,70% of the Hungarian equivalents are not human body idioms. Thus, 
in addition to the human body as a source domain, many other source domains, such 
as animals, living organisms, buildings, physical pain, actions, economic transactions, 
(sports) games, plays, magnetic and physical forces, and spatial distance, are made 
use of in the equivalents. Generally speaking, more varied source domains apply to 
similar target domains in Hungarian. This is possible because the equivalents are not 
always ideal translation equivalents, that is, they can make use of different body parts, 
different source domains, and even different metaphors and metonymies, as well. 
Thus, the same meanings are expressed by a number of metaphors and metonymies 
that are not necessarily based on the human body.  

 
7.3.2.6 The range of metonymies 

 
In addition to conceptual metaphors, conceptual metonymies can also be factors of 
cross-cultural variation. Certain metonymies can be present in one language with a 
conventional linguistic form but not in the other. As Kövecses (2002) notes, metony-
mies for anger in English include body heat, internal pressure, agitation, and interfer-
ence with accurate perception, whereas in Zulu, speakers also use nausea, interference 
with breathing, illness, perspiration, crying (tears), inability to speak to conceptual-
ize anger.  
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In the idiom database, English idioms are often motivated by the metonymy THE 
BODY PART STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EXPERTISE. However, Hungarian often 
uses different metonymies as well to indicate one’s skills and expertise. In addition to 
referring to body parts such as the eyes to signal one’s talents, Hungarians can also refer 
to one’s senses, or to one’s age, especially one’s old age. Thus, one’s skills and exper-
tise are not only related to one’s body parts, but also to one’s senses and to one’s age.  
 

7.3.2.7 The scope of metaphor 
 
The scope of metaphor refers to the set of target domains that a particular source do-
main can apply to. Languages can differ with respect to how wide-ranging or limited 
the scope of a source domain is. The source domain of a BUILDING is common in sev-
eral languages, including English and Japanese, but the scope of the metaphorical 
source domain BUILDING can vary from language to language by both narrowing and 
extending the scope, as Kövecses (2005) shows with respect to English, Japanese, and 
Tunisian Arabic.  

As the English idioms in the idiom database illustrate, the specific source domain 
of the human body can apply to a number of target domains. In this way, the human 
body can be used as a source in the conceptualization of events, actions, activities, 
states, causation, structure and organization, intensity, people, emotions, behavior, 
characteristics and values, power relations, knowledge, ideas, and attention. The di-
versity of the target domains indicate that the scope of the human body as a source 
domain is quite wide-ranging.  
 

7.3.2.8 The scope of metonymy 
 
The scope of metonymy basically concerns the set of targets that a particular vehicle 
entity can apply to. As discussed in Chapter 6.3.5, most of the generic-level concep-
tual metonymies are shared by English and Hungarian. In this way, the human body 
and the related vehicles can generally be employed for the same targets in English as 
well as in Hungarian. Thus, the human body can most frequently refer to actions and 
activities, the person, control, behavior and mental function, psychological states, 
skills and expertise in both languages. Nonetheless, variation can occur as to which 
body part is specifically employed in metonymies (cf. Chapters 7.3.1.1, 7.3.2.6, 
and 7.3.2.9).  
 

7.3.2.9 Large-scale alternative conceptualizations 
 
Heine and his associates (Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991) carried out research on 
alternative conceptualization related to spatial relations across languages. Spatial rela-
tions are often source domains for more abstract concepts (e.g., MORE IS UP), but they 
can also function as target domains since they are quite abstract and derive from even 
more basic human experience. This basic experience is the human body itself. The 
models can make use of the anthropomorphic model with the body of a human being 
in upright position. In some languages, however, a zoomorphic model is used – thus 
the animal body (a horizontally positioned body with four legs) serves as the basis for 
the conceptualization of spatial relations. 

As examples from the database show, it is possible to observe certain tendencies 
with respect to what kind of body part is used in English idioms and in Hungarian idi-
oms containing body part nouns. As discussed in Chapter 7.3.1.1, general metonymies 
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such PART FOR WHOLE and WHOLE FOR PART motivate the choice of a hyponym or a 
hypernym over a specific body part in different languages. These general metonymi-
cal processes may provide an instance of variation with respect to large-scale alterna-
tive conceptualizations.  
 

7.3.2.10 Preferential conceptualization 
 
Even though two languages can share a number of the same conceptual metaphors for 
a particular target domain, speakers of one language can prefer to use a different set of 
metaphors for this target than speakers of the other language. Kövecses (2005) illus-
trates the point with the example of LIFE metaphors. Based on an informal study, it 
appears that Americans often prefer the metaphor LIFE IS A PRECIOUS POSSESSION and 
LIFE IS A GAME, while Hungarians often view LIFE AS A STRUGGLE or WAR or A COM-
PROMISE when asked to report on their ideas about life.  

The existence of several conceptual metaphors and thus several source domains is 
possible since different sources highlight different aspects of the target domain in 
question. In this way, metaphorical structuring is partial in nature since only a part of 
the source domain is used in conceptual metaphors. The partial metaphorical utiliza-
tion makes it possible to highlight certain aspects of the target concept while the other 
aspects stay hidden. As Kövecses (2002) notes, we need several source domains to 
understand a target completely because a source can only structure specific aspects of 
a target. In this way, there is no source domain that can structure, and provide com-
plete understanding for, all aspects of a target. Lakoff & Johnson (1980) maintain that 
several source domains together produce the structure and content of abstract con-
cepts. 

Hungarian equivalents are shown to be structured by source domains such as the 
human body as well as further domains mentioned in 7.3.2.5, including animals and 
other living organisms, buildings, physical pain, actions, economic transactions, 
(sports) games, plays, magnetic and physical forces, and spatial distance. Thus, Hun-
garian makes use of more domains to conceptualize the same target, and to express 
the same figurative meaning. The choice of each conceptual metaphor in Hungarian is 
well motivated, and independently motivated. Compared to English, each source do-
main in Hungarian that is different from the human body is able to point to a different 
aspect of the same target domain (cf. the detailed analysis of each expression in Ap-
pendix A).  

 
7.3.3 Cross-linguistic differences  

in the expression of the same conceptual metaphor  
 
Numerous conceptual metaphors are shared across different languages. Nonetheless, 
the same conceptual metaphors can be expressed by different metaphorical linguistic 
expressions in different languages. In addition, there may be further possibilities of 
differences in the expression of the same conceptual metaphor. In this way, languages 
can differ with respect to the degree of linguistic elaboration, mappings, entailments, 
productivity, conventionalization, specificity, and transparency.  
 

7.3.3.1 Degree of linguistic elaboration 
 
When two languages share the same conceptual metaphor, the metaphor can be elabo-
rated in a different way in the two languages. Kövecses (2002) demonstrates this with 
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the example of the metaphors THE BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR THE EMOTIONS and AN-
GER IS FIRE, which are shared by Hungarian and English. The body and the fire inside 
it are often elaborated in Hungarian as a pipe, with a burning substance inside a con-
tainer. This conceptual elaboration seems to be unique to Hungarian. On the other 
hand, the entailment of the metaphor ANGER IS A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER according 
to which the container exploding is the person losing control over anger is less elabo-
rated in Spanish than in English (Barcelona Sánchez 2001). 

In addition to the elaboration of metaphors, the elaborations of metonymies can 
also vary in different languages. For instance, languages differ with respect to the 
ways they make use of the eyes in the conceptualization of emotion. English indicates 
happiness metonymically with the help of the intensity of the light of the eyes, with 
verbs such as gleam, glint, shine, sparkle. Chinese, on the other hand, elaborates pri-
marily on the eyebrows to talk about happiness.  

As a result of more detailed elaboration, a given mapping or entailment can give 
rise to a larger or fewer number of linguistic expressions in the two languages. Thus, 
the idiom database shows that the number of body idioms and the relevant mappings 
and entailments in English is higher than among Hungarian equivalents in the corpus. 
For instance, Hungarian equivalents of English face idioms are often not face, and 
sometimes not even human body idioms. Some equivalents use the same body part, 
the face, but most use different body parts – especially the eye, as in szemtől szemben 
‘eye to eye’, which is an equivalent of come face to face with somebody. 

The duality concerning the conceptualization of the hand with respect to posses-
sion is also a case in point. As described in Chapter 4.1, it is possible to have some-
thing on the hand, as opposed to in the hand, to indicate possession. The metaphors 
motivating these different ways of conceptualization are POSSESSION IS HAVING SOME-
THING IN or ON THE HAND. The difference between the two kinds of metaphors basi-
cally lies in the difference of conceptualization. The preposition in indicates the three-
dimensional image of a container, whereas the preposition on suggests that the hand is 
only a two-dimensional entity with a surface. This is due to the different image sche-
mas, the container schema and the surface schema, that are evoked. Thus, in English 
the domain of the hand with respect to possession is elaborated in different ways. 
Nonetheless, the same kind of difference in conceptualization is present in Hungarian 
as well, although the equivalents in the database do not give any examples for this du-
ality in Hungarian. This duality shows up in expressions such as kézben tart80 ‘be in 
control of’ which instantiates the container image, and kézre kerül81 ‘be arrested’ 
which exemplifies the surface image. 

Further examples of elaboration in the database are verbal expressions of actions 
carried out or events happening. Thus, fall and kerül in fall into somebody’s hands 
and valakinek a kezébe kerül ‘get into somebody’s hand’ refer to different kinds of 
movements in different directions. Thus, there is some activity that these idioms refer 
to as opposed to idioms where only possession is indicated with the help of the verb 
have or van, as in have a hand in something and része van benne ‘have a part in some-
thing’. In addition, the equivalent of get out of hand, kicsúszik a kezéből valami, also 
shows that the action described is more elaborated in Hungarian. Indeed, the Event 
Structure metaphor MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION is present here, and 
motivates the conceptualization of the unintentional event as a slipping movement. In 
this way, the Hungarian equivalent is more elaborated than the English idiom, which 
uses the generic word get. 
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7.3.3.2 Differences in mappings  
 
The same metaphor in different languages can have different mappings. Kövecses 
(2005) refers to the metaphor LIFE IS JOURNEY, which has a high number of widely 
used mappings in different languages, but in specific religious contexts a version of 
the metaphor can exclude some mappings that are present in the everyday metaphor.  

A good example to illustrate differences in mappings is provided by the metaphor 
ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS in the database. The conceptual metaphor AB-
STRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS is available in both English and Hungarian as the 
example hand in hand and its equivalents szorosan összefüggnek and szorosan össze-
tartoznak illustrate. In the case of the idiom hand in hand, the mapping ABSTRACT EN-
TITIES CONNECTED ARE TWO PEOPLE PHYSICALLY CONNECTED motivates the meaning 
of the idiom, whereas in the Hungarian equivalents this mapping is not present. None-
theless, the ideal translation equivalent, kéz a kézben, does make use of the specific 
mapping. Thus, the same metaphor is realized with the help of different mappings in 
the two languages to express the same meaning. 
 

7.3.3.3 Differences in productivity 
 
As mentioned above, the productivity of the conceptual metaphors refers to the num-
ber of idioms motivated by particular conceptual metaphors or metonymies in English 
and in Hungarian. Generally speaking, the number of linguistic expressions motivated 
by a certain conceptual metaphor or metonymy most probably differs from language 
to language. As Samaras (2003) notes, the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PER-
SON is very productive in Chinese, a bit less productive in English, a bit less produc-
tive in Hungarian, and not really productive in Greek. 

Returning to the present study and to Table 5. and Table 6., it can be seen that al-
though the most frequent metaphors and metonymies are mostly shared in the two 
languages, there are differences in the ranks of the conceptual metaphors. A major 
difference in the top ten metaphors is that certain metaphors are not in the most fre-
quent metaphors in one language or the other. Thus, metaphors concerning physical 
contact are not present in the top ten Hungarian metaphors. Nevertheless, this meta-
phor is also available in Hungarian, but at a lower rank. In the English top ten, animal 
metaphors are absent, but even these occur at a lower rank, as in the idiom neck 
and neck, which is partly motivated by the metaphor HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BE-
HAVIOR.  

The differences concerning the rank of specific conceptual metaphors in the top ten 
show that none of the metaphors are at the same position in the two languages. Some 
rank higher in Hungarian than in English, as Event Structure, force, container, orienta-
tional and physical distance metaphors do. Some metaphors rank lower in Hungarian 
than in English, as ontological and complex system metaphors and the metaphor 
KNOWING IS SEEING do. The most frequent metaphors are control metaphors in Eng-
lish, and Event Structure metaphors in Hungarian.  

The differences between the numbers of particular conceptual metaphors are the 
result of the difference in the number of equivalents. The number of Hungarian 
equivalents goes from one to seven, which results in the difference between the num-
ber of English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents. This brings about the diver-
gence in the ranks of the metaphors.  

A further difference between the two sets is that some submetaphors of the given 
general metaphors are different in the two languages. In this way, some submetaphors 
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of the Event Structure metaphor system are only present in English and some only in 
Hungarian. In this way, only English idioms instantiate metaphors such as LIFE IS A 
RACE, RATE OF PROGRESS IS RATE OF MOTION FORWARD, READY TO ACT (PAY) IS READY 
TO MOVE and SPEED OF ACTION IS SPEED OF MOTION. On the other hand, only Hungar-
ian exemplifies metaphors such as CAUSING TO ACT IS CAUSING TO MOVE, EASY AC-
TION IS EASY MOTION, EXPECTED PROGRESS IS A TRAVEL SCHEDULE, PROBLEMS ARE 
OBSTACLES IN THE JOURNEY, PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS, and THINGS MOVING TO-
GETHER ARE SEEN AS HAVING AN ABSTRACT CONNECTION BETWEEN THEM. Although 
the submetaphors of the metaphor system may be different as far as the idiom data-
base is concerned, the Event Structure metaphor system with all its submetaphors is 
active in both English and Hungarian (cf. Lakoff 1993; Yu 1998). Thus, the present 
idiom database is not representative of the complete set of the submetaphors of the 
Event Structure system. The two languages appear to choose slightly different subsets 
of the metaphor system, which results in the above differences in the constitution of 
one of the most frequent metaphors in the database. 

Also, variation in the metaphors and metonymies that fall outside the top mecha-
nisms represented in Table 5. and Table 6. is larger. This is due to the fact that only 
one or two idioms make use of certain metaphors or metonymies. Especially in the 
case of Hungarian, which contains expressions other than those related to the human 
body as well, the individual expressions can be motivated by metaphors and metony-
mies that do not occur in the English database which only focuses on human body idi-
oms. In this way, the metaphor EXISTENCE IS FINDING is only present in Hungarian as 
in süket fülekre talál ‘find deaf ears’, and not in English. Thus, naturally, in metaphors 
and metonymies ranking lower, and motivating only a small number of idioms, varia-
tion is higher. 
 

7.3.3.4 Degree of conventionalization 
 
The degree of conventionalization refers to how stylistically marked or unmarked 
(i.e., neutral) the specific metaphorical linguistic expressions are (cf. Barcelona 
Sánchez 2001). As Barcelona Sánchez (2001) notes, although both English and Span-
ish uses the same conceptual metaphor ANGER IS A NATURAL FORCE in the conceptu-
alization of anger (e.g., It was a stormy meeting.), metaphorical expressions of this 
metaphor are more conventionalized in Spanish than in English, and this is especially 
true where the natural force is metaphorically seen as a strong wind. In Spanish, thus, 
it is stylistically unmarked – i.e., not creative – to use these kinds of metaphorical ex-
pressions. 

Metaphorical linguistic expressions in the idiom database are mostly conventional-
ized lexical items. This is proven by the fact that they are all listed in dictionaries of 
English and Hungarian. Also, the English idioms are especially unmarked stylistically 
since they are among the most frequently used idioms in English.  

 
7.3.3.5 Degree of specificity  

 
As Barcelona Sánchez (2001) notes, a metaphorical expression in one language can 
be different from an equivalent metaphorical expression in another language concern-
ing the degree of its specificity. Specificity signifies a hierarchy of things or events. 
Thus, the word crawl is more specific than move, which is more specific than act. The 
metaphor (CAUSED) CHANGE OF STATE IS (CAUSED) MOTION INTO A CONTAINER in Eng-
lish can be used both at a generic and a specific level (e.g., She went crazy. He flew 
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into a rage.). Flying is a more specific action than going. In Spanish, however, this 
level of specificity does not seem to exist for this metaphor.  

Source domains can differ in the degree of specificity since different languages can 
choose different sources for specific targets within a common generic-level metaphor. 
Thus, the generic-level metaphor ANGER IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER has specific in-
stantiations in different languages which can make use of different sources within this 
metaphor. Thus, in Hungarian it is common to talk about the head and the brain as af-
fected by one’s anger, whereas in English this aspect is not commonly utilized, as Kö-
vecses (2005) also points out.  

The specificity of certain source domains in the conceptualization of a target do-
main is different in English and Hungarian with respect to the idiom database. For in-
stance, the English hand idiom change hands is less generic than its Hungarian 
equivalents, which refers to a person in gazdát cserél ‘change owners.’ Also, the Eng-
lish idiom have your hands full is less specific in Hungarian, since tele van ‘be full’ 
does not only refer to the hands being full.  

As pointed out above, metaphors and metonymies motivating the idioms in the 
present database can be categorized according to the level of specificity. All the meta-
phors belong to the generic metaphor ABSTRACT IS PHYSICAL, whereas all the me-
tonymies belong to the generic metonymy PHYSICAL FOR ABSTRACT. This shows that 
the more abstract is basically understood in terms of the more concrete.  

As we go to more specific metaphors and metonymies in the hierarchy of specific-
ity, we find more and more differences between English and Hungarian. On the level 
of more specific metaphors, which are still generic though, it is mainly the most fre-
quent metaphors and metonymies that occur in both languages. However, the fre-
quency of their occurrence can differ in English and in Hungarian. Also, on a more 
specific level, there are even more differences, as described in detail in Appendix A in 
the analysis of specific idioms and their equivalents.  

As a consequence, there are more symmetrical correspondences, and thus more 
similarities, between English and Hungarian on higher, generic levels, whereas there 
are more asymmetrical correspondences, and thus more differences, on lower, more 
specific levels. This tendency is expected to be present in the case of several, related 
as well as unrelated, languages. As such, the more generic-level a metaphor or meton-
ymy is, the more likely it is that different languages share this metaphor or metonymy. 
In contrast, the more specific a metaphorical mapping is, the less likely it is that dif-
ferent languages share it. Nonetheless, the common experiential grounding and the 
bodily basis also have to be taken into account to arrive at predictions. Also, the role 
of culture has to be reckoned with since the highlighted aspects and the interpretations 
of general tendencies may vary from culture to culture. As Yu (2004: 682) puts it,  

[t]hat is how, and why, in different languages, different body images may 
converge to the same metaphorical import, and the same bodily images 
may converge to the same metaphorical import, and the same bodily im-
age may diverge into different metaphorical interpretations. 

Certain metaphors constitute generic schemas, as mentioned above, but different cul-
tures can fill in these schemas in different ways. In this way, generic-level metaphors 
can be instantiated in culture-specific ways at a specific level.  
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7.3.3.6 Degree of metaphorical transparency  
 
According to Barcelona Sánchez (2001), metaphorical transparency refers to cases in 
which a metaphorical expression of a conceptual metaphor in one language is more or 
less transparent than another expression of the same conceptual metaphor in another 
language. The degree of transparency is basically whether an expression is used in the 
target domain only, or both in the source and target domains. Barcelona Sánchez’s 
(2001) example is the metaphor A DEVIANT COLOR IS A DEVIANT SOUND, which is 
available in both English (e.g., loud, shrill, grate) and Spanish. In English, the related 
expressions can be used both in the source and the target domains, and they are thus 
highly transparent metaphors (e.g., a loud boy [source] vs. a loud color [target]). 
However, llamativo in Spanish is less transparent, since it is only used in the target 
domain (e.g., un color llamativo). The word is to some degree transparent though, 
since speakers are aware of the connection between llamativo and the related verb 
llamar (‘call’). 

An example of a transparent metaphorical metaphor both in English and in Hun-
garian is stab somebody in the back vs. hátbatámad. Both of these expressions can be 
used in the source and the target domains, and are thus highly transparent. However, 
the Hungarian equivalent cserbenhagy ‘leave tanning’ of the English idiom turn your 
back on someone is on the other end of the scale of transparency. Thus, cserbenhagy 
is only used in the target domain these days, and not in the source domain, where it 
originally used to be employed. 

 
7.4 The comparison of the motivation  

of English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 

Several parameters, such as form and meaning as well as the conceptual mechanisms 
providing the motivation, have to be taken into consideration when studying the moti-
vational similarities and differences of English and Hungarian idioms. In the motiva-
tional analysis of the given idioms, Kövecses’s (2005) proposed categorization system 
is also made use of, with the help of which it is possible to systematically differentiate 
between word form, literal meaning, and figurative meaning in relation to the concep-
tual mechanisms. It can thus be represented in detail whether the conceptual meta-
phors or metonymies underlying the particular linguistic expressions and their equiva-
lents are the same or different in the two languages. This kind of categorization makes 
it possible to create a systematic comparison of the given set of English idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents. In this way, it can be explicitly determined where the dif-
ference between the two languages lies.  

Kövecses (2005: Chapter 6) illustrates the possible patterns of similarities and dif-
ferences in a table, which is reproduced here as Table 7. in Appendix B. Kövecses’s 
(2005) categorization system differentiates between word forms, literal and figurative 
meanings, and the underlying conceptual mechanisms motivating linguistic expres-
sions. With the help of this categorization system, the similarities and differences be-
tween specific linguistic expressions of different languages can be determined.  

According to Kövecses (2005), there are five possibilities to express abstract 
meanings. This claim is illustrated with the analysis of several examples of the meta-
phor TIME IS MONEY in English and Hungarian (cf. Table 8.). The possibilities include 
the following:  
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Possibility 1: Different word form, same literal meaning, same conceptual 
metaphor, same figurative meaning, in which words are used that have the 
same primary literal meaning, and the shared primary meanings are ex-
tended in the same way within the framework of the same conceptual 
metaphor. 

Possibility 2: Different word form, different literal meaning, same concep-
tual metaphor, same figurative meaning, in which words have different 
primary literal meanings that are extended metaphorically within the same 
conceptual metaphor to yield the same figurative meaning. 

Possibility 3: Different word form, different literal meaning, different 
conceptual metaphor, same figurative meaning, in which the same figura-
tive meaning is expressed by means of different words that have different 
primary literal meanings within different conceptual metaphors.  

Possibility 4: Different word form, different literal meaning, different 
conceptual metaphor, different figurative meaning, in which the expres-
sion used in one of the languages compared does not express the same 
figurative meaning that the other does. This pattern can occur especially in 
translations of literary works. 

Possibility 5: Different word form, different literal meaning, no metaphor, 
and same figurative meaning (by means of literal meaning), in which the 
same figurative meaning is expressed literally82. 

According to Kövecses’s (2005) findings concerning the comparison of the metaphor 
TIME IS MONEY in English and Hungarian (cf. Table 8.), the most common case for the 
expression of the same figurative meaning seems to be Possibility 1, with the pattern 
different, same, same, same, which occurs eleven times. In this model, different word 
forms are used that have the same primary literal meaning, and the shared primary 
meanings are extended in the same way within the framework of the same conceptual 
metaphor. Possibility 2, with the pattern different, different, same, same, occurs less 
frequently, only four times. In this pattern, different word forms have different pri-
mary literal meanings that are extended metaphorically within the same conceptual 
metaphor to yield the same figurative meaning. Possibility 3, with the pattern differ-
ent, different, different, same – in which the same figurative meaning is expressed by 
means of different word forms that have different primary literal meanings within dif-
ferent conceptual metaphors – occurs three times, and is thus somewhat less frequent. 
Neither Possibility 4, with the pattern different word forms, different literal meanings, 
different conceptual metaphors, and different figurative meanings, nor Possibility 5, 
with the pattern different word form, different literal meaning, no metaphor, and same 
figurative meaning by means of literal meaning, occurs in Kövecses’s (2005) data. 
The short summary of these findings is represented in Table 8. in Appendix B.  

In the present study, a slightly modified version of Kövecses’s (2005) table (cf. 
Table 7.) is used which is adapted to the present research and contains further infor-
mation on literal meanings, and the specific motivational mechanisms. The modified 
version of the table is presented here as Table 9. in Appendix B. As it can be seen, in 
the adapted version of the table, several changes are made compared to Table 7. An 
important difference is that a new column of body parts is present. This column shows 
whether the Hungarian equivalent in question makes use of the same body part noun, 
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or not, as the English idiom. If not, a body-part related action can also be there in the 
equivalent. Or, the equivalent can possibly be unrelated to the human body, which 
means that a different source domain is made use of. In addition, the table does not 
contain the column Conceptual metaphor and metonymy, which is considered to be 
impractical to the present analysis of the data. Instead, conceptual metaphor and con-
ceptual metonymy are presented in separate columns in the adapted version. In addi-
tion, another new column, that of conventional/cultural knowledge is introduced in 
order to be able to differentiate between further motivational forces, and to report on 
conventional knowledge and cultural aspects. Besides, the order of the columns is re-
arranged, and the column of figurative meanings is placed last, so that the logical or-
der (word form – literal meaning – conceptual mechanisms – figurative meaning) is 
represented in a more transparent way in the table.  

The full analysis of the idiom database is presented in Table 10. This table in Ap-
pendix B shows the comparison of the motivation of English idioms and their Hun-
garian equivalents. This table contains information on the English idioms and the 
Hungarian equivalents, on the differences and similarities between their word forms, 
and their literal meanings. It also tells us whether or not the Hungarian expressions 
use body part nouns in the literal expressions. The table also focuses on the different 
conceptual mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphors, metonymies, and conven-
tional/cultural knowledge that motivate the figurative meanings of the different idi-
oms. With the help of this table, one is able to determine the points of similarities and 
differences between English and Hungarian. 

During the analysis of the database, further types besides same and different 
seemed to be necessary to describe the full range of the occurring phenomena. Thus, 
the type partly similar is introduced in Table 10. to describe partial similarities. When 
a category is grouped as partly similar, there is some similarity between the idioms 
and the equivalents. Thus, in the case of literal meanings there is only a single differ-
ence between the two expressions, e.g., a different verb, noun, or adjective can be 
used in English or Hungarian. Partial similarity in literal meaning thus means that al-
though the wording is not exactly the same, the general literal meaning is still the 
same, and it is not modified by the lack of precise word-by-word equivalence. For ex-
ample, bring something to its knees is paired with térdre kényszerít in Hungarian, 
which can be exactly represented as ‘knee-LOC(onto) force-3rd PERS’, or ‘force 
something onto the knee’. In this case, the literal meaning of the two idioms is taken 
to be partly similar and not completely same, since the construction is slightly differ-
ent in English and in Hungarian but the general literal meanings of both expressions 
are still the same. In the case of metaphors, metonymies, and cultural/conventional 
knowledge, if one or more pieces of them are shared in the two languages, they are 
considered to be partly similar. Still, there may be some additional conceptual mecha-
nisms that motivate a particular idiom and/or its equivalent that are different or lack-
ing in English or Hungarian. It has to be noted that the type ‘different’ includes cases 
where a conceptual metaphor, metonymy, or pieces of conventional/cultural knowl-
edge are used in one language, but no metaphors, metonymies, or pieces of conven-
tional/cultural knowledge are used in the other language.  

The patterns that characterize the idioms and their equivalents in the database can 
thus be seen in Table 10. in Appendix B. In this way, each idiom–equivalent pair be-
longs to a specific pattern. It can thus be determined whether the same, a partly simi-
lar, or a completely different literal meaning leads to the same figurative meaning, or 
whether the same, partly similar, or completely different conceptual mechanisms 
bring about the same figurative meaning. The English idioms and their Hungarian 
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equivalents can thus be systematically described by the specific patterns that arise on 
the basis of the analysis of the idiom database. The summary of the findings and the 
ranks of the patterns are given in Table 11. in Appendix B. 

There are some general tendencies that are true for each equivalent pair in the ta-
ble. Since the analysis is about two different languages, the word forms are necessar-
ily different in each case. In addition, since the idioms and their equivalents are paired 
in accordance with their meanings, their figurative meanings are always the same. 
Thus, variation can only be expected to occur in the literal meaning, or the underlying 
conceptual mechanisms of the given idioms.  

In addition to the information presented here, Chapter 6 on universality, and the 
previous sections on alternative conceptualization in Chapter 7 also contain specific 
information on the different aspects of similarities and differences as conclusions 
drawn from Table 10. 

 
7.4.1 Possibility 1 

 
Possibility 1 consists of the following features: Different word form, same literal 
meaning, same conceptual metaphor, same/different conceptual metonymy and con-
ventional/cultural knowledge, and same figurative meaning (D S S S, in short). Thus, 
this category represents the greatest similarity between expressions of different lan-
guages. This category contains equivalents that are the most ideal translation equiva-
lents since most of their features, such as their literal and figurative meanings, and the 
conceptual mechanisms motivating their meanings, correspond in the different lan-
guages. In this way, expressions that belong to this category represent ideal examples 
of cross-cultural similarity. 

Possibility 1 is the most frequent case in the present idiom database. Altogether, 
more than 30% of the idiom–equivalent pairs belong to this category (cf. Table 11.). 
In this way, the majority of the idioms and their equivalents are similar with respect to 
their literal meanings, the motivating mechanisms, and their figurative meanings. 
Within the 30,04%, there are four subcategories: D S S S, D S PSim S, D PSim S S, 
and D PSim PSim S. Most pairs belong to the D S S S subcategory (10,60%), which 
means that there is complete similarity between English idioms and their Hungarian 
equivalents in these cases. The other three subcategories include cases where small 
variation is possible concerning the literal meanings and conceptual metaphors since 
there are some pairs whose literal meanings and/or motivating mechanisms are only 
partially, and not completely shared. Nonetheless, these subcategories are included 
here since they are similar to a certain extent. Out of the last three subcategories, the 
category in which the literal meaning is partly similar and the conceptual metaphor is 
the same is the strongest, with 13,07% of the cases. In this way, it can be said that the 
majority of the idiom–equivalent pairs, 23,67%, share completely their conceptual 
metaphors. Some but not all of the conceptual metaphors are shared in 6,36% of all 
cases. 

Some examples from the database for linguistic expressions that are motivated by 
the same conceptual metaphor, similar or different metonymies and conven-
tional/cultural knowledge, and that share both the literal meanings and the figurative 
meanings are the following:  

D S S S: a free hand – szabad kéz, lose your head – elveszti a fejét, 
beat your chest – veri a mellét  
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D S PSim S: with the naked eye – szabad szemmel  

D PSim S S: fall into someone’s hands – valakinek a kezébe kerül,  
before your eyes – a szeme láttára, rear its head – felüti a fejét  

D PSim PSim S: get out of hand – kicsúszik a kezéből valami, cast your 
eye over something – egy pillantást vet valamire.  

This category has further subcases concerning the conceptual metonymies and the 
conventional/cultural knowledge that may further motivate the particular idioms and 
their equivalents. Thus, the same conceptual metonymy provides further motivation 
for the pairs in safe hands – biztos kezekben (van), and point the finger at someone – 
ujjal mutogat valakire, whereas a different conceptual metonymy motivates the pair 
with the naked eye – szabad szemmel. The same conventional/cultural knowledge mo-
tivates the pair wash your hands of something – mossa a kezeit, and fall on deaf ears – 
süket fülekre talál, whereas different pieces of conventional/cultural knowledge can 
be said to motivate the pair your hands are tied – meg van kötve a keze.  

In sum, the majority of the idiom–equivalent pairs belong to the category of ideal 
translation equivalents, sharing their literal meanings, their conceptual motivation, 
and their figurative meanings.  
 

7.4.2 Possibility 2 
 
Possibility 2 consists of the following features: Different word form, different literal 
meaning, same conceptual metaphor, same/different conceptual metonymy and con-
ventional/cultural knowledge, and same figurative meaning (D D S S, in short). Thus, 
this category shows less similarity between expressions of different languages than 
the previous category. This category includes equivalents that are less ideal translation 
equivalents since only half of the features correspond in the different languages.  

Possibility 2 is the second most frequent case in the idiom database since alto-
gether 28,98% of the idiom–equivalent pairs belong to this category. Thus, there is 
only a small difference between the number of pairs in Possibility 1 and 2. Almost 
half of the pairs in Possibility 2 are of the prototypical D D S S type (13,43%). More 
than half of the pairs belong to the D D PSim S type, where the conceptual metaphor 
is partly similar (15,55%). Thus, the tendency appears to be the following: if the lit-
eral meanings of the pairs are different, it is slightly more likely that partial, and not 
complete, similarity occurs in the conceptual metaphors. 

Some examples from the database for linguistic expressions which are motivated 
by the same conceptual metaphor, similar or different metonymies and conven-
tional/cultural knowledge, and differ in literal meanings but share figurative meanings 
are the following:  

D D S S: turn a blind eye to something – szemet huny valami felett,  
keep a straight face – nem neveti el magát, hold your tongue – tartja 
a száját 

D D PSim S: to someone’s face – szemébe mondja, give someone the cold 
shoulder – félvállról bánik valakivel, ram something down someone’s 
throat – belever valakibe valamit 
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This category also has further subcases concerning the conceptual metonymies and 
the conventional/cultural knowledge that may further motivate the particular idioms 
and their equivalents. Thus, the same conceptual metonymy motivates the pairs get 
your hands on something – megkaparint valamit, and point the finger at someone – 
megmutatja a felelőst. Different conceptual metonymies provide motivation in pairs 
such as (get/gain) the upper hand (of something) – fölébe kerekedik valakinek, and 
a stiff upper lip – arcizma sem rezdül. The same conventional/cultural knowledge is 
available in the pair rub shoulders with someone – egyenlőként érintkezik valakivel, 
whereas different conventional/cultural knowledge motivates the pair look someone in 
the eye – farkasszemet néz valakivel. 

In sum, the second largest group of idiom–equivalent pairs is the group of Possibil-
ity 2, in which different word form and literal meaning is paired with (partly) similar 
conceptual metaphors, and similar figurative meanings.  
 

7.4.3 Possibility 3 
 
Possibility 3 consists of the following features: Different word form, different literal 
meaning, different conceptual metaphor, same/different conceptual metonymy and 
conventional/cultural knowledge, and same figurative meaning (D D D S, in short). 
This category shows the least similarity between expressions of different languages. It 
comprises equivalents that are the least ideal translation equivalents since most of the 
features do not correspond in the different languages.  

This possibility occurs mostly when the Hungarian equivalents are not body part 
idioms, or use different body parts, or refer to bodily actions and not body parts. Thus, 
idiom–equivalent pairs in this group can often utilize different source domains to 
achieve the same figurative meanings.  

As the third most frequent group in the database, idiom–equivalent pairs belonging 
to Possibility 3 comprise 23% of all cases. The prototypical case, D D D S takes up 
19,43%, and the subcategory D PSim D S contains only 3,89% of these cases. Thus, 
the number of idiom–equivalent pairs in the subcategory D PSim D S is insignificant. 
The observable tendency is that the difference in literal meaning more often results in 
partly similar than completely similar conceptual metaphors (cf. Possibility 2a), or 
completely different conceptual metaphors (cf. Possibility 3 and 3a). If literal mean-
ings are only partially different, it is more likely to have different conceptual meta-
phors (cf. Possibility 3 and 3a) than similar ones (cf. Possibility 1b and 1c).  

Some examples from the database for linguistic expressions belonging to this cate-
gory are the following:  

D D D S: get out of hand – elveszti az uralmát valami felett, at face value 
– készpénznek vesz, come to a head – dűlőre visz valamit 

D PSim D S: get out of hand – kikerül valakinek az ellenőrzése alól, 
foot the bill – állja a számlát, a chip on your shoulder – van benne egy 
szálka valami miatt 

Subcases of this category include variation in conceptual metonymy. The same con-
ceptual metonymy motivates the pair try your hand at something – belekap valamibe, 
whereas different conceptual metonymies occur in the case of put your finger on 
something – rátapint valamire. There are no examples in the database for variation 
concerning conventional/cultural knowledge.  
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In sum, the third largest group of idiom–equivalent pairs is the group of Possibil-
ity 3, in which different word forms and (partly) different literal meanings are paired 
with different conceptual metaphors, and similar figurative meanings. 

 
7.4.4 Possibility 4 

 
Possibility 4 consists of the following features: Different word form, different literal 
meaning, different conceptual metaphor, same/different conceptual metonymy and 
conventional/cultural knowledge, and different figurative meaning (D D D D, in 
short). This category, according to Kövecses (2005), is mostly present in literary 
works. The idiom database analyzed in the present study does not contain any data 
that belongs to Possibility 4 since it is not concerned with literary works and their 
translations.  
 

7.4.5 Possibility 5 
 
Possibility 5 consists of the following features: Different word form, different literal 
meaning, no conceptual metaphor, no conceptual metonymy, same or different con-
ventional/cultural knowledge, and same figurative meaning expressed by means of 
literal meaning (D D N L, in short). This category shows that literal expressions can 
in some cases express figurative meanings.  

More than 10%, i.e., exactly 12,07%, of the idiom–equivalent pairs belong to Pos-
sibility 5. The majority belong to the prototypical case of D D N L (11,31%), whereas 
an insignificant minority, 0,71%, makes up the subcategory D PSim N L. Compared 
to Possibilities 1–3, this group is rather small. 

This possibility applies in the case of some Hungarian equivalents in the database, 
such as out of hand – gondolkodás nélkül, pay lip service to something – nem őszintén 
támogat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit. Namely, some hand, feet, heart, finger, shoulder, 
thumb, lip, flesh, mouth, tongue, and toe idioms and their Hungarian equivalents be-
long to this possibility. As explained in 7.3.1.1, these cases are suggested to be short-
comings of the idiom database and the dictionaries used, since figurative equivalents 
of the same English idioms are also possible and available in Hungarian, but they are 
not listed in the sources of the database. 

Subcases of this possibility include variation in the English conceptual metonymies 
and the English conventional/cultural knowledge. Although conceptual metonymies 
motivate English idioms such as point the finger at someone, whose equivalent is hi-
báztat valakit, the Hungarian equivalent is literal and not motivated by conceptual 
mechanisms. Similar conventional/cultural knowledge is available in the case of keep 
you on your toes and állandó készenlétben tart valakit, but the Hungarian expression 
is not motivated by conceptual metaphors and metonymies. Different conven-
tional/cultural knowledge is necessary to understand the thumbs down and nem hagy 
jóvá, but the Hungarian expression is again not motivated by any conceptual meta-
phors and metonymies. It may also happen that the difference lies only in the exis-
tence/non-existence of conventional/cultural motivation, as in the case of viccesen and 
gunyorosan, which are the equivalents of tongue in cheek. In these cases, the English 
idiom is motivated by conventional knowledge, whereas the Hungarian equivalents 
are not motivated by any conceptual mechanisms.  
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In sum, the fourth largest group of idiom–equivalent pairs is the group of Possibil-
ity 5, in which different word forms and (partly) different literal meanings are paired 
with no conceptual metaphors, and similar figurative meanings expressed by means of 
literal meaning. 
 

7.4.6 Possibility 6 
 
Possibility 6 is a new category which does not occur in Kövecses’s (2005) categoriza-
tion system. Those idiom–equivalent pairs belong in this category which have no 
metaphorical motivation, but have some metonymical motivation. In the database, 
metonymical motivation is always similar in this category. On the other hand, the lit-
eral meanings of the pairs can be similar, partly similar, or different.  

Altogether, 5,65% of all cases belong here, so the number of the pairs belonging 
here is quite small. Similarity in literal meanings occurs more frequently than differ-
ence in this category. Some examples of this category are come face to face with 
someone – szemtől-szemben, blood is shed – vérontás történik, and grit your teeth – 
összeszorítja a fogát. Conventional/cultural knowledge is similar in the majority of 
cases, including pairs such as look someone in the face – valakinek a szemébe néz, and 
make a face – arcokat vág. 

In sum, the fifth largest group of idiom–equivalent pairs is the group of Possibil-
ity 6, in which different word forms and similar or different literal meanings are 
paired with no conceptual metaphors, similar conceptual metonymies, and similar 
figurative meanings. Since the conceptual mechanisms motivating the idioms and 
their equivalents is the same, although it is only metonymical, and not metaphorical, 
this group strengthens the positions of Possibility 1 and 2. This is feasible if the em-
phasis is greater on the similarity of motivational mechanisms as opposed to the spe-
cific kind of the similar motivational mechanisms.  
 

7.4.7 Summary 
 
Categorizing the data of the idiom database according to the different possibilities de-
scribed above has major advantages. Firstly, the analysis of the idioms can be sup-
plemented by quantifiable data. Secondly, categorizing idioms into different groups 
also shows the systematicity of the study. Thirdly, generalizations are also possible 
concerning the nature of the two languages. Fourthly, the frequency of specific groups 
can be determined. Fifthly, the table and the analysis can be systematically comple-
mented with the results of further studies on other languages.  

Kövecses’s (2005) findings concerning the analysis of the metaphor TIME IS MONEY 
indicate that the most frequent pattern in the expression of the same figurative mean-
ing is D S S S. The analysis demonstrates that the frequency order of the various pat-
terns for the expression of the same figurative meaning is (1) D S S S > (2) D D S S > 
(3) D D D S. These findings indicate that although time is most often talked and 
thought about with the help of a coherently organized set of concepts coming from the 
domain of money or valuable resource, English still has a more coherent and complete 
version of the same metaphor than Hungarian in several ways. Thus, in Hungarian the 
literal meanings of the expressions can differ, and different conceptual metaphors can 
be used, as well.  

Similarly to Kövecses’s (2005) findings, the findings of the present research indi-
cate that the frequency order of the possibilities is quite similar. As the analysis of the 
present idiom database shows, the frequency order is the following: (1) D S S S > 
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(2) D D S S > (3) D D D S > (4) D D N L > (5) D S/D –(SMeto) S > (6) D D D D. In 
this way, the most frequent group is Possibility 1, then come Possibility 2, 3, 5, and 6. 
Possibility 4 is not represented in the database with examples, as mentioned above.  

The findings of the present research confirm the main claim of Kövecses’s (2005) 
study, according to which Possibility 1, with the least differences, is the largest group. 
Thus, the most common case for the expression of the same figurative meaning is the 
pattern different, same, same, same. It is also reinforced that the second most frequent 
case is Possibility 2, where slightly more differences occur. Possibility 3 is also rein-
forced as the third largest group of idiom–equivalent pairs. In addition, the present 
findings confirm the need for Possibilities 5 and 6, since several examples of the id-
iom database indicate the presence and the importance of these categories. Possibil-
ity 4 is not present in any of the studies since the target of the analyses is not literary 
language.  

The main tendencies that can be concluded from the above categorization system 
are the following: The majority of the expressions belong to the first four groups, 
namely, Possibilities 1, 2, 3, and 6. Altogether, 87,99% of all the idiom–equivalent 
pairs belong to these four categories. In these categories, conceptual mechanisms pro-
vide motivation for the figurative meanings of the expressions. There is only a small 
number of idiom–equivalent pairs that lack conceptual metaphorical and metonymical 
motivation, and whose meanings are expressed by means of literal meanings. The ex-
istence of Possibility 6 can be said to strengthen the position of Possibility 1 and 2 in 
case the focus is on the similarity of any kind of conceptual mechanisms.  

Concerning the kinds of conceptual metaphors that motivate metaphorical linguis-
tic expressions in the two languages, the tendencies are the following: The similarity 
on the level of metaphors is great. The same or partly similar metaphors motivate the 
figurative meanings of in almost 60% of the cases (59,01%). Thus, the majority of the 
idioms and their equivalents are motivated by similar conceptual metaphors. This 
60% includes cases of Possibility 1 and 2. Different conceptual metaphors occur in 
23,32% of all cases. These cases include the group of Possibility 3. No metaphorical 
motivation is provided in 17,67% of the cases, including Possibilities 5 and 6.  

As far as conceptual metonymies and conventional/cultural knowledge are con-
cerned, the following tendencies are observable: Conceptual metonymies can occur 
either together with, or without, conceptual metaphors. It is more frequent that meta-
phors and metonymies together provide motivation to idioms and their equivalents. 
However, as the existence of Possibility 6 indicates, it is also possible in a small num-
ber of cases (5,65%) to have conceptual metonymies only. Conventional/cultural 
knowledge most frequently goes together with conceptual metaphors and metony-
mies, but in few cases they happen to be the only motivational mechanisms. These 
cases belong to Possibility 5. 

The similarity or difference of literal meanings can be influenced by the similarity 
or difference of the body parts used in English and in Hungarian (if any). The choice 
of a subpart or a hypernym for a specific body part shows that there is still some con-
nection and thus similarity in the literal meanings, as Samaras (2003) also notes. In-
deed, in Table 10. the cases of differences in body parts are marked with a special 
sign (D – REL. BPN, or D – REL. ACT.) in the column of body part nouns in order to 
show that although the exact body part mentioned differs in English and Hungarian, 
the selection of the specific words in Hungarian is closely related to the original Eng-
lish body part domain. 

The present research, however, is different in several details from Kövecses’s 
(2005) study. Firstly, the study conducted by Kövecses (2005) and the present re-
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search differ in their objectives and database. The major difference between the two 
studies is the difference of the database since the present study analyzes a larger set of 
idioms and their equivalents. Kövecses (2005) analyzes a single metaphor, TIME IS 
MONEY, in English and Hungarian. The present study involves the analysis of several 
metaphors as well as metonymies. Also, in the present research, new types, such as 
partly similar, and new groups, such as Possibility 6, are introduced to fit the data. In 
addition, slightly different variables are utilized here since conceptual metaphors, me-
tonymies and conventional/cultural knowledge are differentiated in more detail in the 
present analysis. These additional features of the comparison of the motivation of 
English and Hungarian idioms help draw important conclusions from the database. 
Nonetheless, in order to be able draw definitive conclusions, more data on more lan-
guages is necessary. Thus, further studies are required across different, related and un-
related, languages regarding similar and different source domains, as well.  

 
7.5 Causes of variation 

 
As we have seen in Chapter 6, similarities abound on the generic level. Thus, the two 
languages utilize more similar motivational mechanisms if we consider the highly ge-
neric level. Differences flourish on the more specific level in the hierarchy. The ques-
tion is what makes it possible for the two languages to be different on the specific 
level.  

Causes of variation and alternative conceptualization can be manifold. Kövecses 
(2005) gives an exhaustive list of possible causes of variation, including the aware-
ness of context, memory and history, general concerns and interests, and cognitive 
preferences and styles. More specifically, these include the following possible causes 
of variation.  
 

1) Differences in the physical environment such as the particularities of 
geography, landscape, fauna and flora 

2) Differences in the social context including power relations and so-
cial pressure 

3) Differences in the cultural context including the different governing 
principles and the different key concepts in different cultures 

4) Differences in the discourse contexts, such as the differences in the 
physical setting as in the frequency of source domains such as 
HEALTH in accordance with weather conditions (Boers 1999) 

6) Framing and prototypes, e.g., concerning the concept of prototypical 
houses in different cultures 

7) Differences in memory as related to social, cultural, and personal 
history 

8) Differences in social/personal concerns including the overwhelming 
influence of American English sports metaphors in the language  

9) Differences in cognitive preferences/style as differences in the 
choice of metaphors that are equally well motivated 

10) Differences in coherence including orientational metaphors, and the 
concept of UP being related to positive concepts 

 
Based on the comparison of English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents, it ap-
pears that the differences observed are the result of only some of the above-mentioned 
possible causes. Thus, the data does not present examples for all the possibilities 
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above. In this way, not all of the possible causes of variation are made use of in the 
given set of idioms and their equivalents. Firstly, differences in the physical environ-
ment and the social context are not so great between English and Hungarian as to mo-
tivate variation in this specific set of idioms. Secondly, differences in the discourse 
contexts are not known since idioms and their equivalents are not examined as part of 
discourse. Thirdly, frames and prototypes are also not the touched upon in the present 
study. Fourthly, differences in memory are also not in the scope of the present re-
search. Thus, only the following possible causes of variation are of significance with 
respect to the present research and the comparison of English and Hungarian: Differ-
ences in the cultural context, differences in social/personal concerns, differences in 
cognitive preferences/style, and differences in coherence. 

As noted above, differences in the cultural context include the different governing 
principles and the different key concepts in different cultures. Thus, as linguistic evi-
dence shows (cf. Kövecses 2000, 2005; King 1989; Matsuki 1995; Taylor & Mbense 
1998), the PRESSURIZED CONTAINER metaphor for anger is alike in different cultures, 
but at the specific level there are significant differences from culture to culture. 

As some examples from the database show, there exist culture-specific instantia-
tions of certain conceptual metaphors and metonymies (cf. Chapters 7.3.2.1, 7.3.2.2 
and 7.3.2.3). Thus, culture-specific actions can be referred to in some cases, as a result 
of which culture-specific content is provided for the similar generic structure. Also, 
different specific-level source domains can be used for the same targets in English 
and in Hungarian. In addition, different specific-level conceptual metonymies can be 
used in the two languages. Besides, unique metaphors with unique source domains 
can also occur in Hungarian.  

The differences in social/personal concerns result, for instance, in the difference re-
lated to the frequency of sports metaphors in American English as opposed to other 
languages. The cause of the difference is the different amount of significance attrib-
uted to domains such as sports in different cultures. This can show up in the frequency 
of sports metaphors in general language use as well as individual metaphorical lan-
guage.  

Regarding social concerns, on the basis of the differing frequency of human body 
metaphors it appears that body metaphors are more likely to be available in English 
for the expression of specific figurative meanings than in Hungarian. Thus, Hungarian 
appears to use more diverse domains in addition to the human body as sources for the 
shared target domains within the given set of idioms in the scope of the present re-
search. It has to be noted, though, that the human body as a source domain also ranks 
high in Hungarian in general, similarly to English. This is possible since it can be hy-
pothesized that the human body concerns speakers of English and of Hungarian to the 
same extent.  

Differences in cognitive preferences/style include differences in the experiential 
focus, differences in viewpoint preference, and differences in metaphor and meton-
ymy preference. These preferences can become conventionalized in the culture and 
the language. Cultural preferences are therefore of great significance in figurative ex-
pressions. 

It has to be noted that although the universal bodily basis can, it does not have to, 
be utilized in the same way in different languages. This is due to the differences in the 
experiential focus, as different people may highlight different aspects of their bodily 
functioning in relation to a specific target domain. It can also happen that they ignore 
certain aspects of their bodily functioning and emphasize other aspects. This happens 
in the case of time metaphors, as Kövecses (2005) shows, where it is possible to have 
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the TIME ORIENTATION metaphor in the majority of languages, but a different, front–
back orientation with relation to time in some languages. In these cases, the future is 
in the back, the present is here, and the past is ahead of the people. These basically 
contrasting views of time show that time does not have a single universal experiential 
basis, but its conceptualization depends on the correlation of a target domain with 
several equally plausible experiential bases. In this way, speakers of different lan-
guages can focus on different experiential bases, which results in the conceptualiza-
tion of time as well as other abstract domains in several different but equally moti-
vated ways. Difference in metaphor and metonymy preference in different cultures 
means that different cultures can choose between equally well motivated ways of con-
ceptualization. Thus, specific cultures can select and prefer a specific metaphor, 
whereas others can choose to use a different metaphor, and in both cases, the particu-
lar metaphors chosen have individual motivation.  

Differences in cognitive preference also show up in the case of idioms and their 
equivalents in the idiom database. Chapter 7.3.2.10 discusses the major tendencies 
with respect to preferential conceptualization and Chapter 7.3.2.4 focuses on alterna-
tive metaphors in English and Hungarian. In short, in addition to the human body, 
Hungarian equivalents make use of further domains as well to express the same figu-
rative meanings as the English idioms. Thus, the preferences concerning the choice of 
conceptual metaphors as well as metonymies are different in English and Hungarian. 
Nonetheless, the selection and the preference of each metaphor and metonymy is well 
motivated in each language.  

A further possible cause of variation within the idioms of the database is due to dif-
ferences in coherence. This means that speakers tend to be coherent with relation to 
various aspects of a given communicative situation. In this way, orientational meta-
phors are coherent since the concept of UP is related to positive concepts, whereas the 
concept of DOWN is related to negative concepts in general.  

Idioms and their equivalents in the database reflect the coherence of the universal 
relationship among the human body, conceptualization, language, and real-world ob-
jects and events. As Kövecses (2005) claims, the pressure of coherence can cause, or 
enable, speakers to select metaphorical source domains that are coherent with these 
and, probably, other relationships that characterize communicative situations. Al-
though the present analysis does not concern the use of the given English idioms and 
their Hungarian equivalents in specific communicative situations, the source domains 
chosen by English and Hungarian as represented in the analyzed set of idiom–
equivalent pairs are coherent and well-motivated in each language. The fact that simi-
larities in the two languages can be the result of embodiment provides a strong argu-
ment for their overall coherence.  

 
7.6 Summary 

 
In sum, differences between the languages, as also indicated above, can be manifold. 
Cross-cultural variation can be manifested in various ways in English and Hungarian, 
as the analysis above suggests. In general, universality still allows for alternativity. As 
Gibbs (1999) points out, different cultural beliefs and values may define differently 
the same basic embodied experiences in which conceptual metaphors are grounded. 
Nonetheless, each of the alternative means of conceptualization is well motivated. As 
Ning Yu (2000: 172) expresses, “relativity exists in the larger context of universality.” 
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8. Conclusion 
 

8.1 Summary 
 
The present thesis examines the conceptual motivation of the most frequent English 
human body idioms and their Hungarian equivalents within the cognitive linguistic 
framework. Major conceptual mechanisms, such as conceptual metaphors, metonymies, 
and conventional/cultural knowledge, are examined which motivate the specific subset 
of idioms and their equivalents. Similarities in the conceptual structure of human body 
idioms in English imply the existence of naturally emerging groups of human body part 
areas including (1) the head and its parts, (2) the trunk area, (3) the arm and its parts, (4) 
the leg and its parts, and (5) the inside of the human body. The separate body part areas 
help conceptualize separate target domains, whereas their constituent parts usually help 
conceptualize similar targets. The similarities and differences in the conceptual motiva-
tions of the English idioms and their Hungarian equivalents are then compared in the 
two languages. The systematic and detailed analysis of similarities and differences in 
conceptual motivation is also relevant with respect to the embodiment hypothesis, uni-
versality, and alternative conceptualization. Several aspects of the similarities and dif-
ferences between English and Hungarian are examined from the point of view of uni-
versality and alternative conceptualization. 

One of the most important concerns of the present thesis is the nature of conceptual 
motivation. The findings of the study also provide evidence for the earlier findings of 
conceptual metaphor and metonymy theory within the cognitive linguistic view. As de-
scribed above, the motivation of the idioms and their equivalents primarily arises from 
conceptual metaphors, conceptual metonymies, and conventional knowledge. Metaphor, 
metonymy, and conventional/cultural knowledge have indeed been found to be preva-
lent mechanisms in both English and Hungarian employed for the understanding of ab-
stract concepts. These motivational forces provide the links between the literal mean-
ings and the figurative meanings. The above conceptual mechanisms can work either 
separately, or jointly and simultaneously. The analysis of the set of idioms and their 
equivalents provides strong evidence for the claim according to which the figurative 
meaning of idioms is not arbitrary. Some metaphors, metonymies, and pieces of con-
ventional/cultural knowledge appear in both languages, whereas some are only available 
to one of the languages. The comparison of the idiom–equivalent pairs shows that the 
human body has a significant role in our thinking and talking about a wide variety of 
different target domains. Target domains such as events, actions, activities, states, cau-
sation, structure and organization, intensity, people, emotions, behavior, characteristics 
and values, power relations, knowledge, ideas, and attention, are frequently understood 
via human body parts in English, and human body parts as well as other concrete do-
mains in Hungarian, including animals, living organisms, buildings, physical pain, ac-
tions, economic transactions, (sports) games, plays, magnetic and physical forces, and 
spatial distance.  

In general, the human body has a key function in human meaning and understanding, 
which also shows up in the examination of the present idiom database. The fact that in 
English the human body appears to be the most frequently used domain demonstrates 
that the human body has great significance and cognitively salience to speakers. This 
anthropomorphic view also exemplifies that there is a complex relationship between 
language, conceptualization, the human body, and the cultural context. As Yu 
(2004: 683) observes,  
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[v]ery often, metonymy and metaphor emerge in the interaction between 
body and culture. While the body is a potentially universal source domain 
for metonymies and metaphors that structure abstract concepts, cultural 
models set up specific perspectives from which certain aspects of bodily ex-
perience or certain parts of the body are viewed as especially salient and 
meaningful in the understanding of those abstract concepts.  

The human body and its physiological structure and functional composition are essen-
tially universal. The wide range of common, universal bodily experiences serve as 
sources for conceptual mechanisms such as metaphors and metonymies that motivate 
different linguistic expressions. The common grounding makes it possible for meta-
phors and metonymies to be potentially universal, and the interaction with the environ-
ment makes it possible for them to differ. In this way, both embodiment and culture 
play extremely important roles in conceptualization.  

As the analysis of the idiom database shows, similarities between English and Hun-
garian are mostly present on the generic-level of conceptual mechanisms. Differences 
are mostly observable on the specific levels of conceptual mechanisms in English and 
Hungarian. On the one hand, the similarities between English and Hungarian are the re-
sult of the embodiment hypothesis and the common experiential grounding of the spe-
cific linguistic expressions. On the other hand, the differences between English and 
Hungarian are mostly the result of cultural preferences. Thus, different aspects of do-
mains can be singled out in different languages, which can result in cross-cultural dif-
ferences. Cultural preferences, therefore, play an important part in addition to embodi-
ment.  

Indeed, a high degree of similarity is shown to exist due to the embodiment hypothe-
sis. The similarities in conceptualization with respect to conceptual metaphors, me-
tonymies, and conventional/cultural knowledge illustrate the claim that meaning is gen-
erated by bodily-based imaginative processes. Thus, the commonality between English 
and Hungarian is rooted in the common knowledge about, and the common bodily ex-
periences with, the specific body parts. Commonality is grounded in the physical char-
acteristics of the human body, which provides a reason for its experiential grounding 
and the possibility of universal bodily experiences. In harmony with the theory of em-
bodiment, it is hypothesized that there are potentially universal metaphors and metony-
mies grounded in our embodied experience since our bodily experience is extremely 
important to humans. Due to the universal nature of the bodily experience, the meta-
phors corresponding to it can also be universal. Thus, universal primary experiences can 
produce universal primary metaphors. However, complex metaphors, that is, the combi-
nations of primary metaphors are more likely to be language-specific. Cultures can in-
fluence to a large extent what complex conceptual metaphors emerge from the primary 
metaphors. Nonetheless, universal experiences do not automatically result in universal 
metaphors. Rather, universal bodily experiences can be chosen during the creation proc-
ess of metaphors, and they can also be superseded by culture and/or cognitive processes. 
It has to be noted that primary metaphors do not automatically become universal meta-
phors. Complex metaphors, on the other hand, can just as well be potentially universal 
metaphors. Besides, not all metaphors are based on human bodily experiences since 
many metaphors are based on cultural considerations and cognitive processes. 

Alternative conceptualization can be observed in several ways in English and Hun-
garian. Cross-linguistic differences can occur in literal meanings and in conceptual 
mechanisms. The literal meanings of the Hungarian equivalents can be either similar or 
different from those of the English idioms. In the majority of the cases, Hungarian uses 
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body part terms in the equivalents, similarly to English. Thus, non-body-part idioms oc-
cur in around 40% of the cases as Hungarian equivalents. Also, it is possible that the use 
of a body part term is explicit in one language but implicit in the other, as in gain the 
upper hand vs. átveszi a vezetést. In addition, though grounded in a universal experi-
ence, body part terms can express a certain concept in one language but not in the other. 
In this way, the hands vs. the person can stand for being busy in English vs. in Hungar-
ian, as in have your hands full vs. tele van ‘be full’. Besides, if a bodily act is specific to 
a culture, then the figurative idiom is language-specific, too. This happens in the case of 
keep one’s fingers crossed and its equivalent szorít valakinek ‘grip for somebody’. In 
sum, universal embodiment can, but does not necessarily have to, lead to potentially 
universal metaphors since differences in the cultural experiences and concerns and in 
the cognitive preferences can also influence the emergence of metaphors used by spe-
cific languages and cultures. 

On the basis of the idiom database, the most frequent case for the expression of the 
same figurative meaning is using different word forms, similar literal meanings, and 
similar conceptual mechanisms in English and in Hungarian. Idiom–equivalent pairs in 
which an increasing number of differences occur with respect to literal meanings and 
conceptual mechanisms rank lower as they are less and less frequent.  

As Ning Yu (2003b: 14) puts it, “the relation between metaphor, body, and culture is 
extremely intricate, with all of them mingled together, and each of them penetrating the 
others, giving rise to a colorful spectrum of cognition.” As Yu (2003b: 29) claims, there 
is a circular triangle relation between metaphor, body, and culture. Thus, conceptual 
metaphors are usually derived from bodily experiences, whereas cultural models filter 
bodily experiences for specific target domains of conceptual metaphors, and cultural 
models themselves are very often structured by conceptual metaphors (cf. Figure 1. in 
Appendix B). As Yu (2003b: 29) argues,  

The figurative meanings of the given idioms do not emerge as arbitrary 
characteristics; instead, they are a rational outcome of the fact that human 
beings use their body parts in a very similar, if not the same, way, thus shar-
ing a common human experience. As such, this common human experience 
is independent of language and manifests itself in many – often dissimilar – 
figurative linguistic expressions on the surface, and many – often similar – 
underlying conceptual mechanisms such as metaphors or metonymies in 
various languages. 

 
8.2 Possibilities for further research and recommendations 

 
The issue of universality and variation in languages and cultures is probably one of the 
most complex and challenging questions in the cognitive linguistic study of conceptual 
motivation. The present thesis wishes to contribute to the theory of conceptual metaphor 
and metonymy and add valuable data for the benefit of a more detailed perspective on 
the issues of universality and cross-cultural similarities and differences. The cross-
linguistic study presented in the thesis is claimed to be helpful in providing a wider 
cross-cultural and cross-linguistic perspective to conceptual metaphor and metonymy 
analysis. 

The scope of the present research concerns the comparison of only a subset of lin-
guistic data in English and Hungarian, as already pointed out in Chapter 1.7 as well. It 
has to be acknowledged though that the scope of the present study is naturally too nar-
row to be able to draw definitive conclusions concerning universality and alternative 
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conceptualization based on the analysis of a given set of idioms and their equivalents in 
only two languages since the results and conclusions described above primarily concern 
the analyzed idioms of the database. Thus, there may well be further similarities and 
differences between English and Hungarian, which are unfortunately not observable on 
the basis of the database used in the present study.  

Research into the cultural variation of the semantic motivation of idioms is a rela-
tively unexplored field in linguistics. The systematic comparative study of idioms and 
their motivations can shed light on the general tendencies of similarities and differences 
of idiom motivation in the two languages. The examination of the tendencies of cross-
language variation may be useful for further research in cognitive semantics as well as 
translation studies, lexicography and language teaching indicating the ways in which the 
two languages differ or overlap, and helping to define the varying degree of translatabil-
ity. The research is expected to give fresh impetus to intercultural communication as 
well. Comparative analyses based on corpora are also beneficial in determining the fre-
quency of specific metaphors in given languages. This also makes it possible to deter-
mine which conceptual domains need further exploration in the language classroom.  

The implications of this and other cognitive linguistic studies concerned with cross-
cultural/cross-linguistic analyses can only be strengthened if more, detailed studies are 
carried out in the future whose general scope is similar, but compare other languages. 
Systematic investigation of further source and target domains is necessary to contribute 
to the details of the proposals concerning the universal and the culture-specific nature of 
conceptual metaphors and metonymies.  
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Appendix A 
 

The detailed analysis  
of the English human body part idioms  
and their and Hungarian equivalents 

 
The analysis below consists of the detailed study of the English human body part idioms 
and their Hungarian equivalents in the focus of the present dissertation. The order of the 
sections is based on the frequency of the English human body part idioms analyzed, as 
given in the idiom database (see Table 3.). The English idioms in each section are in al-
phabetical order. The Hungarian equivalents are listed and analyzed after the English 
idioms. The Hungarian equivalents are not listed in any particular order of frequency or 
alphabetical order though.  
 

1. English hand idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
In the database, the following are the most frequently used idioms with hand: (get/gain) 
the upper hand (of something), a free hand, an old hand, at the hands of someone, 
change hands, fall into someone’s hands, force someone’s hand, get out of hand, get 
your hands on somebody, get your hands on something, hand in hand, have a hand in 
something, have your hands full, in safe hands, in your hands, lend a hand, on your 
hands, out of hand, out of your hands, play into someone’s hands, take the law into your 
own hands, time on your hands, try your hand at something, turn your hand to some-
thing, wash your hands of something, with your bare hands, wring your hands, your 
hands are tied and your right-hand man. These 29 idioms are often used in the English 
language, as CDI shows.  
 

1) (get/gain) the upper hand (of something) 
a) (átveszi) a vezetést 

(over-take-3rd PERS) the leadership-ACC 
b) fölébe kerekedik valakinek 

up-POSS-LOC(into) arise-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 
 

Get/gain the upper hand of something83: Hand is inevitably related to the concept of 
control. The widely-used conceptual metonymy–metaphor pair THE HAND STANDS FOR 
CONTROL and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND is a major motivating force behind the 
idiom. The orientational conceptual metaphor at work here is POWER/CONTROL IS UP. 
Due to the metaphor CONTROL IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION emerging via the use of get 
and gain, the ability to have control over things is seen as a valuable possession. 

The Hungarian equivalent átveszi a vezetést is motivated by the metaphor CONTROL 
IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION according to which leadership is conceptualized as a pos-
sessed object. On the other hand, fölébe kerekedik valakinek concentrates on the concept 
of UP, making use of the metaphor POWER/CONTROL IS UP. The verb implies an iterative 
motion upwards.  
 

2) a free hand 
a) szabad kéz 

free hand 
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A free hand84: Here again, control is conceptualized via the human hand: THE HAND 
STANDS FOR CONTROL and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND motivate the idiom. In ad-
dition, the metaphor FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE is extremely important in 
grasping the meaning of the idiom.  

Similarly to the English idiom, the Hungarian equivalent szabad kéz is motivated by 
exactly the same mechanisms, and uses the same body part. 
 

3) an old hand 
a) régi motoros 

old motorcyclist 
b) vén róka 

old fox 
c) tapasztalt róka 

experienced fox 
 
An old hand85: The hand here metonymically stands for the person, who is an expert at 
something, who has special skills at something. Therefore, the metonymies THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE PERSON and THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EXPERTISE mo-
tivate the idiom primarily. The use of old in the idiom is motivated via the metonymy 
OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED. 

Similarly to the English idiom, all the Hungarian equivalents emphasize the aspect of 
oldness, which is metonymically associated with being skilled and experienced. Hence 
the metonymy OLD FOR SKILLED/EXPERIENCED. Régi motoros is often used in Hungar-
ian. The use of the word for motorcyclist can be argued to be motivated by the Event 
Structure metaphor system, according to which PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD and 
LONG-TERM, PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITIES ARE JOURNEYS. So the person riding the motorcy-
cle is the person leading a purposeful activity, i.e., working. The other equivalent, vén 
róka, is motivated by the metaphor HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, which 
makes it possible to highlight one of the most important characteristics of foxes accord-
ing to our folk theory, i.e., that foxes are thought to be cunning and skilled. The same is 
true for tapasztalt róka. 

 
4) at the hands of someone 

a) valaki kezei között 
somebody(-DAT) hand-PL LOC-(between) 

b) valaki kezén 
somebody(-DAT) hand-LOC(on) 

c) valaki karmai között 
somebody(-DAT) claw-POSS-PL LOC-(between) 

 
At the hands of someone86: Here again, the metonymy–metaphor pair THE HAND STANDS 
FOR CONTROL and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND are used. The hand symbolizes the 
power and the control that specific entities such as people or organizations may have 
over the others.  

The Hungarian equivalents valaki kezei között as well as valaki kezén are also moti-
vated by the same metonymy–metaphor pair. Having control over somebody is meta-
phorically conceptualized via the hand and its actions. The third equivalent, valaki kar-
mai között, is motivated by the same mechanisms, but due to the use of the word mean-
ing ‘claw’ it focuses more on animals – hence the metaphor HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL 
BEHAVIOR. Claws here refer to the same concept as hands do in the previous examples. 
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5) change hands 
a) gazdát cserél 

owner-ACC change-3rd PERS 
 
Change hands87: Business transactions are conceptualized primarily via the physical 
manipulation of objects. Control, which is a necessary aspect of business transactions, is 
also seen as the physical manipulation of objects. Thus, in addition to the metaphor A 
BUSINESS TRANSACTION IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF OBJECTS, the metonymy THE 
HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL and the metaphors CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, as 
well POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND are also at work here.  

The Hungarian equivalent gazdát cserél does not imply the use of hands to change 
owners. The people owning the thing (and not only one of their body parts, the hand) 
are in the centre of attention in addition to the action of changing owners. Metonymi-
cally, this can be expressed in the following way: CHANGING THE PERSON POSSESSING 
THE OBJECT FOR CHANGING THE POSSESSION. 

 
6) fall into someone’s hands – fall into the wrong hands 

a) valakinek a kezébe kerül 
somebody-DAT the hand-DAT-LOC(in) get-3rd PERS 

 
Fall into someone’s hands88: The idiom is motivated by the following mechanisms: the 
metaphor A TRANSACTION IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF OBJECTS, the metonymy 
THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL and the metaphors CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, 
as well as POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND. 

The equivalent valakinek a kezébe kerül is motivated by the same mechanisms. The 
same body part, but not the same verb is used. Fall in the English idiom, similarly to the 
verb meaning ‘get’ in the Hungarian idiom, implies accidental, and not deliberate action. 

 
7) force someone’s hand 

a) belekényszerít valamibe 
PART(into)-force-3rd PERS something-LOC(into) 

b) kényszerít valamire 
force-3rd PERS something-LOC(onto) 

c) kénytelen valamit csinálni 
be-forced something-ACC do-INF 

d) ráerőszakolja az akaratát valakire 
LOC(upon)-force-3rd PERS the will-POSS-ACC somebody-
LOC(onto) 

 
Force someone’s hand89: Hand, again, is connected to control due to the metonymy–
metaphor pair THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL – CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND. 
Force implies the use of strength and power to make somebody do something: HAVING 
CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS APPLYING PHYSICAL FORCE ON HIM/HER.  

The Hungarian equivalents belekényszerít valamibe and kényszerít valamire are not 
hand, or human body idioms. The unwanted situations are conceptualized as containers, 
into which people lacking control are physically forced to enter into: SITUATIONS ARE 
CONTAINERS, HAVING CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS APPLYING PHYSICAL FORCE ON 
HIM/HER. The equivalent kénytelen valamit csinálni also focuses on the lack of choice 
between accepting and refusing the forced action. As the Concise Dictionary of the 
Hungarian Language also implies, kény, the word that is used in all three idioms above, 
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originally means ‘freedom to act and having control over one’s actions’90. The lack of 
kény, however, – as in kénytelen valamit csinálni – implies lack of freedom to act and 
lack of control. The last Hungarian equivalent, ráerőszakolja az akaratát valakire, again 
uses the image of force: control is metaphorically conceptualized as a physical force. 
Somebody’s will is seen as an object whose possession can be forced onto another per-
son against his/her will.  

 
8) get out of hand 

a) kicsúszik a kezéből valami 
PART(out)-slip-3rd PERS the hand-POSS-LOC(from) something 

b) elveszti az uralmát valami felett 
PART(away)-lose-3rd PERS the power-POSS-ACC something 
LOC(over) 

c) elszabadul 
PART(away)-get-free-3rd PERS 

d) kikerül valakinek az ellenőrzése alól 
PART(out)-get-3rd PERS somebody-POSS the control-POSS 
LOC(from under) 

 
Get out of hand91: This idiom is also motivated by the metonymy–metaphor pair con-
cerning control: THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL – CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND. 
In addition, a further control metaphor, CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS THE PHYSICAL 
MANIPULATION OF AN OBJECT, works here.  

The Hungarian equivalent, kicsúszik a kezéből valami, is a hand idiom as well, and is 
also motivated by the triplet: THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL – CONTROL IS HOLDING IN 
THE HAND – CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION OF AN OBJECT. 
The slipping movement refers to an unintentional event, and is additionally motivated 
by the Event Structure metaphor MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION. Elveszti az 
uralmát valami felett is primarily motivated by the metaphor CONTROL IS A VALUABLE 
POSSESSION, an object which can thus be lost unintentionally. The metaphor CONTROL IS 
UP is also at work, since the idiom talks about having control over something. Elszaba-
dul is motivated by the metaphor FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE, and implies 
motion away from the original place of control. This motion away from the origin of 
control – metaphorically speaking, FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE – is also in-
volved in the idiom kikerül valakinek az ellenőrzése alól, which is also motivated by the 
metaphor CONTROL IS UP.  

 
9) get your hands on somebody – lay your hands on somebody  

a) elkap valakit 
PART(away)-catch-3rd PERS somebody-ACC 

 
Get your hands on somebody, or lay your hands on somebody92: Again, hand is associ-
ated with control, and the use of hands with the ability to exercise control over some-
body: THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL – CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND. BEGINNING 
TO HAVE CONTROL OVER SOMEBODY IS conceptualized as PUTTING ONE’S HAND ON 
SOMEBODY.  
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The Hungarian equivalent elkap valakit suggests that the action done with the hand, 
i.e., catching somebody, implies that the person caught gets under the control of the per-
son who carried out the catching. The triple mechanism here again is THE HAND STANDS 
FOR CONTROL – CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND – BEGINNING TO HAVE CONTROL 
OVER SOMEBODY IS PUTTING ONE’S HAND ON SOMEBODY. 

 
10) get your hands on something – lay your hands on 

a) ráteszi a kezét valamire 
PART(on)-put-3rd PERS the hand-POSS somebody-LOC(onto) 

b) hozzájut valamihez 
it-LOC(to)-get-3rd PERS something-LOC(to) 

c) megkaparint valamit 
PART-grab-3rd PERS something-ACC 

d) megszerez valamit 
PART-get-3rd PERS something-ACC 

 
Get your hands on something or lay your hands on93: In addition to the control meton-
ymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL and the control metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN 
THE HAND, the metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND motivates the 
idiom.  

The Hungarian equivalent ráteszi a kezét valamire is also a hand idiom, motivated by 
the same mechanisms: the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, the metaphor 
CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, and the metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOME-
THING IN THE HAND. Hozzájut valamihez, which is not a hand idiom, focuses on another 
way of getting hold of something, namely getting close to something and thus exerting 
control over one’s possession. This aspect is motivated by the journey metaphor, ac-
cording to which PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS. Megkaparint valamit, however, returns 
to the possibility of possessing and thus controlling something if it gets into one’s 
hands. This equivalent is motivated by the metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING 
IN THE HAND. The verb implies a deliberate action of putting the thing into one’s hands. 
Its root is related to scratching, which is usually done with the nails or fingers94. Meg-
szerez valamit is more general than megkaparint valamit: it only uses the verb for get-
ting something into one’s possession.  

 
11) hand in hand 

a) kéz a kézben 
hand the hand-LOC(in) 

b) szorosan összefüggnek 
close-ADV together-hang-3rd PERS-PL 

c) szorosan összetartoznak 
close-ADV together-belong-3rd PERS-PL 

d) egymás velejárói 
each-other-DAT concomitant-PL 

e) együtt járnak 
together go-3rd PERS-PL 

 
Hand in hand95: In this way, two people holding hands are seen as if they were con-
nected or linked. Hence the metaphor ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS, a mapping 
of which is that ABSTRACT ENTITIES CONNECTED ARE TWO PEOPLE PHYSICALLY CON-
NECTED.  
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Only one of the Hungarian equivalents is a hand idiom, a fine translation equivalent 
of the English idiom: kéz a kézben, which is motivated by the same mechanism as well. 
Szorosan összefüggnek, and szorosan összetartoznak also make use of the general meta-
phor, ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS, but not the mapping concerning people be-
ing connected. The use of the word for ‘close’, szorosan, and the one for ‘together’, ösz-
sze, are motivated by the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS. Függ 
and tartozik in their literal senses imply physical connections (hanging down from 
something and belonging to somebody), and in their metaphorical senses, they refer to 
abstract connections96. Egymás velejárói and együtt járnak also imply a close relation-
ship, via the image of motion. That is, things moving together are seen as having an ab-
stract connection. This is part of the Event Structure metaphor system. Nonetheless, the 
metaphor ABSTRACT LINKS ARE PHYSICAL LINKS is also a motivating force here.  

 
12) have a hand in something – take a hand in something 

a) benne van a keze valamiben 
it-LOC(in) be-3rd PERS the hand-POSS something-LOC(in) 

b) részese valaminek 
partaker-POSS something-DAT 

c) része van benne 
part-POSS be-3rd PERS it-LOC(in) 

d) szerepe van benne 
role-POSS be-3rd PERS it-LOC(in) 

 
Have a hand in something and its variant take a hand in something97: Activities are 
strongly associated with the hand, which is often involved in carrying out certain activi-
ties, hence the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. Additionally, 
hands are also paired conceptually with involvement in activities or events. Since hands 
are used to manipulate objects, the metaphor at work here is PARTICIPATING IN AN AC-
TIVITY IS MANIPULATING OBJECTS WITH THE HAND. An activity is considered to be a con-
tainer as the preposition in shows – hence the metaphor AN ACTIVITY IS A CONTAINER. 
Thus, the metonymy–metaphor pair that is active here is THE HAND STANDS FOR THE AC-
TIVITY/ACTION – PARTICIPATING IN AN ACTIVITY IS HAVING A HAND IN A CONTAINER. 
Naturally, being an active participant in an activity suggests that the person involved 
has (partial) control over the activity, resulting in the metonymy–metaphor pair THE 
HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL and CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND.  

Benne van a keze valamiben is motivated by the same mechanisms as described 
above. This idiom is a good translation equivalent since it is almost a word-by-word 
translation using the same conceptual tools as the English idiom. The other three 
equivalent idioms are not hand idioms, and they focus on being a part of the activity, 
which is again conceptualized as a container. Hence the metaphor PARTICIPATING IN AN 
ACTIVITY IS BEING PHYSICALLY A PART OF A CONTAINER. Részese valaminek, and része 
van benne both focus on sharing parts of the activity, whereas szerepe van benne also 
emphasizes this metaphor in addition to the metaphor LIFE IS A PLAY since it brings in 
the image of a theatre.  

 
13) have your hands full – your hands are full 

a) tele van 
full be-3rd PERS 

b) be van havazva 
PART(in) be-3rd PERS snowed 
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c) sok a dolga 
a-lot the duty-POSS  

d) nagyon el van foglalva 
very PART be-3rd PERS busy 

 
Have your hands full and its variant your hands are full98: According to our conven-
tional knowledge about the hands, they are often part of, involved in our activities. The 
metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION motivates this idiom pair. In 
addition, the hands are conceptualized as containers which can contain many entities 
(obligations or responsibilities in the metaphorical sense), in accordance with the meta-
phor THE HAND IS A CONTAINER. 

The Hungarian equivalent tele van centers round the metaphor PEOPLE ARE CONTAIN-
ERS, whereas be van havazva is motivated primarily by the following metaphors: RE-
SPONSIBILITIES ARE BURDENS and ACTIVITIES ARE SUBSTANCES. If a person is seen as 
snowed under, this weather image metaphorically represents the fact that responsibili-
ties are heavy burdens, and the more one is snowed under, the less likely it is that he/she 
can get out of this heavy substance. Since after a while the person most probably cannot 
control his/her state – that is the natural forces, according to the metaphor STATES ARE 
FORCES – he/she becomes overwhelmed and covered with the snow, which is in line 
with what we think of snow in our conventional knowledge. Sok a dolga metaphorically 
refers to the fact that things – and obligations that are metaphorically seen as physical 
things – are usually conceptualized as possessions belonging to the person who has to 
deal with them. Nagyon el van foglalva can also be argued to be motivated by the meta-
phor RESPONSIBILITIES ARE BURDENS since it primarily refers to obligations as taking up 
a lot of space99. This metaphorically means that the person possesses many things that 
he/she has to deal with. 

 
14) in safe hands – in good hands, in capable hands 

a) biztos kezekben (van) 
safe hand-PL-LOC(in) (be-3rd PERS) 

b) jó kezekben (van) 
good hand-PL-LOC(in) (be-3rd PERS) 

 
To be in safe hands, in good hands, or in capable hands100: The human HAND often 
STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EXPERTISE that people have in certain activities. It also 
stands for the activities that it is involved in due to the metonymy THE HAND STANDS 
FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. Safe and the other adjectives refer to the certainty that the 
person can deal with the abstract complex organization. The preposition implies that the 
hand has the image of a container, in addition: THE HAND IS A CONTAINER. 

The Hungarian equivalents biztos as well as jó kezekben (van) – as perfect translation 
equivalents – use the same body part, and they are motivated by the same mechanisms.  

 
15) in your hands 

a) valami valaki kezében van 
something somebody(-POSS) hand-POSS-LOC(in) be-3rd PERS 

b) diszponál valami felett 
dispose-3rd PERS something LOC(over) 

c) valami valaki gondja 
something somebody(-POSS) trouble-POSS 
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In your hands101 is motivated by the well-known control metonymy THE HAND STANDS 
FOR CONTROL, the control metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND and the related 
possession metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND. The hand is also 
a metaphorical container here. The obligations or duties are conceptualized as posses-
sions, due to the metaphor OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES/BURDENS or PROB-
LEMS ARE POSSESSIONS, a subcase of the metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS. 

As an ideal translation equivalent, valami valaki kezében van is motivated by exactly 
the same conceptual mechanisms. Diszponál valami felett is related to the orientational 
metaphor CONTROL IS UP due to the meaning of diszponál102. The person disposing of 
something has control over the thing both physically and metaphorically. The idiom va-
lami valaki gondja is motivated by the possession metaphor OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RES-
PONSIBILITIES/BURDENS or PROBLEMS ARE POSSESSIONS that have to be deal with or ma-
nipulated somehow so that the person becomes to be able to solve them. More generi-
cally, the metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS is at work. 

 
16) lend a hand – lend someone a hand 

a) segítő kezet nyújt 
helping hand-ACC hold-out-3rd PERS 

b) segítséget nyújt 
help-ACC hold-out-3rd PERS 

 
The idiom lend a hand and its variant lend someone a hand103 are also motivated by the 
metonymy seen above, THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON. In addition, it is also moti-
vated by the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. Lend is motivated 
by a transfer metaphor: CAUSATION IS TRANSFER, and a metaphor also focusing on 
physical manipulation of objects: ACTIONS/EVENTS/STATES ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS. 

The Hungarian equivalent segítő kezet nyújt is a hand idiom, where the metonymies 
THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON and THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION are 
at work. In addition, the act of helping is conceptualized as a physical object, which can 
be transferred, which is in harmony with the general metaphors ACTIONS/EVENTS/ 
STATES ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS (an ontological metaphor) and CAUSATION IS TRANSFER. 
As a result of the existence of this metaphor, not only help, but also love can be given to 
another person, for instance. Segítséget nyújt uses the same mechanisms: it refers to an 
action carried out by the hand (‘giving’), although the hand as a body part is not explic-
itly mentioned in it.  

 
17) on your hands 

a) (elvégzendő) dolga van 
(to-be-completed) duty-POSS be-3rd PERS 

b) vár rá valami (munka) 
wait-3rd PERS LOC(onto) some[thing] (work) 

 
On your hands104: The motivation of the idiom is provided by the following conceptual 
mechanisms: the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION (e.g., work), 
the metaphors CONTROL/POSSESSION IS HAVING SOMETHING ON THE HAND, and the meta-
phor OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES ARE THINGS ON THE HAND, or more gener-
ally, HAVING TO DO SOMETHING IS HAVING SOMETHING ON THE HAND – as a subcase of 
the generic-level metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS.  

The Hungarian equivalent (elvégzendő) dolga van is motivated by a possession 
metaphor, according to which OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES or PROBLEMS ARE 
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POSSESSIONS that belong to the person who has to deal with or work on them – as a sub-
case of the metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS. The other equivalent, vár rá valami 
(munka), is motivated by the ontological metaphor OBLIGATIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILI-
TIES ARE LIVING ORGANISMS, according to which one’s duties and work are living beings 
who can wait for the person until he/she starts to deal with them.  
 

18) out of hand 
a) kapásból 

the-catch-LOC(out of) 
b) gondolkodás nélkül 

thinking LOC(without) 
 
Out of hand105: The hand again is seen as the instrument for control in accordance with 
the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN 
THE HAND and POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND. In addition, the hand is 
conceptualized as a container, into and out of which entities (both physical and abstract) 
can enter and leave. Due to THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION, the decision 
to let something go from the hand-container is referred to via mentioning only the hand, 
and not the activity itself.  

The same mechanisms motivate the Hungarian equivalent kapásból. However, this 
expression refers to the activity itself (‘catching’), and not the medium of the activity, 
the hand. The literal equivalent, gondolkodás nélkül, focuses on the rapidness of the ac-
tion, which is done without thinking about any precedence or consequence.  

 
19) out of your hands 

a) (már) nincs a kezében valami 
(already) not-be-3rd PERS the hand-LOC(in) something 

b) már nem az ő gondja valami 
already not the (s)he-POSS problem-POSS something 

c) nem diszponál valami felett 
not dispose-3rd PERS something LOC(over) 

 
Out of your hands106, although different in meaning, is in general motivated by the same 
mechanisms as out of hand. Here, the similar conceptual mechanisms motivate a mean-
ing which is in general based on the idea of something not being in one’s control and 
possession. Thus, if something gets out of your hands, it gets out of your control and 
possession, and out of the hand–container as well. This means the loss of control and re-
sponsibility over the thing in question. The following metonymies and metaphors pro-
vide the motivation for the idiom: THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, THE HAND STANDS 
FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION, CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, POSSESSION IS HOLDING 
SOMETHING IN THE HAND, and THE HAND IS A CONTAINER. In addition, OBLIGA-
TIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES/BURDENS or PROBLEMS ARE seen as POSSESSIONS, a sub-
case of the metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS. 

The Hungarian equivalent, (már) nincs a kezében valami – which is a hand idiom as 
well –, is motivated in the same way as the English idiom. Már nem az ő gondja valami 
focuses on the same idea, but without mentioning the body part hand. Here, OBLIGA-
TIONS/DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES/BURDENS or PROBLEMS ARE seen as POSSESSIONS. In 
general, the metaphor STATES ARE POSSESSIONS is at work. The third equivalent, nem 
diszponál valami felett, uses an orientational metaphor CONTROL IS UP as we saw in the 
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meaning of diszponál. The person disposing of something has both physical and meta-
phorical control over the thing.  
 

20) play into someone’s hands 
a) a kezére játszik valakinek 

the hand-POSS-LOC(onto) play-3rd PERS something-DAT 
 
The idiom play into someone’s hands107 is again a control idiom, focusing on the con-
trol metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, the control metaphor CONTROL IS 
HOLDING IN THE HAND and the related possession metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING 
SOMETHING IN THE HAND. The word play is motivated by the often-used metaphor LIFE 
IS A GAME, according to which the activities that we are involved in during our lives are 
part of a game with rules.  

The Hungarian equivalent is also a hand idiom. The idiom shows that the beginning 
phase of possession can be seen as getting something onto (and not into) one’s hands 
due to the metaphor POSSESSION IS HAVING SOMETHING ON THE HAND. This conceptuali-
zation is different from the usual metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE 
HAND since it focuses on getting the possessed object onto, and not into, the hand. This 
is the only Hungarian equivalent in the database where a duality of the possession 
schema can be observed. 

 
21) take the law into your own hands 

a) önhatalmúan cselekszik 
arbitrary(‘self-power’)-ADV act-3rd PERS 

b) önbíráskodik 
‘self-judge’-3rd PERS  

 
Take the law into your own hands108 also focuses on human control, and the ability and 
the right to make decisions. In addition to the control metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR 
CONTROL, the control metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND and the related pos-
session metaphor POSSESSION IS HOLDING SOMETHING IN THE HAND motivate its meaning 
at the same time. Here, the possessed object is the law in harmony with the ontological 
metaphor ABSTRACT ENTITIES ARE PHYSICAL OBJECTS. As such, the law as a thing can be 
manipulated by the person’s hand, and it can be controlled by him/her. 

The literal Hungarian equivalents önhatalmúan cselekszik and önbíráskodik focus on 
the self and its power to act, without mentioning the hand.  

 
22) time on your hands 

a) sok ideje van 
lot time-POSS be-3rd PERS 

b) bőven van ideje 
ample-ADV be-3rd PERS time-POSS 

c) időmilliomos valaki 
time-millionaire somebody 

 
Time on your hands109 is motivated by the following mechanisms: the metonymy THE 
HAND STANDS FOR CONTROL, the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND and POS-
SESSION IS HAVING SOMETHING ON THE HAND. The possessed object here is time, or more 
specifically, free time due to the metaphor TIME IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION. The meton-
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ymy THE HAND FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION is also at work, suggesting that the hand takes 
an active part in starting various activities.  

None of the Hungarian equivalents are hand idioms. Sok ideje van focuses on the 
metaphor TIME IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION. The same is true for bőven van ideje. Thus, 
one can have a little, or a lot of time for various activities. In the case of időmilliomos 
valaki, the metaphor TIME IS A VALUABLE POSSESSION is joined by the metaphor TIME IS 
MONEY, which is in harmony with our conception of money as a valuable possession.  

 
23) try your hand at something 

a) belekap valamibe 
LOC(into)-catch-3rd PERS something-LOC(into) 

 
Try your hand at something110 is an idiom motivated by the metonymy THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION it is involved in.  

Its Hungarian counterpart, belekap valamibe, is an idiom focusing on an activity 
(catching something) which is related to the human hand. So, the metonymy THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION is also a motivational force here. The activities that 
one becomes involved in are seen as containers into which one can put his/her hand.  

 
24) turn your hand to something 

a) belefog valamibe 
PART(into)-take something-LOC(into) 

 
Turn your hand to something111 is also motivated by the metonymy THE HAND STANDS 
FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. Turning one’s hand to something is seen as a sign of starting 
an activity with the object in question.  

Its Hungarian pair, belefog valamibe, is also an idiom which directs our attention to 
an activity linked to the hand, that is, taking something in the hand. Thus, the metonymy 
THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION also provides motivation. Again, the ac-
tivities that one is concerned with are containers into which one can put his/her hand.  

 
25) wash your hands of something 

a) mossa a kezeit 
wash-3rd PERS the hand-POSS-PL 

 
Wash your hands of something112 is motivated by the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR 
THE ACTIVITY/ACTION and the metaphor MORAL/ETHICAL IS CLEAN. In harmony with our 
conventional knowledge, washing one’s hands of the dirt that got onto the hands during 
the activities the person was involved in earlier suggests a process of both physical and 
abstract cleaning. Indeed, the image that the idiom refers to is already metaphorical, and 
it is based on the conceptual mechanisms described above.  

The Hungarian counterpart, mossa a kezeit, is motivated by the very same conceptual 
mechanisms, using the same body part.  

 
26) with your bare hands – do something bare-handed 

a) puszta kézzel 
bare hand-INST 

b) csupasz kézzel 
naked hand-INST 
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The idiom with your bare hands and its variant do something bare-handed113 are fre-
quently used idioms in English. They are motivated by the metonymies THE HAND 
STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION and THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS AND THE EX-
PERTISE. NAKED/BARE metonymically stands FOR NO INSTRUMENTS used in carrying out 
the specific activity.  

The same is true for the Hungarian counterparts, puszta kézzel and csupasz kézzel, 
which are also hand idioms. 

 
27) wring your hands – hand-wringing, wringing of hands 

a) tördeli a kezét 
break-3rd PERS the hand-POSS-LOC 

 
The idiom wring your hands has two variants according to CDI: hand-wringing, wring-
ing of hands114. All these idioms are motivated primarily by our conventional knowl-
edge about how we express our sadness and our regret to others. The metaphorical mo-
tivation in the background is provided by the general metonymy THE PHYSIOLOGICAL 
AND EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION, and more gener-
ally, EFFECTS OF A STATE STAND FOR THE STATE. Similarly to body heat or change in 
heart rate or even facial expressions, the physiological and behavioral response of 
wringing one’s hands shows that the person is very sad or regretful.  

The same is true for the Hungarian equivalent tördeli a kezét. 
 

28) your hands are tied – have your hands tied, something ties your hands 
a) meg van kötve a keze 

PART be-3rd PERS tied the hand-POSS 
 
The idiom your hands are tied and its variants have your hands tied, and something ties 
your hands115 are motivated by the following conceptual mechanisms: the metonymy 
THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION, and the metaphor INABILITY TO ACT IS IN-
ABILITY TO MOVE, or more generally, FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE. Thus, tied 
hands are associated with no action. In addition, the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR 
CONTROL is also at work, since if a person’s hands are tied, he/she is not able to control 
his/her activities.  

The Hungarian equivalent meg van kötve a keze as a hand idiom is motivated by the 
exact same mechanisms as the English idiom. O. Nagy (1957/2003: 219) mentions a 
possible additional motivation in connection with the Hungarian idiom, i.e., cultural 
motivation, which goes back to witches in the Middle Age. Witches are said to have 
used the idea of untying and tying when putting spells on others, but these are already 
metaphorical activities.  

 
29) your right-hand man – your right-hand woman 

a) valaki jobbkeze 
somebody(-POSS) right-hand-POSS 

 
Your right-hand man or woman116 is an often-used expression, not only in English but 
also in other languages. Right is associated with good, due to the metaphor GOOD IS 
RIGHT. The word for hand is part of the expression because it is conceptually linked to 
people via the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE PERSON. In addition, the metony-
mies THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION, THE HAND STANDS FOR THE SKILLS 
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AND THE EXPERTISE. The right hand is conventionally associated with skills and positive 
characteristics as opposed to the left hand. 

The Hungarian equivalent valaki jobbkeze, as a hand idiom, uses the same concep-
tual mechanisms as the English counterpart.  
 

2. English eye idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Eyes idioms are numerous in the database: 10,74% of the 122 idioms are eye idioms, 
such as all eyes are on someone, before your eyes, can’t take your eyes off someone, 
cast your eye over something, catch someone’s eye, in the public eye, look someone in 
the eye, meet someone’s eyes, open the eyes of someone, see eye to eye with someone, 
(with) the naked eye, turn a blind eye to something, and with an eye for something.  
 

30) all eyes are on someone – all eyes turn/focus on someone 
a) minden szem rászegeződik 

every eye LOC(onto)-fix-3rd PERS 
b) rajta a világ szeme 

(s)he-LOC(on) the world(-POSS) eye-POSS 
c) reflektorfényben van 

spotlight-LOC(in) be-3rd PERS 
 

The idiom all eyes are on someone, with its variant all eyes turn/focus on someone117, 
focuses on the aspect of paying attention to somebody via watching him/her: ATTENTION 
IS LOOKING. Thus, eyes, as the instruments of vision, metonymically stand for seeing, 
paying attention as well as showing interest: EYES FOR SEEING. Knowing is metaphori-
cally conceptualized as seeing on the basis of the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING (cf. 
Sweetser 1990; Grady 1997). The metaphor SEEING IS TOUCHING is also at work since 
the preposition implies physical contact. 

The Hungarian equivalents minden szem rászegeződik and rajta a világ szeme are 
both eye idioms. Minden szem rászegeződik is motivated by similar conceptual tools as 
the English idiom: EYES FOR SEEING, ATTENTION IS LOOKING, and KNOWING IS SEEING. In 
addition, rászegeződik is motivated by the metaphor SEEING IS TOUCHING since it refers 
to the action of nailing (fixing) one’s eyes onto the person being watched. Rajta a világ 
szeme focuses on the eyes of the world as they are put on the watched person. The 
world stands for the people living in our world, and there is a metonymic relationship 
between these people and their eyes (EYES FOR THE PERSON, WORLD FOR THE PEOPLE LIV-
ING IN THE WORLD). In addition, the metaphors and metonymies ATTENTION IS LOOKING, 
KNOWING IS SEEING, and EYES FOR SEEING, are all at work. Reflektorfényben van, which 
is not an eye idiom, refers to the domain of vision as well, but more specifically it fo-
cuses on the aspect of light. The metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING is in general at work 
here: what is lit up can be clearly seen. The idiom is also motivated by a theatre meta-
phor according to which LIFE IS A PLAY. The person on the stage, or at least in the focus 
of the audience’s attention is in the spotlight. Thus, the eyes of the people in the audi-
ence all focus on him/her. LIGHT metonymically stands FOR GETTING ATTENTION, and 
the ability to be seen, based on our conventional knowledge about light. 
 

31) before your eyes – in front of your eyes, before your very eyes 
a) a szeme előtt 

the eye-POSS LOC(in-front) 
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b) a szeme láttára 
the eye-POSS sight-POSS-LOC(onto) 

c) közvetlenül előtte 
immediate-ADV LOC(in-front) 

 
The idiom before your eyes has two variants according to CDI, in front of your eyes and 
before your very eyes, with the same meaning118. Here, the metonymy EYES FOR THE 
PERSON is at work in addition to the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING. Before as well as in 
front of refers to the physical closeness of the event to the experiencer via the metaphor 
STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS.  

The Hungarian equivalents a szeme előtt uses the same body part, and it is motivated 
by the same conceptual metaphors as the English idiom. It is an ideal translation equiva-
lent of the English idiom. A szeme láttára is motivated by similar cognitive mecha-
nisms. However, it does not explicitly mention distance since it only focuses on the 
event being seen with one’s eyes. Közvetlenül előtte, however, only emphasizes physi-
cal distance, that is, the proximity of the event, via the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS 
PHYSICAL CLOSENESS119.  
 

32) can’t take your eyes off someone – can’t keep your eyes off someone 
a) nem tudja levenni róla a szemét 

not can-3rd PERS LOC(off)-take she-LOC(off) the eye-POSS 
 

The idiom can’t take your eyes off someone, together with its variant can’t keep your 
eyes off someone120, is motivated by the metonymy EYES FOR SEEING and the metaphors 
and ATTENTION IS LOOKING and SEEING IS TOUCHING.  

The Hungarian equivalent nem tudja levenni róla a szemét is an ideal translation 
equivalent: an idiom using the same body part, and using the same conceptual mecha-
nisms.  
 

33) cast your eye over something  
34) run your eye over something 

a) átfut valamit 
PART(over)-run something-ACC 

b) átnéz valamit 
PART(over)-look something-ACC 

c) egy pillantást vet valamire 
one look-ACC throw-3rd PERS something-LOC(onto) 

 
The idiom cast your eye over something and its variant run your eye over something121 
occur frequently in English. The idioms are motivated by the metonymy EYES FOR SEE-
ING and the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING. In general, eye is conceptualized as an ob-
ject due to the ontological metaphor THE EYE IS AN OBJECT. This is why it is acceptable 
to speak about eye–objects as being cast or run over something. Cast and run represent 
physical actions done with the eye. The verbs show different types of mental scan-
ning122. Cast implies the summary scanning123 of the event, while run represents the se-
quential scanning124 of the same event – thus signifying two different perspectives125 
taken by the observer. Cast signifies a short action, while run implies a longer action. 
The idiom with run relates to the Event Structure metaphor system: the metaphors AC-
TION IS MOTION and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION also motivate it. In addi-
tion, the action of looking at something has different phases. Metaphorically, they are 
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as follows: BEGINNING TO LOOK IS ESTABLISHING PHYSICAL CONTACT, LOOKING IS MAIN-
TAINING PHYSICAL CONTACT, ENDING THE LOOKING IS FINISHING THE PHYSICAL CONTACT 
(TAKING OFF THE OBJECT). The above idioms belong to the first and the second phase, 
that of establishing and maintaining physical contact with the object of looking. Fur-
thermore, the word over is also motivated by its implied image schema (more on this in 
Lakoff 1987). 

Átfut valamit is a good translation equivalent to run your eye over something, al-
though it merely focuses on the physical action of running through something, and cov-
ering the whole thing by coming into contact with it – thus representing sequential 
scanning. In the metaphorical sense, the word keeps the meaning of acting quickly, so 
átfut valamit126 implies a quick action. The idiom relates to the Event Structure meta-
phor system: the metaphors ACTION IS MOTION and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF 
MOTION also motivate the idiom. In átfut and átnéz valamit, the word át is motivated in 
both of these Hungarian idioms in a similar way to the word over (more on this in La-
koff 1987). Átnéz valamit in this idiomatic sense of reading something quickly is meta-
phorically related to its sense of looking at things one by one, one after the other, in 
harmony with the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING127. The idiom egy pillantást vet va-
lamire focuses on the short physical action of throwing a metaphorical look, similarly to 
cast your eye over something. The metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING is also a significant 
motivational force. Here it is not the eyes, but the looks that are thrown/cast. Thus, in 
this metaphorical idiom in Hungarian, LOOKS ARE conceptualized as PHYSICAL OBJECTS 
which can be manipulated by the hands during an action. The target can be located as 
the thing to be looked at, considered, or read.  
 

35) catch someone’s eye – catch the eye; eye-catching 
a) szemet szúr 

eye-POSS-ACC prick-3rd PERS  
b) megakad valamin a szeme 

PART-get-stuck-3rd PERS something-LOC the eye-POSS 
c) magára vonja valaki figyelmét 

herself/himself-LOC(onto) draw-33rd PERS somebody-POSS at-
tention-POSS-ACC 

 
Catch someone’s eye, with its variants catch the eye and eye-catching128: Here, the eye 
is seen as an object that can be manipulated by actions done with the hand. In addition, 
the metonymy EYES FOR SEEING and the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING are at work. 
Here again, the metaphor THE EYE IS AN OBJECT operates. In addition, another metaphor, 
A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT THAT CAN CATCH THE EYE, or more generally, 
A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT THAT CAN GET INTO PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH THE 
EYE provides motivation for the idiom. The general metaphor behind all these meta-
phors is SEEING IS TOUCHING. 

Both equivalents are human body idioms. The idioms szemet szúr and megakad va-
lamin a szeme are motivated by the conceptual metaphors THE EYE IS AN OBJECT, and 
ATTENTION IS LOOKING. The sudden actions that the verbs imply show that the object 
causing the sudden action with the eye is really striking. It is seen as a physical force 
that can cause a change in the process of looking. Here again, the metaphor, A CON-
SPICUOUS OBJECT IS AN OBJECT THAT CAN GET INTO PHYSICAL CONTACT WITH THE EYE, 
provides motivation, as a case of SEEING IS TOUCHING. The idiom magára vonja valaki 
figyelmét is motivated in a different way. In this case, in addition to the metaphor AT-
TENTION IS LOOKING, the metaphor ATTENTION IS A MAGNETIC FORCE operates, which 
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helps us see the abstract concept attention as a magnetic force which draws things to it-
self. Here, a version of the above metaphor seems to be at work: A CONSPICUOUS OBJECT 
IS AN OBJECT CAPABLE OF PROVIDING A PHYSICAL FORCE.  

 
36) in the public eye – out of the public eye 

a) a (nagy) nyilvánosság előtt 
the (big) public LOC(in-front) 

 
In the public eye, and out of the public eye129: Naturally, the metonymy EYES FOR THE 
PERSON provides motivation to the idiom. KNOWING IS SEEING also supplies metaphori-
cal motivation to the idiom. In addition, a strong motivating force is given by the meta-
phor pair BEING FAMOUS IS BEING IN A CONTAINER (IN A BOUNDED ENTITY) – NOT BEING 
FAMOUS IS BEING OUT OF A CONTAINER (OUT OF A BOUNDED ENTITY). These specific 
metaphors are subcases of the general metaphor STATES ARE CONTAINERS. The container 
is what is referred to as the public eye in the idiom. So, it is implied that it is a closed 
circle of people that are in the public eye, and certain people can get in and out of this 
circle. 

The Hungarian equivalent uses a different construal to depict the same situation. A 
(nagy) nyilvánosság előtt focuses on the aspect of physical distance instead of the con-
tainer image. Famous people are seen as if they were standing, acting physically in front 
of the people making up the public. In addition, the Hungarian word nyilvánosság in the 
sense of publicity is related to the idea of being public130. 

 
37) look someone in the eye – look someone in the eyes 

a) szemébe néz valakinek 
eye-POSS-LOC(into) look-3rd PERS somebody-POSS 

b) farkasszemet néz valakivel 
wolf-eye-ACC look-3rd PERS somebody-COMP 

 
The idiom look someone in the eye and its variant look someone in the eyes131: Here, at-
tention again maps onto looking, and eyes stand for the person him-/herself. Our con-
ventional knowledge tells us that if somebody dares to look in our eyes, it is more prob-
able that the person is telling the truth than telling lies. Thus, additionally, the meton-
ymy LOOKING STRAIGHT FOR BEING HONEST provides motivation.  

The Hungarian equivalent szemébe néz valakinek, containing the same body part as 
the English idiom, is motivated by the very same conceptual mechanisms as its English 
pair. Farkasszemet néz valakivel, using the same body part word is motivated in a dif-
ferent and more complicated way. In addition to ATTENTION IS LOOKING, the metaphor 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR provides a strong motivation for the idiom – 
this is why the concept WOLF comes into the picture. Nonetheless, the metonymy EYES 
FOR SEEING is also at work. In addition, our conventional knowledge about wolves and 
their behavior strongly motivates the idiom. As O. Nagy (1957/2003: 127) also notes, 
wolves usually look straight into each other’s eyes for a long time before attacking their 
opponent. 

 
38) meet someone’s eyes – meet someone’s eye 

a) találkozik a tekintetük 
meet-3rd PERS the look-POSS 

b) összenéznek 
together-look-3rd PERS PL 
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Meet someone’s eyes or meet someone’s eye132 appear frequently in the database. The 
metonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON provides the background motivation to the idiom. As 
such, eyes are taken as people who are able to meet and get into contact with each other. 

The Hungarian idiom találkozik a tekintetük is motivated by a version of the above, 
related, metonymy, LOOKS FOR THE PERSON. Here, looks are seen as people who are ca-
pable of meeting each other and getting into contact. The word összenéznek133 is similar 
to összetalálkoznak. Thus, here again, looks meeting each other is in the focus. 

 
39) open the eyes of someone – open someone’s eyes 

a) felnyitja valaki szemét 
PART(up)-open-3rd PERS somebody(-POSS) eye-POSS-ACC 

 
Open the eyes of someone, and open someone’s eyes134: The strongest motivational 
force is provided by the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING. If you close your eyes, you can-
not see a thing, and thus, you do not know anything about a given thing or situation. If 
you open your eyes, or if somebody or something makes you open your eyes, you are 
given the possibility of seeing clearly the given thing or situation – which is also in 
harmony with our conventional knowledge concerning our eyes. Not only knowing, but 
also attention is in focus here due to the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING. The idiom re-
fers to the beginning phase of the process of paying attention to something. Hence the 
metaphor CAUSING TO ATTEND TO SOMETHING IS CAUSING THE EYES TO SEE. In general, 
ATTENTION IS A FORCE, which causes the eye to see the thing in the focus of attention. 

The Hungarian idiom felnyitja valaki szemét, which uses the same body part as the 
English idiom, is motivated by the very same conceptual mechanism as its English pair: 
KNOWING IS SEEING and its entailment according to which opening one’s eyes is to real-
ize something, and ATTENTION IS LOOKING and its entailments, and the general metaphor 
ATTENTION IS A FORCE as well as the metaphor CAUSING TO ATTEND TO SOMETHING IS 
CAUSING THE EYES TO SEE.  

 
40) see eye to eye with someone 

a) azonos állásponton vannak 
identical standpoint-LOC(on) be-3rd PERS PL 

b) megegyezik a véleményük 
PART-agree-3rd PERS the opinion-POSS 

c) egyetért valakivel 
agree-3rd PERS somebody-COMP 

 
See eye to eye with someone135: Our conventional knowledge tells us that being able to 
look somebody in the eye supposes that the people involved understand each other, and 
most probably they agree with each other. The metonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON and the 
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING motivate the meaning of the idiom. In addition, the me-
tonymy pair according to which our bodily action shows our opinion, LOOKING INTO 
SOMEBODY’S EYES FOR AGREEING WITH SOMEBODY and LOOKING AWAY FOR DISAGREE-
ING, in harmony with our conventional knowledge, also plays a role in motivating the 
figurative meaning of the idiom. 

The Hungarian equivalent azonos állásponton vannak shows that having an opinion 
is conceptualized as both people physically standing at a certain location, more specifi-
cally at the same location: STANDING AT THE SAME LOCATION FOR AGREEING WITH 
SOMEBODY and STANDING AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS FOR DISAGREEING. Here again, our 
bodily action shows our opinion. Basically, megegyezik a véleményük and egyetért va-
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lakivel all share the metaphorical conception of AGREEING IS SHARING one common 
opinion by the two or more people involved.  

 
41) with the naked eye 

a) puszta szemmel 
bare eye-INST 

b) szabad szemmel  
free eye-INST 

 
With the naked eye136: Eyes are thought of as objects for vision, which can have extras 
(e.g., instruments and other metaphorical entities) on them which can help their vision 
to be clearer and more punctual. Naked here metaphorically refers to the lack of all 
these extras. Thus, the metaphor THE EYE IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT, and the metonymy NA-
KED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS are important here. 

The Hungarian equivalents puszta szemmel and szabad szemmel are both eye idioms. 
Puszta szemmel is motivated by the same conceptual forces as the English idiom, since 
puszta refers to the lack of entities. The metaphor THE EYE IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT and the 
metonymy NAKED/BARE FOR NO INSTRUMENTS are active here, as well. Szabad szemmel, 
on the other hand, refers to the freeness of vision, i.e., the lack of obstacles and other 
impediments when looking at something/somebody.  

 
42) turn a blind eye to something 

a) szemet huny valami felett 
eye-ACC close somebody LOC(over) 

b) szándékosan nem vesz figyelembe 
deliberate-ADV not take attention-LOC(into) 

c) figyelmen kívül hagy 
attention-LOC(on) LOC(out) leave-3rd PERS 

 
The idiom turn a blind eye to something137 is also frequently employed. The often-used 
metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING is also at work here. The metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING 
and its entailments additionally motivate the meaning of the idiom. Ignorance is concep-
tualized as blindness, and not paying attention to something important as having an im-
paired vision. As our conventional knowledge tells us, if somebody does not want to see 
something, the person will not know about that thing in a proper way, maybe he/she will 
know nothing at all.  

The Hungarian idiom szemet huny valami felett also implies the planned action of the 
agent, since it refers to deliberately closing the eyes when learning about something. In 
addition to the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING is 
definitely operational here, too, just like its entailment that not paying attention to some-
thing important is having an impaired vision. Szándékosan nem vesz figyelembe empha-
sized the deliberate action by foregrounding the word szándékosan ‘deliberately’. Meta-
phorically, the group of things that get our attention is seen as a container. So, things 
can be either in or out of this container depending on whether they are deliberately 
taken into the container of our attention or not. The same conceptual mechanism moti-
vates the idiom figyelmen kívül hagy, which focuses on the things left outside of this at-
tention container.  
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43) with an eye for something – have an eye for something 
a) jó szeme van valamihez 

good eye-POSS be-3rd PERS something-LOC(to) 
b) jó érzéke van valamihez 

good sense-POSS be-3rd PERS something-LOC(to) 
c) jó érzékkel csinál valamit 

good sense-INST do-3rd PERS something-ACC 
 
The idioms with an eye for something – have an eye for something138 are frequently 
used idioms. Eyes, here again refer to seeing, and metaphorically linked to it, to the 
concept of knowing, including one’s personal skills. Thus, the metonymies THE EYES 
STAND FOR THE SKILLS139, and EYES FOR SEEING, and the metaphors KNOWING IS SEEING 
as well as SKILLS ARE POSSESSED OBJECTS are significant here.  

The same metonymies and metaphors are used in the Hungarian equivalent jó szeme 
van valamihez. The idioms jó érzéke van valamihez and jó érzékkel csinál valamit are 
based on a shared conceptual motivation: the metonymy THE SENSE STANDS FOR THE 
SKILLS. Here, no specific body part is mentioned as the location of the skills. The idiom 
is simply about stating that the person does have certain skills by referring to his/her 
senses. As such, skills are conceptualized as objects that can be possessed: SKILLS ARE 
POSSESSED OBJECTS. 
 

3. English face idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
English face idioms are numerous in the database. Altogether, eleven idioms out of 122 
are face idioms, which is 9,09% of all idioms. Here are the face idioms: at face value, 
come face to face with someone, come face to face with something, fly in the face of 
something, keep a straight face, look someone in the face, lose face, make a face, put a 
brave face on something, save face, and to someone’s face.  
 

44) at face value 
a) készpénznek vesz 

cash(‘ready money’)-DAT take-3rd PERS 
 

At face value140: Here, our conventional knowledge concerning the face determines 
what the idiom means. We usually think of the human face as representing one’s true 
feelings so the face can usually be trusted for judging what the other person feels or 
thinks. This principle is also present in the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS. Nonetheless, 
we also think that the appearance is only the outside of the issue, and the essence and 
the truth is usually under the surface. The metaphor pair APPEARANCE IS THE OUTSIDE 
and THE ESSENCE IS THE INSIDE also show this. 

The Hungarian equivalent készpénznek vesz is based on a different conceptual 
mechanism, since it is primarily motivated by the conceptual metaphors EXCHANGING 
IDEAS IS AN ECONOMIC TRANSACTION, and ACCEPTING AN IDEA IS ACCEPTING CASH. 
Thus, the Hungarian idiom is not a human body idiom, but a business idiom.  

 
45) come face to face with someone – meet someone face to face, a face-

to-face N 
a) szemtől-szemben 

eye-LOC(from)-eye-LOC(in) 
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Come face to face with someone and its variants meet someone face to face, a face-to-
face (thing)141: The motivation of the idiom is provided by the metonymy THE FACE 
STANDS FOR THE PERSON, thus the body part can stand for the whole person since the 
face and the mimics provide direct contact with the person.  

The Hungarian idiom szemtől-szemben uses another significant body part, the eye, 
for this purpose. In this case, it is the metonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON that is important 
in the motivation. This also belongs to the general personification metonymy THE BODY 
PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON. 

 
46) come face to face with something – bring someone face to face with 

something 
a) szemtől szembe kerül valamivel 

eye-LOC(from) eye-LOC(into) get-3rd PERS something-COMP 
b) szembesül valamivel 

(‘eye-LOC(into)’)-confront-3rd PERS something-COMP 
 

The English idiom come face to face with something has as its variant the idiom bring 
someone face to face with something142. The similarity with the above idiom is the 
shared notion of the direct experience that the human face represents. Metaphorically 
speaking, problems and reality are seen as if they were personified and had faces, and 
they are thus motivated by the metonymy THE FACE STANDS FOR THE PERSON. 

The Hungarian idiom szemtől szembe kerül valamivel uses another significant body 
part, the eye, for the same purpose. Here again, problems and aspects of reality are per-
sonified, and at this point the metonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON is at work. Szembesül va-
lamivel also focuses on this kind of personification and this metonymy since the root of 
szembesül is szem, the Hungarian word for eye. Both idioms are at the same time moti-
vated by the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING which suggests that what is seen is known.  

 
47) fly in the face of something 

a) szembeszáll valamivel 
confront(‘eye-LOC(in)-fly’)-3rd PERS something-INST 

b) szöges ellentétben áll valamivel 
nail-ADJ opposition-LOC(in) stand-3rd PERS something-INST 

c) dacol valamivel 
defy-3rd PERS something-INST 

 
Fly in the face of something143: Ideas, rules and practices can be personified, and thus 
the metonymy THE FACE STANDS FOR THE PERSON can apply to them. Flying implies 
quick motion (which can also result in a crash). In harmony with the Event Structure 
metaphor, and its submetaphor CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS, confrontation is seen as 
physical movement in opposing directions. 

The Hungarian equivalent szembeszáll valamivel is a human body idiom, though it 
uses a different body part, the eye instead of the face, which is as we have already seen 
quite frequent in Hungarian as in for instance EYES FOR THE PERSON. The motion verb is 
the same, meaning ‘fly’. Thus, according to the Event Structure metaphor, CHANGES 
ARE MOVEMENTS. The Hungarian equivalent szöges ellentétben áll valamivel highlights 
the idea of opposition and conflict since the root of ellentétben is ellen meaning 
‘against’. Interestingly, this equivalent has a word meaning ‘nailed’ in it, which, most 
probably due to the sharp end of nails, refers to the sharpness of the opposition. Thus, 
the expression is mainly motivated by the general metaphor STATES ARE LOCATIONS. 
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The Hungarian equivalent dacol valamivel also refers to acting against something, since 
the meaning of dacol is also to act against something, to get into a conflict according to 
(CDHL)144.  

 
48) keep a straight face – with a straight face; straight-faced 

a) rezzenéstelen arccal csinál valamit 
trembling-without face-INST do-3rd PERS something-ACC 

b) megőrzi komolyságát 
PART-preserve-3rd PERS seriousness-POSS-ACC 

c) nem neveti el magát 
not laugh-3rd PERS PART(away) herself/himself-ACC 

 
Keep a straight face and its variants with a straight face and straight-faced145: What is 
straight is thought of as serious, showing no emotions, hence the metaphor CONTROL 
OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS, a subcase of the general metaphor EMO-
TIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER, which is based on 
the metaphors PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A 
CONTAINER. This is in harmony with our conventional knowledge, according to which a 
face with a straight look is considered to be serious, showing no emotions. However, a 
face with features that are not straight is not considered to be serious, but expressive of 
emotions such as happiness, joy, or sadness. Therefore, the metonymy FACE FOR EMO-
TIONS is active here as well.  

The Hungarian equivalent rezzenéstelen arccal csinál valamit, in harmony with our 
conventional knowledge, also refers to a non-moving, straight face, which shows no 
emotions since CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS – a subcase of 
the metaphor EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER, 
based on the metaphors PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLU-
IDS) IN A CONTAINER. Here, the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS also operates. The other 
idiom, megőrzi komolyságát, focuses on the aspect of preserving one’s seriousness and 
not giving it up: CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS. In addition, 
SERIOUSNESS IS conceptualized as A VALUABLE POSSESSION. The idiom nem neveti el 
magát suggests that the person is able to so control his emotions that he/she can hold 
back laughing. Thus, similarly to the previous Hungarian idioms, this idiom is also mo-
tivated by the metaphor CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS. 

 
49) look someone in the face 

a) valakinek a szemébe néz 
somebody-POSS the eye-POSS-LOC(into) look-3rd PERS 

 
Look someone in the face146 is a frequently used idiom. Again, our conventional knowl-
edge about the face is at work, namely, that we usually imagine the human face as rep-
resenting one’s feelings – based on the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS, which belongs 
to the more generic THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE EMOTIONS. In case somebody looks 
in the face of the other, he/she can see what the other feels/thinks. Also, looking in the 
other person’s face is considered to be a symbol of directness and honesty. But if some-
body does not dare to look into the other person’s face, he/she is considered to be a liar. 
In addition, the metonymy THE FACE STANDS FOR THE PERSON also provides motivation 
to the idiom.  

The Hungarian equivalent valakinek a szemébe néz yet again uses the eye instead of 
the face. The eye, similarly to the face, is seen as a place of expressing one’s feelings, 
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a possibility to show one’s emotions, due to the metonymy EYES FOR THE EMOTIONS, 
which belongs to the more generic THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE EMOTIONS. So if 
somebody looks in the eye of another person, he/she can see what the other feels/thinks. 
Also, looking in the other person’s eye is seen as a sign of directness and honesty. If 
somebody does not (dare to) look into the other person’s eye, he/she is thought to lie. In 
addition, the metonymy EYES FOR THE PERSON also provides motivation to the idiom. 

 
50) lose face – something loses someone face 

a) presztízsveszteség éri 
prestige-loss get-3rd PERS POSS 

b) presztízsveszteséget szenved 
prestige-loss-ACC suffer-3rd PERS POSS 

c) presztízsveszteséget jelent valakinek valami 
prestige-loss-ACC mean-3rd PERS POSS somebody-DAT some-
thing 

d) elveszti a tekintélyét 
PART-lose-3rd PERS the prestige-POSS-ACC 

 
Lose face and its variant something loses someone face147: If one’s face is lost, one’s 
image or prestige is damaged. Thus, the metonymy FACE FOR PRESTIGE is at work. Pres-
tige is connected to one’s appearances – which creates a link between this metonymy 
and the metonymy FACE FOR APPEARANCE. In addition, the face is seen as an object that 
can be lost or saved due to the ontological metaphor THE FACE IS A VALUABLE OBJECT.  

The Hungarian equivalents presztízsveszteség éri, presztízsveszteséget szenved, and 
presztízsveszteséget jelent valakinek valami are all based on the metaphor PRESTIGE/RE-
SPECT IS A VALUABLE OBJECT. Interestingly, the word tekintély in elveszti a tekintélyét 
etymologically goes back to the Hungarian word for look ‘tekint’148, hence the meton-
ymy FACE FOR PRESTIGE, and the metaphor THE FACE IS A VALUABLE OBJECT are also ac-
tive in the Hungarian expression. 

 
51) make a face – BRE: pull a face 

a) arcokat vág 
face-PL-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

b) pofákat vág 
cheek-PL-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

c) grimaszt vág 
grimace-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

 
The idiom make a face is used both in British English and in American English. How-
ever, its variant pull a face149 is only available in British English. Here, face metonymi-
cally stands for a funny facial expression showing dislike, disgust or defiance. There-
fore, the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS is active here too. Interestingly, the British 
English variant uses the verb pull in association with making a face. Here, pull is moti-
vated by its focus on a short but deliberate action involving the use of force.  

The Hungarian equivalents arcokat vág and pofákat vág also represent the face as a 
metonymical image for funny facial expressions (pofa is a stylistic variant of the word 
arc), hence the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS. The root word grimasz150 in grimaszt 
vág goes back to French origins, and, as grimace, it is sometimes used in the English 
language as well. The grimace showing one’s emotions appears on the person’s face, 
and so the expression can also be said to be motivated by the metonymy FACE FOR EMO-
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TIONS, which is also at work here. In all three cases, the verb means ‘cut’, which refers 
to a short but deliberate action done by the agent. 

 
52) put a brave face on something – put a good face on something, put a 

brave front on something; put up a brave face/front, keep up a brave 
face/front; a brave face 
a) jó képet vág valamihez 

good face-ACC cut-3rd something-LOC(to) 
 

The idiom put a brave face on something has many variants, such as put a good face on 
something, put a brave front on something, put up a brave face/front, keep up a brave 
face/front and a brave face151. The human face is typically seen as representing one’s 
emotions based on the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS and the metaphor pair APPEAR-
ANCE IS THE OUTSIDE and THE ESSENCE IS THE INSIDE. Courage implies a positive emo-
tion, so this hides all the other negative emotions that the person does not want to show 
outwards. Putting refers to a deliberate act, similarly to putting on a mask of a brave fa-
cial expression. Due to the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, hidden emotions are usually 
not seen by others, so they are not known by others either.  

The Hungarian equivalent, jó képet vág valamihez, uses the word kép152, which figu-
ratively refers to the face or a facial expression, since its primary sense is ‘picture’ or 
‘image’153. Thus, the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS comes into the picture. Here again, 
the verb ‘cut’ is used, implying a short, deliberate action by the agent. Because of the 
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, the negative, hidden emotions are not shown, and thus 
not known by others. The metaphor pair APPEARANCE IS THE OUTSIDE and THE ESSENCE 
IS THE INSIDE is also present here. 

 
53) save face – a face-saving (action), a face-saver 

a) megőrzi (valakinek) a tekintélyét 
PART-save-3rd PERS (somebody-POSS) the prestige-POSS-ACC 

 
Save face and its variants a face-saving (action), a face-saver154 can be paired with the 
idiom lose face and its variants. If one’s face is saved, one’s image is preserved. Thus, 
the metonymy FACE FOR PRESTIGE is at work. Prestige is connected to one’s appearances 
and thus the face due to the metonymy FACE FOR APPEARANCE. Also, face is conceptual-
ized as an object that can be saved or lost due to the ontological metaphor THE FACE IS A 
VALUABLE OBJECT.  

The Hungarian equivalent megőrzi (valakinek) a tekintélyét is also motivated by a 
valuable object metaphor, but here the objectified entity is one’s respect, hence the 
metaphor: PRESTIGE/RESPECT IS A VALUABLE OBJECT. Also, the word tekintély etymol-
ogically goes back to the Hungarian word for look ‘tekint’, as mentioned above, hence 
the metonymy FACE FOR PRESTIGE is also active in the Hungarian expression. 

 
54) to someone’s face 

a) szemébe mondja 
eye-POSS-LOC(into) tell-3rd PERS 

b) szeme láttára 
eye-POSS sight-POSS-LOC(onto) 

c) nyíltan a szemébe 
open-ADV the eye-POSS-LOC(into) 
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In the case of to someone’s face155, again, the metonymy THE FACE STANDS FOR THE 
PERSON operates, in addition to the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSE-
NESS. Its Hungarian counterparts szemébe mondja, szeme láttára, and nyíltan a szemébe 
are all eye idioms, and not face idioms. The following metonymies motivate them: EYES 
FOR THE PERSON, and EYES FOR SEEING. In addition, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING 
also plays a part in their motivation. Plus, we make use of our conventional knowledge 
according to which directness and honesty are seen as looking straight into the other 
person’s eye. The metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS is also active 
here. 
 

4. English head idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
In the idiom database, the following head idioms represent 8,26% of all human body 
idioms: come to a head, from head to toe, head and shoulders above someone, head-to-
head, lose your head, make headway, rear its head, scratch your head, turn heads, and 
turn something on its head. 
 

55) come to a head – bring something to a head 
a) fordulóponthoz érkezik valami [krízis] 

turning-point-LOC(to) arrive-3rd PERS something 
b) dűlőre visz valamit 

track-LOC(onto) take-3rd PERS something 
 
The idiom pair come to a head and bring something to a head156 is related to our sche-
matic knowledge about verticality (cf. Johnson 1987), according to which the head 
represents the final or top stage of a thing or an event. In addition, the Event Structure 
metaphor system is at work in the case of come. Bring, on the other hand, implies the 
existence of an active agent who purposely carries out the action. These expressions are 
motivated by the Event Structure metaphor system, according to which STATES ARE LO-
CATIONS. 

The Hungarian equivalent fordulóponthoz érkezik valami is also motivated by the 
Event Structure metaphor system. Since in the Event Structure metaphor system STATES 
ARE LOCATIONS, the current stage of a crisis is conceptualized as a location in space, 
which is here the turning point itself. The image of turning is metaphorically related to 
changes due to the metaphor CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS. In harmony with the metaphor 
EXPECTED PROGRESS IS A TRAVEL SCHEDULE, the word érkezik ‘arrive’ is metaphorically 
used. The other equivalent dűlőre visz valamit refers to the balance schema according to 
which MAKING A DECISION IS FAVORING ONE SIDE. The original meaning of the Hungar-
ian word dűlő157 also provides evidence for this.  

 
56) from head to toe – from head to foot, from top to toe; head-to-toe N, 

head-to-foot N 
a) tetőtől talpig 

top-LOC(from) sole-LOC(to) 
b) a lába ujjától a feje búbjáig 

the leg-POSS toe-POSS-LOC(from) the head-POSS top-POSS-
LOC(to) 

 
The idiom from head to toe has several variants: from head to foot, from top to toe, and 
we can even talk about a head-to-toe thing, or a head-to-foot thing158. Here again, 
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the verticality (UP–DOWN) schema is at work (cf. Johnson 1987). The orientational 
metaphor pair HEAD IS UP – TOE/FOOT IS DOWN provides a strong motivation for the Eng-
lish idiom, as well as its Hungarian equivalents tetőtől talpig and a lába ujjától a feje 
búbjáig, which are variations on the same theme. Nonetheless, tető in tetőtől talpig fo-
cuses on the upper part of entities. Instead of toe or foot, the Hungarian idiom uses the 
word for sole, which is nevertheless located at the lower part of the body. The idiom 
a lába ujjától a feje búbjáig is also motivated by the above metaphor pair, but here our 
mental scanning (cf. Dirven & Radden 2001) goes in the opposite direction as before, in 
a bottom–up manner.  
 

57) head and shoulders above someone – head and shoulders from other 
people 
a) messze kimagaslik 

far PART(out)-stand-3rd PERS 
b) messze felülmúl valakit 

far PART(over)-outdo-3rd PERS somebody-ACC 
 

In the case of the idiom head and shoulders above someone and its variant head and 
shoulders from other people159, the metaphor IMPORTANT IS BIG provides motivation 
(more on this metaphor in Lakoff & Johnson 1980). People who seem to be physically 
higher than the others are metaphorically seen as standing out spiritually as well.  

In addition to the metaphor IMPORTANT IS BIG, the Hungarian equivalent messze ki-
magaslik uses the metaphor GOOD IS UP. The other equivalent, messze felülmúl valakit, 
also makes use of the same metaphors. In both idioms, the word for far implies that 
non-physical characteristics can be conceptualized as physical characteristics. Thus, dif-
ferences in quality can be mapped onto differences in space. Metaphorically speaking, 
INTENSITY/DEGREE IS SPATIAL DISTANCE.  

 
58) head-to-head 

a) ember ember ellen 
person person LOC(against) 

 
Head-to-head160: In this case, THE HEAD STANDS metonymically FOR THE PERSON, or in 
other cases, FOR THE PERSONIFIED ORGANIZATION. This is part of the Complex Systems 
metaphor system, according to which AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN 
BODY. Based on our conventional and cultural knowledge, when imagining a prototypi-
cal scene161 of fighting we can imagine the fighters to go against each other with their 
head forward.  

The Hungarian equivalent, ember ember ellen, is based on a similar kind of image 
and our conventional/cultural knowledge concerning fighting. It does not make use of 
the metonymy THE HEAD STANDS FOR THE PERSON/ORGANIZATION though, since it sim-
ply mentions people themselves directly. Nonetheless, the Complex Systems metaphor 
system with its metaphor AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY is also 
active here. 

 
59) lose your head 

a) elveszti a fejét 
PART-lose-3rd PERS the head-POSS-ACC 
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The idiom lose your head162 is related to the concept of CONTROL, when the experiencer, 
as a result of the intense emotion felt, imagines himself/herself as if he/she lost his/her 
head. The mental image suggests that the emotion, in harmony with the metaphor EMO-
TION IS A FORCE, takes over and the person loses his/her mental abilities and rational 
judgment. In harmony with this, the metaphor CONTROL IS A POSSESSION is also a moti-
vational force here. The link to the head is provided by the metonymies HEAD FOR MIND 
and MIND FOR CONTROL where mind is the means or the location of control. 

The Hungarian equivalent, elveszti a fejét, is motivated by the exact same conceptual 
mechanisms as the English idiom. Also, the same body part is used. The word for head 
here is also metaphorically used for the mind and the capability of rational thinking, as 
we see from the definition of fej163 given in the Concise Dictionary of the Hungarian 
Language. 

 
60) make headway 

a) haladást ér el 
advance-ACC achieve-3rd PERS PART(away) 

b) haladás figyelhető meg 
advance watch-SUFF PART 

c) haladás tapasztalható 
advance experience-SUFF 

d) halad 
advance-3rd PERS 

e) előrehalad 
forward-advance-3rd PERS 

f) jól/szépen halad 
good-ADV/nice-ADV advance-3rd PERS 

g) előrejut  
forward-get-3rd PERS 

 
Make headway164 is a frequently used idiom. Head and thus headway here stand for 
forward movement. Due to the Event Structure metaphor system, we interpret this spa-
tial movement forward as a mapping onto abstract development, or progress: PROGRESS 
IS MOTION FORWARD.  

The mapping of spatial movement onto abstract progress is also true for the Hungar-
ian equivalents including the word halad, which is a word denoting physical movement, 
and with the help of the Event Structure metaphor system we can interpret this as ab-
stract development165. Thus, the expressions haladást ér el, haladás figyelhető meg, ha-
ladás tapasztalható, halad, előrehalad, jól/szépen halad as well as előrejut, which uses 
a word for ‘getting forward’, are all motivated by the Event Structure submetaphor PRO-
GRESS IS MOTION FORWARD.  

 
61) rear its head – raise its head, rear its ugly head 

a) felüti a fejét 
PART(up)-hit the head-POSS-ACC 

b) jelentkezik 
arise-3rd PERS 

c) megjelenik 
appear-3rd PERS 
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Rear its head and its variants raise its head, rear its ugly head166: Here, head stands for 
the whole thing that is about to appear – metonymically, PART (HEAD) FOR WHOLE. A 
thing that appears and becomes active, in harmony with our conventional knowledge, is 
thought of as being up. This, as well as the use of the verbs rear and raise, is in line 
with the orientational metaphor ACTIVE/CONSCIOUS IS UP. The experiential basis of this 
metaphor is the fact that when a living being becomes conscious of things (e.g., it wakes 
up), it raises its head. Thus, raising is conceptually linked to the beginning of con-
sciousness. Naturally, the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING is also at work since we can get 
to really know about the existence a thing when we can already see it. 

The Hungarian equivalent felüti a fejét, which uses the same body part, is motivated 
by similar mechanisms as the English idioms, though here the word hit adds another 
feature, that of conscious and aggressive action associated with hitting. The other 
equivalents, jelentkezik and megjelenik, primarily refer to human agents who present 
themselves in front of other people, but here, figuratively, they only refer to things or 
abstract entities that show up as a result of the metaphor EVENTS ARE ACTIONS167.  

 
62) scratch your head – head-scratching 

a) a fejét vakarja 
the head-POSS-ACC scratch-3rd PERS 

 
Scratch your head and head-scratching168 are related to stimulating thinking and the 
mind (cf. the metonymy HEAD FOR MIND) via a physical action. In harmony with our 
conventional knowledge, and the image suggested by the idiom, scratching one’s head 
implies uncertainty. 

The Hungarian equivalent is a perfect translation equivalent to the English idiom, 
with the same literal meaning and the same conceptual mechanisms motivating its figu-
rative meaning.  
 

63) turn heads 
a) megfordulnak utána 

PART(around)-turn-3rd PERS PL she-LOC(after) 
b) megbámulják 

PART-stare-3rd PERS PL 
b) megnézik 

PART-look-3rd PERS PL 
 

The idiom turn heads169 is also used frequently. The head metonymically refers to the 
whole person. The person or thing that is in the center of attention makes people turn 
around and look at it/him/her. Only the head, and not the whole body of the people turn-
ing around, is mentioned, since the head is the most important organ where visual per-
ception resides. Generally speaking, the focus is on attention and its metaphorical con-
ceptualization: ATTENTION IS LOOKING, ATTENTION IS A FORCE, and CAUSES ARE FORCES.  

The Hungarian equivalent megfordulnak utána focuses on the aspect of turning 
around, with the whole body, not only with the head. Megbámulják and megnézik also 
metonymically refer to the complete act of paying visual interest to the sight170. In gen-
eral, ATTENTION IS LOOKING, ATTENTION IS A FORCE and CAUSES ARE FORCES are motiva-
tional forces here.  
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64) turn something on its head – stand something on its head 
a) kiforgat 

PART-turn-around-3rd PERS 
b) visszájára fordít 

inside-out turn-3rd PERS 
c) a feje tetejére állít 

the-head-POSS-3rd PERS top-POSS-3rd PERS-LOC(onto) make-
stand-3rd PERS 

 
Turn something on its head, and stand something on its head171: Head is usually associ-
ated with the concept of UP. According to our conventional knowledge, things that are 
not on their head are normal, in line with the typical UP–DOWN orientation of our body. 
So what is with its head down is unusual. Metaphorically speaking, APPROPRIATE/PRO-
PER/CORRECT IS PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN ARRANGEMENT.  

Kiforgat works on the basis of the same principle which concerns our IN–OUT orien-
tation. What is normal is considered to be properly arranged in a container – in harmony 
with the above metaphor APPROPRIATE/PROPER/CORRECT IS PHYSICALLY CANONICAL IN 
ARRANGEMENT. On the other hand, what is unusual is considered to be in a disordered 
arrangement outside the container. Similarly, visszájára fordít also uses the principle of 
being-in-the-, or out-of-the-, container. Just like in the case of clothes that are worn in-
side out, we think of disorder and unusual nature when things are turned inside out. The 
idiom a feje tetejére állít is motivated similarly to the original English idiom, thus it 
makes use of the HEAD metonymy in addition to the ARRANGEMENT metaphor.  
 

5. English feet idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
English feet idioms are represented in the database with seven idioms: drag your feet, 
feet on the ground, find your feet, follow in someone’s footsteps, foot the bill, put your 
feet up, and shoot yourself in the foot.  
 

65) drag your feet – drag your heels 
a) vonakodva cselekszik 

reluctant-ADV act-3rd PERS 
 
The idiom drag your feet has a variant with heels as well: drag your heels172. The idiom 
belongs to the Event Structure metaphor system, and more specifically to its submeta-
phors ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION and PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD. As Köve-
cses (2002) also notes, the manner of motion can be employed to conceptualize the 
manner of the action, thus yielding the entailment MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF 
MOTION – as manifested in the metaphor SPEED OF ACTION IS SPEED OF MOTION. The 
progress metaphor entails the existence of the metaphor RATE OF PROGRESS IS RATE OF 
MOTION FORWARD. Thus, dragging one’s feet, or heels, as the image also implies, meta-
phorically refers to a very slow motion, as if the person did not want to reach his/her 
destinations, i.e., goals. The metaphor UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS TO 
MOVE also motivates the idiom. 

The conventionalized Hungarian equivalent vonakodva cselekszik also relates to 
movement since the word vonakodva etymologically goes back to drawing some-
thing173. This implies the use of force to obstruct, or at least to delay, the accomplish-
ment of the action. Thus, primarily the Event Structure metaphor UNWILLINGNESS TO 
ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS TO MOVE is a motivating force for the expression.  
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66) feet on the ground 
a) két lábbal a földön jár 

two leg-INST the ground-LOC(on) walk-3rd PERS 
 

The idiom feet on the ground174 is based on the metonymy FEET FOR THE PERSON, which 
relates the image of the body part to the image of the whole person. The meaning of the 
idiom implies practical, sensible behavior. Our conventional knowledge about people 
standing with their feet on the ground suggests that this kind of behavior is very usual, 
acceptable and normal. The idiom does not imply motion, rather, it depicts a static pos-
ture of standing firmly. Still, the Event Structure metaphor system is at work since the 
idiom relates to the lack of motion via the metaphor (LACK OF) ACTION IS (LACK OF) 
SELF-PROPELLED MOTION. In addition, the orientational metaphor pair ABSTRACT/THEO-
RETICAL IS UP – CONCRETE/PRACTICAL IS DOWN is also at work, which highlights that 
hypothetical things are often considered as being up, whereas concrete and realistic 
things are down. This metaphor pair also provides motivation for words like down-to-
earth, or earth-bound. 

The Hungarian equivalent két lábbal a földön jár, on the other hand, implies motion, 
thus it is more clearly motivated by the Event Structure metaphor system, and its sub-
metaphor ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION with its entailment MANNER OF ACTION IS 
MANNER OF MOTION. This idiom also relates to our conventional knowledge about walk-
ing. The idiom uses a more general body part word instead of the feet, namely, legs. 
The orientational metaphor pair ABSTRACT/THEORETICAL IS UP – CONCRETE/PRACTICAL 
IS DOWN is important here as well, providing motivation for not only this specific idiom, 
but also to others like elrugaszkodott175 and földhözragadt176.  

 
67) find your feet 

a) talpra áll 
sole-LOC(onto) stand-3rd PERS 

b) egyenesbe jön 
straight-LOC(into) come-3rd PERS 

 
In the case of the idiom find your feet177, the metonymy FEET (more generally, THE BODY 
PART STANDS) FOR THE PERSON is a primary motivating force. In addition, the feet, con-
ventionally associated with walking, and metaphorically, with progress via the Event 
Structure submetaphor PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD, are related to gaining confi-
dence. In addition, our conventional knowledge about growing up supports the exis-
tence of the metaphor LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK.  

The equivalent idiom talpra áll in Hungarian uses a body part from the same body part 
area, sole, and it is motivated by the metonymy THE SOLE (more generally, THE BODY 
PART) STANDS FOR THE PERSON. Standing up is conventionally related to gaining confi-
dence and growing up (e.g., during the first year of the babies, it is an important event 
when they become to be able to stand up on their own). This again strengthens the exis-
tence of the Event Structure metaphor LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING HOW TO WALK. 
STANDING UP metonymically also relates to BEING READY TO ACT. In addition, the orienta-
tional metaphor pair GOOD IS UP – BAD IS DOWN also provides partial motivation, since the 
idiom refers to standing up in order to suggest the achievement of a better situation via the 
related metaphor BEING IN A BAD SITUATION IS BEING DOWN. The other Hungarian idiom, 
egyenesbe jön, is another Event Structure metaphor, but it does not mention any explicit 
body parts. It is rather grounded in the metaphors ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, 
EASY ACTION IS EASY MOTION and SUCCESSFUL/SELF-CONFIDENT IS STRAIGHT.  
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68) follow in someone’s footsteps 
a) valakinek a nyomdokaiba lép 

somebody-POSS the footstep-PL-POSS-LOC(into) step-3rd PERS 
 
Follow in someone’s footsteps178: This is again a realization of the Event Structure 
metaphor, since stepping is one type of self-propelled motion. Here, the metaphor AC-
TION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, and more specifically, its entailment MANNER OF AC-
TION IS MANNER OF MOTION are at work. Additionally, as our conventional knowledge 
also suggests, another entailment is also a motivational force: DOING THE SAME ACTION 
IS MOTION ALONG THE SAME PATH. Thus, stepping in somebody’s footsteps is seen as do-
ing the same thing that the followed person did. 

The Hungarian equivalent is also motivated by the same conceptual mechanisms, al-
though is only mentions an action related feet, stepping, and not the body parts, feet, 
themselves. Both the English and the Hungarian idioms are manifestations of the meta-
phor LIFE IS A JOURNEY. 

 
69) foot the bill 

a) állja a számlát 
stand-3rd PERS the bill-ACC 

b) állja a cehhet 
stand-3rd PERS the bill-ACC 

 
The idiom foot the bill179 is primarily motivated by an orientational metaphor, COMPLE-
TION/FINISHED IS DOWN180, which is conventionally and culturally in harmony with our 
everyday experience in which things with an end finish at the bottom (e.g., a piece of 
writing ends at the bottom of the paper). Similarly, the sum total is usually written at the 
bottom of the bill. In addition, the metaphor READY TO ACT (PAY) IS READY TO MOVE can 
also be said to operate here since the act of paying usually co-occurs with the intention 
to go away from the specific place, as our conventional knowledge suggests.  

The Hungarian equivalent állja a számlát and its variant állja a cehhet are not moti-
vated by the above orientational metaphor. The bodily action of standing, instead, is 
culturally associated with doing one’s duty, and thus paying is seen as an obligation of 
the person who gets the bill. Metaphorically speaking, ASSUMING RESPONSIBILITY IS 
STANDING BY SOMETHING/SOMEBODY. This metaphor also motivates various other eve-
ryday expressions such as kiáll valaki mellett (‘stand by somebody’) or melléáll (‘stand 
beside somebody’ or ‘side with somebody’).  

 
70) put your feet up 

a) ejtőzik egy kicsit 
relax-3rd PERS a bit-ACC 

b) ücsörög egy kicsit 
sitting-about-3rd PERS a bit-ACC 

c) leteszi magát 
PART(down)-put himself/herself-ACC 

d) lábát felrakva pihen 
rest-3rd PERS (leg-POSS-ACC PART(up)-put-ADV) 

 
The idiom put your feet up181 has a vivid and easily graspable image, which is meta-
phorically related to relaxing. The body is imagined in a horizontal position, often asso-
ciated with relaxing, which causes the feet to get into a higher position. Sitting also im-
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plies inaction. Working and taking part in an activity, however, usually implies a stand-
ing, upward position, in harmony with our conventional knowledge. The idiom is thus 
motivated by the orientational metaphor pair ACTIVE IS UP – INACTIVE IS DOWN. 

The Hungarian equivalents ejtőzik egy kicsit, ücsörög egy kicsit, leteszi magát, all 
suggest the same image of the person taking up a downward position, and the feet tak-
ing up a higher-than-normal position, conventionally associated with relaxing. The ori-
entational metaphors ACTIVE IS UP – INACTIVE IS DOWN (and SITTING FOR INACTION) are 
also important sources of motivation. Lábát felrakva pihen is a literal expression with 
the same meaning. It nonetheless mentions a body part from the same body part area. 

 
71) shoot yourself in the foot 

a) saját magával szúr ki 
own himself/herself-INST prick-3rd PERS PART(out) 

b) öngólt rúg 
own-goal-ACC kick-3rd PERS 

 
In the case of the idiom shoot yourself in the foot182, feet are again metonymically asso-
ciated with the person, as well as with motion, i.e., walking. As an instantiation of the 
Event Structure metaphor system, the metaphorical motivation is given by the submeta-
phor ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION and its entailment INABILITY TO ACT IS INABIL-
ITY TO MOVE. Being shot in the foot physically results in slower motion and lower 
chances of reaching one’s destinations. Metaphorically, it results in slower progress, and 
lower chances of reaching one’s goals. The idiom, in addition, implies a deliberate action 
that is foolishly and unnecessarily committed by the person in question to him-/herself. 

This deliberate foolish action is also mentioned in the Hungarian idiom saját magá-
val szúr ki, which is metaphorically motivated by EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN as-
sociated with causing physical as well as abstract harm to oneself. Causing physical 
pain to oneself, which causes difficulty in moving, results in reaching one’s destina-
tions/goals more slowly and in a more difficult way. The other Hungarian equivalent, 
öngólt rúg, is motivated in a completely different way, by a sports metaphor: LIFE IS A 
(SPORTS) GAME. Scoring an own goal is not a good omen, which can also result in prob-
lems and lower chances of success.  
 

6. English heart idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
In the heart, we can feel joy, sadness, fear and other strong emotions183. Heart idioms in 
the database such as (have) a change of heart, break your heart, close to your heart, 
open your heart and take something to heart show that the heart in English is an ex-
tremely important organ of emotion. 
 

72) (have) a change of heart 
a) megváltoznak az érzései 

PART-change-3rd PERS PL feeling-POSS-PL 
 

The idiom have a change of heart184 is motivated by the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE 
HEART, since the meaning indicates that the person’s feelings, situated in the heart, are 
changing.  

The literal Hungarian equivalent megváltoznak az érzései also implies that feelings 
can change. However, it is not expressed in the idiom itself that feelings are situated in 
the heart.  
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73) break your heart – a broken heart; heart-broken, broken-hearted 
a) összetöri valakinek a szívét 

PART(together)-break-3rd PERS somebody-POSS the heart-POSS-
ACC 

 
74 break your heart 

a) összeszorul a szíve (ha …) 
PART(together)-squeeze-3rd PERS the heart-POSS (if …) 

 
The metaphors EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART and THE HEART IS A FRAGILE STRUCTURED 
OBJECT are represented in the idiom break your heart (and its variants such as a broken 
heart, heart-broken, and broken-hearted)185. According to the ontological metaphor, a 
broken object is a malfunctioning object.  

The Hungarian equivalent for the first meaning of the English idiom is összetöri va-
lakinek a szívét, which is, similarly to the English idiom, motivated by the same meta-
phors, EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART and THE HEART IS A FRAGILE STRUCTURED OBJECT. 
In addition, it contains the same body part as the English idiom. So this Hungarian 
equivalent is a perfect translation equivalent to the English idiom and its related mean-
ings. The equivalent of the other meaning of the idiom is összeszorul a szíve (ha …), 
which is also motivated by the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART, but here the heart 
is not explicitly seen as a fragile object. 

 
75) close to your heart – dear to your heart, near and dear to your heart 

a) közel áll a szívéhez 
close stand-3rd PERS the heart-LOC(to) 

 
The metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART also motivates the existence of the idiom 
close to your heart, whose variants include dear to your heart, and near and dear to 
your heart186. In addition, the idioms close to your heart and near and dear to your 
heart are also motivated by the metaphor INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS. This is why the per-
son who is emotionally important to the other person is seen as being physically close to 
him/her. The closer the other person is, the more important he/she is to somebody. 

The Hungarian equivalent közel áll a szívéhez is motivated by the very same mecha-
nisms, the metaphors EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART and INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS. More-
over, the same body part word is used in Hungarian. 

 
76) (i)  open your heart  
 (ii) pour out your heart 

a) kiönti a szívét valakinek 
PART(out)-pour the heart-POSS-ACC somebody-DAT 

b) kiönti a lelkét valakinek 
PART(out)-pour the soul-POSS-ACC somebody-DAT 

 
The metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE HEART also motivates the idiom open your heart187 
and the variant of this idiom, pour out your heart. The idioms suggest that the heart is 
an object, conceptualized via the metaphor pair THE HEART IS A CONTAINER – EMOTIONS 
ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER, and as such it can be opened so that the 
emotions can come out. Thus, expressing one’s emotions is mapped onto opening the 
container.  
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Similarly to pour out your heart, Hungarian uses the metaphor pair THE HEART IS A 
CONTAINER – EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER in the equivalent ki-
önti a szívét valakinek, which is the exact translation equivalent of the English idiom. 
Here, the same body part is used, unlike in the equivalent kiönti a lelkét valakinek, 
which uses the word soul. The soul can also be seen as a center for emotions, from 
which emotions as liquids can be poured out. Metaphorically, EMOTIONS ARE IN THE 
SOUL, THE SOUL IS A CONTAINER and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CON-
TAINER. 

 
77) take something to heart 

a) szívére vesz valamit 
heart-POSS-LOC(onto) take-3rd PERS something-ACC 

b) lelkére vesz valamit 
soul-POSS-LOC(onto) take-3rd PERS something-ACC 

 
Take something to heart188 is also motivated by the metaphor EMOTIONS ARE IN THE 
HEART. Take implies that advices and criticisms can be seen as objects via the CONDUIT 
metaphor. More specifically, the metaphor can be expressed as AFFECTING EMOTION-
ALLY IS ALLOWING SOMETHING TO ENTER OR GET TO THE HEART.  

Similarly, in Hungarian, szívére vesz valamit is grounded in the metaphor EMOTIONS 
ARE IN THE HEART. Vesz also implies that advices and criticisms can be seen as objects 
via the CONDUIT metaphor. In addition, the metaphor AFFECTING EMOTIONALLY IS AL-
LOWING SOMETHING TO ENTER OR GET TO THE HEART is also a motivational force for the 
idiom. Nonetheless, it is also possible to take them to one’s soul, since, as we have al-
ready seen it in the case of kiönti a szívét/lelkét valakinek, the soul plays a similar role 
with similar functions to the heart in Hungarian. Metaphorically, EMOTIONS ARE IN THE 
SOUL and AFFECTING EMOTIONALLY IS ALLOWING SOMETHING TO ENTER OR GET TO THE 
SOUL. 
 

7. English back idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
English back idioms in the database include five idioms altogether: a pat on the back, 
have your back to the wall, stab someone in the back, turn your back on someone, and 
turn your back on something.  
 

78) a pat on the back – pat someone on the back 
a) vállonveregetés 

shoulder-LOC(on)-patting 
 
A pat on the back, and its variant, pat someone on the back189: Our conventional knowl-
edge tells us that patting somebody on the back is an act of acknowledgement and ap-
preciation. The idioms refer to an image of the physical act, which metonymically 
stands for the act of acknowledgement.  

The Hungarian equivalent vállonveregetés is based on the same conventional knowl-
edge that a pat on the back is grounded in. The idiom also represents a metonymic im-
age standing for the act of acknowledgement. However, instead of the back, a different 
body part, shoulder, is used here. Nonetheless, it belongs to the same human body part 
area.  
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79) have your back to the wall – have your back against the wall; 
when your back is to the wall, with your back to the wall 
a) szorongatott helyzetben 

pressed-ADJ situation-LOC(in) 
 
The idiom have your back to the wall has three variants: have your back against the 
wall, when your back is to the wall, with your back to the wall. The meaning190, as well 
as the conceptual motivation, is nonetheless the same for each idiom variant. The moti-
vation is based on the FRONT–BACK image schema (cf. Johnson 1987). Our conventional 
knowledge suggests that people have their back to the wall when a dangerous enemy 
confronts them and they try to find support and protection. Additionally, THE BACK 
STANDS FOR (THE REAR PART OF) THE PERSON, since the person himself/herself is against 
the wall.  

The Hungarian equivalent is more general than the English idiom: it refers to the 
whole person. The word szorongatott implies tension and tightness, and thus, a force 
metaphor: PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS A PHYSICAL FORCE.  

 
80) stab someone in the back 

a) hátbatámad 
back-LOC(into)-attack-3rd PERS 

b) elárul 
PART(away)-sell-3rd PERS ‘betray’ 

 
Stab someone in the back is also an often-used idiom191. This idiom is motivated by our 
conventional knowledge, among other things. We know that if somebody is stabbed in 
the back, he/she does not know about the action committed against him. In addition, the 
FRONT–BACK image schema, and the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING are at work. Thus, 
what is not seen is not known. Furthermore, the metaphor EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL 
PAIN also operates here since the idiom metaphorically refers to becoming distrustful to 
another person192. 

Hátbatámad, as a Hungarian equivalent, uses the same body part word. Támad, 
meaning ‘attack’, is a more general word than stab, but it still refers to the same act. As 
such, it is also motivated by the same conceptual tools: conventional knowledge, and 
metaphors such as KNOWING IS SEEING, and EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN. Elárul, 
on the other hand, is motivated by a business metaphor according to which COMMUNI-
CATION IS AN ECONOMIC TRANSACTION, and as such it suggests that people can be sold 
and thus betrayed193. 
 

81) turn your back on someone 
a) hátat fordít valakinek 

back-ACC turn-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 
b) cserbenhagy 

tan-LOC(in)-leave-3rd PERS 
 
Turn your back on someone194 is a frequently used body part idiom. The motivation is 
primarily supplied by the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING, since turning away from a 
person suggests that no attention is paid to what he/she does: IGNORING SOMEBODY IS 
TURNING AWAY FROM HIM/HER. Our conventional knowledge about this movement also 
supports that turning away implies refusal and ignorance.  
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The Hungarian equivalent hátat fordít valakinek is based on the same conceptual 
tools, and uses the same body part word. It is motivated by the same kind of conven-
tional knowledge and the same metaphor. Cserbenhagy, on the other hand, is motivated 
in a different way. It is primarily based on our culture-specific knowledge concerning 
tannery, which used to be a frequent job. As O. Nagy (1957/2003: 84) writes, a special 
liquid gained from the tan of an oak tree was used to prepare animal skins. Since it was 
quite difficult to take out the skins from this liquid, the last layers of skins were often 
left in the liquid, where they got damaged and became worthless. Metaphorically, this 
expression came to mean ‘leave in disgrace’, and later gained the meaning ‘leave some-
body in trouble’. The liquid and its container used during tanning are together seen as a 
container in which the person is left with his/her problems, hence the metaphor PROB-
LEMS ARE CONTAINERS.  

 
82) turn your back on something 

a) maga mögött hagy 
himself/herself LOC(behind) leave-3rd PERS 

 
Turn your back on something is motivated in a similar way to the above English idiom, 
turn your back on someone, though it has a different meaning195. The motivation of this 
body part idiom is principally provided by the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING, since 
turning away from something suggests that no attention is paid to what happens to the 
thing: IGNORING SOMETHING IS TURNING AWAY FROM IT. Our conventional knowledge 
also supports that turning away implies rejection.  

The Hungarian equivalent, maga mögött hagy, is grounded on a different basis. The 
metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY is the primary motivating force behind the idiom. As a 
submapping of this metaphor, one’s PROBLEMS ARE seen as OBSTACLES IN THE JOURNEY. 
As an entailment of this metaphor, the Hungarian equivalent implies that what is left 
behind does not belong to the person anymore, it is left for ever.  
 

8. English blood idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
There are altogether five idioms in the database containing the word blood: blood is 
shed, blood is spilled, fresh blood, in cold blood, and new blood.  
 

83) blood is shed 
84) blood is spilled 

a) vérontás történik 
blood-shedding happen-3rd PERS 

 
Blood is shed and blood is spilled have the same meaning196. In these idioms, blood 
metonymically stands for the war/fight in which it is shed. The idioms are based on our 
conventional knowledge of war scenes where people wound or kill each other during 
the fight.  

The Hungarian equivalent vérontás történik also uses the metonymical image of 
BLOOD FOR WAR/FIGHT, and it also uses the same body part. This equivalent can be 
equally used for both English idioms. 
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85) fresh blood 
86) new blood 

a) friss erő 
fresh strength 

b) friss vér 
fresh blood 

 
Fresh blood and new blood197: These idioms use the metonymy of BLOOD FOR PEOPLE. 
In addition, the metonymy FRESH STANDS FOR NEW, and as a result the metaphor NEW IS 
FRESH, are also at work according to which what is new or fresh is associated with being 
innovative at the same time.  

Friss erő and friss vér are the Hungarian equivalents of the English idioms. Both use 
the metonymy FRESH STANDS FOR NEW, which is the basis of the metaphor NEW IS FRESH 
in their motivation. Friss erő uses the metonymy STRENGTH FOR PEOPLE, and it is not a 
body part idiom. However, friss vér uses the metonymy BLOOD FOR PEOPLE, with the 
same body part word. 

 
87) in cold blood 

a) hidegvérrel 
cold-blood-INST 

 
In cold blood198 is also a frequently used idiom. This idiom is related to a group of other 
expressions which are instances of the metaphors ANGER IS A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER, 
and INTENSE EMOTIONS ARE HOT. The lack of heat, that is, coldness, maps onto the lack 
of intense emotions: UNEMOTIONAL IS COLD or LACK OF INTENSE EMOTIONS IS COLDNESS. 
The metonymy BLOOD FOR HUMAN ATTITUDE also operates here. The preposition in in-
dicates the existence of the metaphor STATES ARE CONTAINERS (BOUNDED REGIONS). 

The Hungarian equivalent hidegvérrel rather focuses on the instrumental aspect of 
the action. The same body part word is used, and the same metaphors and metonymies 
motivate the Hungarian idiom. 
 

9. English finger idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
English finger idioms are represented in the database with three frequently used exam-
ples: keep your fingers crossed, point the finger at someone, and put your finger on 
something. 
 

88) keep your fingers crossed – cross your fingers, fingers crossed 
a) szorít valakinek 

press-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 
b) drukkol valakinek 

support somebody-DAT 
 

Variants of keep your fingers crossed are cross your fingers and fingers crossed199. The 
idiom and its variant relate to the physical action of crossing the finger, which we do 
with our fingers when we wish others good luck. The metaphorical motivation of the 
English idiom is provided by the metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE. It is a culture-specific 
bodily act whose usage can differ from culture to culture. For instance, in Hungarian we 
sometimes use this bodily act to represent our sympathy, but we do not have a word-by-
word equivalent to it.  
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The Hungarian equivalent szorít valakinek uses the metaphor EMOTION IS A FORCE 
since it depicts a physical action in which the hands are kept in a tight position for a 
long time. It also refers to a culture-specific bodily act, a metonymic gesture, used by 
Hungarians to express anxiety or empathy. Drukkol valakinek is motivated in a different 
way, since it comes from metaphor LIFE IS A (SPORTS) GAME, one mapping of which is 
that PEOPLE ARE SPECTATORS IN THE SPORTS GAME, and thus they can express their soli-
darity to the players.  

 
89) point the finger at someone – point the finger of blame/suspicion at 

someone; finger-pointing 
a) ujjal mutogat valakire 

finger-INST signal-3rd PERS somebody-LOC(onto) 
b) megmutatja a felelőst 

PART-show/point-3rd PERS the responsible-person-ACC 
c) okol valakit 

blame-3rd PERS somebody-ACC 
d) hibáztat valakit 

fault-3rd PERS ‘blame’ somebody-ACC 
 

The idiom point the finger at someone can also be used as point the finger of blame/sus-
picion at someone, or the whole action can be referred to as finger-pointing200. In line 
with the general hypothesis that Ning Yu (2000) mentions, one of the most important 
uses of finger in idioms is to signal guidance and direction. Yu (2000) suggests that the 
figurative expressions are based on bodily experiences – on pointing with the index fin-
ger. As a result, finger metonymically stands for pointing, and consequently pointing 
with the finger stands for blaming somebody. Thus, the person who made the mistake 
can be identified by pointing at him/her. Figuratively speaking, THE POINTING FINGER 
STANDS FOR GUIDANCE/DIRECTION – TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH THE FINGER.  

The same is true for the Hungarian equivalent ujjal mutogat valakire, which, in addi-
tion to using the same body part word, is also motivated by the same mechanisms as the 
English idiom. Blaming somebody is pointing at him with the finger, and identifying the 
person to blame is pointing at him with the finger. This equivalent focuses on the re-
peated activity of pointing at entities. Megmutatja a felelőst, which metonymically only 
refers to the activity done with the finger and not the body part itself, is based on the 
same principle, and it is thus also motivated by the metonymy THE POINTING FINGER 
STANDS FOR GUIDANCE/DIRECTION and the metaphor TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH 
THE FINGER. Okol valakit and hibáztat valakit are literal equivalents of the English idiom. 

 
90) put your finger on something 

a) rámutat valamire 
PART(onto)-show/point-3rd PERS something-LOC(onto) 

b) rátapint valamire 
PART(onto)-touch/finger-3rd PERS something-LOC(onto) 

c) beazonosít valamit 
PART(in)-identify something-ACC 

d) pontosan megállapít 
exact-ADV PART-state-3rd PERS 
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Put your the finger on something201 is also motivated by similar mechanisms as point 
the finger at someone. Here again, the finger metonymically stands for pointing, and 
consequently, pointing with the finger stands for identifying something. Thus, the cause 
of a problem or the answer to a question can be identified by pointing at it. The meton-
ymy THE POINTING FINGER STANDS FOR GUIDANCE/DIRECTION and the metaphor TO 
GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH THE FINGER are at work here, too.  

One of the Hungarian equivalents, rámutat valamire is similar to megmutatja a fele-
lőst since rámutat metonymically refers to only the activity done with the fingers and 
not the body part itself. The expression is also based on the same principle, and it is thus 
motivated by the metonymy THE POINTING FINGER STANDS FOR GUIDANCE/DIRECTION 
and the metaphor TO GUIDE/DIRECT IS TO POINT WITH THE FINGER. Rátapint valamire is 
motivated by the metaphor THINKING IS TOUCHING, since here an action done not only 
with the fingers but with the hand (from the same body part area) is implied. Beazonosít 
valamit, and pontosan megállapít are literal equivalents of the English idiom. 
 

10. English shoulder idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Shoulder idioms are present in the database with three instances: a chip on your shoul-
der, give someone the cold shoulder, and rub shoulders with someone.  
 

91) a chip on your shoulder 
a) van benne egy szálka valami miatt 

be-3rd PERS he/she-LOC(in) a splinter something POST-
POS(because-of) 

b) van benne egy tüske valami miatt 
be-3rd PERS he/she-LOC(in) a thorn something POSTPOS (be-
cause-of) 

c) ingerlékeny 
irritable 

d) bosszankodó 
annoy-ADJ 

 
The idiom a chip on your shoulder202 is motivated by the often-used metaphor ANGER IS 
A BURDEN, a mapping of which is THE RESPONSIBILITY TO TAKE REVENGE IS A BURDEN. 
A cultural explanation for the idiom also exists: “In the past, a young boy would place a 
wood chip on his shoulder and dare anyone to knock it off as a way of showing how 
tough he was” (The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy 2002). 

On the one hand, two of the Hungarian equivalents – van benne egy szálka valami 
miatt and van benne egy tüske valami miatt – are variants since splinter, szálka, and 
thorn, tüske, as parts of trees and plants, are of vegetal origin. An important characteris-
tic that both of them share is that they are very stinging. Thus, in addition to our con-
ventional knowledge concerning splinters and thorns and their stinging character, the 
metaphor EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN applies in these cases, motivating both idi-
oms. In addition, a CONTAINER metaphor is also at work here since the HUMAN BODY is 
seen as a container as the word benne ‘in it’ indicates. On the other hand, ingerlékeny 
and bosszankodó are literal counterparts of the English idiom.  
 

92) give someone the cold shoulder – get the cold shoulder 
a) félvállról bánik valakivel 

half-shoulder-LOC(from) handle(treat) somebody-INST 
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b) hűvösen kezel valakit 
cool-ADV handle(treat) somebody-ACC 

c) lekezel valakit 
PART(down)-handle(treat) somebody-ACC 

d) barátságtalanul kezel valakit 
unfriendly-ADV handle(treat) somebody-ACC 

 
The idioms give someone the cold shoulder and get the cold shoulder203 are strongly 
motivated by our cultural knowledge according to which “the shoulder of beef is a less 
desirable cut. Serving a cold piece of beef shoulder to your guests is a not so subtle 
message that they are not welcome in your home” (Moreland 1998). This analysis goes 
back to animal body parts served as food. Nonetheless, this analysis can be comple-
mented with an analysis taking into account everyday metaphors that motivate the id-
iom, and analyzing it as a body part idiom in accordance with the folk theory of the id-
iom’s meaning. No affection is metaphorically associated with coldness, whereas affec-
tion is associated with warmth: LACK OF AFFECTION IS COLDNESS – AFFECTION IS 
WARMTH. This motivates the word cold in the idiom. The use of THE SHOULDER, which 
STANDS metonymically FOR THE PERSON, can also represent turning away from the other 
person, which is again metaphorically mapped onto ignoring somebody: IGNORING 
SOMEBODY IS TURNING AWAY FROM HIM/HER. Further motivation is supplied by the 
metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING, since turning away from a person suggests that no at-
tention is paid to what he/she does. Our conventional knowledge also suggests that turn-
ing away implies refusal and ignorance, whereas turning to somebody, on the other 
hand, implies being interested in somebody, or liking somebody. 

The Hungarian equivalent, félvállról bánik valakivel, also gets its motivation from 
the fact that a movement with the shoulder figuratively implies ignoring somebody. 
Therefore, IGNORING SOMEBODY IS TURNING AWAY FROM HIM/HER. Here, the same body 
part THE SHOULDER, which STANDS metonymically FOR THE PERSON, is used. Hűvösen 
kezel valakit is motivated by the LACK OF AFFECTION IS COLDNESS – as the word cold in-
dicates, whereas AFFECTION IS WARMTH. In this case, a different body part, the hand, is 
used. Since THE HAND metonymically STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION, the hand can 
be used to signal the action of treating somebody in a specific way. Lekezel valakit also 
makes use of the hand and the metonymy THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION. 
In addition, the particle meaning ‘down’ comes from the orientation metaphor pair 
POWER IS UP – LACK OF POWER IS DOWN and thus associates ignorance with being down. 
Barátságtalanul kezel valakit also uses the general THE HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIV-
ITY/ACTION metaphor. All the Hungarian idioms using the word kezel are motivated by 
the general metaphor TREATING SOMEBODY IN A CERTAIN WAY IS HANDLING SOMEBODY 
IN A CERTAIN WAY. 

 
93) rub shoulders with someone – BRE ONLY – AME: rub elbows with 

someone  
a) dörgölődzik valakihez 

rub-3rd PERS somebody-LOC(to) 
b) egyenlőként érintkezik valakivel  

equal-ADV touch-3rd PERS somebody-COMP 
c) valakik közt/körében forgolódik 

somebody-PL between/circle-POSS-LOC(in) turn-around-3rd 
PERS 
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Rub shoulders with someone204 is used in British English only. Its American English 
variant is rub elbows with someone which is also a body part idiom though it uses a dif-
ferent body part, elbow, which is not present in the database. The metaphorical motiva-
tion of both variants comes from INTIMACY IS CLOSENESS, since rubbing shoulders is an 
indication of a physically – and, metaphorically speaking, an emotionally – close rela-
tionship. Physical contact is thus correlated with emotional contact via the metaphor 
EMOTIONAL CONTACT IS PHYSICAL CONTACT. Our conventional knowledge tells us that 
people who are close friends often touch each other.  

The Hungarian equivalents are all are motivated by the metaphor INTIMACY IS 
CLOSENESS, similarly to the British English idiom and its variant. Dörgölődzik valakihez 
implies the closest physical contact, and thus the closest emotional contact by referring 
to continuously touching the other person, via the metaphor EMOTIONAL CONTACT IS 
PHYSICAL CONTACT. In egyenlőként érintkezik valakivel, the word érintkezik is a conven-
tionalized metaphorical expression, referring to physical touching. This idiom is also 
motivated by the metaphors EMOTIONAL CONTACT IS PHYSICAL CONTACT and INTIMACY 
IS CLOSENESS (cf. be in touch). The idiom valakik közt/körében forgolódik implies more 
distance from, though continuous presence around, the other people. It also involves 
continuity in the motion activity, and it is also motivated by the Event Structure meta-
phor system, according to which ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOVEMENT. 
 

11. English thumb idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
English thumb idioms consist of three idioms in the database: a rule of thumb, the 
thumbs down, and the thumbs up.  
 

94) a rule of thumb 
a) sacc(ra) 

guess-N(-LOC(onto)) 
b) szemmérték(kel) 

eye-measurement(-INST) 
c) első megközelítésben 

first approach-LOC(in) 
d) durva szabály(ként) 

rough rule-ADV 
e) gyakorlati/egyszerűsítő szabály(ként) 

practical/simplifying rule-ADV 
f) ökölszabály 

fist-rule 
 
The idiom a rule of thumb205 makes use of our conventional knowledge concerning our 
everyday activity of using our common sense and our easy rules which help us to know 
our way around. We often use our thumbs to measure things without precision. Also, we 
can also use our thumbs to refer to easy and uncomplicated rules which help to govern 
our lives. The general metaphorical motivation is provided by KNOWING IS SEEING.  

The Hungarian equivalents also display this duality in meaning. Sacc(ra), szemmér-
ték(kel) and első megközelítésben all refer to measuring things without precision. How-
ever, none of these Hungarian idioms are thumb idioms. The only body part idiom is 
szemmérték(kel), which focuses on the role that eyes play in this kind of activity, and on 
our conventional knowledge associated with it. The metonymy EYES FOR SEEING and the 
metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING are also at work in this case. Sacc(ra) is a literal and un-
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motivated Hungarian word. Első megközelítésben is the realization of an Event Struc-
ture metaphor – PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD – since in order to be able to get to 
know something, one has to go closer to the thing to be able to observe it in detail, as 
our conventional knowledge tells us. Durva szabály(ként), gyakorlati/egyszerűsítő sza-
bály(ként) and ökölszabály focus on rules, and only one of them is a body idiom. Ököl-
szabály uses fists and suggests the image of fighting with another person, and it concen-
trates on the rules of physical fighting. All these rule idioms are motivated by the meta-
phor LIFE IS A (SPORTS) GAME, since games, and metaphorically life as well, are rule-
governed.  

 
95) the thumbs down 

a) elutasítás 
PART(away)-refusal 

b) visszautasítás 
PART(back)-refusal 

c) nem hagy jóvá 
not approve-3rd PERS 

d) nem adja beleegyezését valamihez 
not give-3rd PERS LOC(into)-agreement-POSS-ACC something-
LOC(to) 

e) beint valaminek 
PART(into)-wave something-DAT 

 
The thumbs down206, as a frequent idiom, gets its motivation from a very strong and 
widely used orientational metaphor BAD IS DOWN, whose pair is GOOD IS UP. The con-
cept of badness is related to dissatisfaction, which is thus also conceptualized as DOWN. 
In addition, our cultural knowledge tells us that this metaphorical sign was often used in 
ancient cultures at the end of gladiator games to signal the death of the loser.  

Not all of the Hungarian equivalents are metaphorical since elutasítás, visszautasítás 
and nem hagy jóvá are literal expressions, and they do not contain any body part words 
either. Nem adja beleegyezését valamihez is motivated by the ontological metaphor AC-
CEPTANCE IS GIVING AN OBJECT according to which acceptance can be given to a person 
similarly to an object (whereas REJECTION IS REFUSING (NOT TAKING) AN OBJECT). Beint 
valaminek is based on a metaphorical conventional sign of a specific kind of waving. 
This is used to signal refusal or the rejection of an offer, due to the metonymy THE 
HAND STANDS FOR THE ACTIVITY/ACTION.  

 
96) the thumbs up 

a) elfogadás 
acceptance 

b) jóváhagyás 
approval 

c) megkapja a beleegyezést valamihez 
PART-get-3rd PERS the LOC(into)-agreement-ACC something-
LOC(to) 

d) zöld utat kap 
green way-ACC get-3rd PERS 
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In contrast, the thumbs up207 is motivated by the orientational metaphor GOOD IS UP, 
which is the pair of the metaphor BAD IS DOWN. The concept of goodness is related to 
satisfaction, which is thus also conceptualized as UP. Here again, our cultural knowledge 
reveals that this metaphorical sign was also often used in ancient gladiatorial contests, 
where “a thumbs-up gesture from the crowd meant that the loser would live; thumbs 
down meant death” (The New Dictionary of Cultural Literacy 2002). 

Again, not all of the Hungarian equivalents are metaphorical. Elfogadás and jóváha-
gyás are literal words. Megkapja a beleegyezést valamihez, similarly to nem adja bele-
egyezését valamihez, is also motivated by the ontological metaphor pair ACCEPTANCE IS 
GIVING AN OBJECT, and REJECTION IS REFUSING (NOT TAKING) AN OBJECT, which shows 
that acceptance can be given to people as if it was an object. Zöld utat kap, however, is 
motivated by the metaphor ACTION IS MOTION, and its mapping POSSIBILITY TO ACT IS 
POSSIBILITY TO MOVE. Green is the metaphorical color of the possibility to act, just as in 
the case of traffic lights it is the color signaling the possibility to go.  
 

12. English arm idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The two arm idioms are a shot in the arm and keep someone at arm’s length in the data-
base of the most frequent body idioms.  
 

97) a shot in the arm 
a) nagy lökés (valakinek valami) 

big push (somebody-DAT something) 
b) felpezsdítés 

PART(up)-liven-NOM 
c) élénkítés 

stimulation 
 
A shot in the arm208 refers to a certain positive psychological influence when in need of 
some encouragement that is metaphorically related to the physical impact of getting a 
real shot in the arm. The image that the idiom conveys is that of an injection, especially 
of a drug or stimulant that is used for stimulating oneself. The drug in the needle gives 
energy to the person getting the injection. The metaphor PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMULATION 
IS PHYSICAL STIMULATION is a strong motivational force for the metaphor. 

None of the Hungarian equivalents make use of the above image. Nagy lökés only re-
fers to the physical impact of a huge push that somebody may get from something or 
somebody else. Here, encouragement is seen as a physical force due to the metaphor 
CAUSING TO ACT IS CAUSING TO MOVE. The two other Hungarian equivalents, felpezsdí-
tés and élénkítés only refer to the image of sparkling, with neither the image of the hu-
man body, nor the image of shooting oneself in the arm. These words are motivated by 
the metaphor PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMULATION IS PHYSICAL STIMULATION. Thus, getting 
more intense in activities is mapped onto becoming more active and lively physically.  

 
98) keep someone at arm’s length 

a) távol tart magától valakit 
far keep-3rd PERS himself/herself-LOC(from) somebody-ACC 

b) megfelelő távolságot tart 
appropriate distance-ACC keep-3rd PERS 
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Keep someone at arm’s length209 is a much analyzed idiom in the cognitive linguistic 
literature. The idiom is analyzed in detail by Lakoff (1987) who concludes that a con-
ventional image as well as two metaphors motivate the meaning of this idiom. The con-
ventional image – in connection with which Lakoff interviewed hundreds of people – 
that people associate with this idiom is the following: the arm, which is chest high, is 
oriented forward with respect to the body; the hand is open, and the palm is facing away 
from the subject; the angle of the hand relative to the forearm is roughly 90 to 135 de-
grees; the arm muscles are tense; and the person being kept at arm’s length is facing the 
subject (1987: 447). The conceptual metaphors involved are INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL 
CLOSENESS and SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM IS PHYSICAL HARM (Lakoff 1987: 448). 

The Hungarian equivalents make use of the image of distance as well. INTIMACY IS 
PHYSICAL CLOSENESS and SOCIAL/PSYCHOLOGICAL HARM IS PHYSICAL HARM are working 
metaphors in these cases as well, though the exact length of the distance is not specified 
explicitly.  
 

13. English heel idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Hard on the heels of something and hard on the heels of somebody are the two heels 
idioms in the database.  
 

99) hard on the heels of something – hot/close on the heels of something 
a) gyors egymásutánban 

quick succession-LOC(in) 
 
Hard on the heels of something and its variants hot/close on the heels of something210 
relate to the Event Structure metaphor system. They are motivated by the submetaphor 
ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, and more specifically, by an entailment of this 
submetaphor MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION. In the idiom, events happening 
in quick succession are mapped onto hurried motion. Metaphorically, the adjectives 
hard, hot and close all express the intensity of the action due to the general metaphors 
INTENSITY IS HARDNESS/HEAT/CLOSENESS (cf. rain hard, hot item, close look).  

The Hungarian equivalent can be said to be motivated by the same Event Structure 
metaphors ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF 
MOTION, which refers to the quickness of the motion. 
 

100) hard on the heels of somebody – hot/close on the heels of somebody 
a) nagyon megközelít valakit 

very PART-approach-3rd PERS somebody-ACC 
b) kezd nagyon megközelíteni valakit 

begin-3rd PERS very PART-approach-INF somebody-ACC 
 
Hard on the heels of somebody or hot/close on the heels of somebody211 are strongly re-
lated to the above idiom hard on the heels of something and its variants hot/close on the 
heels of something. The situation is similar to the above idiomatic situation, though here 
the idioms are about people and not events. The idioms depict a competitive environ-
ment with people following each other for the purpose of getting in front of the other 
and winning, due to the metaphor LIFE IS A RACE. In addition, here it is also suggested 
that the others are about to overtake the person sooner or later, as our conventional 
knowledge tells us. Basically, the idiom is motivated by the same conceptual mecha-
nisms that motivate the above heel idioms: ACTION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, and 
MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION. 
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The Hungarian equivalents are variants of each other: kezd nagyon megközelíteni va-
lakit focuses on the beginning part of the action that nagyon megközelít valakit de-
scribes. These idioms are motivated by the metaphor LIFE IS A RACE since the closer one 
gets to a person, the more chance he/she has to win. The Event Structure metaphors AC-
TION IS SELF-PROPELLED MOTION, and MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION are also 
motivational forces here.  
 

14. English lip idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Lip idioms in the database are a stiff upper lip and pay lip service to something.  
 

101) a stiff upper lip 
a) rezzenéstelen arccal 

tremble-lack-ADJ face 
b) arcizma sem rezdül 

face-muscle-POSS neither shake-3rd PERS 
c) uralkodik magán 

reign-3rd PERS himself/herself-LOC(on) 
d) nem hagyja el magát 

not leave-3rd PERS PART(away) himself/herself-ACC 
 
The emotion idiom a stiff upper lip212 is based on our conventional knowledge about 
having control over our emotions and the related facial expressions that we can have 
during this effort. The image of a person with a stiff upper lip suggests that the person 
controls his/her emotions and does not want them to be seen – due to the metaphor 
KNOWING IS SEEING. In addition, the general metaphor EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING 
THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER is at work in the case of this idiom, which is 
based on the metaphors PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLU-
IDS) IN A CONTAINER. Thus, it is an important sign of control over one’s emotions if 
emotions do not get out of the body–container and thus other people cannot see and 
know how the person feels. The metaphor can also be expressed more specifically as 
CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS. 

In their motivations, several of the Hungarian equivalents make use of the above 
conventional knowledge about human faces and emotions. Thus, rezzenéstelen arccal, 
arcizma sem rezdül and uralkodik magán are all motivated by this mechanism. Al-
though none of these make use of the human body part word lip, rezzenéstelen arccal 
and arcizma sem rezdül are related to the human face, which contains the lips as well: 
hence the metonymy FACE FOR EMOTIONS. The lack of shuddering implied by these idi-
oms also puts these idioms into a close relationship with the English idiom. The meta-
phor EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER – due to 
PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER – 
i.e., CONTROL OVER EMOTIONS IS NOT DISPLAYING EMOTIONS, also motivates their exis-
tence. Uralkodik magán is an idiom which is motivated by this metaphor, too, but here, 
more generally, the person is thought of instead of the small human face area. Nem 
hagyja el magát is similar to uralkodik magán inasmuch as the emotional control meta-
phor is again available as motivating mechanism, and here again, the whole person is in 
the focus instead of a human body part. Thus, a person who is able to keep him-
self/herself together and not to fall apart because of an emotional or mental shock is 
able to have control over his/her body and abstain from the otherwise natural conse-
quences of the shock.  
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102) pay lip service to something – give lip service to something 
a) csak a szája nagy 

only the mouth-POSS big 
b) csak szavakkal támogat valamit, tettekkel nem 

only word-PL-INST support-3rd PERS something-ACC, action-PL-
INST not 

c) nem őszintén támogat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit 
not honest-ADV support/be-interested/do-3rd PERS something-
ACC 

d) nem meggyőződésből támogat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit 
not conviction-LOC(from) support/be-interested/do-3rd PERS 
something-ACC 

 
Pay or give lip service to something213: Lip is metonymically related to the action of 
talking due to LIP FOR SPEAKING, which provides the basic metonymical motivation to 
the idiom. The words pay and give imply the existence of the metaphors ACTIONS ARE 
PHYSICAL OBJECTS, ACTING ON SOMETHING IS TRANSFERRING THE OBJECT TO IT, and 
CAUSATION IS TRANSFER214.  

The Hungarian equivalents are not word-by-word equivalents. Csak a szája nagy is an 
idiom which relates to the mouth in the same body part area, and it makes use of the me-
tonymy MOUTH FOR SPEAKING, similarly to the English idiom. The equivalent csak sza-
vakkal támogat valamit, tettekkel nem is metonymical in the sense that WORDS can be seen 
as standing FOR ACTION. The other equivalents are not really perfect translation equiva-
lents since nem őszintén támogat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit and nem meggyőződésből támo-
gat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit are not conceptually motivated but literal expressions.  

 
15. English nerve idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
The idioms get on someone’s nerves and touch a nerve belong to the group of the most 
frequent nerve idioms in English.  
 

103) get on someone’s nerves 
a) agyára megy valakinek 

brain-POSS-LOC(onto) go-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 
b) idegeire megy valakinek 

nerve-POSS-LOC(onto) go-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 
 
In this case of get on someone’s nerves215, THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHO-
LOGICAL STATE of annoyance or irritation STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE, pro-
viding a metonymical motivation to the idiom. In addition, the physical contact implied 
by the idiom metaphorically shows the importance of causation and psychological con-
tact with the object of annoyance or irritation. Besides, the metaphor IRRITATION IS 
PHYSICAL ANNOYANCE is also at work. 

The Hungarian equivalents agyára megy valakinek and idegeire megy valakinek are 
variants using two different words in the same expression, ‘brain’ and ‘nerve’. Both 
words are related to the inside of the human body. Both idioms are motivated by the 
same conceptual mechanisms as the English idiom – thus, by the metonymy THE BODY 
PART INVOLVED IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE, 
and the metaphor IRRITATION IS PHYSICAL ANNOYANCE in addition to CAUSATION IS 
PHYSICAL CONTACT.  
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104) touch a nerve – strike a raw nerve, hit a nerve 
a) érzékenyen érint 

sensitive-ADV touch-3rd PERS 
b) érzékeny pontot érint 

sensitive point-ACC touch-3rd PERS 
c) érzékeny pontjára tapint 

sensitive point-POSS-LOC(onto) touch-3rd PERS 
 
The idiom touch a nerve and its variants strike a raw nerve, and hit a nerve216 reflect the 
existence of the conceptual metonymy THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN A PSYCHOLOGICAL 
STATE STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE. The metaphors CAUSATION IS PHYSICAL 
CONTACT as well as IRRITATION IS PHYSICAL ANNOYANCE are also at work. The contact 
is described by physical action words like touch, strike and hit, all of which refer to 
sudden actions involving physical strength.  

The Hungarian equivalents are also variants of each other, focusing on physical con-
tact by touching. Thus, they also make use of the metaphor CAUSATION IS PHYSICAL 
CONTACT. However, they do not utilize the body part metonymy. 
 

16. English teeth idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Grit your teeth and teething problems are the two most frequent teeth idioms in English.  
 

105) grit your teeth 
a) összeszorított foggal tűr valamit 

PART(together)-press-ADJ tooth-INST tolerate-3rd PERS some-
thing-ACC 

b) összeszorított foggal visel valamit 
PART(together)-press-ADJ tooth-INST bear-3rd PERS something-
ACC 

c) összeszorítja a fogát 
PART(together)-press-3rd PERS the tooth-POSS-ACC 

 
The emotion idiom grit your teeth217 is based on our everyday, conventional knowledge 
according to which the action described by the idiom is associated with unreleased an-
ger and tension inside as well as stiffness. Our conventional knowledge tells us that if a 
person is exhausted, he/she breathes with an open mouth, but if he/she keeps his/her 
mouth and teeth shut tight, he/she does not do these things. The metonymy THE PHYSIO-
LOGICAL AND EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION thus op-
erates in this case.  

The Hungarian equivalents of the English idiom listed in the database are basically 
variants of the same idiomatic unit összeszorítja a fogát. Thus, összeszorított foggal tűr 
valamit, összeszorított foggal visel valamit and összeszorítja a fogát are all motivated by 
the same conventional knowledge that is there in the case of the English idiom. Also, 
they all make use of the same body part in the various expressions. Nonetheless, it is 
worth noting that the Hungarian equivalents do not imply the sound that grit implies in 
the English idiom. Rather, the Hungarian word összeszorít only refers to clenching 
one’s teeth. The metonymy THE PHYSIOLOGICAL AND EXPRESSIVE RESPONSES OF AN 
EMOTION STAND FOR THE EMOTION also operates in these cases. 
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106) teething problems – teething troubles 
a) kezdeti nehézségek 

initial difficulty-PL 
b) gyermekbetegség 

child-illness 
 
Teething problems or teething troubles218 are only used in British English. Naturally, 
our conventional knowledge concerning human babies and their problems with teething 
is the primary motivating force behind the idiom pair. The mapping of projects on peo-
ple, which gives the metaphorical motivation of the idiom, also takes this conventional 
knowledge as a basis. Thus, we have a case of personification here – as part of the 
Complex System metaphor system, AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN 
BODY. Progress is mapped onto human growth, development, and thus ageing, as part of 
this metaphor. In addition, THE APPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS 
HEALTH, whereas THE INAPPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS SICKNESS. 
Thus, teething causes physical pain, which metaphorically refers to the imperfect condi-
tion of the complex system. 

In the Hungarian equivalent kezdeti nehézségek, difficulties are metaphorically seen 
as burdens that slow down one’s motion, due to the metaphor DIFFICULTIES ARE BUR-
DENS: the bigger the burdens are, the heavier they are. Thus, the Hungarian equivalent is 
motivated in a different way from the English idiom. In the case of the other equivalent, 
gyermekbetegség, the metaphorical motivation is supplied by the Complex System 
metaphor. Here, THE APPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS HEALTH, 
whereas THE INAPPROPRIATE CONDITION OF A COMPLEX SYSTEM IS SICKNESS. The Hun-
garian word refers to the early stages of human life, childhood, where there are many 
illnesses that a child may catch but which children usually grow out of sooner or later. 
Unavoidably, our conventional knowledge about childhood and childhood problems is 
also at work in the Hungarian equivalent. In this way, this equivalent is a better transla-
tion equivalent to the English idiom, since the metaphorical motivation is closer to the 
English motivation than that of the other equivalent. 
 

17. English tongue idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
In the database, there are two tongue idioms, namely, hold your tongue and tongue in 
cheek. An alternative to hold your tongue is bite your tongue, both of which are used in 
British as well as American English.  
 

107) (i)  hold your tongue  
  (ii) bite your tongue 

a) tartja a száját 
keep-3rd PERS the mouth-POSS-ACC 

b) inkább leharapja a nyelvét, semhogy elmondja 
rather PART(down)-bite-3rd PERS the tongue-POSS-ACC, than 
PART(away)-tell-3rd PERS 

 
Primarily, the idiom hold/bite your tongue219 relates to our conventional knowledge 
about our body part, the tongue. We know that the tongue plays an important part in 
speaking, and if the tongue, or any other speaking organ, is physically hindered – bitten 
by the teeth or held with the hands, they cannot be used in speaking. In the case of hold, 
the metaphor CONTROLLING SOMETHING IS PHYSICAL OBJECT MANIPULATION (more spe-
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cifically, CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND) is also at work. In addition, the control 
metaphors related to emotions also operate here, including the metaphor EMOTIONAL 
CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER, which is related to the 
metaphors PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS, and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A 
CONTAINER. There is a metonymical motivation involved as well, inasmuch as THE 
TONGUE STANDS FOR SPEAKING, as other frequent examples such as long tongue and give 
tongue also prove. The meaning of the idiom refers to a psychological state, in which 
the given body organ is involved to a large extent – this is also a result of metonymical 
motivation: THE BODY PART INVOLVED IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE STANDS FOR THE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE.  

Two Hungarian equivalents of this idiom and its variant are available in the database. 
Tartja a száját is motivated by the possibly universal metonymy MOUTH FOR SPEAKING. 
The word tart, as the key force dynamic verb (cf. Talmy 1988), implies the action of 
keeping something in a certain position for a long time and not letting it move. This also 
implies the existence of the metaphor CONTROLLING SOMETHING IS PHYSICAL OBJECT 
MANIPULATION (more specifically, CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND), which is also a 
widely used metaphor both in English and in Hungarian (cf. Kövecses & Szabó 1996). 
Thus, the metaphorical image that the idiom implies depicts a person holding his/her 
mouth with his/her hands. The metaphor EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUB-
STANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER is also at work here. In this way, this Hungarian equiva-
lent uses a different body part from the same body part area, mouth instead of tongue, to 
express the same meaning. Also, the action mentioned is partly different from the one in 
the English idiom: it is closer to hold as in hold your tongue, and no biting is mentioned. 
The other equivalent, inkább leharapja a nyelvét, semhogy elmondja, uses the same 
body part as the English idiom. It also makes use of the verb ‘bite’, so it is more similar 
to the first variant of the English idiom (bite your tongue) than the other Hungarian 
equivalent. It is nonetheless more extensive: it is almost a complete sentence, but it is 
worth noting that it is also enough to use leharapja a nyelvét alone. The conventional 
knowledge about the tongue motivates this idiom, too. The metonymy TONGUE FOR 
SPEAKING is also at work. However, it is not too similar to hold your tongue since it is 
not motivated by the metaphor CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND, although the same 
body part, and thus the same metonymy, is used here as well. In both cases, the meta-
phors EMOTIONAL CONTROL IS KEEPING THE SUBSTANCE INSIDE THE CONTAINER, based 
on PEOPLE ARE CONTAINERS, and EMOTIONS ARE SUBSTANCES (FLUIDS) IN A CONTAINER 
are at work. 

 
108) tongue in cheek – with tongue in cheek, a tongue-in-cheek N 

a) viccesen 
funny-ADV 

b) gúnyosan 
sarcastic-ADV 

c) gunyorosan 
sarcastic-ADV 

d) ironikusan 
ironic-ADV 

e) gúnnyal 
sarcasm-INST 
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The other tongue idiom tongue in cheek220 contains another body part word, cheek, as 
well. As an emotion idiom, it is primarily motivated by conventional knowledge: the fa-
cial expression that is depicted by the idiom is supposed to convey a funny and ironic 
attitude.  

Interestingly, the Hungarian equivalents, viccesen, gúnyosan, gunyorosan, ironiku-
san and gúnnyal, are all literal, and they are not motivated by any metaphorical or meto-
nymical tools. It has to be noted that the image that the English idiom conveys is much 
more vivid and easily understandable due to its figurative nature than the literal expres-
sions in Hungarian. 
 

18. Single instances 
 

18.1 English body idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The only idiom with the word body in the database is body and soul.  
 

109) body and soul 
a) testestől-lelkestől (belevetve magát) 

body-ADJ-LOC(from)-soul-ADJ-LOC(from) (PART(into)-throw-
ADV himself/herself-ACC) 

b) apait-anyait (beleadva) 
father-POSS-ACC-mother-POSS-ACC (PART(into)give-ADV) 

c) szívvel-lélekkel 
heart-INST-soul-INST 

 
The main focus of the idiom body and soul221 is on the intensity of one’s actions and 
emotions. Body and soul metonymically stand for the whole person, who is enthusiasti-
cally involved in an activity. Thus, the metonymy THE BODY/SOUL STANDS FOR THE PER-
SON is at work here. The more of a person is involved, in addition, the more intensely 
he/she is involved in the activity. This means that there is a metaphorical correlation, 
too, based on the very general metaphor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT.  

The Hungarian equivalents all make use of this general metaphor. With respect to 
testestől-lelkestől, apait-anyait (beleadva), and szívvel-lélekkel, the best translation 
equivalent is testestől-lelkestől, which is based on the same metonymy THE BODY/SOUL 
STANDS FOR THE PERSON as the English idiom. Apait-anyait (beleadva) uses a family 
metaphor, indicating that the more a person physically puts into an activity, the more in-
tense the activity will be due to the metaphor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EFFECT. In case 
of the equivalent szívvel-lélekkel, in addition to the metaphor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF 
EFFECT, the metonymy THE HEART/SOUL STANDS FOR THE PERSON is at work, thus partly 
different body parts are used.  
 

18.2 English bone idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The only English bone idiom is the idiom the bare bones.  
 

110) the bare bones – bare-bones N 
a) a váza valaminek 

the frame-POSS something-POSS 
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Basically, the idiom the bare bones222 is motivated by the widely used metaphor AN AB-
STRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE HUMAN BODY. This metaphor is part of the COMPLEX 
SYSTEMS metaphor system. Thus, abstract complex systems are seen metaphorically as 
human beings with bodies. Therefore, the focus of the metaphor is on the human body 
itself. In this case, the main meaning focus of the metaphor concerns the structure of an 
abstract system: THE STRUCTURE OF AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL 
STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BODY. The bones, as such, form the very basic structural part 
of the complex system – this gives the grounding of the metaphorical idiom. Human 
bones, as our conventional knowledge tells us, are extremely important parts of the 
body since all the other body parts have to rest on this basic frame structure.  

The Hungarian equivalent a váza valaminek does not utilize the same metaphor, and 
it does not mention a specific body part. The most important structural part that the 
other parts rest on is seen as a frame onto which the other structural elements can be fit-
ted. Instead of a HUMAN BODY metaphor, this idiom is motivated by the metaphor AN 
ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS A BUILDING, which is another metaphor describing com-
plex systems. The main meaning focus of the metaphor is on the creation of a well-
structured, strong complex system. The idiom has to do with the structure of the com-
plex system here, which means that we have the metaphor THE STRUCTURE OF AN AB-
STRACT SYSTEM IS THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF A BUILDING223.  
 

18.3 English breast idioms and their Hungarian equivalents  
and English chest idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
Beat your breast and beat your chest are analyzed together since their meaning is basi-
cally the same.  
 

111) beat your breast 
112) beat your chest 

a) rájátszik 
PART(onto)-play-3rd PERS 

b) veri a mellét  
beat-3rd PERS the breast-POSS-ACC  

 
The two idioms224 focus on the metaphorical conceptualization of emotion with the help 
of the metaphor EMOTIONAL PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN. Thus, the action of beating a body 
part shows a specific kind of emotion (even if a faked one) the person has and wants to 
show to the others. The intensity of the physical action of beating signifies the strength 
of the emotion of regret or anger, due to the metaphor INTENSITY IS STRENGTH OF EF-
FECT. In addition to these metaphors, the body parts – breast and chest – are seen as 
containers for emotion: THE BREAST/CHEST IS A CONTAINER FOR EMOTIONS, which means 
that they can metaphorically contain the above-mentioned emotions in the person. The 
idiom is also grounded in cultural motivation, since as cultural beings, humans often 
show their intense regret and anger by physically beating their breast or chest, as in the 
case of the death of a family member.  

The Hungarian equivalent rájátszik makes use of a different metaphor, namely the 
LIFE IS A GAME metaphor, in which not being true and honest about one’s feelings and 
exaggerating one’s emotion (especially in public) is conceptualized as part of playing a 
dishonest game. The other Hungarian equivalent, veri a mellét, though, is an ideal trans-
lation equivalent of the English idiom, since it has the same literal meaning and it is mo-
tivated by the same conceptual mechanisms as the English idiom, namely EMOTIONAL 
PAIN IS PHYSICAL PAIN, INTENSITY IS STRENGTH and THE BREAST/CHEST IS A CONTAINER 
FOR EMOTIONS.  
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18.4 English ear idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Fall on deaf ears225 is the only ear idiom in the database.  
 

113) fall on deaf ears 
a) süket fülekre talál 

deaf ear-PL-LOC(onto) find-3rd PERS 
 
The idiom, which focuses on the lack of paying attention, is motivated by the meton-
ymy according to which ears stand for the ability of hearing, and as a result, listening 
and paying attention. The metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION motivates 
the idiom, since the primary function of our ears is to provide us with the ability of 
hearing. Hearing, by way of correlation, implies paying attention as well: ATTENTION IS 
LISTENING. If somebody cannot hear something, he/she cannot pay attention to it since 
he/she cannot notice it at all. Deafness is problematic in this respect, as our conven-
tional knowledge tells us, since deaf people cannot notice what other people listen to. 
Deafness can thus be associated with paying no attention, which means that it meto-
nymically stands for paying no attention.  

The Hungarian equivalent makes use of the same conceptual mechanisms. Although 
the literal meaning is not exactly the same, it can be categorized as similar, since the 
only difference is in the verb use. Instead of fall, which is a verb that does not imply an 
active and purposeful activity, the Hungarian verb is a more active one, since talál – 
‘find’ – implies a purposeful activity. In addition to the metaphor ATTENTION IS LISTEN-
ING, the general metaphor EXISTENCE IS FINDING is at work226.  
 

18.5 English eyebrow idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Raise eyebrows227 is the only eyebrow idiom in the database.  
 

114) raise eyebrows 
a) rosszallást vált ki 

disapproval-ACC evoke-3rd PERS PART(out) 
b) megdöbbenést kelt 

astonishment-ACC wake-3rd PERS 
c) meglepetést kelt 

surprise-ACC wake-3rd PERS 
 
We, as human beings, often use the facial expression of raising our eyebrows. This is 
conventionally known to express shock, surprise or disapproval. This is due to the me-
tonymy EYEBROWS FOR EMOTIONS. Interestingly, eyebrows in Chinese, as Ning Yu 
(2002: 344) notes, “are regarded as one of the most obvious indicators of internal feel-
ings.” 

The Hungarian equivalents all express the same figurative meaning but without men-
tioning the body part given in English, i.e., eyebrows. The words for shock and aston-
ishment are used with verbs meaning ‘bring about’ due to metaphors such as CAUSA-
TION IS ELICITING (‘kivált’) and CAUSATION IS WAKING (‘kelt’). 
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18.6 English flesh idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Another single idiom in the database is in the flesh228.  
 

115) in the flesh 
a) teljes életnagyságban 

full life-size-LOC(in) 
b) maga … 

self … 
c) nem más mint 

not different than 
d) teljes valójában 

full reality-POSS-LOC(in) 
e) személyesen 

personal-ADV 
 
The use of the word flesh is motivated metonymically in this case, thus, flesh refers to 
the whole human body, the person itself. As a result, we have the metonymy THE FLESH 
STANDS FOR THE PERSON at work.  

The equivalents express the figurative meaning conveyed by metonymy in English 
by literal meaning in Hungarian. Thus, neither metaphor, nor metonymy are used in the 
case of these equivalents. None of the equivalents contain body parts, either.  
 

18.7 English knee idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Bring something to its knees229 is the single instance of English knee idioms in the data-
base. Thus, the focus of the meaning of the idiom is on power relations.  
 

116) bring something to its knees – be on its knees 
a) térdre kényszerít 

knee-LOC(onto) force-3rd PERS 
 
The idiom is motivated by several conceptual mechanisms. In line with our cultural 
knowledge – namely that kneeling is associated with submission to the more powerful 
one, as in the case of kings and their subjects – there are some conceptual metaphors 
that relate to human power relations. Namely, the orientational metaphor pair 
POWER/CONTROL IS UP and LACK OF POWER/CONTROL IS DOWN motivates the idiom. The 
experiential basis of this idiom is that physical size usually correlates with physical 
strength, and during fights the winner is usually on top, and the loser is underneath. 
Here, the entity who brings the country or the organization in question to its knees is in 
power, it is higher up than the country or the organization, and thus has more power and 
control over the given entity.  

The Hungarian equivalent makes use of this metaphor pair and the cultural motiva-
tion mentioned above, similarly to the English idiom. Even more, the same body part is 
used here.  
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18.8 English mouth idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The idiom put your money where your mouth is230 also belongs to the most frequent idi-
oms in English.  
 

117) put your money where your mouth is 
a) azt cselekszi, amit mond 

that-ACC do-3rd PERS, what say-3rd PERS 
b) nem csak beszél, hanem cselekszik is 

not only talk-3rd PERS, but act-3rd PERS too 
c) tettekkel (is) bizonyít(ja, amit gondol) 

action-PL-INST (too) prove(-3rd PERS, what think-3rd PERS) 
d) tettekben is megnyilvánul valami 

action-PL-LOC(in) too PART-manifest-itself-3rd PERS something 
 
On the one hand, the idiom is motivated by the metonymy MOUTH FOR SPEAKING. This 
is an instance of the metonymy THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE ACTION. In this way, 
mouth metonymically indicates the action of speaking. On the other hand, PUTTING 
ONE’S MONEY SOMEWHERE STANDS FOR THE ACTION OF SPENDING MONEY ON SOME-
THING. The image of this idiom is rather strange if we come to think of it, since if we try 
to imagine the idiom, we have the mental image of a person who is putting money in 
his/her mouth. Nonetheless, the image also manifests the metonymies according to 
which the person is spending money on purposes that he/she usually talks about, and 
he/she acts according to his/her advocated beliefs.  

In Hungarian, there are several translation equivalents of this idiom listed in the da-
tabase. However, all of them are literal. Thus, azt cselekszi, amit mond, nem csak beszél, 
hanem cselekszik is, tettekkel (is) bizonyít(ja, amit gondol) and tettekben is megnyilvá-
nul valami are very straightforward literal expressions. This is therefore a case of figu-
rative meaning expressed by literal meaning.  
 

18.9 English muscle idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
Flex your muscles231 belongs to muscle idioms.  
 

118) flex your muscles – flex your muscle 
a) fitogtatja az erejét 

show-off-3rd PERS the strength-POSS-ACC 
 
The focus of the meaning of this idiom is on a powerful entity showing off by display-
ing physical power. Physical strength refers figuratively to power and the ability to con-
trol other things/people since there is a correlation between the characteristics of 
strength and power: HAVING POWER/CONTROL IS HAVING PHYSICAL STRENGTH. 

The Hungarian equivalent, fitogtatja az erejét, is also based on the metaphor HAVING 
POWER/CONTROL IS HAVING PHYSICAL STRENGTH. Nonetheless, there is no body part 
mentioned explicitly in the Hungarian idiom. Rather, the image of the whole body is 
implicitly implied as the entity taking part in various actions that display the person’s 
strength.  
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18.10 English neck idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The database contains only one idiom with neck: neck and neck232.  
 

119) neck and neck 
a) fej fej mellett 

head head LOC(beside) 
 
Only a part of the body, the neck, is represented in the image conveyed by the idiom. In 
this way, the image is metonymic in nature, where the part stands for the whole, that is, 
THE NECK STANDS FOR THE CONTESTANT/PERSON. We can associate with this idiom the 
image of racing, especially horse racing, on the basis of on our conventional knowledge 
about this kind of sport. If we take this kind of competition among animals (which is 
controlled by humans) as the experiential grounding of the idiom, we can assume the 
existence of the metaphor THE SOCIAL COMPETITION AMONG PEOPLE IS THE PHYSICAL 
COMPETITION AMONG ANIMALS. Here, the competition that the animals participate in 
maps onto the competition in human society, with the people participating in the never-
ending competition. This metaphor belongs to the Event Structure metaphor LIFE IS A 
RACE, according to which human life is like a race in which people/the contestants have 
to perform well to achieve the desired results. The competition metaphor is a submeta-
phor of the metaphor PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS, which is part of the Great Chain of Being 
metaphor system, which is based on a folk theory of how things, primarily such as hu-
mans, animals, plants, complex physical objects, and natural physical things are hierar-
chically related to each other in the world.  

The Hungarian equivalent highlights the image of the head – which is naturally more 
ahead than the neck in the case of animals moving in a race, as our conventional knowl-
edge tells us. Thus, a different body part from the same body part area is used in the Hun-
garian equivalent. In addition, the metonymy THE HEAD STANDS FOR THE CONTESTANT, 
i.e., THE PERSON is at work. The metaphors LIFE IS A RACE and PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS are 
also at work in this Hungarian idiom, just like in the case of the English idiom. 
 

18.11 English nose idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The only idiom with nose in the database is under your nose233.  
 

120) under your nose – from under your nose 
a) valaki orra előtt 

somebody-(POSS) nose-POSS LOC(in-front) 
b) valaki szeme láttára 

somebody(-POSS) eye-POSS sight-POSS-LOC(onto) 
 
In general, the idiom refers to events and actions that the person in question knows 
about. The image of something happening under somebody’s nose implies closeness of 
the action – which is more important to the person than if something that happens far 
from him/her, in accordance with the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL 
CLOSENESS234. In this metaphor, the things that are nearby, or the events that happen 
nearby, have more effect on the observer than those that are/happen far from the ob-
server. The idiom is also motivated by the conceptual metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING.  

Only one of the two Hungarian equivalents uses the same body part, nose, namely, 
valaki orra előtt translates as in front of somebody’s nose. This is quite a good candidate 
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for translation equivalency since the only lexical difference between the two idioms is 
that in Hungarian we use in front instead of under. In front, with the conventional 
knowledge it evokes about the correlation of having something in front of the person’s 
nose and therefore knowing about it, implies even more obviously the KNOWING IS SEE-
ING metaphor since what is in front of one’s nose has to be seen as well, in normal cir-
cumstances235. The other equivalent, valaki szeme láttára, also employs the same moti-
vational forces, thus the conventional knowledge – this time about the correlation of 
having something in front of the person’s eyes and therefore knowing about it – and the 
conceptual metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING. Nonetheless, it uses a different body part, the 
eye instead of the nose, from the same body part area. The explicit mention of the eye 
brings the idiom even closer to the KNOWING IS SEEING metaphor, and the motivation 
thus becomes even more transparent. Both idioms are motivated by the STRENGTH OF 
EFFECT IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS metaphor, as well.  

 
18.12 English throat idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

 
In the idiom database, there is only one English throat idiom, but this one has several 
Hungarian equivalents.  
 

121) ram something down someone’s throat – shove/force/cram something 
down someone’s throat 
a) belever valakibe valamit 

PART(into)-beat-3rd PERS somebody-LOC(into) something-ACC 
b) valakinek a fejébe ver valamit 

somebody-POSS the head-POSS-LOC(into) beat-3rd PERS some-
thing-ACC 

c) ráerőszakol valakire valamit 
PART(on)-force-3rd PERS somebody-LOC(onto) something-ACC 

d) ráerőltet/rátukmál valamit valakire 
PART(on)-force-3rd PERS something-ACC somebody-LOC(onto) 

e) megetet valakivel valamit 
PART-feed-3rd PERS somebody-MOD something-ACC 

f) lenyom valamit valakinek a torkán 
PART(down)-press-3rd PERS something-ACC somebody-POSS 
the throat-LOC(on) 

 
The English idiom ram something down someone’s throat has variants in both British 
and American English like shove/force/cram something down someone’s throat236. The 
words ram, shove, force, cram are similar in their meaning inasmuch as they all imply 
the use of force against the patient’s will. In their literal sense, they mostly refer to 
forceful actions done with the hand237. The idiom and its variants are manifestations of 
the conceptual metaphor IDEAS ARE FOOD. This metaphor gives rise to numerous exam-
ples in the English (as well as in the Hungarian) language such as I can’t swallow that 
claim. Let me stew over that for a while. That’s food for thought. and many others (cf. 
Lakoff & Johnson 1980: 46; Kövecses 2002). As such, terms from the FOOD domain are 
readily available for talking and thinking about the domain of IDEAS. In the case of this 
idiom, the idea or belief or the knowledge that some other person wants to put into 
somebody is the food that one is expected to swallow, even though he/she doesn’t want 
to do so since swallowing the given food means accepting the specific idea. Therefore, 
the metaphor ACCEPTING IDEAS IS SWALLOWING is active here. A further metaphor that 
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motivates the English idioms is IDEOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, which is 
a submetaphor of CAUSES ARE FORCES. Here, the abstract force, which is some kind of 
an ideological pressure that the other person exerts on the patient, is seen as a physical 
force, in line with the tendencies of force dynamics (cf. Talmy 1988). Thus, making 
somebody acquire certain ideas is represented as applying physical force in case of lack 
of willingness to accept the given ideas at once.  

There are several Hungarian equivalents of the English idiom and its variants. In the 
case of belever valakibe valamit, physical force is mentioned similarly to the English id-
iom. Here, the physical force is a bodily action with human effort, namely beating. Al-
though the Hungarian equivalent is not a proper body idiom inasmuch as it has no ex-
plicit body parts mentioned, still it refers to an action which is primarily associated with 
the hand, i.e., beating. Again, making somebody accept certain ideas is seen as some-
how making these ideas enter the person’s body – although here there is no mention of 
the FOOD metaphor. Rather, the body container is physically affected in order to help the 
ideas be accepted. In this way, physical pain is associated with the learning experience, 
due to the metaphor IDEOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, a submetaphor of 
CAUSES ARE FORCES. 

Another Hungarian equivalent, valakinek a fejébe ver valamit, makes use of the same 
metaphor as mentioned above. So here again, making somebody accept certain ideas is 
making these ideas physically enter the person’s body, which can be achieved by beat-
ing it into the head of the person. Although different body parts are used in the idiom 
pair (the throat is part of the head, the upper part of the human body), the same body 
part area is linked conceptually to the acceptance of ideas in both languages. We can 
say that new ideas, or knowledge itself is seen as a substance that can enter the body 
from the top of the body in various forced ways. Nonetheless, the IDEAS ARE FOOD 
metaphor is not present here either. Rather, the focus is on the physical force, as well as 
the pain that the forceful action causes in the patient. Thus, the metaphor IDEOLOGICAL 
PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, a submetaphor of CAUSES ARE FORCES is also at work. 

The equivalents ráerőszakol valakire valamit, ráerőltet valamit valakire and rátuk-
mál valamit valakire are again manifestations of the FORCE metaphor described above: 
IDEOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, a submetaphor of CAUSES ARE FORCES. 
Although the patient tries to resist the force applied, he/she cannot do so, because the 
force is stronger than the patient’s resistance. Here, no body parts are explicitly men-
tioned. Rather, the image of the whole body is implied by the verb prefixes rá, and the 
suffixes -ra/-re (‘onto’). This means that the whole person is involved in the process of 
accepting the forced things. 

Two Hungarian idiomatic equivalents that make use of the same IDEAS ARE FOOD 
metaphor as the English idiom and its variants make use of, are megetet valakivel vala-
mit, and lenyom valamit valakinek a torkán. In these cases, too, making somebody ac-
cept certain ideas is forcing him/her to swallow, or eat, them. The metaphor that addi-
tionally motivates the idioms is IDEOLOGICAL PRESSURE IS PHYSICAL PRESSURE, a sub-
metaphor of CAUSES ARE FORCES. Interestingly, the Hungarian idiom lenyom valamit va-
lakinek a torkán is the closest translation equivalent of the English idiom, since it uses 
the same body part, throat, as the place of acceptance, and the same FORCE and FOOD 
metaphors. This idiom is an ideal translation equivalent238 of the English idiom.  
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18.13 English toe idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 
 
The only English idiom that belongs to this group is keep you on your toes239.  
 

122) keep you on your toes 
a) állandó készenlétben tart valakit 

constant standby(‘ready-being’)-LOC(in) keep-3rd PERS some-
body-ACC 

 
The English idiom makes use of our conventional knowledge associated with the image 
that the idiom manifests. Thus, if people are kept on their toes, they cannot rest (sit or 
lie down, etc.): they constantly have to be ready to start doing something as soon as 
possible, when the right time comes. The idiom is motivated by the orientational meta-
phor ACTIVE IS UP (and its pair INACTIVE IS DOWN). According to this metaphor, those 
beings that are up, or on their toes, are active, and those that are not, are inactive. Just 
like all the other orientational metaphors, this metaphor pair is based on our physical 
experience – thus, when a person is active, he/she is physically up, but when he/she is 
not active, he/she is physically down. Thus, these metaphors are experientially 
grounded, and not arbitrary or random. In addition, the English idiom involves the word 
keep, which is, as Talmy (1988: 62) notes, “the key force-dynamic word240.” Besides, 
the metaphor ATTENTION IS LOOKING is also active in the idiom. The experiential basis 
of this metaphor is that we often stand on our toes when we watch something eagerly. 
Thus, keeping somebody on his/her toes is keeping their attention active.  

The Hungarian expression is not a straightforward translation of the English idiom. 
Nonetheless, it involves the Hungarian equivalent for keep, tart, similarly to the English 
idiom. The Hungarian equivalent is metaphorical only to the extent that tart implies 
metaphoricity as seen above in the case of keep, and that the suffix for ‘in’, -ban/-ben, 
implies the image of a container. 
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Appendix B 
 

Tables and figures 
 

Table 1. Testing the validity of Hungarian equivalents of bilingual dictionaries 
(continued on next page) 

 
Idiom Idiom meaning Hungarian equivalent idioms

a balancing act Someone performing a balancing act is trying to please 
two or more people or groups or to follow two or more 
sets of ideals that are in opposition to each other. 

  

a fat cat You can refer to a businessman or politician as a fat 
cat when you disapprove of the way they use their 
wealth, power, and privileges, for example because 
it seems unfair or wrong to you.  

  

a hit list If a terrorist or criminal organization has a hit list, 
they have a list containing the names of impor-
tant people who they intend to kill.  

  

a sea change You can describe a complete change in someone’s  
attitudes or behavior as a sea change.  

  

all eyes are on 
someone 

If all eyes are on someone or something, everyone is 
carefully watching that person or thing, often because 
they are expecting something to happen or develop.  

  

bear fruit If an action bears fruit, it produces good results.   

beat your chest Very publicly show regret or anger about something 
that has gone wrong. The person is not being sincere 
but is trying to draw attention to himself or herself. 

  

fall flat If an event or an attempt to do something falls flat, 
it is completely unsuccessful. 

  

fight a losing 
battle 

Try to achieve something, but be very unlikely  
to succeed. 

  

get out of hand If a situation or person gets out of hand, they cannot 
be controlled any longer. 

  

get your act to-
gether 

Someone needs to take control of themselves and to 
organize their affairs more effectively so that they can 
deal successfully with things and can avoid failure. 

  

have never 
looked back 

When an event causes a permanent change in some-
one’s life for the better, you can mention that event 
and say that they have never looked back or have 
not looked back. 

  

in the dol-
drums 

If an economy or business is in the doldrums, nothing 
new is happening and it is not doing very well.  

  

keep the lid on 
something 

To keep the lid on or put the lid on a particular  
situation or problem means to keep its true nature hid-
den, or to control it and stop it becoming worse. 

  

last ditch You can describe an action as a last ditch attempt or 
effort to do something when everything else has failed 
and this action is the only way left of avoiding  
disaster, although it too seems likely to fail. 
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Idiom Idiom meaning Hungarian equivalent idioms

on the spot If an action is taken on the spot, it is carried out  
immediately. 

  

red tape People refer to official rules and procedures as red tape 
when they seem unnecessary and cause delay. 

  

ring hollow If a statement or promise rings hollow or sounds hol-
low, it seems worthless, false, or insincere. You can 
also say that a statement or promise has hollow ring. 

  

set the ball 
rolling 

Start an activity or do something which other people 
will join in with later. 

  

set the stage 
for something 

To set the stage for something means to make prepara-
tions so that the thing can happen. You can also say 
the stage is set. 

  

tall tales Tall tales or tall stories are stories or statements which 
are difficult to believe because they are so exaggerated 
or unlikely.  

  

the cutting 
edge 

To be at or on the cutting of a particular field of activ-
ity means to be involved in its most important, excit-
ing, or advanced developments. You can use cutting-
edge before a noun referring to people or activities 
that are at the cutting edge. 

  

the fast track The fast track to something is the quickest way 
of achieving it. If you are on the fast track to a particu-
lar goal or state, you are likely to achieve it very soon 
or very easily. You can also talk about a fast-track ap-
proach to something or a fast-track way of achieving 
something. 

  

the man in the 
street 

When people talk about the man in the street, 
they mean ordinary, average people.  

  

the nuts and 
bolts of some-
thing 

The nuts and bolts of something are the detailed facts 
about it and its practical aspects, as opposed to abstract 
ideas about it. 

  

the slow lane You can also say that someone lives their life 
in the slow lane when their life is quiet and boring 
without any exciting incidents. 

  

tighten your 
belt 

Spend less and live more carefully because 
you have less money than you used to have. 

  

tip the balance When two possible outcomes of a situation seem 
equally likely, and then something happens which is 
sufficient to produce one outcome rather than 
the other, you can say that this things tips the balance 
or tips the scales. 

  

with an eye for 
something 

Someone with an eye for something is very skilful 
at dealing with that thing and has a good understand-
ing of it.  

  

your right-hand 
man 

Someone’s right-hand man is their close assistant 
and the person they trust to help and support them 
in everything they do. This expression is commonly 
used to talk about politics or business. People occa-
sionally talk about someone’s right-hand woman 
or their right-hand person. 
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Table 2. The frequency of source domains 
 

Number  
of occurrences 

Percentage Source domain Example 

122 20,17% Human body keep someone at arm’s length 

109 18,02% Direction and movement just around the corner 

78 12,89% Action – Human body hold your breath 

61 10,08% Action do your own thing 

33 5,45% Concrete entities on the table 

27 4,46% Social events have a ball 

19 3,14% Nature a sea change 

18 2,98% Buildings, construction by the back door 

17 2,81% Container a mixed bag 

17 2,81% Economic transaction count the cost 

16 2,64% Plants nip something in the bud 

15 2,48% Games, sport score points 

12 1,98% Cooking and food bread and butter 

11 1,82% Light, darkness, color in the dark 

10 1,65% Time late in the day 

8 1,32% Animals a fat cat 

8 1,32% Heat, cold, fire an old flame 

8 1,32% Machines, vehicles, tools in the same boat 

7 1,16% Death to death 

3 0,50% Health/Illness fever pitch 

3 0,50% Sound ring hollow 

3 0,50% Writing a question mark 
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Table 3. The frequency of body part keywords  
and some examples of the most frequent English body idioms 

 
Number of  
occurrences 

Percentage Keyword Example 

29 23,77% hand have your hands full, get/gain the upper hand 

14 11,48% eye open the eyes of somebody, turn a blind eye to something 

11 9,02% face come face to face with somebody, keep a straight face 

10 8,20% head from head to toe, lose your head 

 7 5,74% feet follow in somebody’s footsteps, foot the bill 

 6 4,92% heart break your heart, open your heart 

 5 4,10% back stab someone in the back 

 5 4,10% blood fresh blood 

 3 2,46% finger keep your fingers crossed 

 3 2,46% shoulder give someone the cold shoulder 

 3 2,46% thumbs the thumbs up 

 2 1,64% arm keep someone at arm’s length 

 2 1,64% heels hard on the heels of something 

 2 1,64% lip a stiff upper lip 

 2 1,64% nerves touch a nerve 

 2 1,64% teeth grit your teeth 

 2 1,64% tongue bite your tongue 

 1 0,82% body body and soul 

 1 0,82% bone the bare bones 

 1 0,82% breast beat your breast 

 1 0,82% chest beat your chest 

 1 0,82% ear fall on deaf ears 

 1 0,82% eyebrows raise eyebrows 

 1 0,82% flesh in the flesh 

 1 0,82% knee bring something to its knees 

 1 0,82% mouth put your money where your mouth is 

 1 0,82% muscles flex your muscles 

 1 0,82% neck neck and neck 

 1 0,82% nose under your nose 

 1 0,82% throat ram something down someone’s throat 

 1 0,82% toes keep you on your toes 
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Table 4. The frequency rank of the chosen human body part terms  
according to the Brown Corpus 

 
Keyword Frequency rank 

hand 111 

eye 170 

head 211 

face 246 

foot 264 

body 283 

arm 485 

heart 525 

back 553 

tooth 917 

blood 919 

mouth 1003 

shoulder 1008 

finger 1070 

lip 1307 

neck 1409 

knee 1526 

muscle 1532 

ear 1669 

nose 1740 

throat 1813 

chest 1965 

bone 2086 

flesh 2136 

heel 2608 

tongue 2707 

nerve 2985 

toe 3645 

breast 4398 

thumb 5423 

eyebrow no information (between 5428–5620)  
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Table 5. The most frequent conceptual metaphors in English and Hungarian  
(Three or more occurrences in the database) 

(continued on next page) 
 

Frequency 
of meta-

phors 

English Hungarian 

1st most fre-
quent 
metaphor 

Control and possession metaphors 
CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS  

THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION  
OF AN OBJECT 

CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND 

Event Structure metaphors  
ACTION IS (SELF-PROPELLED) MOTION 
CAUSING TO ACT IS CAUSING TO MOVE 
CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS 
DOING THE SAME ACTION IS MOTION  

ALONG THE SAME PATH 
EASY ACTION IS EASY MOTION 
EXPECTED PROGRESS IS A TRAVEL SCHEDULE
FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE  
INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE 
LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING  

HOW TO WALK 
LIFE IS A JOURNEY  
LONG-TERM, PURPOSEFUL ACTIVITIES  

ARE JOURNEYS 
MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION 
POSSIBILITY TO ACT IS POSSIBILITY TO MOVE 
PROBLEMS ARE OBSTACLES IN THE JOURNEY 
PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD 
PURPOSES ARE DESTINATIONS 
THINGS MOVING TOGETHER ARE SEEN  

AS HAVING AN ABSTRACT CONNECTION  
BETWEEN THEM 

UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS 
TO MOVE 

2nd most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Event Structure metaphors  
CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS 
DOING THE SAME ACTION IS MOTION  

ALONG THE SAME PATH 
FREEDOM TO ACT IS FREEDOM TO MOVE  
INABILITY TO ACT IS INABILITY TO MOVE 
(LACK OF) ACTION IS (LACK OF)  

SELF-PROPELLED MOTION 
LEARNING HOW TO ACT IS LEARNING  

HOW TO WALK 
LIFE IS A JOURNEY 
LIFE IS A RACE 
MANNER OF ACTION IS MANNER OF MOTION  
PROGRESS IS MOTION FORWARD  
RATE OF PROGRESS IS RATE OF MOTION 

FORWARD 
READY TO ACT (PAY) IS READY TO MOVE 
SPEED OF ACTION IS SPEED OF MOTION 
UNWILLINGNESS TO ACT IS UNWILLINGNESS 

TO MOVE 

Force metaphors  
CAUSES ARE FORCES 
EMOTION IS A FORCE  
ATTENTION IS A FORCE 

3rd most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Force metaphors  
CAUSES ARE FORCES  
EMOTION IS A FORCE 
ATTENTION IS A FORCE 

Control and possession metaphors 
CONTROL OVER SOMETHING IS  

THE PHYSICAL MANIPULATION  
OF AN OBJECT 

CONTROL IS HOLDING IN THE HAND 
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Frequency 
of meta-

phors 

English Hungarian 

4th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

KNOWING IS SEEING Container metaphors  
THE BODY PART IS A CONTAINER  

(FOR EMOTIONS) 
STATES ARE CONTAINERS 
ACTIVITIES ARE CONTAINERS 

5th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Ontological metaphors  
THE BODY PART IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT  
ACTIONS/EVENTS/STATES ARE  

PHYSICAL OBJECTS 

Orientational metaphors 
UP–DOWN metaphors 

6th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Container metaphors  
THE BODY PART IS A CONTAINER  

(FOR EMOTIONS) 
ACTIVITIES ARE CONTAINERS 
STATES ARE CONTAINERS  

KNOWING IS SEEING 

7th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Orientational metaphors 
UP–DOWN metaphors 

Ontological metaphors  
THE BODY PART IS A PHYSICAL OBJECT 
ACTIONS/EVENTS/STATES ARE  

PHYSICAL OBJECTS 

8th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Physical contact metaphors  
FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART  

IS MAINTAINING PHYSICAL CONTACT 
SEEING IS TOUCHING 

Physical distance metaphors  
INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS 
STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL  

CLOSENESS 

9th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Complex System metaphors 
AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS  

THE HUMAN BODY 

Animal metaphors 
HUMAN BEHAVIOR IS ANIMAL BEHAVIOR 

10th most 
frequent 
metaphor 

Physical distance metaphors  
INTIMACY IS PHYSICAL CLOSENESS 
STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS PHYSICAL  

CLOSENESS 

Complex System metaphors 
AN ABSTRACT COMPLEX SYSTEM IS  

THE HUMAN BODY 
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Table 6. The most frequent conceptual metonymies in English and Hungarian 
(Three or more occurrences in the database) 

 
Frequency 
of metony-

mies 

English Hungarian 

1st most fre-
quent me-
tonymy 

Action metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS  

FOR THE ACTION/ACTIVITY 

Action metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS  

FOR THE ACTION/ACTIVITY 

2nd most 
frequent 
metonymy 

Personification metonymies 
THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON 

Personification metonymies 
THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE PERSON 

3rd most 
frequent 
metonymy 

Control metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS FOR CONTROL 

Control metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS FOR CONTROL 

4th most 
frequent 
metonymy 

Behavior metonymies  
FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART  

FOR BEHAVIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION 

Behavior metonymies  
FUNCTIONALLY USING A BODY PART  

FOR BEHAVIOR/MENTAL FUNCTION 

5th most 
frequent 
metonymy 

Emotion metonymies  
THE BODY PART INVOLVED  

IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE  
STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE 

Emotion metonymies  
THE BODY PART INVOLVED  

IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE  
STANDS FOR THE PSYCHOLOGICAL STATE 

6th most 
frequent 
metonymy 

Skill metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS FOR THE SKILLS  

AND THE EXPERTISE 

Skill metonymies  
THE BODY PART STANDS THE FOR SKILLS  

AND THE EXPERTISE 
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Table 7. Possibilities of variation – Kövecses’s (2005) table 
 

Possibility Frequency Word 
form 

Literal 
meaning 

Figurative 
meaning 

Con-
ceptual 

metaphor 

Con-
ceptual 

metaphor 
and  

metonymy 

Con-
ceptual 

metonymy

Possibility 1  Most fre-
quent case 

different same same same (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

Possibility 2  Less fre-
quent case 

different different same same (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

Possibility 3  Least fre-
quent case 

different different same different (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

(Possibility 4) Literary 
works 

different different different different (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

Possibility 5 Figurative 
meaning 
expressed 
by literal 
meaning  

different different same  
[by means 
of literal 
meaning] 

[no  
metaphor] 

[no  
metaphor 
and  
metonymy] 

[no  
metonymy]

 
Table 8. The comparison of the TIME IS MONEY metaphor in English and Hungarian  

(Kövecses 2005) 
 

Frequency Word form Literal meaning Figurative  
meaning 

Conceptual  
metaphor 

Most frequent case different same same same 

Less frequent case different different same same 

Least frequent case different different same different 

Literary works  
(everyday speech?) 

different different different different 

 
Table 9. Adaptation of Kövecses’s (2005) table  

 
Possibility Word 

form 
Literal 

meaning 
Body part 

noun 
Con-

ceptual 
metaphor 

Con-
ceptual 

metonymy

Conven-
tional/ 

cultural 
knowledge 

Figurative 
meaning 

Possibility 1  different same (same/ 
different) 

same (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

same 

Possibility 2  different different (same/ 
different) 

same (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

same 

Possibility 3  different different (same/ 
different) 

different (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

same 

Possibility 4 different different (same/ 
different) 

different (same/ 
different) 

(same/ 
different) 

different 

Possibility 5 different different (same/ 
different) 

[no  
metaphor] 

[no  
metonymy]

(same/ 
different) 

same  
[by means 
of literal 
meaning] 
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Table 10. The comparison of the motivation of English and Hungarian idioms 
(continued on the following pages) 

 
List of abbreviations 

 
Abbreviation  Definition 
ACC = Accusative 
ACT. = Action 
ADJ = Adjective 
ADV = Adverb 
AME  = American English  
BPN = Body part noun 
BRE  = British English  
CKn = Conventional/cultural knowledge 
CMeta = Conceptual metaphor 
CMeto = Conceptual metonymy 
COMP = Companion 
D = Different 
DAT = Dative 
E+H  = The English idiom and its Hungarian equivalent 
FigM = Figurative meaning 
INF = Infinitive 
INST = Instrument 
LitM = Literal meaning 
LOC = Locative 
N = No body parts used in the idiom  
NOM = Nominal 
PART = Particle 
PERS = Person 
PL = Plural 
POSS = Possessive 
Poss = Possibility 
PSim = Partly similar (if there is a single difference only in case of LitM; sharing 

one or several metaphors or metonymies or pieces of cultural/conven-
tional knowledge in case of CMeta and CMeto and CKn) 

REL. = Related 
S = Same 
WF = Word form 

 
E+H Poss WF LitM BPN CMeta CMeto CKn FigM 

English hand idioms 

1) (get/gain) the upper hand (of something) 

a) (átveszi) a vezetést  
(over-take-3rd PERS)  
the leadership-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

b) fölébe kerekedik valakinek 
up-POSS-LOC(into) arise-
3rd PERS somebody-DAT 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 
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E+H Poss WF LitM BPN CMeta CMeto CKn FigM 

2) a free hand 

a) szabad kéz 
free hand 

1 D S S S S  S 

3) an old hand 

a) régi motoros 
old motorcyclist 

3a) D PSim – D PSim D S 

b) vén róka 
old fox 

3a) D PSim – D PSim D S 

c) tapasztalt róka 
experienced fox 

3 D D – D PSim D S 

4) at the hands of someone 

a) valaki kezei között 
somebody(-DAT) hand-PL 
LOC-(between) 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) valaki kezén 
somebody(-DAT) hand-
LOC(on) 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

c) valaki karmai között 
somebody(-DAT) claw-
POSS-PL LOC-(between) 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
claw 

PSim S  S 

5) change hands 

a) gazdát cserél 
owner-ACC change-3rd PERS

3a) D PSim – D D  S 

6) fall into someone’s hands – fall into the wrong hands 

a) valakinek a kezébe kerül 
somebody-DAT the hand-
DAT-LOC(in) get-3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

7) force someone’s hand 

a) belekényszerít valamibe 
PART(into)-force-3rd PERS 
something-LOC(into) 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 

b) kényszerít valamire 
force-3rd PERS something-
LOC(onto) 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 

c) kénytelen valamit csinálni 
be-forced something-ACC  
do-INF 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

d) ráerőszakolja az akaratát va-
lakire 
LOC(upon)-force-3rd PERS 
the will-POSS-ACC  
somebody-LOC(onto) 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 
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E+H Poss WF LitM BPN CMeta CMeto CKn FigM 

8) get out of hand 

a) kicsúszik a kezéből valami 
PART(out)-slip-3rd PERS  
the hand-POSS-LOC(from) 
something 

1c) D PSim S PSim D  S 

b) elveszti az uralmát valami  
felett 
PART(away)-lose-3rd PERS 
the power-POSS-ACC  
something LOC(over) 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) elszabadul 
PART(away)-get-free-
3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D  S 

d) kikerül valakinek  
az ellenőrzése alól 
PART(out)-get-3rd PERS 
somebody-POSS the control-
POSS LOC(from under) 

3a) D PSim – D D  S 

9) get your hands on somebody – lay your hands on somebody  

a) elkap valakit 
PART(away)-catch-3rd PERS 
somebody-ACC 

2 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

10) get your hands on something – lay your hands on 

a) ráteszi a kezét valamire 
PART(on)-put-3rd PERS  
the hand-POSS somebody-
LOC(onto) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) hozzájut valamihez 
it-LOC(to)-get-3rd PERS 
something-LOC(to) 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) megkaparint valamit 
PART-grab-3rd PERS  
something-ACC 

2 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

d) megszerez valamit 
PART-get-3rd PERS  
something-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

11) hand in hand 

a) kéz a kézben 
hand the hand-LOC(in) 

1 D S S S   S 

b) szorosan összefüggnek 
close-ADV together-hang-
3rd PERS-PL 

2a) D D – PSim   S 

c) szorosan összetartoznak 
close-ADV together-belong-
3rd PERS-PL 

2a) D D – PSim   S 

d) egymás velejárói 
each-other-DAT concomitant-
PL 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim   S 
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E+H Poss WF LitM BPN CMeta CMeto CKn FigM 

e) együtt járnak 
together go-3rd PERS-PL 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim   S 

12) have a hand in something – take a hand in something 

a) benne van a keze valamiben 
it-LOC(in) be-3rd PERS  
the hand-POSS something-
LOC(in) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) részese valaminek 
partaker-POSS something-
DAT 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

c) része van benne 
part-POSS be-3rd PERS  
it-LOC(in) 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

d) szerepe van benne 
role-POSS be-3rd PERS  
it-LOC(in) 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

13) have your hands full – your hands are full  

a) tele van 
full be-3rd PERS 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 

b) be van havazva 
PART(in) be-3rd PERS  
snow-ADV 

3 D D – D D D S 

c) sok a dolga 
a-lot the duty-POSS  

3 D D – D D  S 

d) nagyon el van foglalva 
very PART be-3rd PERS busy 

3 D D – D D  S 

14) in safe hands – in good hands, in capable hands 

a) biztos kezekben (van) 
safe hand-PL-LOC(in)  
(be-3rd PERS) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) jó kezekben (van) 
good hand-PL-LOC(in)  
(be-3rd PERS) 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

15) in your hands 

a) valami valaki kezében van 
something somebody(-POSS) 
hand-POSS-LOC(in)  
be-3rd PERS 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) diszponál valami felett 
dispose-3rd PERS something 
LOC(over) 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) valami valaki gondja 
something somebody(-POSS) 
trouble-POSS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 
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E+H Poss WF LitM BPN CMeta CMeto CKn FigM 

16) lend a hand – lend someone a hand 

a) segítő kezet nyújt 
helping hand-ACC hold-out-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

b) segítséget nyújt 
help-ACC hold-out-3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

17) on your hands 

a) (elvégzendő) dolga van 
(to-be-completed) duty-POSS 
be-3rd PERS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

b) vár rá valami (munka) 
wait-3rd PERS LOC(onto) 
some[thing] (work) 

3 D D – D D  S 

18) out of hand 

a) kapásból 
the-catch-LOC(out of) 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

b) gondolkodás nélkül 
thinking LOC(without) 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

19) out of your hands 

a) (már) nincs a kezében valami 
(already) not-be-3rd PERS  
the hand-LOC(in) something 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) már nem az ő gondja valami 
already not the (s)he-POSS 
problem-POSS something 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

c) nem diszponál valami felett 
not dispose-3rd PERS  
something LOC(over) 

3 D D – D D  S 

20) play into someone’s hands 

a) a kezére játszik valakinek 
the hand-POSS-LOC(onto) 
play-3rd PERS something-
DAT 

1a) D S S PSim S  S 

21) take the law into your own hands  

a) önhatalmúan cselekszik 
arbitrary(‘self-power’)-ADV 
act-3rd PERS 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

b) önbíráskodik 
‘self-judge’-3rd PERS 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

22) time on your hands 

a) sok ideje van 
lot time-POSS be-3rd PERS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 
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b) bőven van ideje 
ample-ADV be-3rd PERS 
time-POSS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

c) időmilliomos valaki 
time-millionaire somebody 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

23) try your hand at something 

a) belekap valamibe 
LOC(into)-catch-3rd PERS 
something-LOC(into) 

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D S  S 

24) turn your hand to something 

a) belefog valamibe 
PART(into)-take something-
LOC(into) 

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D S  S 

25) wash your hands of something 

a) mossa a kezeit 
wash-3rd PERS the hand-
POSS-PL 

1 D S S S S S S 

26) with your bare hands – do something bare-handed 

a) puszta kézzel 
bare hand-INST 

6 D S S – S  S 

b) csupasz kézzel 
naked hand-INST 

6 D S S – S  S 

27) wring your hands – hand-wringing, wringing of hands 

a) tördeli a kezét 
break-3rd PERS the hand-
POSS-LOC 

6 D S S – S S S 

28) your hands are tied – have your hands tied, something ties your hands 

a) meg van kötve a keze 
PART be-3rd PERS tied  
the hand-POSS 

1 D S S S S D S 

29) your right-hand man – your right-hand woman 

a) valaki jobbkeze 
somebody(-POSS)  
right-hand-POSS 

1 D S S S S S S 

English eye idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

30) all eyes are on someone – all eyes turn/focus on someone 

a) minden szem rászegeződik 
every eye LOC(onto)-fix-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) rajta a világ szeme 
(s)he-LOC(on)  
the world(-POSS) eye-POSS 

1b) D PSim S S PSim  S 

c) reflektorfényben van 
spotlight-LOC(in)  
be-3rd PERS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 
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31) before your eyes – in front of your eyes, before your very eyes 

a) a szeme előtt 
the eye-POSS LOC(in-front) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) a szeme láttára 
the eye-POSS sight-POSS-
LOC(onto) 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

c) közvetlenül előtte 
immediate-ADV  
LOC(in-front) 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 

32) can’t take your eyes off someone – can’t keep your eyes off someone 

a) nem tudja levenni róla  
a szemét 
not can-3rd PERS LOC(off)-
take she-LOC(off) the eye-
POSS 

1 D S S S S  S 

33) cast your eye over something 

a) átfut valamit 
PART(over)-run something-
ACC 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D  S 

b) átnéz valamit 
PART(over)-look something-
ACC 

2a) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

c) egy pillantást vet valamire 
one look-ACC throw-
3rd PERS something-
LOC(onto) 

1c) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

34) run your eye over something 

a) átfut valamit 
PART(over)-run something-
ACC 

1c) D PSim D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

b) átnéz valamit 
PART(over)-look something-
ACC 

2a) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

c) egy pillantást vet valamire 
one look-ACC throw-
3rd PERS something-
LOC(onto) 

2a) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

35) catch someone’s eye – catch the eye; eye-catching 

a) szemet szúr 
eye-POSS-ACC  
prick-3rd PERS  

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) megakad valamin a szeme 
PART-get-stuck-3rd PERS 
something-LOC  
the eye-POSS 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 
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c) magára vonja valaki figyelmét
herself/himself-LOC(onto) 
draw-3rd PERS somebody-
POSS attention-POSS-ACC 

2a) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

36) in the public eye – out of the public eye 

a) a (nagy) nyilvánosság előtt 
the (big) public LOC(in-front)

3 D D – D D  S 

37) look someone in the eye – look someone in the eyes 

a) szemébe néz valakinek 
eye-POSS-LOC(into) look-
3rd PERS somebody-POSS 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) farkasszemet néz valakivel 
wolf-eye-ACC look-3rd PERS 
somebody-COMP 

2a) D D S PSim PSim D S 

38) meet someone’s eyes – meet someone’s eye 

a) találkozik a tekintetük 
meet-3rd PERS the look-POSS

6a) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

– PSim  S 

b) összenéznek 
together-look-3rd PERS PL 

6b) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

– PSim  S 

39) open the eyes of someone – open someone’s eyes 

a) felnyitja valaki szemét 
PART(up)-open-3rd PERS 
somebody(-POSS)  
eye-POSS-ACC 

1 D S S S S S S 

40) see eye to eye with someone 

a) azonos állásponton vannak 
identical standpoint-LOC(on) 
be-3rd PERS PL 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D PSim  S 

b) megegyezik a véleményük 
PART-agree-3rd PERS  
the opinion-POSS 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) egyetért valakivel 
agree-3rd PERS somebody-
COMP 

3 D D – D D  S 

41) with the naked eye 

a) puszta szemmel 
bare eye-INST 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) szabad szemmel 
free eye-INST 

1a) D S S PSim D  S 

42) turn a blind eye to something 

a) szemet huny valami felett 
eye-ACC close somebody 
LOC(over) 

2 D D S S –  S 
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b) szándékosan nem vesz  
figyelembe 
deliberate-ADV not take  
attention-LOC(into) 

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D –  S 

c) figyelmen kívül hagy 
attention-LOC(on) LOC(out) 
leave-3rd PERS 

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D –  S 

43) with an eye for something – have an eye for something 

a) jó szeme van valamihez 
good eye-POSS be-3rd PERS 
something-LOC(to) 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) jó érzéke van valamihez 
good sense-POSS  
be-3rd PERS something-
LOC(to) 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

c) jó érzékkel csinál valamit 
good sense-INST  
do-3rd PERS something-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

English face idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

44) at face value 

a) készpénznek vesz 
cash(‘ready money’)-DAT 
take-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D D S 

45) come face to face with someone – meet someone face to face, a face-to-face N 

a) szemtől-szemben 
eye-LOC(from)-eye-LOC(in) 

6b) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

– S  S 

46) come face to face with something – bring someone face to face with something 

a) szemtől szembe kerül valami-
vel 
eye-LOC(from) eye-
LOC(into) get-3rd PERS 
something-COMP 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

D S  S 

b) szembesül valamivel 
(‘eye-LOC(into)’)-confront-
3rd PERS something-COMP  

3 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

D S  S 

47) fly in the face of something 

a) szembeszáll valamivel 
confront(‘eye-LOC(in)-fly’)- 
3rd PERS something-INST 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

S S  S 

b) szöges ellentétben áll valami-
vel 
nail-ADJ opposition-LOC(in) 
stand-3rd PERS something-
INST 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D  S 
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c) dacol valamivel 
defy-3rd PERS something-
INST 

3 D D – D D  S 

48) keep a straight face – with a straight face; straight-faced 

a) rezzenéstelen arccal csinál 
valamit 
trembling-without face-INST 
do-3rd PERS something-ACC 

1 D S S S S S S 

b) megőrzi komolyságát 
PART-preserve-3rd PERS  
seriousness-POSS-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim D S S 

c) nem neveti el magát 
not laugh-3rd PERS 
PART(away) herself/himself-
ACC 

2 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D S S 

49) look someone in the face 

a) valakinek a szemébe néz 
somebody-POSS  
the eye-POSS-LOC(into) 
look-3rd PERS 

6a) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

– S S S 

50) lose face – something loses someone face 

a) presztízsveszteség éri 
prestige-loss get- 
3rd PERS POSS 

3 D D – D D  S 

b) presztízsveszteséget szenved 
prestige-loss-ACC suffer-
3rd PERS POSS 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) presztízsveszteséget jelent va-
lakinek valami 
prestige-loss-ACC mean-
3rd PERS POSS somebody-
DAT something 

3 D D – D D  S 

d) elveszti a tekintélyét 
PART-lose-3rd PERS  
the prestige-POSS-ACC 

1c) D PSim D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim S  S 

51) make a face – BRE: pull a face 

a) arcokat vág 
face-PL-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

6a) D PSim S – S S S 

b) pofákat vág 
cheek-PL-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

6a) D PSim S – S S S 

c) grimaszt vág 
grimace-ACC cut-3rd PERS 

6b) D D – – S S S 

52) put a brave face on something – put a good face on something, put a brave front on something;  
put up a brave face/front, keep up a brave face/front; a brave face 

a) jó képet vág valamihez 
good face-ACC cut-3rd PERS 
something-LOC(to) 

1b) D PSim S S S S S 
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53) save face – a face-saving (action), a face-saver 

a) megőrzi (valakinek)  
a tekintélyét 
PART-save-3rd PERS  
(somebody-POSS)  
the prestige-POSS-ACC 

1c) D PSim D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim S  S 

54) to someone’s face 

a) szemébe mondja 
eye-POSS-LOC(into)  
tell-3rd PERS 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

PSim PSim D S 

b) szeme láttára 
eye-POSS sight-POSS-
LOC(onto) 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

PSim PSim D S 

c) nyíltan a szemébe 
open-ADV the eye-POSS-
LOC(into) 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

PSim PSim D S 

English head idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

55) come to a head – bring something to a head 

a) fordulóponthoz érkezik valami 
[krízis] 
turning-point-LOC(to) arrive-
3rd PERS something 

2a) D D – PSim   S 

b) dűlőre visz valamit 
track-LOC(onto) take-
3rd PERS something 

3 D D – D   S 

56) from head to toe – from head to foot, from top to toe; head-to-toe N, head-to-foot N 

a) tetőtől talpig 
top-LOC(from) sole-LOC(to) 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
BPN 

S   S 

b) a lába ujjától a feje búbjáig 
the leg-POSS toe-POSS-
LOC(from) the head-POSS 
top-POSS-LOC(to) 

1b) D PSim S S   S 

57) head and shoulders above someone – head and shoulders from other people 

a) messze kimagaslik 
far PART(out)-stand-
3rd PERS 

2a) D D – PSim PSim  S 

b) messze felülmúl valakit 
far PART(over)-outdo-
3rd PERS somebody-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim PSim  S 
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58) head-to-head 

a) ember ember ellen 
person person LOC(against) 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
person 

S D S S 

59) lose your head 

a) elveszti a fejét 
PART-lose-3rd PERS  
the head-POSS-ACC 

1 D S S S S  S 

60) make headway 

a) haladást ér el 
advance-ACC achieve-
3rd PERS PART(away) 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

b) haladás figyelhető meg 
advance watch-SUFF PART 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

c) haladás tapasztalható 
advance experience-SUFF 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

d) halad 
advance-3rd PERS 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

e) előrehalad 
forward-advance-3rd PERS 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

f) jól/szépen halad 
good-ADV/nice-ADV  
advance-3rd PERS 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

g) előrejut  
forward-get-3rd PERS 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

61) rear its head – raise its head, rear its ugly head 

a) felüti a fejét 
PART(up)-hit the head-
POSS-ACC 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

b) jelentkezik 
arise-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D  S 

c) megjelenik 
appear-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D  S 

62) scratch your head – head-scratching 

a) a fejét vakarja 
the head-POSS-ACC  
scratch-3rd PERS 

1 D S S S S S S 
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63) turn heads 

a) megfordulnak utána 
PART(around)-turn-3rd PERS 
PL she-LOC(after) 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D S S 

b) megbámulják 
PART-stare-3rd PERS PL 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D S S 

c) megnézik 
PART-look-3rd PERS PL 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D S S 

64) turn something on its head – stand something on its head 

a) kiforgat 
PART-turn-around-3rd PERS 

2a) D D – PSim D  S 

b) visszájára fordít 
inside-out turn-3rd PERS 

1c) D PSim – PSim D  S 

c) a feje tetejére állít 
the-head-POSS-3rd PERS  
top-POSS-3rd PERS-
LOC(onto) make-stand-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S S S  S 

English feet idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

65) drag your feet – drag your heels 

a) vonakodva cselekszik 
reluctant-ADV act-3rd PERS 

2 D D – S S  S 

66) feet on the ground 

a) két lábbal a földön jár 
two leg-INST the ground-
LOC(on) walk-3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
leg 

S –  S 

67) find your feet 

a) talpra áll 
sole-LOC(onto) stand-
3rd PERS 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
sole 

PSim S  S 

b) egyenesbe jön 
straight-LOC(into) come-
3rd PERS 

2a) D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D  S 

68) follow in someone’s footsteps 

a) valakinek a nyomdokaiba lép 
somebody-POSS the footstep-
PL-POSS-LOC(into)  
step-3rd PERS 

2 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S –  S 

69) foot the bill 

a) állja a számlát 
stand-3rd PERS the bill-ACC 

3a) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D –  S 
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b) állja a cehhet 
stand-3rd PERS the bill-ACC 

3a) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D –  S 

70) put your feet up 

a) ejtőzik egy kicsit 
relax-3rd PERS a bit-ACC 

2 D D – S –  S 

b) ücsörög egy kicsit 
sitting-about-3rd PERS  
a bit-ACC 

2 D D – S –  S 

c) leteszi magát 
PART(down)-put  
himself/herself-ACC 

2 D D – S –  S 

d) lábát felrakva pihen 
rest-3rd PERS (leg-POSS-
ACC PART(up)-put-ADV) 

5a) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
leg 

D –  S 
(LitM) 

71) shoot yourself in the foot 

a) saját magával szúr ki 
own himself/herself-INST 
prick-3rd PERS PART(out) 

3 D D – D D  S 

b) öngólt rúg 
own-goal-ACC kick-3rd PERS

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D  S 

English heart idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

72) (have) a change of heart 

a) megváltoznak az érzései 
PART-change-3rd PERS PL 
feeling-POSS-PL 

5a) D PSim – D –  S 
(LitM) 

73) break your heart – a broken heart; heart-broken, broken-hearted 

a) összetöri valakinek a szívét 
PART(together)-break-
3rd PERS somebody-POSS 
the heart-POSS-ACC 

1 D S S S –  S 

74) break your heart 

a) összeszorul a szíve (ha …) 
PART(together)-squeeze-
3rd PERS the heart-POSS  
(if …) 

1c) D PSim S PSim –  S 

75) close to your heart – dear to your heart, near and dear to your heart 

a) közel áll a szívéhez 
close stand-3rd PERS  
the heart-LOC(to) 

1 D S S S –  S 
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76) (i) open your heart  
 (ii) pour out your heart 

a) kiönti a szívét valakinek 
PART(out)-pour the heart-
POSS-ACC somebody-DAT 

1 D S S S –  S 

b) kiönti a lelkét valakinek 
PART(out)-pour the soul-
POSS-ACC somebody-DAT 

1c) D PSim D – 
soul 

PSim –  S 

77) take something to heart 

a) szívére vesz valamit 
heart-POSS-LOC(onto) take-
3rd PERS something-ACC 

1 D S S S –  S 

b) lelkére vesz valamit 
soul-POSS-LOC(onto) take-
3rd PERS something-ACC 

1c) D PSim D – 
soul 

PSim –  S 

English back idioms and their 
Hungarian equivalents 

         

78) a pat on the back – pat someone on the back 

a) vállonveregetés 
shoulder-LOC(on)-patting 

6 D S D – 
REL. 
BPN 
shoul-
der 

– S S S 

79) have your back to the wall – have your back against the wall; when your back is to the wall,  
with your back to the wall 

a) szorongatott helyzetben 
pressed-ADJ situation-
LOC(in) 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 

80) stab someone in the back 

a) hátbatámad 
back-LOC(into)-attack-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S S – S S 

b) elárul 
PART(away)-sell-3rd PERS 
‘betray’ 

3 D D – D – D S 

81) turn your back on someone 

a) hátat fordít valakinek 
back-ACC turn-3rd PERS 
somebody-DAT 

1 D S S S – S S 

b) cserbenhagy 
tan-LOC(in)-leave-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D – D S 

82) turn your back on something 

a) maga mögött hagy 
himself/herself LOC(behind) 
leave-3rd PERS 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
person 

D – D S 
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English blood idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

83) blood is shed 

a) vérontás történik 
blood-shedding happen-
3rd PERS 

6 D S S – S S S 

84) blood is spilled 

a) vérontás történik 
blood-shedding happen-
3rd PERS 

6 D S S – S S S 

85) fresh blood 

a) friss erő 
fresh strength 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
strengt
h 

S PSim  S 

b) friss vér 
fresh blood 

1 D S S S S  S 

86) new blood 

a) friss erő 
fresh strength 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
strengt
h 

S PSim  S 

b) friss vér 
fresh blood 

1 D S S S S  S 

87) in cold blood 

a) hidegvérrel 
cold-blood-INST 

1 D S S S S  S 

English fingers idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

88) keep your fingers crossed – cross your fingers, fingers crossed 

a) szorít valakinek 
press-3rd PERS somebody-
DAT 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – D S 

b) drukkol valakinek 
support somebody-DAT 

3 D D – D – D S 

89) point the finger at someone – point the finger of blame/suspicion at someone; finger-pointing 

a) ujjal mutogat valakire 
finger-INST signal-3rd PERS 
somebody-LOC(onto) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) megmutatja a felelőst 
PART-show/point-3rd PERS 
the responsible-person-ACC 

2 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

c) okol valakit 
blame-3rd PERS somebody-
ACC 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 
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d) hibáztat valakit 
fault-3rd PERS ‘blame’  
somebody-ACC 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

90) put your finger on something 

a) rámutat valamire 
PART(onto)-show/point-
3rd PERS something-
LOC(onto) 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S  S 

b) rátapint valamire 
PART(onto)-touch/finger-
3rd PERS something-
LOC(onto) 

3a) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D  S 

c) beazonosít valamit 
PART(in)-identify  
something-ACC 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

d) pontosan megállapít 
exact-ADV PART- 
state-3rd PERS 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

English shoulder idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

91) a chip on your shoulder 

a) van benne egy szálka  
valami miatt 
be-3rd PERS he/she-LOC(in) 
a splinter something  
POSTPOS(because-of) 

3a) D PSim – D – D S 

b) van benne egy tüske valami 
miatt 
be-3rd PERS he/she-LOC(in) 
a thorn something  
POSTPOS(because-of) 

3 D D – D – D S 

c) ingerlékeny 
irritable 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

d) bosszankodó 
annoy-ADJ 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

92) give someone the cold shoulder – get the cold shoulder 

a) félvállról bánik valakivel 
half-shoulder-LOC(from) 
handle(treat) somebody-INST

2a) D D S PSim S D S 

b) hűvösen kezel valakit 
cool-ADV handle(treat) 
somebody-ACC 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

PSim D D S 

c) lekezel valakit 
PART(down)-handle(treat) 
somebody-ACC 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 

d) barátságtalanul kezel valakit 
unfriendly-ADV handle(treat) 
somebody-ACC 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 
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93) rub shoulders with someone – BRE ONLY – AME: rub elbows with someone  

a) dörgölődzik valakihez 
rub-3rd PERS somebody-
LOC(to) 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – S S 

b) egyenlőként érintkezik  
valakivel  
equal-ADV touch-3rd PERS 
somebody-COMP 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – S S 

c) valakik közt/körében  
forgolódik 
somebody-PL between/circle-
POSS-LOC(in) turn-around-
3rd PERS 

3 D D – D – D S 

English thumb idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

94) a rule of thumb 

a) sacc(ra) 
guess-N(-LOC(onto)) 

5 D D – D D D S 
(LitM) 

b) szemmérték(kel) 
eye-measurement(-INST) 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

S D D S 

c) első megközelítésben 
first approach-LOC(in) 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 

d) durva szabály(ként) 
rough rule-ADV 

3a) D PSim – D D D S 

e) gyakorlati/egyszerűsítő  
szabály(ként) 
practical/simplifying  
rule-ADV 

3a) D PSim – D D D S 

f) ökölszabály 
fist-rule 

3a) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
fist 

D D D S 

95) the thumbs down 

a) elutasítás 
PART(away)-refusal 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

b) visszautasítás 
PART(back)-refusal 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

c) nem hagy jóvá 
not approve-3rd PERS 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

d) nem adja beleegyezését  
valamihez 
not give-3rd PERS LOC(into)-
agreement-POSS-ACC  
something-LOC(to) 

3 D D – D – D S 
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e) beint valaminek 
PART(into)-wave  
something-DAT 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 

96) the thumbs up 

a) elfogadás 
acceptance 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

b) jóváhagyás 
approval 

5 D D – D – D S 
(LitM) 

c) megkapja a beleegyezést va-
lamihez 
PART-get-3rd PERS the 
LOC(into)-agreement-ACC 
something-LOC(to) 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D – D S 

d) zöld utat kap 
green way-ACC get-3rd PERS

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D – D S 

English arm idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

97) a shot in the arm 

a) nagy lökés (valakinek valami)
big push (somebody-DAT 
something) 

3 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D –  S 

b) felpezsdítés 
PART(up)-liven-NOM 

2 D D – S –  S 

c) élénkítés 
stimulation 

2 D D – S –  S 

98) keep someone at arm’s length 

a) távol tart magától valakit 
far keep-3rd PERS him-
self/herself-LOC(from)  
somebody-ACC 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S S S 

b) megfelelő távolságot tart 
appropriate distance-ACC 
keep-3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S S S S 

English heel idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

99) hard on the heels of something – hot/close on the heels of something 

a) gyors egymásutánban 
quick succession-LOC(in) 

2a) D D – PSim –  S 

100) hard on the heels of somebody – hot/close on the heels of somebody 

a) nagyon megközelít valakit 
very PART-approach-
3rd PERS somebody-ACC 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – S S 

b) kezd nagyon megközelíteni 
valakit 
begin-3rd PERS very  
PART-approach-INF some-
body-ACC 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – S S 
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English lip idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

101) a stiff upper lip 

a) rezzenéstelen arccal 
tremble-lack-ADJ face 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
face 

S D S S 

b) arcizma sem rezdül 
face-muscle-POSS neither 
shake-3rd PERS 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
face 

S D S S 

c) uralkodik magán 
reign-3rd PERS him-
self/herself-LOC(on) 

2 D D – S – S S 

d) nem hagyja el magát 
not leave-3rd PERS 
PART(away) himself/ 
herself-ACC 

2 D D – S – S S 

102) pay lip service to something – give lip service to something 

a) csak a szája nagy 
only the mouth-POSS big 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
mouth 

D S  S 

b) csak szavakkal támogat vala-
mit, tettekkel nem 
only word-PL-INST support-
3rd PERS something-ACC,  
action-PL-INST not 

3 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D  S 

c) nem őszintén támo-
gat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit 
not honest-ADV support/ 
be-interested/do-3rd PERS 
something-ACC 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

d) nem meggyőződésből támo-
gat/érdeklődik/tesz valamit 
not conviction-LOC(from) 
support/be-interested/ 
do-3rd PERS something-ACC 

5 D D – D D  S 
(LitM) 

English nerve idioms and their Hungarian equivalents  

103) get on someone’s nerves 

a) agyára megy valakinek 
brain-POSS-LOC(onto)  
go-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
brain 

S S  S 

b) idegeire megy valakinek 
nerve-POSS-LOC(onto)  
go-3rd PERS somebody-DAT 

1 D S S S S  S 
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104) touch a nerve – strike a raw nerve, hit a nerve 

a) érzékenyen érint 
sensitive-ADV touch-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim – S D  S 

b) érzékeny pontot érint 
sensitive point-ACC touch-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim – S D  S 

c) érzékeny pontjára tapint 
sensitive point-POSS-
LOC(onto) touch-3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S D  S 

English teeth idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

105) grit your teeth 

a) összeszorított foggal tűr va-
lamit 
PART(together)-press-ADJ 
tooth-INST tolerate-3rd PERS 
something-ACC 

6a) D PSim S – S S S 

b) összeszorított foggal visel va-
lamit 
PART(together)-press-ADJ 
tooth-INST bear-3rd PERS 
something-ACC 

6a) D PSim S – S S S 

c) összeszorítja a fogát 
PART(together)-press-
3rd PERS the tooth-POSS-
ACC 

6a) D PSim S – S S S 

106) teething problems – teething troubles 

a) kezdeti nehézségek 
initial difficulty-PL 

3 D D – D – D S 

b) gyermekbetegség 
child-illness 

2 D D – S – S S 

English tongue idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

107) (i) hold your tongue 
 (ii) bite your tongue 

a) tartja a száját 
keep-3rd PERS  
the mouth-POSS-ACC 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
mouth 

S S S S 

b) inkább leharapja a nyelvét, 
semhogy elmondja 
rather PART(down)-bite-
3rd PERS the tongue-POSS-
ACC, than PART(away)- 
tell-3rd PERS 

1c) D PSim S PSim S S S 

108) tongue in cheek – with tongue in cheek, a tongue-in-cheek N 

a) viccesen 
funny-ADV 

5 D D – – – D S 
(LitM) 
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b) gúnyosan 
sarcastic-ADV 

5 D D – – – D S 
(LitM) 

c) gunyorosan 
sarcastic-ADV 

5 D D – – – D S 
(LitM) 

d) ironikusan 
ironic-ADV 

5 D D – – – D S 
(LitM) 

e) gúnnyal 
sarcasm-INST 

5 D D – – – D S 
(LitM) 

English body idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

109) body and soul 

a) testestől-lelkestől (belevetve 
magát) 
body-ADJ-LOC(from)- 
soul-ADJ-LOC(from) 
(PART(into)-throw-ADV 
himself/herself-ACC) 

1 D S S S S  S 

b) apait-anyait (beleadva) 
father-POSS-ACC-mother-
POSS-ACC (PART(into) 
give-ADV) 

2 D D – S D  S 

c) szívvel-lélekkel 
heart-INST-soul-INST 

1b) D PSim D – 
REL. 
BPN 
heart 

S S  S 

English bone idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

110) the bare bones – bare-bones N 

a) a váza valaminek 
the frame-POSS something-
POSS 

2a) D D – PSim – S S 

English breast idioms and their Hungarian equivalents and English chest idioms and their Hun-
garian equivalents 

111) beat your breast 

a) rájátszik 
PART(onto)-play-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D – S S 

b) veri a mellét  
beat-3rd PERS the breast-
POSS-ACC 

1 D S S S – S S 

112) beat your chest 

a) rájátszik 
PART(onto)-play-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D – S S 

b) veri a mellét  
beat-3rd PERS the breast-
POSS-ACC 

1 D S S S – S S 
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English ear idioms and their Hun-
garian equivalents 

         

113) fall on deaf ears          

a) süket fülekre talál 
deaf ear-PL-LOC(onto) find-
3rd PERS 

1c) D PSim S PSim S S S 

English eyebrow idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

114) raise eyebrows 

a) rosszallást vált ki 
disapproval-ACC evoke-
3rd PERS PART(out) 

3 D D – D D D S 

b) megdöbbenést kelt 
astonishment-ACC wake-
3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D D S 

c) meglepetést kelt 
surprise-ACC wake-3rd PERS 

3 D D – D D D S 

English flesh idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

115) in the flesh 

a) teljes életnagyságban 
full life-size-LOC(in) 

5 D D – – D  S 
(LitM) 

b) maga … 
self … 

5 D D – – D  S 
(LitM) 

c) nem más mint 
not different than 

5 D D – – D  S 
(LitM) 

d) teljes valójában 
full reality-POSS-LOC(in) 

5 D D – – D  S 
(LitM) 

e) személyesen 
personal-ADV 

5 D D – – D  S 
(LitM) 

English knee idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

116) bring something to its knees – be on its knees 

a) térdre kényszerít 
knee-LOC(onto) force-
3rd PERS 

1b) D PSim S S – S S 

English mouth idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

117) put your money where your mouth is 

a) azt cselekszi, amit mond 
that-ACC do-3rd PERS,  
what say-3rd PERS 

5 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 
(LitM) 

b) nem csak beszél, hanem  
cselekszik is 
not only talk-3rd PERS, but 
act-3rd PERS too 

5 D D S – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D D D S 
(LitM) 
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c) tettekkel (is) bizonyít(ja,  
amit gondol) 
action-PL-INST (too) prove 
(-3rd PERS, what  
think-3rd PERS) 

5 D D – D D D S 
(LitM) 

d) tettekben is megnyilvánul  
valami 
action-PL-LOC(in) too 
PART-manifest-itself-
3rd PERS something 

5 D D – D D D S 
(LitM) 

English muscle idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

118) flex your muscles – flex your muscle 

a) fitogtatja az erejét 
show-off-3rd PERS  
the strength-POSS-ACC 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S – S S 

English neck idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

119) neck and neck 

a) fej fej mellett 
head head LOC(beside) 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
head 

S S S S 

English nose idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

120) under your nose – from under your nose 

a) valaki orra előtt 
somebody-(POSS) nose-
POSS LOC(in-front) 

1b) D PSim S S – S S 

b) valaki szeme láttára 
somebody(-POSS) eye-POSS 
sight-POSS-LOC(onto) 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
eye 

S – S S 

English throat idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

121) ram something down someone’s throat – shove/force/cram something down someone’s throat 

a) belever valakibe valamit 
PART(into)-beat-3rd PERS 
somebody-LOC(into) some-
thing-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim –  S 

b) valakinek a fejébe ver valamit
somebody-POSS the head-
POSS-LOC(into) beat-
3rd PERS something-ACC 

2a) D D D – 
REL. 
BPN 
head 

PSim –  S 

c) ráerőszakol valakire valamit 
PART(on)-force-3rd PERS 
somebody-LOC(onto) some-
thing-ACC 

2a) D D – PSim –  S 
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d) ráerőltet/rátukmál valamit  
valakire 
PART(on)-force-3rd PERS 
something-ACC somebody-
LOC(onto) 

2a) D D – PSim –  S 

e) megetet valakivel valamit 
PART-feed-3rd PERS some-
body-MOD something-ACC 

2 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

S –  S 

f) lenyom valamit valakinek a 
torkán 
PART(down)-press-3rd PERS 
something-ACC somebody-
POSS the throat-LOC(on) 

1b) D PSim S S –  S 

English toe idioms and their Hungarian equivalents 

122) keep you on your toes 

a) állandó készenlétben tart  
valakit 
constant standby(‘ready-
being’)-LOC(in) keep-
3rd PERS somebody-ACC 

5 D D D – 
REL. 
ACT. 

D – S S 
(LitM) 
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Table 11. The distribution of possibilities in the idiom database 
 

Possibilities Type Percentage  
of frequency 

Rank 

Possibility 1 

1 D S S S 10,60%  

1a) D S PSim S 0,71%  

1b) D PSim S S 13,07%  

1c) D PSim PSim S 5,65%  

Total D S S S 30,04% 1 

Possibility 2 

2 D D S S 13,43%  

2a) D D PSim S 15,55%  

Total D D S S 28,98% 2 

Possibility 3 

3 D D D S 19,43%  

3a) D PSim D S 3,89%  

Total D D D S 23,32% 3 

Possibility 4 

4 D D D D 0,00%  

Total D D D D 0,00% 6 

Possibility 5 

5 D D N L 11,31%  

5a) D PSim N L 0,71%  

Total D D N L 12,01% 4 

Possibility 6 

6 D S –(SMeto) S 2,12%  

6a) D PSim –(SMeto) S 2,47%  

6b) D D –(SMeto) S 1,06%  

Total D S/D –(SMeto) S 5,65% 5 
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Figure 1. The circular triangle relation between metaphor, body, and culture  
(adapted from Yu 2003a) 

 
metaphor  

 
body culture 
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Notes 
 
 
 
 
 1 Concepts are defined here in harmony with Lakoff & Johnson’s (1999) definition of concepts: “What 

we call concepts are neural structures that allow us to mentally characterize our categories and reason 
about them” (19, italics in the original). 

 2 A conceptual domain is understood as our conceptual representation, or knowledge, of any coherent 
segment of experience.  

 3 Gibbs (1994: 233) refers to Fletcher (1994), and Kintsch (1988), for instance. 

For example, semantic features are seen as having no inherent meaning but are made mean-
ingful by virtue of their connections to objects and events in the objective world. Although 
people’s sensory systems (e.g., vision, audition) are sometimes viewed as contributing to 
how important conceptual distinctions that underlie linguistic meaning are acquired, few 
theories in cognitive psychology and psycholinguistics acknowledge the role of human em-
bodiment in motivating the concepts we have or why linguistic symbols (i.e., words, 
phrases, sentences) have the particular meanings they do. (Gibbs et al 1994: 233) 

 4 Image schemas include experiential structures with internal structure that are pervasive in experience, 
and can be metaphorically elaborated to provide for our understanding of more abstract domains 
(Gibbs & Colston 1995; Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987). 

 5 As Lakoff & Johnson (1999: 37) continue, “our claim is … that the very properties of concepts are 
created as a result of the way the brain and body are structured and the way they function in interper-
sonal relations and in the physical world.” 

 6 Conceptual metaphors are usually indicated with small caps. 
 7 For criticisms of the cognitive theory of motivation and conceptual metaphor theory, see, for instance, 

Jackendoff & Aaron (1991), Murphy (1996), and Wierzbicka (1986).  
 8 Mental spaces are conceptual packets that are built up online in the process of understanding utter-

ances (cf. Fauconnier 1985/1994; Fauconnier & Turner 1994).  
9 In the case of blending, understanding an utterance involves the conceptual integration of two do-

mains into a single, new mental space. As such, conceptual metaphor can be seen as a special case of 
blending. The present dissertation does not include the potential blend analysis of idioms since it deals 
with conventionalized idiomatic expressions and not with the online understanding of special exam-
ples of idiomatic language use. 

10 Words can be categorized as motivated and unmotivated both according to their forms as well as ac-
cording to their meanings (cf. Pusztai 2000). Nonetheless, here the focus is on semantic motivation, 
which also means that those words that are semantically motivated may well be syntactically unmoti-
vated, such as polysemous words, in the case of which meanings change without the change of forms. 

11 Additional metaphorical linguistic examples of this metaphor are Her carrier blossomed, or the ruins 
of a once flourishing civilization (cf. Collins Cobuild Metaphor Guide). 

12 Further linguistic examples of the metaphor HAPPY IS UP are cheer up or be in high spirits. 
13 Construal is defined here as follows: “The cognitive strategy by which the speaker decides on a par-

ticular linguistic alternative in portraying a given conceptualization” (Dirven & Radden 2001; more 
on this in Langacker 1987). 

14 Folk etymology is also of great importance in attributing certain meanings to idioms. Folk etymology 
can explain meanings in a way that is different from the original explanation of the idiom. Nonethe-
less, the folk etymological explanation can be just as rational, can make just as good sense as the 
original explanation (O. Nagy 128–129). Accordingly, the relationship between folk etymology and 
embodiment is important. Folk etymologies can make sense and be in harmony with the principles of 
embodiment. As such, they are consistent with the general ideas about our bodily experience and our 
interaction with the world.  

As Pusztai (2000: 331) notes, the main reason for the continuous change of motivations is that 
there is a constant need for motivation, which is best proven by folk etymology. People keep looking 
for the reasons of naming even if the motivations of words have already disappeared, or even if they 
appear to be opaque. With the help of motivation, Pusztai (2000) maintains, meaning changes can oc-
cur more frequently since motivation, similarly to reality, changes often and in significant ways. 
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15 In traditional theories of metaphor, metaphor is seen as a figure of speech, as a rhetorical device. The 

comparison view, as Aristotle suggests, is based on implicit comparisons. The substitution view, as 
proposed by Black (1962, 1993), focuses on substituting a metaphorical expression in place of an 
equivalent literal expression. The interaction view, in Black’s (1962, 1993) view, claims that meta-
phorical meaning comes from the interaction between a metaphorical expression and its surrounding 
literal frame. For a detailed comparison of the traditional and the cognitive linguistic theories of meta-
phor, see Gibbs (1994), and Kövecses (2002). 

16 The target domain is a conceptual domain that we try to understand with the help of the source do-
main. Target domains are typically more abstract and less physical than source domains.  

17 Source domains are conceptual domains with the help of which we can understand the target domain. 
Source domains are typically less abstract and less complex than target domains.  

18 Metaphor systems can occur at the specific level (e.g., at the level of concepts such as ANGER charac-
terized by their sources), or at the generic level (e.g., at the level of the superordinate concept of 
EVENT characterized by its source domains) (Kövecses 2002). 

19 Some examples of this metaphor system are ... a bunch of fat cats with fast cars and too many cigars; 
and He was an animal on Saturday afternoon and is a disgrace to British football (Collins Cobuild 
Metaphor Guide).  

The basic GREAT CHAIN OF BEING metaphor system looks as follows (cf. Lakoff & Turner 1989; 
Kövecses 2002):  

HUMANS: Higher-order attributes and behavior (e.g., thought, character) 
ANIMALS: Instinctual attributes and behavior 
PLANTS: Biological attributes and behavior 
COMPLEX OBJECTS: Structural attributes and functional behavior 
NATURAL PHYSICAL THINGS: Natural physical attributes and natural physical behavior 

The extended GREAT CHAIN OF BEING metaphor system is the following (cf. Lakoff & Turner 1989; 
Kövecses 2002):  

GOD (at least in the Judeo-Christian tradition) 
COSMOS/UNIVERSE 
SOCIETY 
HUMANS 
ANIMALS 
etc. 

20 Abstract complex systems are located in the Great Chain of Being metaphor system at the level above 
humans in the extended version. (cf. Kövecses 2002). Abstract complex systems, such as the mind, 
economic systems, careers, social organizations, relationships, society, etc. are all target domains that 
can be included in the category of complex systems. 

21 The Event Structure metaphor system comprises metaphors that deal with events and their various as-
pects such as state, change, cause and purpose among many others, and makes use of location, force 
and motion as physical source domains (cf. Lakoff 1993; Kövecses 2002).  

22 The notion of main meaning focus refers to the fact that a source domain is usually associated with a 
particular meaning focus that is mapped onto the target. This is typically a conventionally fixed and 
agreed-upon mapping within the speech community, and this is most commonly imported to target 
domains. The main meaning foci of the source domains are projected via the central mappings of the 
conceptual metaphors, which bring two domains (regularly a concrete and an abstract) into correspon-
dence with each other (cf. Kövecses 2002). 

23 For more details on the theory of primary and compound metaphors, and its advantages, see Grady 
(1997). 

24 ICMs are idealized cognitive models, which are structured conceptual representations of domains in 
terms of elements of these domains (cf. Lakoff 1987). E.g., PRODUCTION ICM, EVENT ICM, INSTITU-
TION ICM. 

25 It is worth noting that metaphors and metonymies are often examined from the viewpoint of their in-
teraction. The metonymic motivation of metaphors has been the topic of several cognitive linguistic 
articles (e.g., Goossens 1990; Radden 2000; Barcelona Sánchez 2000). Goossens (1990) presents the 
name ‘metaphtonymy’ to describe the phenomenon. Two patterns are dominant, according to Goos-
sens’ analysis, metaphor from metonymy, and metonymy within metaphor. Radden (2000) claims that 
there are metonymy-based metaphors, which are metaphors that are experientially grounded in me-
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tonymies. Barcelona Sánchez (2000), on the other hand, asserts that all metaphors are motivated by 
metonymies.  

26 1) ‘to be silent’  
2) ‘to say little’ 

27 According to the principles of the traditional view of idioms, spill the beans is an idiom consisting of 
three words whose overall meaning (‘give away information, especially something not intended to be 
made known’) is unpredictable from the meanings of the constituent words spill, the, beans. However, 
there appears to be a striking uniformity among the images of native speakers of English associated 
with the idiom spill the beans. Lakoff (1987: 449) points out that most speakers interviewed imagine 
the idiom in the following way: there is a container for the beans which is about the size of the human 
head; and there are the beans, which are usually seen as accidentally spilled and which go all over the 
place, and which are difficult to retrieve after the spilling. Within the framework of the traditional 
theory of idioms, it would be difficult to give reasons for the fact that speakers have a rather consistent 
image of the idiom. Thus, empirical research has shown that people’s intuitions and images of the 
concepts to which idioms refer play a significant role in motivating the meanings of idioms (Gibbs, 
1990: 417). In the case of spill the beans the motivation of the meaning is provided by conceptual 
metaphors, which map information from a source domain (our knowledge that somebody tips over a 
container of beans) to a target domain (our knowledge of a person revealing a secret which was previ-
ously hidden). In this example, as Gibbs (1990: 431) also claims, the underlying conceptual metaphors 
are the MIND IS A CONTAINER and IDEAS ARE PHYSICAL ENTITIES (more on these metaphors in Lakoff & 
Johnson 1980). The reason for the fact that native speakers of English comprehend the idiom spill the 
beans to mean ‘reveal a secret’ is that the above metaphors “structure their conceptions of minds, se-
crets, and disclosure” (Gibbs 1990: 431).  

28 Literal, in the cognitive linguistic tradition, is usually assumed to mean directly meaningful, which is 
possible without the involvement of mechanisms of indirect understanding such as metaphor and/or 
metonymy (Lakoff 1986). Indeed, the issue of literal vs. figurative is also important in cognitive lin-
guistic research. What is literal, however, is not necessarily metaphorical. It can be metonymical or it 
can be motivated by some other conceptual phenomenon such as construal, blending, and other 
mechanisms. 

29 “These are idiomatic in the sense that their meaning is non-compositional” (Chomsky 1980: 149). 
30 “Idioms … do not get their meanings from the meanings of their syntactic parts” (Katz 1973: 358). 
31 Keysar & Bly (1999) address the relationship of idioms and their motivations. In their view, idiom 

motivation is constrained by our knowledge of the meaning of the idiom, and therefore, idioms do not 
reflect conceptual structures. Thus, they claim that it is problematic to use idioms to make inferences 
about conceptual motivation. They argue that although the cognitive approach supports the idea of 
mappings between idioms and their meanings, it does not explain why a particular meaning is se-
lected for mapping, apart from general constraints. Keysar & Bly (1999) see it as a potential paradox 
that in the conceptual metaphor approach no one-to-one correspondence is necessary between expres-
sions and motivating conceptual structures, and as a result, “the same expression could, in principle, 
provide evidence for the existence of a variety of conceptual mappings” (1565). Thus, different sets of 
conceptual structures can link the expression with different meanings, and the idiom can still make 
sense. They illustrate their claim by an experimental study using unfamiliar English idioms to test 
people’s idiom understanding and the possibility of influencing people to see contradictory meanings 
as transparent. Nonetheless, their argument is invalid exactly because of the invalidity of their pro-
posal. Conceptual structures and images do motivate idiom meanings even though people may not 
know the exact meaning of specific idioms. Thus, although they argue that people can be forced to 
learn that keep somebody at arm’s length means ‘ensure a very close and intimate relationship’ if they 
do not know its actual meaning, the psycholinguistic experiments carried out by Lakoff (1987) and 
Gibbs (1994) prove just the opposite result, namely that people do have a consistent image of the 
meaning of this idiom. Keysar & Bly (1999), therefore, cannot account for the existence of consider-
able agreement among language users concerning idiomatic images. In addition, they cannot give an 
explanation for the compositional structure of idioms that have been proven in various experiments 
(cf. Gibbs 1994) according to which idiom meanings owe much to the meaning of the individual 
words making up the idiom. Thus, conceptual structures are independent structures and cannot be the 
result of knowing the meaning of the idiom. 

32 For details on the issue of the non-compositional vs. the compositional approach, see Titone & Con-
nine (1999). In the non-compositional approach (e.g., Chomsky 1980), idioms are seen as long words 
that behave as lexical entries both syntactically and semantically. Idiom meanings are hypothesized to 
be independent of and not to be influenced by the idiom’s word components. Since in this approach it 
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is assumed that idiomatic meanings are semantically distinct from the meanings of the component 
words, “idiomatic interpretation results from retrieval of a unitary, and semantically arbitrary phrasal 
meaning, whereas a literal interpretation of an idiomatic phrase results from accessing and combining 
the individual word meanings of the phrase” (Titone & Connine 1999: 1658). As Titone & Connine 
(1999: 1658–1659) maintain,  

[w]ithin linguistics, the view that idioms are equivalent to long words initially resulted in 
speculation that the syntactic behavior of idioms mapped onto idiomatic meaning in a very 
direct way (e.g., Newmeyer 1972). Accordingly, kick the bucket was thought to syntacti-
cally behave like the intransitive verb ‘die’ that it denoted. Unfortunately for this view, an 
isomorphic relationship between idiomatic meaning and syntactic function is not the case 
for all idioms (e.g., gave up the ghost; Nunberg 1978). However, that a given idiomatic ex-
pression may take different syntactic forms (e.g., Geoff spilled the beans, The beans were 
spilled by Geoff) provides data bearing on the development of grammatical theory. For in-
stance, Nunberg et al. (1994) point out that the syntactic flexibility of idioms has a long lin-
guistic history of bolstering claims about the generativity of grammar. Because transforma-
tional grammars consider two different syntactic forms of an idiom as comprising two in-
stances of the same idiomatic expression, they are seen as a more parsimonious account of 
syntactic flexibility than non-generative grammars in which two different syntactic uses of 
an idiom constitute instances of separate idioms. These linguistic arguments for the exis-
tence of transformations based on the syntactic behavior of idioms have all relied on the as-
sumption of a semantically arbitrary relationship between idiom meanings and idiom parts 
(e.g., Chomsky, 1980).  

The non-compositional approach is problematic for many reasons (cf. Titone & Connine 1999). Pri-
marily, because it cannot account for the fact that language users usually agree on which idioms are or 
are not syntactically flexible (Wasow et al. 1983). Also, idioms are shown to have much internal se-
mantic structure. Without affecting idiom comprehension, adjectives or relative clauses can modify 
idioms (e.g., in a (tight) corner), specific words of idioms can be quantified (e.g., There is one ques-
tion mark over something), topicalized (e.g., The battle lines, they are really drawn now) or even 
omitted (e.g., John would have had a field day then, but Mary wouldn’t) (cf. Nunberg et al., 1994).  

The compositional approach suggests that idiom meanings are constituted largely by the meanings 
of the idiom’s word components, and the decomposability of idioms is a matter of degree. Gibbs 
(1994) reports on experiments proving that people read sentences containing decomposable idioms 
faster than sentences containing non-decomposable idioms. In addition, highly decomposable idioms 
were found to be more flexible both syntactically and lexically than non-decomposable idioms. Inter-
estingly, in the case of non-decomposable idioms, literal word meanings may sometimes constrain in-
terpretation contrary to the fact that they usually do not really play a role in structuring idiomatic 
meaning (Glucksberg 1991; Titone & Connine 1999: 1662). Thus, Bill lay kicking the bucket because 
of his illness is less plausible than Bill kicked the bucket in the bus accident because kick denotes a 
short and sudden action instead of an ongoing event. 

In Nunberg’s (1978) hierarchy, idiomatic expressions can be (1) normally decomposable, in which 
a part of the idiom is used literally (e.g., pop the question); (2) abnormally decomposable, in which 
the referents of an idiom’s parts can be identified metaphorically (e.g., pass the buck); and (3) seman-
tically non-decomposable idioms, in which the idiom meaning is less likely to be compositionally de-
rived from the words that comprise the string (e.g., chew the fat) (cf. Titone & Connine, 1999: 1661).  

In Cacciari & Glucksberg’s view (1991), idioms can be classified as (1) opaque idioms, in which 
the meaning of the component words constrain semantically the interpretation of the idiom to some 
degree (e.g., kick the bucket); (2) transparent idioms, in which literal word mappings are directly 
mapped onto idiomatic meaning (e.g., spill the beans vs. reveal a secret); and (3) quasi-metaphorical 
idioms, in which the overall literal meaning of the phrase metaphorically maps onto the idiomatic 
meaning (cf. Titone & Connine 1999: 1663). 

Nunberg et al. (1994) categorize idioms in terms of (1) compositionality, which is the degree to 
which literal word meanings can be mapped onto idiomatic meaning after the idiomatic meaning has 
been captured; (2) conventionality, which is the degree to which the knowledge of isolated word com-
ponents and language conventions can(not) predict idiomatic meanings; and (3) transparency, which is 
the degree to which the original motivation of the idiom is instantaneously available (cf. Titone & 
Connine 1999: 1663). 

Nonetheless, it can be argued that idioms are learned as chunks, or holistic units (cf. Pawley & Sy-
der 1983), which is supports the non-compositional view. However, there is no contradiction between 
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the claims that idiom meanings can be influenced by the meanings of the component words and that 
idioms are usually learned as chunks. This may be the reason why idioms, which are thus relatively 
familiar parts of the language, are processed more quickly than non-idiomatic phrases (Gibbs, 1980).  

33 The traditional view of idiomaticity does not explain how people can acquire the categorization of idi-
oms concerning their (dis)ability of transformations. As Gibbs (1994: 273) claims, “the syntactic be-
havior of idioms cannot be predicted solely on the basis of their grammatical form or figurative mean-
ing alone but must be due in part to some relation between their figurative meanings and their indi-
vidual components (cf. Nunberg 1978).” 

34 As Gibbs (1994: 277) points out, “Like kick the bucket, many idioms in American English have 
opaque origins, and it is not clear that people possess specific conceptual knowledge that motivates 
their use and interpretation of these phrases. … Deciding whether an idiom is dead or just uncon-
sciously conventional requires, among other things, a search for its systematic manifestation in the 
language as a whole and in our everyday reasoning patterns.” 

35 As Gibbs (1994: 275) shows, “the analysis of fork in the road, and many of our intuitions about the 
historical development of idioms, is wrong (Kronfeld 1980). … Rather, both fork in the road and 
kitchen fork are specific tokens of the general sense of ‘anything that forks’, which is a concept that is 
very much alive in our conceptual system.” 

36 As Lakoff & Turner (1989) maintain, what is conventional and fixed does not need to be dead. 
37 As Gibbs (1994: 268) puts it, “the figurative meanings of these formulaic idiomatic expressions 

[slang, clichés, idioms, and proverbs] cannot be reduced to simple literal paraphrases. People make 
sense of idiomatic speech precisely because of their ordinary metaphorical knowledge which provides 
part of the link between these phrases and their figurative interpretations. There is now much evidence 
from cognitive linguistics and experimental psychology to support the idea that idiomatic language re-
tains much of its metaphoricity.” 

38 If we adopt Lakoff’s view on motivation, we can assume that language learners’ knowledge (i.e., 
awareness and acquisition) of the motivations of meanings probably helps learners master the mean-
ings more easily, too. Thus, they will be in a more advantageous situation concerning their ability to 
understand and speak the language more fluently and in a more native-like manner. This also means 
that language teachers working in accordance with this approach to meaning should make the links 
between words and their meanings explicit whenever it is possible, and should apply cognitive lin-
guistic principles and the results of cognitive linguistic research on word meanings. In other words, 
e.g., teachers should ‘facilitate’ students’ metaphorical competence in class (cf. Low 1988) in order to 
make students be aware of and acquire the knowledge that metaphor provides them with. This may be 
a challenging and intellectually demanding task both for the teacher and the learner – but, as MacLen-
nan (1994: 105–106) also claims, “[l]earners should not be protected from the difficulties inherent in 
metaphor and other non-literal language” since “[s]everal advantages are to be gained from teaching 
learners about metaphor and several disadvantages are evident when it is not taught”. 

39 When two languages have the same conceptual metaphor, the ideal translation equivalent of an idiom 
is (1) a linguistic metaphorical expression of the same conceptual metaphor (same source and target 
domains); (2) a linguistic metaphorical expression of the same mapping; (3) a linguistic metaphorical 
expression as conventionalized in the target language as in the source language; (4) an expression of 
the same stylistic character; (5) an expression of similar variety; (6) an expression as similar in its lit-
eral meaning and syntactic features as possible to the source language expression (cf. Barcelona 
Sánchez 1997). 

40 Since in the bilingual dictionaries used there are several equivalents for most English idioms, there are 
more expressions in the database in Hungarian that express the same meaning and relate to the same 
target domain than in English. 

41 In Appendix A, there are certain parts of – especially Hungarian – idioms which are put in brackets. 
These signs, which are marked in the dictionaries consulted, indicate that the words in brackets can be 
left out of the given expression, and still make sense. 

42 As a suggestion, it is worth considering the possibility of a dictionary based on the principle of trans-
lation equivalency. In this way, a more sensible and reliable sorting of the lexical data can be possible, 
which reflects the conceptual structuring the languages in question. As Kövecses (2001) notes, the ar-
rangement of idioms in a cognitive linguistic dictionary should reflect a presumed conceptual structur-
ing. In this way, the presumed conceptual organization of idioms would be composed of a source do-
main and a target domain motivating the idiomatic expressions in the case of metaphorical idioms, 
and a single domain structured by an ICM with a wide range of elements in the case of metonymical 
idioms. 
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The conceptual arrangement of idioms is hypothesized to considerably facilitate the actual learning 

of idioms during language learning since it can provide a useful general strategy in the learning of idi-
oms. As Csábi (2004: 233) notes, “besides memorization, awareness and acquisition of the cognitive 
structure of word meanings aids teaching and learning” and supports the appropriateness of this ap-
proach to vocabulary teaching and learning with two experiments on examining whether the explicit 
knowledge of the motivating conceptual metaphors, metonymies, and conventional knowledge in the 
target language facilitate learning idiom meanings in the target language. The classroom research on 
teaching polysemous words such as hold and keep and idioms in which they appear to secondary 
school students, which is demonstrated in the paper, appears to support the application of cognitive 
linguistic principles in language teaching and learning. Thus,  

learners who know how certain conceptual mechanisms (such as conceptual metaphors and 
metonymies) structure the meanings of certain polysemous words and idioms will acquire 
their meanings more easily, compared to other learners who are not familiar with these 
mechanisms. On these grounds, it is suggested that the motivations of word meanings 
should be clarified to students in the language classroom to achieve better results. (Csábi 
2004: 234) 

43 As Nayak & Gibbs (1990) report on their experiment concerning readers’ judgment about the plausi-
bility of an idiom in a specific context, the degree to which the context instantiated a metaphor which 
encompassed the basis of the idiom influenced readers. 

44 The less conventional metaphors and metaphorical linguistic expressions are novel (conceptual/lin-
guistic) metaphors. 

45 Conceptual mappings, or correspondences, between elements of the source domain and those of the 
target domain are necessary in order to understand a target domain in terms of a source domain. 

46 The scope of metaphor is the range of the target domains to which a given source concept applies (cf. 
Kövecses 2002). 

47 In this way, we can have hold in sentences like She has never held ministerial office. He did not hold 
a firearm certificate. The Fisher family holds 40% of the stock, in which the thing held is conceptual-
ized as the possession belonging to the agent. 

48 Lakoff’s study of over (1987) indicates that there are image schema transformation links between the 
different senses of over as in The bird flew over the yard and The power line stretches over the yard. 

49 Cf. Dirven & Radden (2001) for the differences between actions, events, states and activities.  
50 As Ning Yu (1998: 23) mentions, in expressions such as give up (what one’s doing), throw up (one’s 

job), lay aside (what one’s doing), the use of hands is only implied and not lexicalized. 
51 Interestingly, this two-dimensional discrimination does not exist in Chinese, as Ning Yu (1998: 8) 

notes, and a good assistant can be called ‘left and/or right hand’. As Ning Yu observes, “[i]f A has two 
capable assistants B and C, then we may say that B is A’s left hand while C is A’s right hand.” Thus, 
the relationship that the two hand sides express are symmetric. 

52 Indeed, English words of vision also refer to several aspects of knowing. The metaphor KNOWING IS 
SEEING can account for the meaning of many linguistic metaphors used even today. Some examples of 
the metaphor are the often used I see your point or I see what you mean, since the observer usually 
sees what happens close to him/her. Thus, experiencing something close to oneself brings about the 
fact that the person knows about the thing/event. Some other examples of the metaphor from everyday 
language are I see what you’re getting at. His meaning was clear. This argument is murky. Numerous 
other examples prove that this metaphorical extension of the VISION domain to the KNOWLEDGE do-
main is ubiquitous and systematic. The experiential basis of this metaphor is, as Lakoff (1993: 240) 
explains, “the fact that most of what we know comes through vision, and that in the overwhelming 
majority of cases, if we see something, then we know it is true”. 

The historical meaning shift concerning English ‘knowledge words’ is also motivated by the same 
metaphor, since words like aspect, fantasy, idea, intuition, speculate, and theory are all ‘vision words’ 
originally stemming from Greek or Latin words denoting ‘seeing, look, appearance’ (aspect); ‘ap-
pearance, image, perception’ (fantasy); ‘look, semblance, form, kind, ideal prototype’ (idea); ‘look 
(at), consider’ (intuition); ‘to watch, examine, observe’ (speculate); ‘to consider, speculate, look at’ 
(theory) (cf. Kövecses 2002). Also, the word theory comes from Greek theorein ‘to consider, specu-
late, look at’, from theorós ‘spectator.’ Greek theorós comes from théa ‘a view’ and horós ‘seeing’, 
related to horán ‘to see’ (cf. Kövecses 2002). Thus, historical meaning change can occur with the help 
of conceptual metaphors which dominate the direction of meaning shifts. 

53 In the case of the metaphor KNOWING IS SEEING, the literal stage is followed by a metonymic stage – 
via the conceptual metonymy ACTION FOR RESULT, where seeing results in knowing – that leads to 
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metaphorical uses (cf. Christopher Johnson 1997; Lakoff & Johnson 1999; Kövecses, 2005). Christo-
pher Johnson (1997) discusses the possibility of how the verb see in its literal sense comes to mean ‘to 
know, understand’ in a metaphorical sense in the case of child language. Young children, in the mid-
dle phase of the emergence of metaphorical thought – after the strictly literal stage, ‘see’, and before 
the fully metaphorical stage, ‘know, understand’ –, conflate the literal sense and the later metaphorical 
sense, as in I want to see what’s in the box. Here, see means both ‘I literally want to see, and as a re-
sult know, what’s inside.’  

54 Ukosakul’s (1999) examines the conceptual mechanisms motivating the Thai concept of FACE. Ac-
cording to Ukosakul’s (1999) findings, the following metaphors and metonymies are active in Thai in 
relation to face idioms: THE FACE STANDS FOR THE PERSON; THE FACE STANDS FOR ONE’S PERSONAL-
ITY, THE FACE STANDS FOR ONE’S HONOR; THE FACE STANDS FOR ONE’S COUNTENANCE; AND THE FACE 
EXPRESSES EMOTIONS – ANGER, HAPPINESS, SADNESS, FEAR, SHAME. As Ukosakul (1999: 8) also 
notes, one of the most important and meaningful part of the human body is the head since it is verti-
cally in the highest position. Interestingly, “[t]he Thai believe the head is exalted while the feet are the 
base. Consequently, one must not casually touch a person’s head.” 

55 This metonymical process is also active in non-linguistic ways. If people are shown a photograph of a 
person’s face, they can say that they saw a picture of the person. This is not necessarily true for other 
body parts in everyday life.  

56 Geeraerts & Grondelaers (1995) note that in the Euro-American tradition the classical–medieval no-
tion of the four humors is the source from which the conceptualization of vital processes of the human 
body such as that of feeling emotions is derived. The humoral view maintains that the four fluids, 
phlegm, black bile, yellow bile, and blood, regulate bodily processes and determine personality types 
such as sanguine, melancholy, etc. They are also said to account for medical problems, and their cures 
(e.g., via blood-letting). As Kövecses (2000) notes, this view had a major influence on the emergence 
of the European conception of anger as a fluid in a pressurized container. The Hungarian concept of 
düh also stems from the same source. 

57 This knowledge about the head also motivates the polysemic use of the word head with the meaning 
‘mind’ and ‘mental ability’ (cf. LDOCE). 

58 [great future stand-3rd PERS LOC(front)-3rd PERS] 
59 [pass-PAST/go-PAST LOC(by)] 
60 [approach-3rd PERS the deadline] 
61 [eye-front] 
62 [eye-face-front] 
63 [one year-LOC(on) LOC(within) obtain-3rd PERS the degree-POSS-ACC] 
64 [already reach-PAST-1st PERS PL June-LOC(to)] 
65 [3rd PERS PL-bid-farewell PRESENT gloomy MOD yesterday, walk toward bright MOD tomorrow] 
66 In Chinese newspapers, Yu found several examples of the submetaphors of the Event Structure meta-

phor system, such as the following: 

STATES ARE LOCATIONS 
Guo-you quiye chu-yu lianghao zhuangtai.  
[state-owned enterprises be-located-in fine state] 
‘The state-owned are in a fine state’ 

CHANGES ARE MOVEMENTS 
Gai chang reng jiang tiao-yue shi fazhan. 
[this factory still will jump-leap way develop] 
‘This factory will still develop in a jumping and leaping way.’ 

67 Some examples include the following (Yu 1998: 60–70; cf. Kövecses 2005: Chapter 2):  

HAPPINESS IS UP 
English:  
I’m feeling up. 
Chinese:  
Ta hen gao-xing.  
[he very high-spirit]  
‘He is very high-spirited/happy.’  
Tamen quinxu gao-zhang.  
[they mood high-rise]  
‘They are in a high mood.’/‘Their spirits are running high.’ 
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HAPPINESS IS LIGHT 
English:  
You are the sunshine in my life. 
Chinese:  
Tamen gege xing-gao cai-lie.  
[they everyone spirit-high color-strong]  
‘They’re all in high spirits and with a strong glow.’/‘They’re all in great delight.’ 
Ta xi xing yu se.  
[he happiness showed in color]  
‘His happiness showed in his (facial) color.’ 

HAPPINESS IS A FLUID IN A CONTAINER 
English:  
He was overflowing with joy. 
Chinese:  
Ta xin-zhong chongman xiyue.  
[he heart-inside fill happiness]  
‘His heart is filled with happiness.’ 
Ta man-xin huanxi.  
[he full-heart joy] 
‘His heart is full of joy.’ 

68 The entailment of the ANGER IS A HOT FLUID IN A CONTAINER according to which WHEN THE PERSON–
CONTAINER EXPLODES. PARTS OF HIM GO UP IN THE AIR is represented in Spanish by very few conven-
tional expressions only (Barcelona Sánchez 2001: 121).  

69 Nonetheless, it has to be noted that there can be several instantiations of these mappings in Hungarian, 
but these linguistic expressions are not present in the idiom database examined here.  

70 More examples of the primary metaphor ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE in Grady 
(1997: 274). 

71 More examples of the primary metaphor PERSISTING IS REMAINING ERECT in Grady (1997: 274). 
72 More on category-based relationships in Kövecses (2002).  
73 More on generic-level metaphors in Lakoff (1990) and Lakoff & Turner (1989).  
74 There are various dimensions to within-culture variation, such as the following (for a detailed descrip-

tion with examples, consult Kövecses 2005):  

1) the social dimension, as examined by sociolinguistics;  
2) the ethnic dimension, concerning the differences for instance between Black English 

and Standard American English;  
3) the regional dimension, concerning the differences for instance between British English 

and American English;  
4) the stylistic dimension, concerning the differences for instance between slang and for-

mal language;  
5) the subcultural dimension, concerning the differences for instance between metaphors in 

literature and in everyday language; 
6) the diachronic dimension, concerning the differences for instance between the concep-

tualization of the mind at different periods of history: e.g., the metaphor THE MIND IS A 
MACHINE became more specific as THE MIND IS A COMPUTER as the computer gained 
more and more ground in our everyday life;  

7) the developmental dimension, as exemplified by for instance the word see from the 
physical meaning to the abstract meaning of ‘know’ (cf. Christopher Johnson 1997);  

8) the (in)activity of metaphors, concerning the difference between conventional and crea-
tive metaphors; and  

9) the individual metaphor usage, concerning the differences between individuals’ special 
use of metaphors.  

75 A general tendency in African languages is that in the general chain of UNDER > IN > FRONT > BACK, if 
UNDER is derived from a body part item, then the other four concepts may not be derived from land-
marks. 

76 Heine, Claudi, & Hünnemeyer (1991) argue that the change from a noun ‘back’ to an adposition ‘be-
hind’ might be viewed as the result of an activity that aims at restoring iconicity between cognitive 
and linguistic structure. On the morphological level, iconicity is restored through the grammaticaliza-
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tion of the noun ‘back’ to an adposition ‘behind’. This process is paralleled by reanalysis, whereby a 
NP is reanalyzed as a PrepP (see details in Chapter 8). 

77 In Hungarian, the above-mentioned body part model is used. For an early analysis, see e.g., Gombocz 
(1926/1997), who claims that general spatial relationships in Finno-Ugric languages are expressed by 
suffixes and postpositions that originally were the inflected forms of body part nouns. For instance, 
the Hungarian words for above, fölött, fölül, fölé, fönn, and föl come from the Hungarian word for 
‘head’, fő; the Hungarian words for next to or beside, mellett, mellől, mellé come from the Hungarian 
word for ‘breast’, mell; the Hungarian words for in, benn, belől, belé, and the suffixes -ben, -ből, -be; 
-ban, -ból, -ba derive from the Hungarian word for ‘bowels’, bél; the words for behind, hátul, hátra, 
comes from the word for ‘back’, hát; and the words for facing something, szemben, szembe, derives 
from the word for ‘eye’, szem (Gombocz, 1926/1997: 174). 

78 Also, idioms such as orránál fogva vezet ‘direct somebody by holding his/her nose’ go back to the 
tradition of keeping animals (cf. O. Nagy 1957/2003: 293). Traditionally, people put a ring into the 
nose of disobedient animals so that they can be more easily directed and controlled. Thus, the animals 
were at the mercy of their owners. 

79 Matsuki (1995) shows that the metaphors for anger in English can also be found in Japanese, but ex-
pressions concern the Japanese concept of hara (‘belly’). Thus, due to the existence of a culturally 
significant and unique concept, the conceptual metaphor ANGER IS HARA is restricted to Japanese. Zulu 
also shares many of the English conceptual metaphors, but the metaphor ANGER IS IN THE HEART, 
which focuses on anger as leading to internal pressure, only applies to Zulu.  

80 [hand-LOC(in) keep-3rd PERS] 
81 [hand-LOC(onto) get-3rd PERS] 
82 Samaras (2003) mentions some examples of a further possibility. In some cases, the same literal 

meaning in two languages can lead to differences in conceptual motivation and figurative meaning. 
According to her findings, the figurative meaning ‘be stingy’ of the English idiom be tight-fisted is 
different from the figurative meaning ‘be angry’ of the Hungarian idiom ökölbe szorul a keze. Also, 
take one’s life in one’s hands meaning ‘risk losing one’s life’ and the Hungarian kezébe veszi az életét 
meaning ‘have control over one’s life’ are instantiations of this possibility. These examples show that 
a bodily gesture, or a linguistic expression can have different meanings in different languages via dif-
ferent conceptual metaphors and metonymies, but it has to be noted that each of these linguistic solu-
tions are well-motivated.  

83 Get/gain the upper hand of something means the following: “If one side has the upper hand in a com-
petitive situation, it has more power than the other side and can control things. If one side gains the 
upper hand, it gets more power and becomes able to control things” (CDI). 

84 The idiom a free hand is used with the following meaning: “If you have or are given a free hand to do 
something, you have the freedom to make your own decisions on how it should be done” (CDI). 

85 The idiom an old hand is employed with the following meaning: “If someone is an old hand at some-
thing, they are very skilled at it because they have been doing it for a long time” (CDI). 

86 Being at the hands of someone means the following: “If someone experiences a particular kind of 
treatment, especially unpleasant treatment, at the hands of a person or organization, they receive it 
from them” (CDI). 

87 The idiom change hands is present in the English language with the following meaning: “If something 
changes hands, one person or organization gets it from another, usually by buying it. When something 
is sold for a particular amount of money, you say that amount of money changes hands” (CDI). 

88 The idiom fall into someone’s hands has a variant fall into the wrong hands. “If someone or some-
thing falls into the hands of an opponent or enemy, they are taken or caught by that person” (CDI). 

 89 The idiom force someone’s hand, according to CDI, has the following meaning: “If someone forces 
your hand, they force you to do something that you are not ready to do or do not want to do.” 

 90 kény fn 1. rég Szabad elhatározás, kedv, tetszés. | rég Önkény, erőszak. A hatalom kénye. 2. elav Kéj. 
[←kéj] (CDHL) 

 91 The idiom get out of hand is listed in CDI with the following meaning: “If a situation or person gets 
out of hand, they cannot be controlled any longer.” 

 92 Get your hands on somebody, or lay your hands on somebody appears in CDI with the following 
meaning: “If you get your hands on someone who has done something wrong or lay your hands on 
them, you catch them and usually punish them.” 

 93 Get your hands on something or lay your hands on have the following meaning: “If you get your 
hands on something you want or need, or lay your hands on it, you succeed in obtaining it” (CDI). 

 94 kapar i 1. konkr scratch, scrape 2. [torkot vm] irritate, tickle; kapar a torkom I’ve got a tickle in my 
throat 3. [csúnyán ír] scrawl (EHCD) 
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kapar tn (és ts) ige 1. Körmét, karmát v. ujját horzsoló mozdulattal (többször) végighúzza vmin. | 
<Baromfi> így táplálékot keres. | ts Körmével, karmával v. éles eszközzel így horzsol, váj, tisztít vmit. 
Kaparja a falat. | ts Ily módon létrehoz vmit. Sebet kapar az arcán. 2. ts Vhonnan kikapar. Kukacot 
kapar a földből. | ts Vkire, vmire rákapar vmit. 3. biz Méhkaparást végez. 4. <Életlen borotva> hor-
zsol, sért. 5. ts (t. n. is) gúny Csúnyán, alig olvashatóan ír. 6. ts <Vkinek a torkát> vmi izgatja, köhö-
gésre ingerli. | Kapar a torka: krákogó köhögésre készteti a torka. 7. ts nép gúny Kuporgatva gyűjt. 
[?←kap] (CDHL)  

 95 According to CDI, hand in hand is used with the following meaning in English: “If two things go 
hand in hand, they are closely connected and cannot be considered separately from each other. You 
can also say that one thing goes hand in hand with another thing.” 

 96 tartozik I. tn ige 1. Vmihez, vmibe v. vmi közé tartozik: szoros kapcsolatban, rész−egész, faj−nem 
stb. viszonyában van vele. | Vkihez, vmihez, vkik közé tartozik: egy közösségben, csoportban van v. 
szoros kapcsolatban áll, ill. közösséget vállal vele, velük. | Vhova tartozik: ott van a rendes helye. 2. 
Vkire, vmire v. ritkán vmi elé tartozik: az ő dolga, az ő hatáskörébe vág. 3. Tartozik vkinek vmi-
vel: fizetnie kell neki vmit. Mivel tartozom (érte)?: mennyit kell fizetnem? Szj: tréf: (úgy lát-
szik,) tartozunk egymásnak (vmivel): <azok mondják, akik egymás után többször is összetalálkoz-
nak>. | Vmivel tartozik vkinek, vminek: kötelezve van vmire iránta. Hálával tartozik neki. 4. hiv: 
Tartozik vmit megtenni: köteles megtenni. II. (jelzőként) Ker Pénz: Tartozik oldal v. rovat: a tartozá-
sokat feltüntető oldal, rovat. [←tart] (CDHL)  
tartoz|ik i 1. (vknek vmvel) owe sy sg; hálával tartozik vknek owe a debt of gratitude to sy, be*in-
debted to sy; mivel tartozom? (vknek) what (v. how much) do I owe you?; [üzletben] how much is 
it?, tréf biz [szolgáltatásért] what’s the damage?; nem tartozunk egymásnak biz we are quits 2. gazd 
tartozik és követel debit and credit; Tartozik egyenleg balance due; Tartozik oldal/rovat debit side; 
20 000 Ft van a Tartozik oldalon/rovatban és 15 000 a Követel oldalon/rovatban an account that 
shows 20,000 fts on the debit side and 15,000 fts on the credit side 3. [vmt tenni] be* obliged to [do 
sg], [kötelessége] ought to do sg 4. (vkhez/vmhez) belong to sy/sg, (csak vmhez) (ap)pertain to sg; a 
legnagyobbak közé tartozik rank (v. be* counted) among the greatest, biz one of the all-time greats; 
ez nem tartozik a tárgyhoz that/it is beside the point, it is irrelevant 5. (vmbe) fall* under/within, 
be* classed among; a 3. rovatba tartozik it comes under the third heading; ez más lapra tartozik 
that is quite another matter/story 6. (vkre) concern sy, be* the business of sy; ez nem tartozik rám 
it’s no business of mine, it is not my concern, biz it’s not my pigeon; ez rám tartozik this is my de-
partment, biz that’s my pigeon; ez a bizottságra tartozik that/it is a matter for the committee; 
→ ördög (EHCD) 

 97 The idiom have a hand in something and its variant take a hand in something are represented in CDI 
with the following meaning: “If you have a hand in something, you are one of the people involved in 
doing it or creating it. If you take a hand in something, you become involved in doing it or creating 
it.” 

 98 The idiom have your hands full and its variant your hands are full are used in English with the follow-
ing meaning: “If you have your hands full or if your hands are full, you are very busy. You often use 
these expressions to indicate that you have many responsibilities or jobs, and do not have enough time 
for any more” (CDI). 

99 elfoglal ts ige 1. Harccal v. csellel hatalmába kerít. Elfoglalták a várost. 2. <Helyet> igénybe vesz, és 
oda helyezkedik. A vendégek elfoglalják a helyüket. | <Állást> elfogad, és megkezdi vele kapcs. tevé-
kenységét. 3. sajtó <Vmilyen helyzetet, magatartást> vesz föl. Más álláspontot foglal el. 4. Terjedel-
mével vmely helyet, teret betölt. Sok helyet elfoglal a szekrény. | sajtó: Vmilyen helyet foglal el 
vmiben: vmilyen szerepet tölt be benne. 5. <Időt> vmi igénybe vesz, kitölt. | Munkával terhel meg 
vkit, ill. elvonja őt más dolgától. Nagyon elfoglalja a háztartás. | Vki elfoglalja magát vmivel: idejét 
kihasználva foglalatoskodik. | Vmivel el van foglalva: vmely teendő betölti az idejét | El van foglal-
va: dolga van, nem ér rá. (CDHL)  

100 To be in safe hands, in good hands, or in capable hands means the following: “If you say that some-
one or something is in safe hands, you mean that they are being cared for by a competent person or 
organization and are therefore not likely to be harmed or damaged” (CDI). 

101 In your hands means the following: “[i]f something is in your hands, it is in your possession or under 
your control” (CDI). 

102 diszponál tn ige 1. Rendelkezik vmiről, vkivel, vmivel. 2. Jól, ill. rosszul van v. nincs diszponálva: 
vmire alkalmas, ill. alkalmatlan lelkiállapotban van. [lat] (CDHL)  

103 The idiom lend a hand and its variant lend someone a hand are registered with the following meaning 
in CDI: “[I]f you lend a hand, you help someone to do something.” 
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104 The idiom on your hands is listed in CDI with the following meaning: “If you have a problem or task 

on your hands, you have to deal with it. This expression is generally used to refer to bad or difficult 
situations. However, it is sometimes used to refer to good situations, for example when you say that 
someone has a hit or a success on their hands.” 

105 Out of hand is listed with the following meaning: “[I]f you reject an idea or suggestion out of hand, 
you reject it without hesitating and without discussing it or considering it first.” 

106 Out of your hands: “If something is out of your hands, you are no longer responsible for it.” 
107 CDI defines play into someone’s hands as follows: “If you play into someone’s hands, you make a 

foolish mistake or act in the way that they want you to act, so that they gain an advantage over you or 
defeat you.” 

108 Take the law into your own hands expresses the following meaning: “If you take the law into your 
own hands, you punish someone who you believe has done something wrong, even though you have 
no right to, and even if this means that you yourself break the law. You do this because you consider 
the person is not being punished properly by the usual authorities” (CDI). 

109 Time on your hands: “If you have time on your hands, you have a lot of free time and you do not 
know what to do with it” (CDI). 

110 Try your hand at something: “If you try your hand at something, you try doing it in order to see 
whether you like it or whether you are good at it” (CDI). 

111 Turn your hand to something: “If you turn your hand to something, you start doing it and do it well, 
even though you may not be trained to do it” (CDI). 

112 According to CDI, “[i]f you wash your hands of a problem or of a person who causes problems, you 
refuse to be involved with them or to take responsibility for them any longer.” 

113 According to CDI, “[I]f someone does something with their bare hands, they do it without using any 
weapons or tools.” 

114 Wring your hands – hand-wringing, wringing of hands: “If you say that someone is wringing their 
hands, you mean that they are expressing sadness or regret about a bad situation, but are not taking 
any action to deal with it. You usually use this expression to show your disapproval of them for be-
having like this” (CDI). 

115 According to CDI, “[i]f your hands are tied, something such as a law is preventing you from acting in 
the way that you want to.” 

116 As CDI says, “[s]omeone’s right-hand man is their close assistant and the person they trust to help and 
support them in everything they do. This expression is commonly used to talk about politics or busi-
ness. People occasionally talk about someone’s right-hand woman or their right-hand person.” 

117 The idiom all eyes are on someone, with its variant all eyes turn/focus on someone, has the following 
meaning according to CDI: “If all eyes are on someone or something, everyone is carefully watching 
that person or thing, often because they are expecting something to happen or develop.” 

118 Before your eyes and its two variants, in front of your eyes and before your very eyes: “If you say that 
something happens before your eyes or before your very eyes, you mean that it happens directly in 
front of you, and that you cannot do anything to stop it or change it” (CDI). 

119 It has to be added that the Hungarian word előtte, similarly to the English word before, went through a 
similar process in meaning change since from a word related to space, ‘in front of’, it became a word 
related to time, ‘earlier’, due to the general conceptual metaphor TIME IS SPACE (more on this in Heine, 
Claudi, & Hünnemeyer 1991). Cf. CDHL: 
előtte szjeles hsz 1. A szóban forgó személy, dolog előtt. | hiv: Előttünk (mint tanúk előtt): jelen-
létünkben. 2. (nu-szerűen, -nak, -nek ragos szóval) rég Előtt. Annak előtte: azelőtt, korábban. 
(CDHL)  

120 Can’t take your eyes off someone, and its variant can’t keep your eyes off someone, are used with the 
following meaning: “If you can’t take your eyes off someone or something, or can’t keep your eyes 
off them, you find it hard to look at anything else” (CDI). 

121 The idiom cast your eye over something and its variant run your eye over something occur with the 
following meaning: “If you cast your eye or run your eye over something, you look at it, consider, or 
read it quickly” (CDI). 

122 “Mental scanning is a subjective construal of a situation created by moving one’s ‘mental eyes’ along 
an imaginary path to a target. [There are] two kinds of mental scanning: one in which the speaker 
mentally moves along a path as if giving a simultaneous commentary while driving a car (‘The road is 
winding through the valley.’) and one in which the speaker overlooks the path traveled as a whole 
(‘The road winds through the valley.’)” (Dirven & Radden 2001). 

123 “Summary scanning is a mode of viewing states or things in cumulative fashion.” (Dirven & Radden 
2001). 
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124 “Sequential scanning is a mode of viewing a series of states or things in succession.” (Dirven & Rad-

den 2001). 
125 “A perspective is the view a speaker takes of a situation from a particular viewpoint.” (Dirven & Rad-

den 2001). 
126 átfut tn (és ts) ige 1. Vmely másik helyre fut. | biz Közeli (szomszédos) helyre sietve átmegy, átjön. 2. 

Gyorsan keresztülhalad vhol, vmin. 3. <Érzés, érzet> végigfut vkin, vmin. Átfut rajtam a hideg. 4. (ts 
is) Átfut vmin v. vmit: gyorsan végiggondolja v. végignézi. | ts Futólag átolvas vmit. Átfutja az újsá-
got. (CDHL) 

127 átnéz ts és tn ige 1. ts <Több tárgyat, gyűjteményt> darabonként megnéz. 2. ts Vmit átolvas, átbön-
gész. 3. tn Átnéz vmin: nyíláson, tárgyon, keresztül, ill. vmi fölött vhova néz. | Közeli v. vmin túl levő 
helyre néz. 4. tn Átnéz vkin: keresztülnéz vkin. 5. tn biz Rövid időre átmegy vhova, vkihez. Átnézek 
hozzájuk. (CDHL) 

128 Catch someone’s eye, with its variants catch the eye and eye-catching, means the following according 
to CDI: “If something or someone catches your eye or catches the eye, you notice them because they 
are very striking, vivid, or remarkable. You can say that something is eye-catching when it is very 
striking, vivid, or remarkable.” 

129 In the public eye, and as a contrast, out of the public eye are represented in CDI with the following 
meaning: “If someone is in the public eye, many people know who they are and are aware of what 
they are doing, because they are famous or because they are often mentioned in television or in the 
newspapers. If something such as an issue is in the public eye, people are aware of it and are discuss-
ing it. You can say that someone is out of the public eye if they are normally in the news but are tem-
porarily out of it.” 

130 nyilvánosság fn 1. ritk Vminek nyilvános volta. Az ülés nyilvánossága. 2. vál | Vminek általános is-
merete, a közösség tudomása. Nyilvánosságra hoz vmit. | A közvéleményt képviselő közösség, kö-
zönség. A nyilvánosság előtt v. a nyilvánosság (teljes) kizárásával tárgyal vmit. (CDHL)  

131 The idiom look someone in the eye and its variant look someone in the eyes are frequently used in 
English, with the following meaning: “If you look someone in the eye or look them in the eyes, you 
look at them directly in order to convince them that what you are saying is true, even though you may 
be lying. If you cannot look someone in the eye, you are too ashamed or embarrassed by something 
that you have done to look at them directly” (CDI). 

132 Meet someone’s eyes or meet someone’s eye appear with the following meaning and stylistic ef-
fect: “If you meet someone’s eyes or meet their eye, you look directly into each other’s eyes. You can 
also say that two people’s eyes meet. These expressions are used mainly in novels” (CDI). 

133 összenéz tn (és ts) ige 1. <Két v. több személy> egyetértően v. meglepve, ill. jeladásul egymásra néz. 
2. Vkinek a szeme(i) összenéz(nek): befelé kancsalít. 3. ts ritk <Vmit, kül. iratokat> összehasonlít. 
Összenézi a másolatot az eredetivel. (CDHL)  

134 Open the eyes of someone, and open someone’s eyes are used in the following situations: “If some-
thing opens the eyes of someone or opens their eyes, it causes them to become aware of things for the 
first time” (CDI). 

135 The idiom see eye to eye with someone has the following meaning according to CDI: “If you do not 
see eye to eye with someone, you do not agree with them about something. If you see eye to eye with 
someone, you agree with them completely.” 

136 The idiom (with) the naked eye is used in the following cases: “If something is big enough or bright 
enough to be seen with the naked eye, you can see it without the help of equipment such as a telescope 
or microscope” (CDI). 

137 The idiom turn a blind eye to something is frequently used, with the following meaning: “If you turn a 
blind eye to something, you deliberately ignore it because you do not want to take any action over it, 
even though you know you should” (CDI). 

138 The idiom pair with an eye for something – have an eye for something is represented with the follow-
ing meaning: “Someone with an eye for something is very skilful at dealing with that thing and has a 
good understanding of it” (CDI). 

139 More often, though, it is the hands that are metonymically conceptualized as the location of one’s 
skills, see Section 4.1.2. 

140 The idiom at face value has the following meaning: “If you take what someone says at face value, you 
accept it and believe it without thinking about it very much, even though it may be incorrect or un-
true” (CDI). 

141 The English idiom come face to face with someone and its variants meet someone face to face, a face-
to-face (thing) mean the following: “If you come face to face with someone or meet someone face to 
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face, you meet them and can talk to them directly. A face-to-face meeting or encounter is one where 
the people meet and can talk to each other directly” (CDI). 

142 This meaning is the following: “If you come face to face with a problem or with reality, you are 
forced to experience it and have to deal with it or accept it” (CDI). 

143 The idiom fly in the face of something is given in CDI with the following meaning: “If you say that 
something flies in the face of accepted ideas, rules, or practices, you mean that it conflicts with them 
or contradicts them.” 

144 dacol tn ige 1. dacol (vkivel, vmivel): dacból ellenszegül neki. 2. irod <Pusztító erővel> (bátran) 
szembeszáll. Dacol a viharral. (CDHL)  

145 The idiom keep a straight face and its variants with a straight face and straight-faced are listed with 
the following meaning in CDI: “If you keep a straight face, or say or do something with a straight 
face, you manage to look serious, even though you really want to laugh or smile. You can also say 
that someone or something is straight-faced.” 

146 Look someone in the face is used with the following meaning: “If you look someone in the face, you 
look at them directly in order to convince them that what you are saying is true, even though you may 
be lying” (CDI). 

147 As the opposite of save face (see later in this section), the idiom lose face and its variant something 
loses someone face have the following meaning: “If you lose face, people think less well of you be-
cause you are made to look foolish or because you do something which damages your reputation” 
(CDI). 

148 tekintély fn 1. Vkinek, vminek az a helyzete v. jellege, hogy tisztelik és követik. Apai tekintély; a 
törvény tekintélye. 2. Olyan személy, akinek vmiben tekintélye van. Pénzügyi tekintély. [←tekint] 
(CDHL)  

149 Their meaning is the following: “If you make a face or pull a face, you show a feeling such as dislike, 
disgust, or defiance by twisting your face into an ugly expression, or by sticking out your tongue” 
(CDI). 

150 grimasz fn biz Fintor. Grimaszt vág. [nk:fr] (CDHL)  
151 Their shared meaning is the following: “If someone puts a brave face on a difficult situation or puts on 

a brave face, they try not to let anyone see how upset or disappointed they are” (CDI). 
152 kép fn 1. Vkinek, vminek síkban ábrázolt mása. Színes kép; képet fest. | Ez mint (mű)tárgy. Munká-

csy képei. | Arckép, képmás. Kossuth képe. | rég: (Faragott) kép: szobor. | Mat Megszerkesztett vetü-
let. | Nyomda: A betű képe: nyomdai betűnek a törzsön kirajzolódó alakja. 2. A vetítővásznon, ill. 
képernyőn megjelenő fényjelenség. Tiszta a kép. 3. Tükörkép, v. optikai lencsén át megjelenő, ill. az-
zal vetített képmás. A fák képe a tó tükrén. 4. biz Arc(kifejezés). Kerek képe van; szigorú képet vág; 
nem tetszik neki vkinek a képe: gyanús, ellenszenves neki vki; van képe vmihez: nem szégyelli, nem 
restelli. Szh: Olyan a képe, mint a savanyú uborka v. olyan képet vág, mintha savanyú almába ha-
rapott volna: fanyar, kényszeredett az arckifejezése. … (CDHL)  

153 kép fn 1. ált picture, [arckép] portrait, picture, [fénykép] photo(graph), snap(shot), [papírkép] print, 
[festmény] painting, picture, [képmás] image, likeness; [tükörben] reflection; [könyvben] picture, il-
lustration, [tv] picture; jó/tiszta kép [tévében] [get* a] clear picture [on the TV]; nincs kép, de hang 
van [tévében] we have lost the picture (v. video) but are still receiving sound (v. audio); a képen in 
the picture; képekkel ellát/díszít [könyvet] illustrate; képet fest paint a picture; ördög képében in the 
shape/form of the devil; vk képére és hasonlatosságára in sy’s likeness 2. biz [arc] face, szl mug; 
nem tetszik nekem a képe I don’t like the look of him; van képe hozzá have* the nerve/cheek/face 
to sg; képen töröl/teremt vkt slap sy’s face, box sy’s ear(s); rossz képet vág vmhez look anything 
but pleased, take* sg with a bad grace; jó képet vág a dologhoz grin and bear* it, put* a good/bold 
face on sg, make* the best of a bad business/job […] (EHCD) 

154 The idiom save face and its variants a face-saving (action), a face-saver are listed in CDI with the fol-
lowing meaning: “If you save face, you do something so that people continue to respect you and your 
reputation is not damaged. If someone saves your face, they do something to keep people’s respect for 
you and save your reputation. You can talk about a face-saving action. Journalists sometimes refer to 
an action or excuse which enables someone to save face as a face-saver.” 

155 To someone’s face is represented in the database with the following meaning: “If you say something, 
especially something critical or unpleasant, to a person’s face, you say it openly in their presence” 
(CDI). 

156 The idiom come to a head and its variant bring something to a head is used with the following mean-
ing: “If a problem or disagreement comes to a head, it reaches a state where you have to take action to 
deal with it. You can also say that a particular event or factor brings a problem or disagreement to a 
head” (CDI). 
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157 dűlő fn (mn-i ign is) 1. A határnak két út v. mezsgye közötti (, külön névvel megjelölt) része. 2. ritk 

Dűlőút. Sz: dűlőre jut: a) vmi: végre elintéződik; b) vkivel: sikerül megegyeznie vele; dűlőre juttat 
v. visz vmit: sikerül elintéz(tet)nie. [←dűl] (CDHL)  

158 According to CDI, their meaning is the following: “You can use from head to toe or from head to foot 
to emphasize that you are talking about the whole of someone’s body.” 

159 The idiom head and shoulders above someone and its variant head and shoulders from other people 
mean the following according to CDI: “If you say that one person or thing is head and shoulders 
above others of their kind, you mean that they are clearly better than them.” 

160 The idiom head-to-head is listed in CDI with the following meaning: “If two people or organizations 
go head-to-head, they compete directly with each other. This expression is used mainly in talking 
about business and sport. You can also talk about a head-to-head battle or competition.” 

161 For a summary on prototype theory, see Lakoff (1987).  
162 Lose your head is listed with the following meaning: “If you lose your head, you panic and do not re-

main calm in a difficult situation” (CDI). 
163 fej2 fn 1. Ember, állat testének (az agyvelőt,) a szájnyílást és a legfőbb érzékszerveket magában fogla-

ló legfelső, ill. elülső része. … 2. Agy, ész, értelem. Világos fej; elveszti a fejét: megzavarodik; a sa-
ját fejével gondolkodik: önállóan gondolkodik. | Gondolkodás, emlékezet. Fejben számol; fejből tud 
vmit. (CDHL) 

164 Make headway has the following meaning: “If you make headway, you make progress in the thing 
that you are trying to achieve” (CDI). 

165 halad tn ige 1. A térben mozogva egyre előbbre jut. Fölfelé halad; az élen halad. 2. Múlik, telik. Ha-
lad az idő. 3. <Út, építmény> vmerre folytatódva visz, vezet. 4. <Munkában, szellemi fejlődésben 
stb.> előbbre jut. Jól halad a fizikában. Szh: úgy halad, mint a rák: egyáltalán nem v. visszafelé ha-
lad. | Halad a korral: az új viszonyoknak megfelelően él. 5. Vmi eredményesen célja felé közeledik. 
Jó úton halad a per. [fgr tőből] (CDHL) 
haladás fn 1. Mozgás, előbbre jutás. 2. Fejlődés, tökéletesedés. A tudomány haladása. | Társadalmi 
fejlődés(re való törekvés). A haladás híve. (CDHL) 

166 The idiom rear its head with its variants raise its head, rear its ugly head is usually used with the fol-
lowing meaning according to CDI: “If you say that something undesirable rears its head or raises its 
head, you mean that it starts to appear or be active. You often use this expression when the thing you 
are talking about appears again after being hidden or absent for a period of time. People often say that 
something undesirable rears or raises its ugly head.” 

167 jelentkezik tn ige 1. jelentkezik (vmire v. vminek): vmely feladatra, tagságra stb. való készségét, haj-
landóságát bejelenti. Őrségre jelentkezik; polgárőrnek jelentkezik. | (Kezét feltartva) jelzi, hogy szól-
ni kíván, ill. felelni szeretne. 2. (Idézésre, felszólításra) vhol vmilyen céllal megjelenik. Jelentkezett a 
rendőrségen. 3. Hívójelre a hívott fél megszólal, válaszol. 4. sajtó Vmi megjelenik, feltűnik, mutatko-
zik. Jelentkeznek a válság tünetei. (CDHL)  
megjelenik tn ige 1. <Élőlény> (vhova menve, jutva) feltűnik, láthatóvá válik. Megjelent a kapuban. 
| vál v. hiv Elmegy vhova, hogy jelen legyen. Megjelent az estélyen. 2. Vmi láthatóvá, észlelhetővé 
válik vhol. Megjelent a hold az égen. | Képzeletében, álmában láthatóvá válik. Megjelent neki  
a halott. 3. <Sajtótermék> nyomtatásban a nyilvánosság elé kerül. A könyv már megjelent; megjelent 
az új rendelet. [meg2+↔jelen] (CDHL)  

168 Scratch your head, as well as head-scratching, have the following meaning: “If you are scratching 
your head about a problem or question, you are puzzled and unsure about what to do or what the solu-
tion is” (CDI). 

169 The idiom turn heads is used with the following meaning: “If someone or something turns heads, they 
are so beautiful, unusual, or impressive that people are attracted to them and cannot help looking at 
them or paying attention to them” (CDI). 

170 megnéz ts ige 1. Megszemlél. Megnézte arcát a tükörben. | <Látnivalót> végignéz. Minden filmet 
megnéz. 2. Látás útján meggyőződik vmiről. Megnézem, ki jött. | Vmit vhonnan ki- v. leolvas. Meg-
néztem a szótárban. | biz Meglátogat vkit. | biz <Orvos> megvizsgál vkit. 3. <Tényállást> megvizsgál, 
<tennivalót> megfontol. Megnézi a garast, a pénzt: megfontolja, hogy mire költi. 4. biz: Nézze meg 
az ember!: <enyhébb felháborodás kif-ére:> micsoda dolog ez! 5. biz: Megnézheti magát: bajba, kel-
lemetlen, nehéz helyzetbe jut. (CDHL)  
megbámul ts ige Bámulva v. bámulattal néz meg vkit, vmit. (CDHL)  
bámészkodik tn ige Különösebb cél nélkül, hosszasan nézelődik. [hangut-hangf] (CDHL)  

171 Turn something on its head, or stand something on its head, mean the following according to CDI: “If 
you turn something such as an argument or theory on its head or stand it on its head, you use the same 
facts to produce a different or opposite conclusion.” 
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172 Drag your feet and drag your heels: “If you say that someone is dragging their feet or dragging their 

heels on something, you are criticizing them for deliberately delaying making a decision about some-
thing that is important to you” (CDI). 

173 vonakodik tn ige Húzódozik vmitől, nem szívesen teszi meg. Vonakodik a munkától. [←von] 
(CDHL)  

174 Feet on the ground: “If someone keeps their feet on the ground, they continue to act in a sensible and 
practical way even when new or exciting things are happening or even when they become successful 
or powerful” (CDI). 

175 elrugaszkodott mn (mn-i ign is) pejor Vkitől, vmitől tudatosan elszakadt, rá se hederítő. | nép: Isten-
től elrugaszkodott: megátalkodott gonosz. (CDHL)  

176 földhözragadt mn 1. Nyomorúságosan szegény (falusi). 2. vál pejor A hétköznapi élet dolgain felül-
emelkedni nem tudó. Földhözragadt gondolkodás. [~lat] (CDHL)  

177 The idiom find your feet is defined in CDI as follows: “If you say that someone in a new situation is 
finding their feet, you mean that they are becoming more confident and learning what to do.” 

178 The idiom follow in someone’s footsteps is registered with the following meaning in CDI: “If you fol-
low in someone’s footsteps, you do the same thing that they did.” 

179 Foot the bill implies the following meaning: “If you have to foot the bill for something, you have to 
pay for something” (CDI). 

180 However, it is also possible and common that the concept of completion is understood in terms of an 
upward orientation, COMPLETION/FINISHED IS UP. This metaphor is exemplified by phrasal verbs such 
as eat up, chew up, wind up, give up (cf. Kövecses & Szabó 1996).  

181 Put your feet up means the following: “If you put your feet up, you have a rest from your work and re-
lax, for example by lying down or sitting in a comfortable chair” (CDI). 

182 The idiom shoot yourself in the foot is listed in CDI with the following meaning: “If you shoot your-
self in the foot, you do or say something stupid which causes problems for yourself or harms your 
chances of success.” 

183 Nonetheless, the present idiom database does not contain any emotions related to fear (such as my 
heart died within me, one’s heart skipped a beat, etc.) that are motivated by the metonymies INCREASE 
IN HEART RATE FOR FEAR and LAPSES IN THE HEARTBEAT FOR FEAR (cf. Kövecses 1990). 

184 Have a change of heart means the following: “If someone has a change of heart, their attitude towards 
something changes” (CDI). 

185 Break your heart and its variants appear with twofold meaning in the database: (1) “If someone breaks 
your heart, they make you feel extremely upset and unhappy, because they end a love affair or close 
relationship with you. You can also say that someone has a broken heart when they feel very sad be-
cause a love affair or close relationship has ended.” (2) “You can say that something breaks your heart 
when the fact that it is happening makes you feel sad and depressed, because you believe that it is bad 
or wrong” (CDI). 

186 Their meaning is the following: “If you describe a subject as close to your heart or dear to your heart, 
you mean that it is very important to you and that you are concerned about it or interested in it” (CDI). 

187 The idiom open your heart means the following: “If you open your heart or pour out your heart to 
someone, you tell them your most private thoughts or feelings” (CDI). 

188 Take something to heart: “If you take someone’s advice or criticism to heart, you pay a lot of attention 
to it, and are greatly influenced or upset by it” (CDI). 

189 A pat on the back, and its verbal variant, pat someone on the back, mean the following according to 
CDI: “If you give someone a pat on the back, you congratulate them or show your appreciation for 
something they have done. If you give yourself a pat on the back, you feel pleased about something 
you have done. You can also say that one person pats another on the back, or that someone pats them-
selves on the back.” 

190 “Have very serious problems or be in a very difficult situation, which will be hard to deal with” 
(CDI). 

191 Stab someone in the back is used with the following meaning: “If you say that someone that you 
trusted has stabbed you in the back, you mean that they have done something which hurts and betrays 
you” (CDI). 

192 As our cultural knowledge tells us, the situation depicted by the idiom often occurs in history signal-
ing historical events such as Julius Caesar’s death, who died in 44 AD when he was stabbed to death 
in the senate house. 

193 As our cultural knowledge tells us, the ECONOMIC TRANSACTION metaphor also occurs in biblical his-
tory, in Judas Iscariot’s betrayal of Jesus. 
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194 Turn your back on someone is a frequently used body part idiom, with the following meaning: “If you 

say that someone has turned their back on you, you mean that they have ignored you and refused to 
help you” (CDI). 

195 Turn your back on something is motivated in a similar way to the above English idiom, turn your back 
on someone, though it has a different meaning: “If you turn your back on something, you stop think-
ing about it and paying attention to it, or reject it” (CDI). 

196 “People are being killed in fighting” (CDI). 
197 Fresh blood and new blood mean the following: “New people who are brought into a company or or-

ganization to make it more efficient, exciting, or innovative” (CDI). 
198 In cold blood is used with the following meaning: “If you say that one person killed another in cold 

blood, you mean that they did it in a calm and deliberate way, rather than in anger or self-defense. Ex-
presses shock or horror at a killing” (CDI). 

199 According to CDI, “If you say that you are keeping your fingers crossed or are crossing your fingers, 
you mean that you are hoping for luck or success in something. People say fingers crossed when they 
are wishing someone good luck. People sometimes actually cross their middle finger over their index 
finger when they use this expression or are wishing someone good luck.” 

200 As the CDI definition shows, “if you point the finger at someone, you blame them for a mistake they 
have made or accuse them of doing something wrong. When people blame or accuse each other in this 
way, you can refer to this as finger-pointing”. 

201 As CDI explains, “if you put your finger on something, for example the cause of a problem or the an-
swer to a question, you realize what it is and identify it. If you cannot see the cause of a problem or 
the answer to a question, you can say that you can’t put your finger on it.” 

202 “If you say that someone has a chip on their shoulder, you mean that they feel very angry and resent-
ful because they think that they have been treated unfairly, especially because of their race, sex, or 
background” (CDI). 

203 The idiom give someone the cold shoulder or get the cold shoulder means the following according to 
CDI: “If someone deliberately ignores you, you can say that they give you the cold shoulder or that 
you get the cold shoulder from them.” 

204 “If you rub shoulders [or elbows] with someone important or famous, you associate with them for a 
while. You can also say that two groups of people rub shoulders” (CDI). 

205 A rule of thumb is defined by CDI as the following: “A rule of thumb is a general rule about some-
thing which you can be confident will be right in most cases.” 

206 The thumbs down is used in the following situation: “If you give a plan, suggestion, or activity the 
thumbs down, you show that you do not approve of it and are not willing to accept it. A thumbs down 
or a thumbs-down sign is a sign that you make by pointing your thumb downwards in order to show 
dissatisfaction or disagreement, or to show that things are going badly” (CDI). 

207 The thumbs up is used in the following situation: “If you give a plan, suggestion, or activity the 
thumbs up, you show that you approve of it and are willing to accept it. A thumbs up or a thumbs-up 
sign is a sign that you make by pointing your thumb upwards in order to show satisfaction or agree-
ment, or to show that everything is all right” (CDI). 

208 A shot in the arm means the following: “If something gives you a shot in the arm, it gives you help 
and encouragement at a time when you badly need it” (CDI). 

209 It means the following: “If you keep someone at arm’s length, you avoid being friendly with them or 
getting emotionally involved with them” (CDI). 

210 The meaning of hard on the heels of something and its variants hot/close on the heels of something is 
the following: “If you say that one event follows hard on the heels of another or hot on the heels of 
another, you are emphasizing that one happens very quickly or immediately after another” (CDI). 

211 “In a competitive situation, if someone is hard on your heels or hot on your heels, they are doing 
nearly as well as you, and it is likely that they will soon be doing better than you” (CDI). 

212 A stiff upper lip means the following according to CDI: “If someone is keeping a stiff upper lip, they 
hide their emotions and do not let other people see what they are feeling. You can also say that some-
one is keeping their upper lip stiff. You can also refer to the attitude or behavior of people who do not 
like to show their emotions as the stiff upper lip.” 

213 The other lip idiom, pay or give lip service to something means the following: “If you say that some-
one pays lip service or gives lip service to an idea, you are being critical of them because they appear 
to be in favor of it, but are not doing anything to support it. You can also just talk about lip service” 
(CDI). 

214 More on proverb interpretation in Lakoff & Turner (1989) and Kövecses (2002). 
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215 To get on someone’s nerves means the following: “If you say that someone or something gets on your 

nerves, you mean that they annoy or irritate you” (CDI). 
216 “If something that you say touches a nerve or touches a raw nerve, it upsets someone, because you 

have mentioned a subject that they feel strongly about or are very sensitive about. You can also say 
that it strikes or hits a nerve or a raw nerve. You can also talk about a remark finding or exposing a 
raw nerve” (CDI). 

217 The idiom grit your teeth is defined as follows: “If you grit your teeth, you decide to carry on even 
though the situation you are in is very difficult” (CDI). 

218 Their meaning is the following: “If a project or new product has teething problems or teething trou-
bles, there are problems in its early stages or when it first becomes available” (CDI). 

219 The meaning of bite/hold your tongue is the following: “If you bite your tongue or hold your tongue, 
you do not say a particular thing, even though you want to or are expected to, because it would be the 
wrong thing to say in the circumstances, or because you are waiting for a more appropriate time to 
speak” (CDI). 

220 According to CDI, “if you describe a remark or piece of writing as tongue in cheek, you mean that it 
is meant to be funny and ironic, and is not meant to be taken seriously. You can also say that someone 
is talking or writing with tongue in cheek.” 

221 This idiom is listed in CDI with the following meaning: “You can use body and soul to emphasize that 
you are doing something with all your energy or to the best of your ability.” 

222 The definition of the meaning of this idiom is the following: “If you refer to the bare bones of some-
thing, you are referring to its most basic parts or details” (CDI). 

223 The metaphor abstract complex systems are buildings (or rather the more specific complex metaphor 
creating a well-structured, strong abstract complex system is making a well-structured, strong build-
ing) consists of the following simple metaphors: creating an abstract complex system is building, the 
structure of an abstract system is the physical structure of a building, and a lasting abstract system is a 
strong building. 

224 “Very publicly show regret or anger about something that has gone wrong. The person is not being 
sincere but is trying to draw attention to himself or herself” (CDI). 

225 It means the following: “If something you say to someone falls on deaf ears, they take no notice of 
what you have said” (CDI). 

226 Cf. nem talál legyőzőre [not find-3rd PERS LOC(down)win-SUFF-LOC(onto)] ‘find no defeaters’. 
227 It means the following: “If something that you do raises eyebrows, it surprises, shocks, or offends 

people” (CDI). 
228 It means the following: “If you meet or see someone famous in the flesh, you actually meet or see 

them, rather than, for example, seeing them in a film or on television” (CDI). 
229 Bring something to its knees means the following: “if you say that something has brought a country or 

organization to its knees, you are emphasizing that it has caused the country or organization to be in 
an extremely weak condition. You can also say that the country or organization is on its knees” (CDI). 

230 The meaning of the idiom is the following: “If you put your money where your mouth is, you give 
practical support to causes or activities that you believe are right, especially by giving money. Journal-
ists sometimes replace money or mouth with other nouns in order to refer to a particular situation or to 
the type of support someone might give” (CDI). 

231 This idiom means the following: “If people or organizations flex their muscles, they behave in a way 
intended to show that they have power and are considering using it. You can also say that people or 
organizations flex their muscle” (CDI). 

232 Neck and neck means the following: “In a race or contest, if two competitors are neck and neck, they 
are exactly level with each other, so that it is impossible to say who will win” (CDI). 

233 It means the following: “If something, especially a bad thing, happens under your nose, it happens in 
your presence or very near to you, and you do not or cannot do anything to stop it. If someone takes 
something from under your nose, they do not try to hide the fact that they are taking it, and you either 
do not notice or cannot stop them” (CDI). 

234 More on the metaphor STRENGTH OF EFFECT IS CLOSENESS in Lakoff & Johnson (1980: 128–132). 
235 O. Nagy (1957/2003: 295) notes that we usually use the word for nose to express what is in front of 

us, or what can be heard well. The central role of nose can be attributed to the fact that the nose is in 
the middle of the face. 

236 The meaning of all these idioms is the following: “If you accuse someone of trying to ram something 
down your throat, you mean that they are trying to force you to accept, believe, or learn something 
against your will” (CDI). 
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237 The Hungarian literal translation equivalents are the following: ram – sulykol; shove – tol, taszít; 

force – kényszerít; cram – töm. 
238 According to Barcelona Sánchez’s (1997) definition, ideal translation equivalents are linguistic meta-

phorical expressions of the same conceptual metaphors (with same source and target domains), and 
the same mappings; and they are expressions as similar in their literal meanings and syntactic features 
as possible to the source language expressions. 

239 It means the following: “If you say that someone or something keeps you on your toes, you mean that 
they cause you or force you to be alert and ready for anything that might happen” (CDI). 

240 Force dynamics deals with how entities interact with respect to force, and it encompasses notions like 
the exertion of force, resistance to exertion, overcoming of resistance, blockage of force, removal of 
blockage and others (Talmy 1988: 49). In Talmy’s force dynamics, the focus is thus on the conflicting 
force tendencies, e.g., one towards rest or remaining in the given position, and another towards motion 
or change. 


